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NATIONAL HEALTH INSURANCE PROPOSALS
THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 11, 1971
HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES,

COMMITTEE ON WAYS AND MEANS,

Wsahington,D.-C.
The committee met at 10 a.m., pursuant to notice, in the committee
room, Longworth House Office Building, Hon. Al Ullman presiding.
Mr. ULLMAN. The committee will be in order.
We are very pleased to have as our first witness this morning our
ex-colleague Jeffery Cohelaii who served with great distinction here
in the House for many years and who is very knowledgeable on this
important matter before the committee.
Mr. Schneebeli?
Mr. SCHNEEBELI. Mr. Chairman, I also would like to greet my friend
of long standing Jeffery Cohelan. He is a great guy and I am sure he
is doing a fine job in this important area.
We are always glad to have you here, Jeff. You are always welcome
to our committee.
Mr. CORMAN. Mr. Chairman, before my colleagues on the other side
of the aisle try to steal my good friend from California, I want to say
that we miss him every day. It has been my good fortune to work with
him in his present endeavors to try to show people across the country
the potential value of health maintenance organizations. I think a
great many people will get adequate medical care that they would not
otherwise get and a substantial reason for that is because. Jeffery
Cohelan is putting his efforts into it.
Mr. ULLMAN. Mr. Cohelan, we are certainly pleased to hear you.
Would you identify your colleague and the association that you represent and we would be pleased to hear you.
STATEMENT OF HON. JEFFERY COHELAN, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR,
GROUP HEALTH ASSOCIATION OF AMERICA; ACCOMPANIED BY
DR. W. PALMER DEARING, MEDICAL CONSULTANT
Mr. COHELAN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman and members of the committee and my many dear old friends.
My name as you know is Jeffery Cohelan for the record and I am
presently executive director of Group Health Association of America,
Inc. With me here this morning is the distinguished W. Palmer Dearing, M.D., our medical consultant. Dr. Hearing is my immediate predecessor, having served for 10 years as Gtoup Health Association of
America's executive director. Dr. Hearing is a former Deputy Surgeon General of the U.S. Public Health Service and I am sure gentle(2143)
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men his observations and opinions on the issue of national headth insurance will be of great value to this committee.
Group Health Association of America represents all the communitywide, consumer sponsored prepaid group practice health plans now
existing in the Nation. In addition, our membership includes about 100
labor-sponsored prepaid group practice plans. The affiliates of Group
Health Association of America provide comprehensive health care and
maintenance to almost 8 million Americans. While the method of this
delivery of health care and health maintenance can vary from plan to
plan, all of our affiliated plans have a common characteristic: they furnish a comprehensive set of medical services to their subscribers, based
on a premium determined in advance. Our thrust is to furnish services,
unlike insurance plans, not merely the payment of expenses for health
care.
Recently, Anne R. Somers, a noted health economist, wrotePrepaid group practice, in view of many, perhaps most, health care experts,
is an idea *hose time has come. On February 18, 1971, President Nixon singled
out prepaid group practice organizations--now renamed health maintenance organizations or HMO's--as the Administration's chosen instrument for effecting
a rational reorganization in the delivery of health services. The Administration
is also pushing legislation in Congress to provide special grants, loans, and loan
guarantees to HMO's as well as to facilitate their-participation in Medicare
and Medicaid.

The term "Health Maintenance Organization" perhaps has been
the subject of more discussion and analysis than any other single idea
related to the solution of the Nation's health care problems. Indeed,
the health maintenance organization concept appears in varying forms
in almost every national health insurance proposal pending before
the Congress today, with the notable exception of the American Medical Association's "Medicredit" proposal.
The health maintenance organization concept finds its genesis in
the comprehensive prepaid group practice plans affiliated with our
association and also in the physician-sponsored medical foundation
plans. From these systems of health care delivery the health maintenance organization concept draws four basic elements: One, organization; two, comprehensive health services; three, enrolled groups of
subscribers in a defined geographic area; and four, reimbursement
through a prenegotiated and fixed periodic payment. The administration conceives that under these four principles, a number of types
of health maintenance organizations can be established. Health maintenance organizations may be profit or nonprofit. They may be .organized by physicians, hospitals, community groups, labor unions, insurance companies, and even by governmental units.
Broadly defining the essential elements of the Health Maintenance
Organization concept, and thereby permitting a variety of forms,
serves a useful purpose. A pluralistic system of health services delivery
with multiple types of programs affords the consumer a choice of the
-type of health care which he deems best suited to the health needs of
himself and his family. It also gives him the opportunity periodically
to review his health care plan and. elect an alternative plan that he
judges will better meet his needs.
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'For the physician, it offers a number of ways he can practice his art.
The physician may choose to become employed full time by an HMO;
he may choose to work under a contract with the HMO; he may choose
to participate in a medical foundation program on a free-for-service
basis; or he may choose to continue in the traditional mode. A flexible
and pluralistic system is easily susceptible to the experiment, change,
and innovation so necessary to a constantly improving health care system. Yet with all of this allowance for flexibility and variety, the
health maintenance organization can make comprehensive health care
accessible to the consumer.
But just as the broad elements of a health maintenance organization
offer unique advantages, there are also problems and dangers to which
both the administration and the Congress should address themselves
to before embarking upon a large scale commitment to this form of
health care.
The first problem is money-money for planning, for building, for
initial operating expenses for capital reserves for future development
and improvements. Group Health Association of America is now making an effort to establish prepaid group practice plans in some 33 cities,
pursuant to a Federal grant for that purpose. This experience and the
experience of our existing member plans give some insights into the
financial requirements for organizing and operating health maintenance organizations.
WVe estimate that an operational health maintenance organization
must be geared to serve upwards of 20,000 members. Planning and
feasibility expenses for such a prepaid group health plan can run as
high as $250,000. Construction financing, initial startup costs and, yes,
even initial operating requirements can run into several million dollars. When one considers the financial requirements to start a health
maintenance organization in the context of the stated objectives of the
administration to have 1,700 health maintenance organizations by the
end of 1976 and one or more health maintenance organizations available to 90 percent of the population by the end of the century, you then
have an idea of the implied financial commitment, both public and
private.
But even when the health maintenance organization becomes operational, there is a need for continuing and major capital investments
to finance future expansion and improvement. Dr. Clifford H. Keene,
president, Kaiser Foundation Hospitals and Kaiser Foundation
Health Plan, Inc., puts it quite candidly when he said, "a system which
makes no effective provision for capital makes no provision for health
care delivery systems."
Then there is the problem of incentives. What will motivate a consumer to seek health care services through a health maintenance organizatiofi? Why would a physician choose to practice medicine in a
health maintenance organization ?
We believe that prepaid group practice plans offer the consumer a
number of unique advantages such as comprehensive health care services in an organized setting with optimum use of all elements of the
health services system. Prepaid group practice makes full economic
use of the consumer's health care dollar with stress on preventive care
services as well as treatment of illness.
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But consumer acceptance of prepaid group practice, especially in
areas where the system is new, is gradual. Such acceptance requires
a great deal of consumer education and the building of a reputation
for quality care such as that enjoyed by the Kaiser plans on the west
coast. 'All our plans tend toward growth. During "open season" periods
when the consumer can convert to a prepaid group practice plan by
choice our gains generally exceed our losses. But the evolution of widespread consumer acceptance of prepaid group practice as an unfamiliar health care system can be quite time consuming. There is a natural
reluctance for persons to break away from traditional modes of health
care as well as familiar providers of care.
One step toward dealing with the consumer incentive problem was
taken by this distinguished committee when it reported the health
maintenance organization provisions of H.R. 1, the "Social Security
Amendments of 1971." You may recall that these provisions permitted the health maintenance organization to use the difference between the actual cost of care and 95 percent of the cost of similar care
in the community for the provision of supplemental services and benefits not covered by Medicare. This kind of incentive should make
health maintenance organization care more widely accepted by the
medicare beneficiary.
Prepaid group practice holds a number of advantages for the health
care provider. A physician in a health maintenance organization setting may have regular hours regular vacation and academic leave,
fixed compensation. He has his practice in an integrated setting and
has none of the business duties associated with private practice.
But even these benefits may not be enough to attract a physician
to the health maintenance organization from the more prevalent form
of practice. Just as the Congress is required to give attention to the
problem of physicians in underserved areas, so too should it direct its
attention to considering the elements which will attract the Nation's
physicians to a health maintenance organization.
There, is also the problem of professional provider acceptance of
health maintenance organizations. Prepaid group practice has in the
past, and to a certain extent today, faced fairly stiff opposition from
medical societies and other health institutions. Admittedly, we are
gaining more favorable recognition but there are still problems. At
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least 20 States restrict or prohibit the operation of prepaid group
practice plans through statutes originally supported in the main by
medical and insurance organizations. We still find instances where hospitals will grant privileges to group practice plan physicians only after
heavy persuasion which sometimes includes resort to the courts. There
huve been court decisions ordering local medical societies not to reject
group practice plan doctors for membership solely because of their
method of practice.
Anne R. Sommers, previously cited, sums up this situation as such,
and I quoteThe current official popularity of prepaid group practice represents a remarkable change from the preceding four decades when both organized medicine
and government fought the fledgling organizations with numerous potent weapons: state laws outlawing "lay controlled" medical care plans, invocation of
the common law rule against "the corporate practice of medicine," professional
boycotts and expulsion of affiliated doctors from medical societies, refusal to
extend hospital privileges to these doctors, refusal to make available Hill-Burton
funds and other aids to facilities construction, et cetera.

Experts in the prepaid group practice field have often pointed out
that the principal characteristic of the plans is the assumption of the
responsibility by the providers of health services for the organization and the delivery of services on a prepaid basis. Responsibility,
and I stress, gentlemen, responsibility, includes an assumption of risk
by the provider. The provider must reasonably maintain the health
of the enrolled population and use resources in the most efficient manner possible. There is a built-in incentive, therefore, against over or under-utilization of the plan's facilities, services, and so forth.
Mr. Chairman, and members of the committee, over the years the prepaid group practice movement has developed a set of working standards. While these standards are broad enough to allow for flexibility
among plans, they are narrow enough to insure growth and prosperity
for the plans. Dr. Ernest Saward, the present president of the Group
Health Association of America and also associate dean of the University of Rochester Medical School, has termed these standards as our
"Genetic Code." I have attached Dr. Saward's brilliant and perceptive
paper which I ask unanimous consent to include in the record.
Mr. ULLMAN. Without objection that will be done.
(The paper referred to follows:)
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THE RELEVANCE OF PREPAID GROUP PRACTICE
TO THE EFFECTIVE DELIVERY OF HEALTH SERVICES

Ernest W.Saward, M.D.
Medical Director
The Permanente Clinic
Portland, Oregon

Presented at

the 18th Annual Group Health Institute
Sault Ste. Marie
Ontario, Canada

June 18, 1969

Reprinted with permission by
U.S. DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH, EDUCATION, AND WELFARE
Public Health Service
Health Services and Mental Health Administration
Community Health Service
Office of Group Practice Development
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In the interest of increasing understanding of the concepts
embodied in the group practice of medicine, we are making available
this description of the Kaiser Health Plan.

The Kaiser approach

to the provision of comprehensive health care is one that has,
over the years, proved itself increasingly acceptable to physicians
and patients alike.

Dr. Saward's paper presents his views of the

necessary ingredients for that success.
There is great need for innovation and experimentation in the
process of providing access to adequate health care for all the
people of this Nation.

In a country as diverse as ours there is

obviously no one approach, no one solution in seeking to improve
the organization, delivery and financing of health care.

The

Community Health Service recognizes the need for constructive
communication among all participants in the health care field.
plan inthe

We

&ure-to issue other examples of the ways in which

group practice, through its potential for efficient organization
and continual peer review of quality, can offer acceptable health
care to the people who need it.

Jo
W. Cashman, M.D.
As distant Surgeon General
D rector, Community Health
Service
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THE RELEVANCE OF PREPAID GROUP PRACTICE
TO TiE EFFECTIVE DELIVERY OF HEALTH SERVICES

Is there a general problem with the delivery system of medical
services to the American people, or is the problem only with dolivening services to special groups as the urban and rural poor?
There is considerable difference of opinion among my professional
colleagues as to the correct answer to this question.

However,

there is no doubt that each passing month sees more interest devoted
to the possible answers.

If indeed the problem of health services

to the poor is only a magnification of a broad social problem, as
are so many problems of the poor, then one cannot effectively solve
it simply by changing the delivery of health services to the poor.
One mast go further and diagnose the ills besetting the general
delivery of health services and see if there is a more general
solution for the problems of the delivery system.

There are so

many symptoms of such a general disease and, simultaneously, thee
are many remedies being advocated.
being legislated.

Not a few of the remedies are

The symptoms can be listed briefly.
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The Problems
First, the cost of medical care is high and it is rapidly
rising.

There Ls much concern about this rise.

There has been

inquiry from both the executive and legislative branches of the
Federal Government and by numerous lesser public bodies.

And in

this session of Congress there are again further hearings on this
matter by Senator Ribicoff.
A second problem is the absence of quality standards in our
personal health services.

We have some minimal standards for

hospital care and we have drug standards from the Food and Drug
Administration, but for medical care as a whole, we are still
groping for quality control.
The third problem is usually called a "manpower" problem.

It

applies not only to physicians but to all categories of certified
health personnel.

There are many approaches to solving this prob-

lem including reform of the medical school curriculum, the creation
of new medical schools, the reevaluation of the role of the personal
physician, the broadening of post-graduate education, attempts to
reorganize nursing education, and not least, large Congressional
appropriations for all the health services training programs.

70-174 0 - 72 - pt. 10 -- 3
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A fourth problem is commonly called the "technology ga."

By

this is meant the fact that medicine has developed many technologies
that are not regularly available to the mass of the population.

It

fascinates the public to read about heart transplants, but the fact
is that the delivery of medical services is so organized that not
one in ten women have a periodic Pap smear.

This technology

gap, of course, is one of the targets of the Regional Medical
Programs.
-Fifth, there is also an expectation gap that exists between
what the people feel they should have in the way of health services
and what they actually do receive.

People expect medical care to

be available, accessible, comprehensive, and in continuity,
although they do not speak of it in these specific terms.

Instead,

one hears of the frustration over where to go when sick, the
search for personal physician responsibility, and the forced use
of hospital emergency room because nothing else is available.

This

has produced a large, often acrimonious, literature, but with the
ever-higher education of the population, the gap between expectation
and realization is growing rather than shrinking.

For the poor,

the OEO Health Programs are an attempt to demonstrate methods of
narrowing this gap.
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A sixth problem that is symptomatic of a general problem
with our health services delivery system is the lag in the use of
contemporary planning, budgeting and management skills.

There

has been an attempt to reduce this lag by legislation also, and
the Comprehensive Health Planning Act, Public Law 89-749,
"Partnership for Health," is one such an attempt.
The principal remedy that has so far been applied to this
group of problems is to put more money into the health services
system - either money for facilities or training of manpower, or
money for services to special groups such as the elderly and the
poor.

However, by any objective measurement, the amount of services

delivered has not kept pace with the amount of money being poured
into the system. At least one result of this is the inflationary
values so often reported in the Consumer Price Index.. The reaction to this has been a considerably intensified interest in, the
cost accounting of hospitals, in hospital utilization, in fees for
physicians and in investigation into the cost of drugs.

A recent

modification of the Medicare legislation is supposed to promote
experiments 4n reimbursement to providers of care with built-in
incentives for efficiency in the delivery of services.

The Report

of the Secretary's Comittee on Hospital Effectiveness (the Barr
Committee) recommends putting regional planning in a mandatory
form and making all modifications of health facilities conform to
such a regional plan.
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This very brief statement of the problems and review of
recent remedies on the part of our government, as well as
recommendations of others to government, is made to support the
conclusion that there is indeed a general problem with the
delivery "system" of medical services to the American people,
and to emphasize that the problem is not just with the poor,
for whom the problem indeed exists in an aggravated form.
The Kaiser System
Each of the demonstration programs attempting to solve the
medical care problem of the poor has reorganized the structure
of the delivery system, almost invariably employing some form
of group practice and simultaneously divorcing the delivery of
services from the fee system.

However, in regard to the solutions

offered for the general problem, while group practice has been
one of the possible remedies suggested during the past years, the
revision of the fee piecework system as yet receives little
general support.
We have no solution to problems of heart disease, cancer,
or stroke.

We regularly spend hundreds of millions investigating

and implementing what seems helpful.

Considering the budgeted

billions for health services, a bit more spending on the study of
the delivery system

seems in order.
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There does exist within the United States a time-tested
delivery system that, while it does not solve all the problems,
lessens most 'of them.

The Kaiser Foundation institutions have

fundamentally innovated a different organization for the delivery
of medical care.

It is certainly not a panacea but this system

has created a yardstick to measure other delivery systems in that
it has provided known utilization data and known costs.

It is

not a hypothesis, as are so many plans put forward today.
an operating system that is 26 years old.
demonstration.

It is

It is a socio-econoaic

The medical care provided is orthodox; the system's
It was initially a response to the

method of organization is not.

depression period of the 1930's but has becomemost appropriate
in our affluent society today.
The. acceptance of the program has been overwhelming, its
growth has been geometric and its present growth is
by the system'

limited only

ability to create':facilities and to staff them

with professional personnel.

For each 100,000 persons a program

such as ours require's the availability of 180 hospital beds, 90
physicians organized in a fuli-titae group, 800 Atcillary personnel
Abd a capital investment of approximately twelve million dollars.
The requirements 6f beds, physicians and other personnel as well
as capital are, of course, much less than in the Orevailing
unorganized pattern of health devices delivery.;
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Despite these very large requirements our program now
has over 1,750,000 persons enrolled on the West Coast.

This is

a greater number than the population of 16 states and nearly
twice the population of the province of Saskatchewan, yet there
has been only a very small investment of outside medical care
research interest compared to the Saskatchewan medical care
program.
The large size and rapid growth of the Kaiser program is
detailed not to tell how great it is but to give some concept of
its public acceptance in our contemporary society.
asked:

"Is it really that good?"

I am often

My only rejoinder can be:

"Good compared to what--what are the public's other choices?"
All the people who have joined have had, at all times, the
choice of another system of medical care but have deliberately
and repeatedly chosen this one.

No really definitive answer

can be given at this stage as to why they choose this program
in such growing numbers, but the fact that they do is incontestable.
Today there is considerable national enthusiasm for prepaid
group practice.

There is even an Office of Group Practice

Development in the Health Services and Mental Health Administration
of our National government.

It is not a Prepaid.Group Practice

section but it does include this feature.

There was a Group

Practice Conference sponsored by the Public Health Service in..
Chicago in October of 1967, again, with considerable emphasis
on prepaid group practice.

Simultaneously with this enthusiasm
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there exists considerable skepticism about prepaid group
practice.

This is quite understandably based on the relative

lack of new plans that have come into existence and the
relative lack of success of several of the old plans.

One

may well ask why this is.
A Genetic Code for Prenayment
It is our concept that there is a genetic code to prepaid
group practice.

While the genetic code allows for great

individual variation, just as the human genetic code allows
for individual variation, nevertheless one cannot violate
this code without the result being either a stillborn plan or
a plan that will be defective in its growth and maturity.

If

one leaves out vital parts of the code, the plan is permanently
handicapped.

For example, some plans don't have fulltime

groups, others are not hospital-based, others have the medical
group employed by hospital, and not an independent, strong
organization:

These are but a few of the near lethal flaws.

The genetic code does not allow, to mix metaphors, a smorgasbord from which you help yourself to the properties you like
and leave others alone.

The genetic code is an entity and

one must include the whole code if one wishes to have a
viable program.

It is'with dismay that we see several new

programs being started in the United States taking ne cognizance of this fact.

Theoreticians abound; experienced,
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successful administrators are scarce.
It is fundamental that the program be nonprofit and that
it be self-sustaining without philanthropy or tax support,
although the poor and the elderly need tax support to participate
in the system.

The program m st be conducted in the para-

mount interest of the membership.

The principal character-

istic of the program is the assumption of the responsibility,
by the providers of medical services, for the organization and
delivery of such services on a prepaid basis.

It is not an

insurance program that trades dollars of premiums for benefits.
Dollars are only available for use as services.
The basic concepts of the Kaiser Hedical Care Program in
abbreviated form are:
1.

Prepayment, usually by monthly dues, to mutualize
the cost of medical care for the population covered.
It removes the barrier of a fee at the time of
service.

It is a cosmnity-rated program, not an

experience-rated program.

This means that the

subscribers pay equal rates for equal benefits and
not according to group risk which often would have
the unfortunate result of the highest rates for those
least able to pay.
variety of ways:

The premiums may be paid in a
they may be paid directly by the
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individual; they maybe paid by his employer;
they may be paid by a union health and welfare
fund; they may be paid in essence by Medicare; or
they may be paid--in the case of poverty groups-by the Office of Economic Opportunity.

The policy

goal of effective medical care for all segments of
the community on an equal basis can in this way
be accomplished.
2.

Group Practice.

The medical group is an autonomous

and self-governing unit.

It has contractual relation-

ships with the prepayment organization and is paid
by capitation.

The medical group pools all income,

whether from prepayment or from fee-for-service.
members of the medical group are full time.

All

A program

of continuing education is integral to the group.
3. A medical center is vital.
integrated.

The facilities are

The medical group is hospital-based.

It

has satellite clinics serving other neighborhoods of
the area but has an organized central system with a
single medical record, both for inpatient and outpatient care.

The laboratory services, purchasing

department, accounting department and administration
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are unified.
4.

This produces substantial economies.

Voluntary enrollment.

No member of our program belongs

to it unless he has chosen it and to be given a choice,
hg must have an alternative.

This usually amounts to

dual choice, that is the choice of two programs, the
alternate being an indemnity program or one such as
Blue Cross, Blue Shield.

But no employer or union can

decide which is best and then enroll all beneficiaries.
The role of the organized consumer is a different but
highly important one.

Consumer groups today are often

represented by sophisticated bargainers who negotiate
not only coverage content, but insist on methods for
validating accessibility, quality and other performance
factors.

Unless a consumer group enrolls in a com-

prehensive direct service program It cannot assess these
factors effectively and negotiate with the providers of
service.

Under indemnity insurance, by contrast, to

whom can you complain effectively if at midnight there
is no pediatrician to see your child with an earache?
5.

Capitation payment.

This concept involves the reversal

of the conventional economics of medical care.

Usually,

physicians or hospitals are paid only for illness, and
usually the more illness, the greater the payment.

The
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method is a piecework basis.

This is true for indemnity

programs, for Blue Cross, or for the individual who must
pay out of his own pocket.

In our program, both the

physicians and the hospital are paid by capitation for
the services that they contract to render.

This creates

a predictable, budgetary operation in which the only
unknown is the size of the membership.

From past

experience this, too, is relatively predictable.
6.

Comprehensive coverage is necessary to render effective
medical care.

This includes the full spectrum of out-

patient care, inpatient care, extended care, home health
service, drug coverage and mental health services.
Comprehensiveness directs an appropriate use of the
budgeted dollars.

The least expensive, effective modalit)

will be the one used.

Prevention, health education and

early disease detection are obviously good for the population
covered but can also be a cost saving to the providers.
The medical group is motivated to use appropriate
ancillary personnel.

Budgetary systems without fee-for-

service assure that if a particular type of work doesn't
have to be done by a physician, someone more appropriate,
such as his nurse, health aide, or other personnel will
be substituted for the expensive physician.
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Here then..is described a prepaid group practice
delivery system that we believe to be on a reasonable,
rationally organized basis that has proven itself by
operating well for over a quarter of a century.

This

program has had a phenomenal growth that indicates its
public acceptance.

One may well ask how this affects the

symptoms that I have previously outlined.
Kaiser System Effectiveness
First, let us look at the high cost of medical care and
its rapid rate of rise, perhaps, the easiest aspect to
document.
kinds:

The economies of prepaid group practice are of many

managerial, integrative, scalar and, of most importance,

motivational.

The study made several years ago for the California

State Employees Retirement Board documented all costs of
medical care to the families covered by the Kaiser Program to
be only 70 to 80

as much per year, both inside and outside

the system, as were the costs to state employees with other
types of coverage.
system.

This represents the dollar input to the

What about the output?

The output is not only

quantitatively but qualitatively different.

It is something

like trying to compare horses with bales of hay.

Hay is,

indeed, an ingredient in the production of horses but it is
not a horse.

There is much more than efficiency to consider.
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There is effectiveness.
The constant accessibility of health centers manned
24 hours a day, 365 days a year, the continuity of care
provided by the unit medical record, the comprehensiveness
of service,-outpatient services, hospital services, extended
care services, home health services,'mental health services,
prepaid drugs, rehabilitation, mass screening, and other
organized servic!!,-produce an output truly unavailable to an
average family insured with other types of health insurance.
Where else, indeed, does over half the adult female
population have a Pap smear annually?
Are the savings involved in this form of health care
substantial?

Data published from-the United States Civil

Service Commission on ]ederal employees show that those
under prepaid group practice programs had only 60% as many
hospital dayq as uder Indemnity Insurance or Blue Cross plans.
The same ratio of hospital savings is
figures from our program in Portland.

in4icatedby the Medicare
Our Medicare patients

used 1,700 days versus the national average ,of over 2.700 days
It must be made clear this major saving is a saving to the
Social Security.Administxation .nd.not to the 1iser Program.
More effective and equitable use qf the available

monies could

be made to the benefit of the aged consumer if a capitation
for hospital and professional services were paid in a manner
comparable to Kaiser Health Plan enrollees.
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A further fact is the rate of rise of hospital cost.
Between 1950 and 1967 the cost per patient day in our Kaiser
hospital rose from $13.23 to $57.60, paralleling the national
average.

At the same time this over fourfold increase was

taking place, cost for hospitalization for Health Plan Member
per year was rising from $12.53 to $27.30, a rate of increase
only slightly more than twofold, thus clearly indicating
that the rate.of rise for the cost of hospitalization under
this delivery system has been far less than the national
average.

These, then, are some of the indices that indicate

-

real cost saving by this method of organization of the delivery
system.
quality Assurances
The second symptom described was the general lack of
quality standards in medical care.

Group practice has the

ability to control the original and continued selection of
the medical group and inherently has a constant review of one's
peers in group affairs.

In group practice, those review

mechanisms that ordinarily apply only in hospital practice can
and do apply to all group activity.

Here again, the unit

medical record system permits constant cognizance ofone's
colleagues' performance.

Those who 'practice in groups often
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feel that the quality control of the group is even more
valuable than the cost control,
Effective Manpower Utilization
The third symptom mentioned was the set of problems
called manpower problems.

Throughout our organization there

are many of the customary experiments beiug made--use of
specially-trained pediatric nurses for well-baby care under
the supervision of the pediatrician, experiments with routine
prenatal care by specially-trained nurse personnel, the
assignment of a specially-trained orthopedic technician to
each orthopedist, freeing him of the many repetitive techniques
so that this scarce specialty can be much more productive.
For over twenty years we have used optometrists for routine
eye refractions, leaving the ophthalmologist free for clinical
eye disease, except where his special skill is necessary in
the unusual refraction.
Fundamentally, our functions are such that nothing is
done by the physicians that does not have to be done by the
physicians.

The other skilled personnel--nurse, receptionist,

the appointment center or the clerical personnel--are there
to free him to-use his special skill.
have many training programs.

The Kaiser Hospitals

These include not only the

Nursing School and formal programs for Licensed Practical
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Nurses, but six or seven categories under U.S. Labor
Department 1DTA contracts, training receptionists, record
room personnel, ward clerks, doctor office helpers, and others.
In addition, the Home Health Agency sponsored by the Kaiser
Hospital in Portland trains its own Home Health Aides, and the
poverty programs sponsored by the Kaiser Foundation Research
Institute have training programs for the Neighborhood Health
Coordinators.
These many categories of personnel are of considerable
interest and produce some savings, but the big saving is
organizational.

In group practice itself, the integration

of the hospital and the outpatient clinical facilities, the
centralized automated laboratories, and the unit record not
only produce continuity of care, but save countless laboratory
tests by the availability of all prior findings.

Finally, the

fact that if there are only 60% as many hospital days spent
under this system of the delivery of medical services, then
quite obviously something close to only 60% of the manpower
is required.
The group of physicians function under a budget.

They

are motivated not by fee for each service, but by having the
obligation to deliver all services on a contract basis.

Thus,

there are not only penalties for inefficiencies but a sharing
of-the saving from 'increased efficiency.

However,

if

the level
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of service to the consumer is unsatisfactory or inadequate
in any way, the mechanism of dual or multiple choice promptly
takes effect.

One chooses to pay his money to the program he

considers most satisfactory.

As long as the program is the

best choice the consumer has, it will continue to prosper.

The Gaps:

Technology. Expectation, Manaaement

The fourth item that was symptomatic of a problem with
the delivery system was the technology gap.

An organized group

practice, hospital-based, has only to ask what is the most
effective diagnostic technique, what is the most effective
therapeutic technique.

Once this is ascertained, it becomes

economically wasteful not to implement it.
population base to sustain it.

There is the large

Only occasional, unusual and

rare techniques need be referred, usually to university medical
schools.
The fifth symptom was the expectation gap.

Here again,

the personal physician, backed up by the whole team of group
practice with twenty-four h9ur accessibility, creates what in
the lay mind is called"'one-stop shopping."

When one has a

backache, he need not guess which specialist is the most
appropriate one, whether it is the internist, the urologist,
the gynecologist, the orthopedist, the neurologist or
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psychiatrist.

All he need do is present himself to his

personal physician, the internist.
handle it from there.

The internist will

Outpatients in the program readily

recognize that they have all the facilities of the hospitalbased medical center at their disposal with no fee barrier.
This is the contemporary expectation, and the growth of the
program testifies to its fulfillment.
Finally we come to the symptom that is so often expressed
as modern medicine not taking advantage of contemporary
management skills and hence a lack in planning by current
techniques.

In the Kaiser Program, a known metropolitan

population must be provided with total medical services.
Obviously, no duplication is made if it is not necessary.

The

population base is known, the income of monthly dues revenue is
known, and all ingredients for planning are at hand.
an ideal base for integrative and scalar savings.

It is

It gives

to medical care a dimension that can be handled by computer.
Even processing of appointments can be done much as an airline
makes reservations.
The very organization of the delivery system gives rise to
constant innovation.

It literally invites innovation because

the savings makes it worthwhile due to scale.
research into medical care.

It also invites

The complete accessibility of

the whole range of comprehensive benefits in one system and the
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accessibility of all clinic material through the unit record
system, together with the known population base, are what
make this the ideal milieu for research in the delivery of
health services.
Relevance
Having enumerated the symptoms that tell us there is
indeed a problem in the contemporary delivery of health
services and the solutions offered by the prepaid group
practice in the form used by the Kaiser organization, one may
ask, does this have relevance?

Is there any significance to

the fact that the Kaiser Program grows just as fast as it is
able to organize and deliver services and that it now has
more than a million and three-quarters members?
alone over 207,000 new members were added.

Last year

Does this kind of

acceptance by the public have some meaning for the planners
of our future health services?
One would expect two minimal responses on the part of
Federal health agencies.

First, there should be full research

support to validate once ard for all the cost effectiveness of
the Kaiser Program.

it seems that hypothetical delivery

systems sponsored by theoreticians will be more readily
funded than funding an intensive study of this long-established
system with its wealth of data.

Secondly, Federal health
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agencies should take full cognizance of the system differences
as detailed above, in legislative language and regulations,
so as not to handicap artifically this innovative system.
We who strongly backed "Medicare," risking strong censure of
professional colleagues, note the resulting paradox.

Prepaid

group practice has been paid costs directly related to
utilization of physician services, a piecework basis.

This

ignores the program motivation to use the least expensive,
effective, appropriate service.

On a piecework basis this

means minimizing the cost and hence the return.
Contrariwise, those who opposed Medicare are being paid
"customary" fees without regard to appropriateness of services.
The reason that I have repeatedly received for this is that
"one cannot be paid for what one did not do."

The positive

aspect of organizing and delivering total services,
accessible at all times, with the most efficient use of professional manpower, is apparently not service that can be paid
for.

This, of course, has been to the detriment of our

program.
It is true that Kaiser's innovative program, rapidly
growing as it is, still provides health services for only
one per cent of the American private health sector.

However,
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in a free environment, other successful ideas have spread.
Should we continue to foster choice of system of
medical care in a competitive manner?

Or are we willing to

settle for the type of world envisioned in the Barr Committee
Report to the Department of Health, Education, and Welfare
where there is authoritarian regional planning, franchising,
and a freezing of the pattern of the delivery of services
into the status quo?
Not only is the Kaiser Medical Care Program in favor of
regional planning and a rationalization of the medical
delivery system but it is, in its four regions, the foremost
example.

We wish to be crystal clear that we favor rational

planning on an areawide basis.

But we also wish to be clear

that we are against authoritatively imposed solutions by the
incumbent health establishment that take little notice of the
values of innovative pluralism as to system of medical care.
This is an issue that must be given cognizance on both Federal
and state level.

If not, the baby will be thrown out for

the sake of tidying up the house.
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Mr. COXIELAn . The title of the paper is "The Relevance of Prepaid
Group Practice to the effective Delivery of Health Services", in
attaching this to my statement I commend the reading of this article
to all of you who are interested in seeing health maintenance organizations work well.
While I do not propose that Dr. Saward's "Genetic Code" be iastalled as a code of practice for all health maintenance organizations.
I do urge that some set of working standards be established that clearly
fixes the responsibility of all participants-whether they be providers
ox consumers-in the health maintenance organization.
Finally, Mr. Chairman and members of the committee, I would like
to comment on one proposal to help solve the Nation's health care
crisis which has considerable support among responsible segments of
the health industry and the public which could seriously affect prepaid
group practice plans. This is the provision through one or another of
various Government sponsored or aided devices of insurance against
the costs of catastrophic illness-commonly referred to as "major
medical." The Senate Finance Committee included catastrophic illness
provisions in H.R. 17550, the "Social Security Amendments of 1970"
in the 91st Congress.
Group Health Association of America recognizes the problem of
the tragic cases of families bankrupted by serious expensive lonq-term
illnesses. Our association would not oppose any effective measures for
dealing with this problem. To act on this segment of the health care
crisis without dealing with the other major needs that have been detailed by many witnesses before this committee, however, would, in our
view, constitute a mistake in priority.
If a catastrophic illness or major medical program were to be enacted in whatever context, special provision must be made for group
practice plans if they and their subscribers are not to be Feriously disadvantaged and overcharged. The comprehensive benefits of group
practice plans include de facto major medical coverage in their regular
contracts. Whereas major medical coverage added upon tvnical commerial and Blue Cross/Blue Shield contracts would cost $4 to $4.50
per month, the supplemental coverage added to a group practice plan
enefit would cost only in the neighborhood of $1 to $1.50 per month. A
single national premium based on indemnity insurance practice would
take about $3 per month from the group practice plan subscribers.
If this distinguished committee, during the course of its deliberations on national health insurance, should decide upon a catastrophic
insur nce approach, we ur.e you to bear in mind onr problem. We also
ask that you treat all carriers, including those affiliated with our association, on an equitable basis. One possible approach might be to
permit the prepaid group practice plans to integrate the catactronhic
payment into the plans so that health services can be increased in other
areas. Another approach might be to mandate catastrophic minimums
in all health benefit plans with no Federal payment. I am confident
that this committee will consider the effect of its approach with a view
of maintaining the relative positions of the plans.
Mr. Chairman, this concludes my statement. I want to thank all of
you for the opportunity for the Group Health Association of America
to present their views.
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I congratulate you for holding these hearings and addressing your
attention to the vital need for reform in our Nation's health care
systems.
We will be glad, Mr. Chairman to respond to questions if the committee has any.
Mr. ULLMA. Thank you very much, Jeff, for a very challenging
paper.
Tell me this. You cited the problems of cost. You also referred to an
alternative provided by Foundations made up of basically the existing
health services. We had testimony the other day from Phoenix, Ariz.,
where they are in the process of establishing a Foundation and getting
into the HMO business. That alternative would not require the capitalI
investment that new HMO's would, would it?
Mr. COHELAN. Well, it all depends. As the distinguished gentleman
from Oregon well knows, one of the outstanding medical foundation
programs in the entire country is in his State of Oregon, in Clarkamas
County. You can study the arrangements there, I am sure these data
are available to you regarding their capital costs for administrative
arrangements and the amounts involved.
The same thing is true in the California situation which is the other
outstanding medical foundation in San Joaquin County. I am sure Dr.
Iarrington can testify about his program. I would think, however,
Mr. Chairman, that there are capital costs involved with the administrative arrangements that are necessary, along with the peer review
structures that are necessary to maintain it.
I would-imagine there would be the problem of medical records. But
perhaps Dr. Dearing would like to comment on that.
Dr. DEAMNO. I might add, Mr. Chairman, that the foundation is a
different type of health maintenance organization as conceived than
the group practice plans and the foundation does not have in its makeup and its potential the ability to affect and improve the total organization of health services that group practice plans have.
In the testimony yesterday before another committee Mr. Robert
Erickson, the vice presided, of the Kaiser Foundation health plan cited
the different levels depend g on the type of organization that it might
be.
For example, a hospital based HMO which would mean the organization having its own hospital which perhaps has the greatest potential for providing health services in a single unitary system might
take up to $20 million of capitalization. If it were to be an ambulatory
service type HMO group practice plan with a clinic building but using
community hospitals which does introduce some reduced efficiency as
compared to a hospital based plan, it might go for about $5 million.
But that order of capitalization is found for a foundation, but remembering that the foundation that does not deal to any extent with
the organization of the whole delivery system, opts out of doctor's
offices and maintains quality controls, peer reviews and good claims
management, would be considerably less and could be done at the
lower level as you suggest.
Mr. COHELAN. Of course they would have the same problems in enrollment as any of the other groups have and that would be a considerable item of cost. In fact the experience in our plans is that it usually
takes about 3 years to get started.
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As I indicated in my paper, Mr. Chairman and members of the committee, the experience of prepaid group practice plans, both Kaiser in
Oregon, Kaiser in California and elsewhere and some of our others,
Puget Sound, the group health cooperative at Pugt Sound, HIP in
New York, is that the growth comes over a period of years.
In California in the early period, it was a slow process but it was a
growth rate of roughly about 10 percent per year. it is showing much
greater rates 6f growth at the present time. I can recall an experience
with a union contract in California wherein one of the initial contracts
under a dual choice arrangement the first signup was 28 percent.
Kaiser which was one of the choices and about 3 to 4 years later it went
to 60 percent Kaiser. There was a turnover. We find this pattern
throughout the country where this choice is available over time.
Mr. ULLMAN. Is Kaiser a member of your organization?
Mr. COHELAN. Yes. They are our largest member, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. ULLMAN. The Clackamas area has just been put into my congressional district. I am in the process of studying that plan which is
one of the oldest in existence in this country.
Mr. COHELAN. Yes, indeed.
Mr. ULLMAN. It is my understanding

that they still do not take the
general public but are pretty much limited to groups.
Mr. COHELAN. They are not community oriented is what you are
saying?
Mr. ULLMAN. I understand that they take only industrial groups.
Mr.

COHELAN. Yes.

Mr. ULLMAN. And they are right in the process now of going public
and selling the public policy.
Mr. COHELAN. Yes.
Mr. ULLMAN. I think the climate now is different than it was 10 or

15 or 20 years ago and the fact that the administration is putting such
a strong emphasis on this kind of organization, and also the alternative types of arrangements like the foundations, offers an exciting
possibility.
Mr. COHRELAN. Mr. Chairman and members of the committee, there
are still further configurations of the HMO as represented by the administration theoreticians. One of the papers that might be useful to
the committee would be a paper by Prof. Clark Havighurst, of Duke
University.
He has written a paper called Health Maintenance Organization
in a Market for Health Services. The professor, in presenting this,
critiques the program and also arranges for a proliferation of HMO's
some of which are conceived to be smaller than the kinds that we are
talking about.
He accompanies this argument in his paper by urging that strong
antitrust enforcement accompany his-version of it. We at group health
don't agree with everything in this paper but it is well worth studying.
Mr. ULLMAN. He did testify before the committee and submitted&
a
paper.
Mr. COHELAN. Yes.
Dr. DAmwNG. Mr. Chairman, if I might, with your permission,
elaborate a little on the Kaiser Foundation Health Plan limitations,
it is true that they do not take individual enrollments and this has
been a problem in most group practice plans.
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Most group practice plans take groups and if they take individuals
as does the group health association here and as does group health
of Puget Sound, it is subject to a physical examination and possible
waivers or even rejection if the person is ill.
This is to avoid the actuarial adverse selection. The other facts
regarding the Kaiser plan is that growth has been limited by capital
restrictions and the ability to capitalize and expand facilities to meet
the demands.
In order to preserve quality and not be overloaded so that they cannot take good care of their enrollment, they have restricted enrollment because of the limitations of the facilities and staff.
They are community-oriented and these are community groups.
They are not by any means all industrial groups, but public employees, Federal Government employees, and so on.
Mr. ULLMAN. If in any group health plan we do provide alternatives, this does present somewhat of a problem. If the HMO's in fact
will not accept everybody, then the other alternatives would have to
carry a heavier burden of cost.
Have you any ideas as to how this might be handled in any
legislation?
Mr. COHELAN. The only thing that I can suggest, Mr. Chairman,
beyond the demographic arrangements that are now employed in determining capitation for a given group would be to refer to the administration's answers to the Senate Finance Committee in which
they point out that they conceive of variable capitation.
That is to say, if a HMO qualifies as an HMO and it happened to
have a skewed population, it is conceivable that there would be a
capitation that would correspond.
It would be a higher capitation to cover the utilization factor that
would be involved with a high risk population.
Mr. ULLMAN. What kind of cost factor would be involved if in fact
you were required under Federal legislation to take everyone?
Dr. DEARINO. We don't really know. We would have to have some
experience and the plan would have to have the opportunity to make
adjustments. This matter of actuarial equivalents which is provided
for in the HMO provisions of H.R. 1 is a matter of concern.
How will this be done ? Can it be done effectively so that the plans
will not be hurt and again in Mr. Ericson's testimony yesterday to
which I just referred, he points ouat that the 95 percent leaves a rather
narrow margin and if the HMO is subject to excessive regulation as
compared with the general community, as to being held to higher'
standards, it could really tip the balance and make the HMO unattractive to the physicians or possibly to the consumers and make it
economically unfeasible.
So that this is a very delicate matter and we are concerned about
it. We don't have an answer.
Mr. ULLMAN. Why couldn't the catastrophic come into the picture
here?
It seems to me that the people that you would reject would be the
borderline catastrophic cases, would they not I
Dr. DFAiuNo. They could be.
Mr. COHELAN. It is possible. However, we commented on that in
our paper. We would want any consideration of major medical to
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take into account the special problems of existing prepaid group
practice coverage because there is that difference.
By definition, the comprehensive health services which are, provided would include many catastrophic incidents or episodes.
In fact, it gets right down to the heart of the question, "What do
you mean by catastrophic?"
Mr. CORMAN. Would the chairman yield?
Mr. ULLMAN. Mr. Corman.
Mr. CORMAN. It seems to me that the problem of HMO's is identical to the problem that the insurance companies have. If you leave
the purchase of the service to individual choice, the insurance companies solve this by excluding preexisting physical defects from coverage in the policy. If they do not do that, then obviously people are
going to buy their insurance the day they get sick. They will join the
HMO on the way to the hospital.
As I understand the HMO's, they are willing to take groups of
people so that they can spread the risk, but they can't take individuals
who elect to join only after they need the services.
I am quite sure the individual companies would have the same
policies. Either the premium is going to skyrocket for everybody or
they are going to be required to take the insurance policy when they
are well so as to spread the risk among the sick and well.
Mr. ULLMAN. But in any national health insurance program though,
we have to take care of these people, too. Presumably, what we want to
do is to get them all covered before it happens so that this isn't a
problem.
Mr. CORMAN. As I understand the testimony of the AMA, yesterday,
they anticipated that they would just leave it up to individual choice
as to when the person wanted to enroll. I just don't think that is, from
an actuarial point of view, a possible alternative.
If you obligate people, groups of them, to be enrolled in a program,
then you can afford to take care of the sick because you are spreading
the cost over the sick and the well, as I understand it.
Mr. ULLMAN. Are there further questions? Mr. SchneebeliI
Mr. SCHNEEBELT, You say that at least 20 States restrict or prohibit
the operation of prepaid group practice plans through statutes. Has
there been any progress toward the elimination of these restrictions?
Mr. COIELAN. Yes; I am very happy to say, Mr. Schneebeli, that in
Mr. Fulton's State of Tennessee and with some help from Group
Health Association of America and the local community, the Tennessee Legislature recently removed some of the restrictions, and we are
organization of a prepaid group pracnow very actively involved in
tice plan in Nashville, Tenn. '
There are other areas. The State of Virginia. right across the river
is one. I testified before the Virginia Commission on the costs of
medical care only recently, and one of the recommendations that the
Commission adopted was to eliminate the existing restrictions on the
organization of prepaid group practice plans.
Mr. SCHNEEBELI. Coming to a very practical problem, suppose this
legislation is adopted, and included-in the legislation is the adoption
of the HMO concept. What happens to this legislation in States where
I
the HMO is forbidden?
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Mr. COHELAN. Mr. Chairman, as I think you know, in most of the
legislation I am familiar with, there is a preemption clause that is being considered, the object being to fully implement the HMO. I know
the administration is suporting this.
Mr. ScnNEFEtm. Would this legislation preempt State laws? Is that
what you are saying?
Mr. COHELAN. Under the supremacy clause of the Constitution; yes,
sir.
Mr. SCHNEEBELi Wouldn't that be subject to lawsuits? If there are
as many as 20 States that forbid the use of this, it seems to me to be
quite a formidable barrier.
Mr. CONABLE. Will the gentleman yield?
Mr. SCHNEEBELI. Yes.
Mr. CONABLE. Do they really preclude HMO's or preclude corporate
practice ? What sorts of laws are you talking about?
Mr. COHELAN. I referred to it in my paper. I can give you a citation which goes into it in great detail. The Harvard Law Review recently, in discussing prepaid group practice plans, goes into it in great
detail. It explains the various techniques that are used to inhibit the
growth of prepaid plans.
Mr. CONABLE. Isn't the most common preclusion, though, the prohibition of corporate practice of medicine?
Dr. DEARING. I don't believe so. The most common deals either with
the requirement of being open to all the physicians of a community,
or to be approved by the majority of the physicians, or to require
physician control.
It comes in various ways. Then there are some onerous and rather
unrealistic reserve requirements based on insurance principles whereas
these plans are service plans as distinguished from plans that pay cash
indemnity.
Mr. SCYINEEBEU. I still get back to my question if 20 States forbid
the use of HMO's, don't you think this committee has quite a problem
to decide whether -we should seriously get into this field where State
laws are presently restrictive?
Mr. CoTIE N. Mr. Schneebeli, all I can say is that I would hope the
committee will seriously consider the preemptive clause which is being
requested by the admifnistrati-on, thereby making it lawful to present
the health maintenance organization in any form as a choice to the
general public.
Mr. SCHNEEBELI. It certainly raises a problem which I had not
thought of before. Thank you.
Mr. ULLMAN. Mr. Corman, did you have further questions?
Mr. CoiM0AN. Yes, sir. On this point I think we clearly have both
the authority and the duty to preempt for those people that the Federal
Gxvernmont is going to assume responsibility for.
That was the discussion when we provide for lHMO's in medicare.
I take it that if we legislate in this field at all, we are going to substantially broaden the number of people who will be supported through
Federal funds. At least as to service for them. I think we could provide
that that service could be delivered through a HMO regardless of
the State they are in.
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Whether we want to do that for people who have no Federal support for their medical care would be a different question, although
I think perhaps we have the jurisdiction to do it.
I am not positive about that, though. If we think about the beneficiaries who have no connection with the Federal Government at all,
then I am not sure whether we could preempt the State laws or not.
Mr. GIBBONS. Mr. Chairman?
Mr. UTLLMAN.

Mr. Conable?

Mr. CONABLE. Jeffery, we have been talking about the statistical success of HMO's, the pioneer HMO's, in terms of possible selectivity of
the consumer groups they deal with. They deal through industrial
groups and so forth, which tend to exclude undesirable risks. It is
obvious that as we make this movement more inclusive,.you are likely
tohave a little worse experience simply because of the inclusiveness.
I am wondering if from the other side we are likely to have some
worse statistical experience as we move toward a government policy
of encouragingtHMO's..
Most doctors coming into the practice of medicine now seem to have
a more favorable attitude toward HMO's than those who started practice let us say before World War II and certainly one of the phenomena
in the medical delivery system has been the growth of this movement
generally or of group practice any way since the experiences physicians had in World War II.
If we make an official policy of encouraging this type of practice,
I am wondering if we will eventually in effect be forcing physicians
into this form of practice who would not otherwise choose it.
We have had a highly motivated group of physicians going into the
group practice area generally and, if we push them too hard, are we
likely to have some statistical performance lags simply as a result of
reduction in motivation on the part of the physicians actually practicing in the field ?
I am looking atit now from the point of view of the -producers and
not the consumers. Are we likely to have some deterioration in quality
as a result of adopting this type of official policy?
Mr. CoTIEuAN. As the distinguished gentleman well.knows, this could
be a problem unless you take into account your overall problem,
The problem, as the gentleman well knows. is that costs are going
up from 7 percent GNP to 8 percent of GNP. This is over $100, billion.
Somehow, some way, with 40 percent of health care services beingprovided one way or another by the Federal Government we have to make
better use of medical manpower.
We have to expand on medical, manpower and what you are saying,
Mr. Conable, is that of the 303,000 physicians that we haive-incientaly, I referred you to the white paper which has very detailed statistical information on manpower. It is our information that only about
260,000 doctors are practicing medicine. Of that number 15 percent are
I
I
foreign-trainea.
- The maldistribution you know, as far as the country is concerned is.
the tendency for doctors to practice in the city as opposed to rural'areas
and underserved areas, the maldistribution, of specialists where we
have -only 61 percent by the Administration's figure alone in surgical
specialties when perhaps it would be better if we had them in general
practice or in some of the other specialties that are in great de miand.
-
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I would think that if the organization of health care delivery moves
in the direction of the HMO, it will be to the physician's advantage
and I would think that in terms of the supply side of the problem there
are many ways that this can be remedied not the least of which is to
produce some more doctors.
Tho other day you passed a bill which was opposed by the American Medical Association and the American Association of Medical
Colleges, which will start a military program.
Now, without commenting on the merits of that one way or the
other, that is a direct effort to solve the problem by producing some
doctors.
Mr. CONABLE. Well, I wasn't making a statement. I was asking a
question and I realize that HMO's appear to be the wave of the future.
I simply wanted to explore the aspect of -efficiency from a producer's side as well as from the consumer's side, because I think that
might have something to do with the expectation as to the type of
financing we want to put into this thing.
Mr. COHELAN. I want to say again to the gentleman and emphasize
what we already said in our testimony that we at Group Health Association of America are very sincerely dedicated to the concept of
pluralism.

When we talk about voluntarism and dual choice, we mean it because if you are going to have an effective group program, one that
is really meaningful in terms of the doctor-patient relationship, the
individual that elects to enroll has to want to belong and it is for that
reason that we feel there should be options. .
We don't feel that pre-paid group practice is going to put fee-forservice out of business. We think that in a pluralistic society like ours
with all the diversity of our country that there can be many forms of
health care delivery.
The point that is terribly important, Mr. Conable, and one of the
reasons that I am so excited with my new position is that what we are
asking for is an opportunity to exist and it has been very difficult.
There could have been a much greater growth rate of this form of
health care delivery system but it has been blocked as you certainly
know.
Mr. CONABLE. I am sure your concerns on this score are fading fast.
Mr. COHELAN. Thank you.
Mr. ULLMAN. Mr. Gibbons.
Mr. GmBoxs. May I just comment on Mr. Cohelan's testimony.
I have had HMO's in my own congressional district for about 100
years and all the time that they have been there, particularly during
the thirties, they have been ostracized by organized medicine and have
been harassed by Government and looked down upon by almost
everybody.
But they survived and people continue to join them and continue
to seek them out. For instance, in the thirties I know that doctors
who had been practicing in the publicly owned hospitals in Tampa
were excluded from practicing in the publicly owned hospitals, if they
treated patients in HMO's.
Even though there was no evidence that their medical skill was any
less, they were just thrown out by the medical society.
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Yet, despite this kind of harrassment the HMO's have survived. I
am not saying that they are the best medical organization rendering
the best care, but a lot of people like them and voluntarily join them
and despite governmental harassment and the medical profession's
harrassment of them, they have continued to survive and people go
to'them.
I think you have a substantial program and if given a chance it may
offer some solution to the dilemma in which we find ourselves.
•Iwant to congratulate the gentleman for his very informative testimony. I would be glad to yield to Mr. Corlnan.
Mr. COI MAN. Mr. Chairman, I want to make one comment. Mr. Cohelan, you will remember historically that the Los Angeles County
Medical Association expelled all of the doctors who went to work for
Kaiser when we first had the Kaiser plan in Los Angeles County.
They testified yesterday that they had done that because they had
anticipated that there would be trouble between the doctor and the
patient because of their impersonal kind of care.
That was their testimony at least as to the reason for the thing. But
they testified that after a few years they reversed that opinion because
they said their fears were ill-founded and didn't materialize, so that
now they do permit the Kaiser Foundation doctors to be members of
the Los Angeles County Medical Association.
Mr. COHELAN. Mr. Corman, if I may add to this, the same experience
was true in Oakland, Calif. I am not sure what happened in Oregon.
I just came back from the great State of Washington yesterday
and I was in Olympia where we are opening a new prepaid group
practice facility.
The Group Health Cooperative of Puget Sound does not have a
hospital in the Olympia operation so that they have contracted for
hospital beds with an existing hospital, a very fine hospital in that
area.
But the interesting thing is, like the old days, the effect of the group
health cooperative in Puget Sound moving into Olympia has improved the quality of medical care services all along the line.
I think this is one of the fascinating thins about the introduction
of prepaid group practice plans. In one little town that I visited recently in an underserved area all of the board-qualified doctors are
our doctors.
The general practitioners in the community who control the hospital for a long time did not allow our doctors in the hospital.
Well, it was Bellaire, Ohio, Dr. Dearing reminds me, and it was
fascinating to behold. They have now accepted those doctors in the
hospital and as I say it is a matter of record.
They are the boardqualified men. Dr Dearing reminds me that it
was not just done accidentally. It involved litigation. In order to get
into this local community hospital and to have privileges, our doctors
at the Bellaire Clinic had to take legal action and they were finally
admitted to the hospital.
'
This is the- kind of thing that has been happening. There seems to
be an economic fear on the part of physicians. This is very curious
because at a lecture that I attended here recently where our distinguished Dr. Frank Newman, a physician who is the medical director
of the Puget Sound Cooperative, was talking about his program.
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Ie was lecturing to producers, to physicians and explaining the
HMO to physicians and the different 'models of HMO's.
He was talking to his peers and so he was telling them what the
earning ranges were in tLe prepaid group practice.
Gentlemen, they are very substantial incomes. They are bofh below
and above the median range. If you want to get good specialties into
a group practice you simply have to go on the market and pay them.
If you have this supply curve that we were talking about, 260,000
practicing doctors As opposed to the 303,000 that is on the chart here.
The 303.000 is accounted for by those who are teaching, those who are
doing research, but the actual practitioners are in the order of 269,000,
15 percent of which are foreign educated and who will become qualified in our country.
The point I am making is that if you want to get doctors of high
quality to perform in the group practice area they have to be paid
and they have to be paid well. Many doctors who are not practicing in a prepaid setting when they
find out what is going on with all of the attendant benefits, the fact
that they don't have to slave 63 hours a week, they don't have to get
all the bills out, they don't have to do all the management of the
accounting, all of a sudden they see the light that this is a very, very
fine way to practice medicine.
They get academic leave. They get opportunity for study within
the framework of the group and so on so that there is much to offer.
Doctors have been brainwashed about the horrors of group practice.
As Mr. Corman has pointed out, historically the resistance has been so
great that they haven't really taken a look at what the economic and
other professional values are that are there.
Mr. UILLMAN. Mrs. Griffiths?
Mrs. GRIFFITHS. I just want to say that I think one of the refreshing
things about these hearings is that we have not heard a lot of comments from doctors on how everybody deserves the right to choose his
own physician because I think even doctors are beginning to realize
that anybody with any sense and any money who has anything wrong
with him, goes to Mayo's or someplace and tries to find out what is
wrong.
The rich don't demand the right to go to the physician of their
choice. They couldn't care less. They go where they know the service
is good.
We have been spared a lot of that this time.
,Tk,,rk von.
Mr. TTLLMAW. Mr. Brotzman.
Mr. BROTZMAx. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I just wanted to take this opportunity to welcome our former colleague to the committee and to thank him and Dr. Dearing for their
statements.
Unfortunately, I -wasn't in the room when you presented your
testimony in chief.
Mr. COHLrAN. I hope you will read it, Mr. Brotzman.
Mr. BROTZMAN. I understand you're going to provide for the record
something regarding the 20 States that have some form of State legislation prohibiting group practice or HMO's
Mr. CoH-ELAN. We will be pleased to supply that for the record.
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(The information requested was not received by the: committee at
the time of printing.)
Mr. BROTzMAN. I wanted to ask one more. question about those
States.
Were those laws passed recently? Has there been a wave of State
legislative enactment or have they developed over a period of time or
does the witness know?
Mr., COMHAN. Knowing the gentleman's distinguished background
in the law, I would like to cite you the Harvard Law Review article
which goes into great detail on exactly.-what the restrictions are, the
variety of the restrictions and the legal subtleties of the restrictions.
I will see that you get a copy of it.
Dr. DzANG. "If I may supplement, Mr. Chairman, the specific answer to when these laws came into being, is that a substantial number
of them were after World War I1 in the late forties and early fifties
when health insurance began to grow as a fringe benefit and the physicians were uncertain about whit this was going to mean to them.
There was a'time when any kind of health insurance the doctors
thought was a threat or might get them under some type of control
which they did not wish and a number of these laws were enacted at
time at the insistence of the physicians of the community really to protect themselves against exploitation, third-party control, and that
type of thing.
Many of them had the thrust, as I said earlier, of requiring physician's control of the health insurance industry.
Mr. BpoTZMAN. I see. Thank you very much.
Mr. ULLMAN. Without objection the record will b6 held open for the
material and if you could give us just a very sketchy analysis of the
type of restrictions in the various States too it would be helpful.
Mr. COHELAN. Yes, sir. We will be glad to provide that.
Mr. ULLMAN. Are there further questions V
Mr. CAPL-Y. Mr. Chairman?
Mr. ULLMAN. Mr. Carey.
Mr. Cimuy. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I would like to take this opportunity to add my word to the words of welcome which have been
expressed to our very distinguished former colleague, and indicate my
gratification that, while you are not with us in your previous capacity,
it is most welcome to have your counsel and your guidance in this important field in which the committee is not engaged.
I used to marvel at Mr. Cohelan's capacity to legislate on complicated questions and yet devise amendments that were compelling in
t
their simplicity.
I hope you will be able to do that for us in regard to this issue in
which we are involved now.
I have just two minor questions.
I would like your advice on this Jeff. It seems to me that if you call
it a medical foundation then it is 'all right with the American Medical
Association. They are in favor of medical foundations and told us
pridefully of the medical foundation in New Mexico that is hooked up
with the Motorola and some others. But they do not like health maintenance organizations.'
Would you agree with me that a health maintenance organization
and a, medical foundation could be exactly the same thing and could be
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doing the same thing whether it is working with Kaiser or with
Motorola?.
Mr. COHErAx. Mr. Carey, as we indicated earlier in our experience

there are two very substantial medical foundations although there are
many others in the process of being formed. The interesting thing is
that the ones that are about to be formed are trying very hard to escape
the risk aspect that exists in the two substantial medical foundations
that now exist in San Joaquin, Calif., and Clackamas County, Oreg.,
which would indicate that they want to do business as usual.
As far as GHAA is concerned we are committed to the idea of
pluralism but we go even further. We would say that rather than no
HMO at all, a health maintenance organization with the prospective
budgeting, with the prepayment element involved in it, with the commitment for comprehensive health care to an enrolled population, we
feel is better than none at all. While we, of course, are advocates for
what we call our genetic code which you have. This is our commitment
because this is our form of what we think a group prepaid practice
should be-we think there is room for the other too. It is very interesting inquiring among the providers who are interested in foundation
approaches that Dr. Harrington of the medical foundation has indicated that he is very interested in maintaining standards.
I think the whole key to the future of the medical care foundation
will be what kind of regulations are finally adopted in respect to those
kinds of health care delivery systems.
Mr. CAREY. You don't state in your testimony, Jeff, what your position would be on regulatory legislation at the Federal level. It was
approached by the administration but not discussed very much.
Mr. COHELAN. Regulatory legislation with respect to what?
Mr. CAREY. Setting up regulatory agencies at the Federal level instead of depending upon the State insurance bureaus and other local
agencies.
Mr. COHELAN. This is a very tough question. We of course feel that
we should watch these things very carefully and that the Secretary
of Health, Education, and Welfare has a very grave responsibility.
We had hoped that the administration was coming up with some
regulation.
Dr. DEARING. We agree, my colleagues -agree with Congressman
Carey that there is need for standards and Federal standards and need
for enforcement. There is a substantial administrative and standard
setting and monitoring'job to be done if the HMO concept is to become meaningful and a positive contribution to the health of the
people.
Mr. CAREY. At least you are recommending that.
With regard to the required coverage in major medical and catastrophic illnesses, is it correct that you are asking that this be a standard, nationwide regulation ?
Mr. COHELAN. That is correct, Mr. Carey.
Mr. CAREY. Thank you very much again Mr. Cohelan and Dr.
Dearing. I think your statement is the kind we would expect from our
former colleague. I hope you will work closely with us in the solution
of our problem.
Mr. ULLMAN. Jeff, I was interested in your Freudian slip. Your
California background came to the front. We always thought in Ore70-174 0 - 72 - pt. 10 -- S
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gon that Californians assumed that-Oregon was a hinterland of Caliornia. You referred to Clackamas County as being in California.
Mr. COIIELAN. Part of the great Far West, Mr. Chairman, the great
Far West.
Mr. ULLMAN. Mr. Waggonner?
Mr. WAGONNER. Mr. Chairman. I, too, want to welcome our former
colleague, Mr. Cohelan back before us today, it is good to have you.
I would like to just ask one question about something you said in
the latter part of your statement with regard to catastrophic illnesses
and the legislation which had been introduced in the Senate.
In the group health plans which you advocate wherein some individual in a group plan at a point after enrollment as a problem with some
catastrophic illness, he is taken care of; is that not the case?
Mr. CoHiELAN. That is correct.
Mr. WAGOONNER. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. ULLMAN. If there are no further questions again we thank you
very much, Mr. Cohelan, and Dr. Dearing for your excellent testimony.
Mr. CoTiiErAN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. It was a privilege.
Mr. ULLMAN. Our next witness is Dr. Dorrity.
Doctor, we are pleased to have you before the committee. If you
would further identify yourself and your colleague for the record we
would be happy to recognize you.
STATEMENT OF DR. THOMAS G. DORRITY, PRESIDENT, ASSOCIATION OF AMERICAN PHYSICIANS AND SURGEONS; ACCOMPANIED
BY FRANK K. WOOLLEY, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR
Dr. DoIRITY. Yes, Mr. Chairman.

I am Thomas G. Dorrity from Memphis, Tenn., president of the
Association of American Physicians and Surgeons and I have with
me Mr. Frank Woolley from Chicago who is our executive director.
Mr. ULLMAN. We are very happy to recognize you, sir. We are
happy to have you here too, Mr. Woolley.
Dr. DORRITY. I would like to request please that our entire testimony
be included for the record and not just our oral brief.
Mr. ULLMAN. Without objection that will be done.
(The testimony referred to follows:)
STATEMENT OF THE ASSOCIATION OF AMERICAN PHYSICIANS AND SURGEONS

The Association of American Physicians and Surgeons in an independent association of medical doctors in all 50 states, Puerto Rico and the District of Columbia, organized to maintain the highest ethical integrity of the medical profession, to protect the responsibility, inLependence and freedom of patients and
doctors particularly from encroachment upon their liberty by government either
directly or indirectly. It does not seek any subsidy of any kind from the federal
(central) government. All we want is to be let alone to exercise our best Judgement and skill for the benefit of our patients.
Mr. Chairman, the -AAPS is pleased -to appear here today in support of principles of government which are the foundation of the individual liberty of us
all. In being FOR the principles which underlie this republic, we must be
oppo8ed to these schemes which would undermine it.
The Bills before you contain thousands of pages which to the initiated and
uninitiated alike are complicated. However, there are a number of common
denominator that run through them all. We believe that if citizens generally,
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who are your constituents and also doctor's patients understand what these
Bills mean, none of them will be enacted into law. The reason being that all
of tiiem contain ideas contrary to the basic economic end political system which
the great majority of us believes in and cherish. Most of us would like to build
on our system of voluntarism and individualism and only a few intend to destroy
it. Therefore, in this brief period we will try to explain why the Bills before
you or any combination thereof, are against the interests of all of us.
THE U.S. ECONOMIC AND POLITICAL SYSTEM

Based upon attacks on our medical system obviously there is misunderstanding
of our economic and political system of which medicine is an integral part. Therefore, if the Bills before you undermining our system are to be understood-the
system must be understood.
Simply stated it is: A system within which every individual is free to work as
hard as he pleases to produce and save as much as he can to supply his present
and future needs and those of his family and for anything else he wants. Since
each individual is incapable of producing the many different goods and services he
needs and wants he is free to exchange willingly with others what he produces so
he can get-what he wants.
An economic system such as ours is, in a sense, knit together by the efforts,
talent and skills, and the desires for income of countless individuals and enterprises. Each seeks to further his own interest, yet somehow this works for all the
others.
We have no constitutional general central economic planning by government
flat or edict. Yet the willing uncoerced exchange of goods and services for other
goods and services-in a vast almost incomprehensible network-brings orderliness to our lives. The customers determine the value of our services and products
by the prices which they are willing to pay for them in the open market. What
could be more democratic? Each of us selects where and at what we will work,
and then exchanges what we have earned for what other equally free persons
offer in exchange. Money, which is the medium of exchange has been called an economic vote, but we really work primarily for what money will acquire for us.
Money is not only bills and coins; commercial bank deposits also are money.
Inflation which cheapens money is due to governmental abuse of money.
By preserving this system of willing exchange, free and open to competition
with millions of separate and independent, but highly interdependent establishments, economic power is widely dispersed and diffused. Monopoly and coercion
are avoided, or at least effectively minimized. Thus men, money and materials are
devoted (or allocated) to what the millions of free citizens choose by their
individual dozens of "votes with money" in the market places each day. To the
extent government interferes by such devices as arbitrary taxation of producers
for the benefit of non-producers, or artificially sets prices, or wages, the market
economy is prohibited from doing the finest job possible.
Thli system produces a vast diversity and variety of goods and services and
an enormous variety of employment, investment, and productive opportunities.
No society in history has enjoyed a large degree of political and personal
freedom without employing a free market, willing exchange system to organize
and control its economic activity. Thus, political and economic freedom are inextricably interrelated. (See: "How We Prosper Under Freedom" published by
the Citizens Evaluation Institute, 230 North Michigan Avenue, Suite 1000, Chicago, Illinois 60601.)
Thi, is known as a "Willing Exchange" economy. Our political system was developed to facilitate this willing exchange. The U.S. Government was established
as an impartial referee among us and to deal with matters involving other countries. The U.S. Constitution was adopted here to establish a limited governmenf
to serve individual citizens and not to become their master.
This Pystem has facilitated individuals here in developing their talents better
than any other place in the world. Under it we have produced and delivered the
most and the best goods and services.
In order to have a humane society it is recognized that some individuals are
incompetent to produce or exchange what they need to subsist. These are called
"poor" although in the U.S. a person who is "poor" often has much more than
the average citizen in other countries which operate on the basis that government
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is the master. Just one example will suffice. There are some 85 million automobiles in the U.S. Automobiles are considered a necessity for everyone here. Yet
in Russia with only 50,000 automobiles, what is considered a necessity here is a
luxury for even the governmental elite.
The "poor" have been cared for In this-country by family, church, voluntary
charitable organizations, and local government.. The medical profession was second to none in serving mankind on a charitable basis until it was lured into
accepting centralized government payments with red tape attached. In the past
when government has been used to aid less fortunate citizens we have followed
the rule that the closer a unit of government is to the individual, the more desirable it is to have that unit of government help solve problems whenever it is
reasonably possible to do so. However, recently the central government has begun to arbitrarily take more and more production from citizens to help the "poor."
At first it was a small percentage of total production, but now the "take" is becoming a sizeable portion of the total. For example, today the government is
spending at an annual rate of approximately $370 billions of dollars. Citizens are
earning: about $855 billion dollars. Thus government is spending 43% of the
amount individuals earn before taxes. (Current Survey of Business, U.S. Department of Commerce, August, 1971.) The same source shows that profits after
taxes of all corporations in the U.S. is only $45 billion. Yet, the Department of
Health, Education and Welfare alone Is now spending in excess bf $60-.$65 billion
per year. (No one knows for sure how much.) Obviously, there has to be a halt
to accelerated central government spending or our system will be destroyed.
Even though destruction is obvious if we continue such irresponsible spending,
the proposals before you would greatly increase government spending.
With H.E.W. spending such huge sums to stoke the fires of inflation centralizers would make inflation worse by spending many more billions for "health
care." According to Mr. Richardson, Secretary of H.E.W., the Kennedy proposal
would cost federal taxpayers nearly $60 billion in new taxes (P. 30, Statement
before the House Ways and Means Committee, October 19, 1971). Mr. Meany
says "health security would cost approximately $56.7 billion in 1974. It would
cover 70% of personal health expenditure." (P. 18, Statement, October 26. 1971.)
A prudent person knows how unreliable guesses are of government and its allies
seeking to plunler the central treasury. The guesses the government sold this
Committee on Medicare and Medicaid were downright fraudulent. For example,
on .Medicare alone in 1965 Government guessed (with elaborately impressive
carts, diagrams and figures which an ordinary citizen dare not question) hospitalization would cot $3.1 billion for 1970-but in 1970, government clerks
guessed it would be $5.8 billion-90% more than the original estimate.
Allowing a 90% understatement error in Mr. Richardson's figures would mean
his $60 billion dollar figure would be in the neighborhood of $114 billion.
Surely In the face of myriad problems created by politicalizing medical care
for all of the aged, "poor" and "near poor". under Medicare and Medicaid, this
Committee will be reluctant to create more problems by politicalizing medical
care for everyone.
The distortion of our system by H.E.W. and other government spending is responsible for the imposition of wage and price control by the President. Experience proves these efforts to divert public attention from the real cause of our
troubles-government spending-will only further distort and injure "a willing
exchange" economy.
THE IMPACT OF INFLATION

Inflation is one of the most devastating, destructive, and demoralizing forces
which can be imposed on a civilized society. The distortions and dislocations
which it produces are so numerous and occur in such rapid succession, that the
adjustments and rearrangements which society would achieve under normal
growth conditions now become impossible of achievement, thus creating permanent dislocations and maladjustments with social disintegration the ultimate
result.
Most of the dislocations and maladjustments which are chronic problems in
the health industry today are directly or indirectly an aftermath of inflation.
The increase of doctors in the cities and their decline in small towns, the growth
of specialists and the decline of generalists, the increase in emotional and social
problems and the decline and distortion of social values and standards, are but
a few of the multitude of distortions and dislocations which are aggravated by, or
caused by, a continuing general inflation.
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For discussion purposes, the health industry can be considered as an isolated economic unit which functions within itself in exactly tilesame way that
the national economy does. As such a unit, it is subject to the same laws of the
market place. Such alleconomy tends toward a state of equilibrium between sUllply and demand, and the prices of goods and services to the consumer are reflected in this equilibrium by remaining fairly stable.
If, in this state of relative equilibrium, there is an intrusion of hitherto unavailable money, there occurs an immediate disequilibrium. In the general economy the increased demand caused by the influx of new money is met (at least
for awhile) by an increase in productivity and a rise in prices, which tends
to return the market toward a state of equilibrium again.
As long as the producers can profitably increase their productivity by raising
their prices, then supply and demand will continue to tend toward equilibrium.
This holds-true for the general economy and it holds true for the health industry as long as the inflation is general. But when a massive increase in the
supply of money is suddenly injected into the isolated economy of the health
industry, there is an entirely different situation. The health industry can cope
with general inflation because its internal equilibrium is not greatly disturbed.
However, when a secondary inflation is imposed on the industry by a sudden
vaet Increase in the supply of money within itqisolated e-onomy, the disequilibrium which occurs between supply and demand has immediate and serious consequences throughout the industry. The medical market cannot react as the
general market reacted for the obvious reason that in the general economy.
sunnly bns been relatively flexible and could ade'matlpv resnond to denmnd: but
In the medical economy, supply, particularly in the vital area of physician's services, is relatively inflexible and cannot respond adequately to great increases in
demand.
SUBSIDIES

TO MEDICAL SCHOOLS

The flr8t major instrusfon of government into the health industry began with
World War II and the subsidiation of medical schools. This intrusion did not
cause an immediate disequilibrium in the medical market. It was concentrated
in the area of what may be termed a producer's mnarke' and had no appreciable
direct effect on consumer demand. However, when coupled with some of the consenuences of general inflation, it did c'm.se nmjor changes In the distribution of
physicians, thus affecting their supply in the vital area of service to the
consumer.
The initial effect of the use of fiat money to subsidize medical schools was to
cause an inflation of research activity. There wis first of all, a great increase
in the size of the faculty of medical schools. With continued subsidization, and
through the device of tenure, the number of teachers and research fellows tended
not only to grow but to become permanent. thus greatly increasing the costs.
Since the chief source of funds from the government was earmarked for research purposes, the schools tended to be diverted from their main purpose-to
teach students-and to become more and more preoccupied with research. As
the research programs grow. more and more physicians were diverted into research, thus adversely affectin- the supply available for private practice.
Thirty years of war and the continuous mobilization of huge numbers of men
in the armed forces: the tremendous growth of bureaucratic health agencies,
state and Federal: the mushrooming of research programs in the medical schools
and In the so-called "think tanks"; all of the~e. made economically possible only
because of fiat inflation of the money supply, have increased the demand for
physicians. The entry of doctors into thee artificially created areas of demand
hs.In termq of tho sinnlv avollble to nrivt, prmctioe, negated completely the
increased production of physicians by the medical schools.
CONTROLS UPSET BALANCE BETWEEN DEMAND

AND

SUPPLY

The net result of government Intervention in medical education has been
(1) the Federal government has gained virtual control of medical education;
(2) in terms of an increasing demand for services there has been a relative decrease in the supply of physicians available to render services through entry
into private practice.
The passage of the Hill-Burton Act initiated the second major intrusion by
government into the medical market. The rapid increase in the number of hospitals which resulted, coupled with the growing demand for medical services
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generally, caused a hyper-acceleration of demand for trained auxiliary medical
personnel of all kinds. Supply of personnel has not been adequate to meet the
(enand, and a spiral of wage increases has resulted throughout the industry.
It is significant, as a reflection of this disproportionate increase In cost, that
until the advent of Medicare, hospital fees were the only prices throughout the
health industry which increased significantly faster than price levels In the
general economy.
With the advent of Medicaid and Medicare the already straining health market was immediately forced into a state of marked disequilibrium. In this instance, vast sums of unearned and hitherto unavailable dollars were suddenly
poured into the demand si. e of the ledger.
The immediate effect was not just an increase In demand. There occurred a
psychological hyper-inflation of demand. The consumer, released from all the
restraints imposed by "cost" and "afford," develops, rather quickly a whole new
spectrumn of complaints which demand attention. Chronic ailments which were
not disabling, with which he had lived and been productive for many years
without seeking medical aid, now become more and more emergent. He begins
to demand attention for Increasingly trivial complaints. His calls upon the
physician become more frequent and his hospital admissions more frequent. He
demands more sophisticated and more luxurious services and facilities than he
was willing and/or able to pay before. The physician once had difficulty keeping
him In the hospital long enough; more and more the problem now is getting him
to leave. As we have already proved, with the vast and never-ending expansion of
welfare programs over the past 30 years, there is no end to the growth of needs
and demands When they are unrestrained.
As long as the government ,ontinues to stimulate Oeninnd, and supply remains
inelastic, acute shortages will continue and wages will continue to rise. Attempts
to further improve efficiency by mor- mechanization and increased paramedical
personnel will only Increase capital investment and operational costs. Physicians
and hospitals, who must pay their bills or close their doors, have no choice but
to increase fees and to continue increasing them with each new spiral of wage,
price, and tax increases. This, In general, Is the situation In the medical market
today. As long as inflation continues, this will remain the situation, and no
combination of managerial talent tinder the sun can do anything constructive
about It.
FURTHER

INTERVENTION

NO CURE

What happens when the medical market becomes a government controlled
monopoly, administered by a politically oriented bureaucracy? It seems unlikely
that the situation will improve under the least competent and least efficient form
of administration which man has yet devised.
The only thing that can possibly be achieved by government intervention is a
drastic reduction in the over-all quality of medical care at a tremendous increase in cost to the consumer. The program will be entirely dependent on a
continuation of inflation in spite of massive Increases in taxation for the already
overburdened taxpayer, and in spite of wage and price controls which will be
applied throughout the industry. The demise of competition, the eradication of
"fee for service" contract between the physician and the individual patient, the
distortion of freedom of action and freedom of choice, must all have an almost
lethal effect on physician motivation and Incentive. The art of medicine tinder
-these circumstances must degenerate into a sterile and grossly distorted caricature. There may, for awhile, be luxury care but the element of quality will, all
too often, be lacking.
FURTHER STUDY

Further study and evaluation of these fundamental problems is, in my opinion,
imperative. No useful purpose can be served by minimizing a serious situation.
Just how serious our situation Is becomes immediately apparent when we realize
that the problems of medicine are but one set of symptoms of a disease which
threatens our entire social structure.
The situation is by no means hopeless. On the contrary, we have every reason
to be hopeful. There is more awareness, more concern, more intensive study,
more understanding of fundamental issues today than at any time In the past
30 years. Disillusionment with government policy, Its profligate spending, its
gross inefficiency, Its monumental failure to improve society, is growing rapidly.
Inflation cannot last forever. It must end, as historically it always has, in
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-economic and social disaster, but this will not be the end of the world. Our form
of government may not survive, but we will. If we know and understand enough,
we can, in our turn, and in our sphere, help recapture a heritage which we have
somehow lost.
Our heritage cannot be recaptured by piling another catastrophy upon Medicare and Meuicaid which is 10 times worse.
This Is the real "crisis" and the people had better be told the truth now.
Inordinate costs of government not medical care is the problem America must
solve.
As the public sector is bloated with more and more spending, with more and
more waste and less and less performance, the private sector is becoming weaker
and weaker.
You are In a position to help avoid a total collapse of our system by fearlessly
seeking the truth.
LEGISLATIVE PROPOSAL USURPS POWER

All of the legislative proposals on health care pending before this Committee
asks you to usurp power through the central government which would violate
the intentions of the founders of the Constitution. Specifically, you're being asked
to authorize increased taxation and government control over all individuals demanding and supplying goods and services related to health and medical care.
This would give less competent people (government clerks) authority to push
around competent people! (Patients, doctors, hospitals, pharmacists, etc.) This
is a tragedy! Because First you have the apparent power to grant the request. Second, individual liberty, here of all places in the world, is being so
abused that power seekers think the time is ripe to nail shut its coffin lid as
has been done elsewhere. Third, the legislative situation is so confused and
obscure that few individuals understand what is being done TO their individual
liberty. So much emphasis is being placed on what Is being done FOR people
through governmental promises of benefits impossible of delivery that the people
are confused about what is being done TO their responsibility and freedom upon
which their happiness depends.
If the central government has power to subsidize and control medical service
for everyone then by the same reasoning, it can do the same for food, clothing,
housing, autos, recreation, and any other goods or services. Obviously, such an
absurdity negates any limitation of the central government to destroy our system of willing exchange.
The proponents of this tragedy are asking you and your constituents to believe that: (1) All of the citizens can get all of the medical care which they
wish without cost to themselves; (2) The American system of individual responsibility through which goods and services are willingly exchanged without
government coercion has failed; (3) You should substitute for the brilliant
success of the decentralized, flexible and innovative American system, the failures of the centralized rigid and politicalized European system.
The burden of proof for destroying "private" medicine and substituting publit "politicalized" medicine is on the proponents and cannot be instituted legally
without a Constitutional Amendment.
The proponents assert there is a "crisis" in health care in the U.S. This
language is an effort to scare citizens into supporting drastic central government intervention into areas not delegated to it by the U.S. Constitution. If
there were a real crisis people would be waiting for weeks and months to get
into hospitals or days to see physicians--as they do in other countries having
politicalized medicine such as Britain.
We believe you should reject the requests, and explain to your constituents,
as we shall do, why the requests are against their interests.
PURSUIT OF POWER

We shall explain to them that Wilbur J. Cohen, former Secretary of Health,
Education and Welfare is a symbol and lea~Ier of forces which have worked
for years to nationalize medical care in the U.S.A. He has set forth "goals for
an acceptable national health insurance scheme." (New Physician, December,
1970). It is, a matter of common knowledge in Washington that he masterminded the Kerr-Mills Law which injected the federal government into medical'
care by way of state governments. His actions show he opposes our basic system
of willing exchange and favors an elite group substituting collectivism for in-
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dividuallsm. (See Marjorie Shearon's book, "Wilbur J. Cohen, The Pursuit of

Power.")
From the position of Assistant Secretary of H.E.W., Mr. Cohen led the fight
to establish the principle that it is legal despite the intentions of the founders
of the U.S. Constitution to the contrary, for the federal government to pay
medical and hospital expenses of cvcryone merely because they are over 65
years of age, regardless of need or financial affluence.
FOOT IN THE DOOR

This was the Medicare part of the Medicare-Medicaid Act of 1965. The
proponents of this phase of collectivising America said, "If we can only break
thru and get our foot inside the door, then we can expand the program after
that."
Mr. Cohen and the other collectivists who agree with him, got their foot in
the door, and are now attempting to expand the program. Many of the employees
in the Department of H.E.W. were put in office by him and are still there. Accordingly, it makes sense to examine the main proposals for "national health
insurance" in the light of Mr. Cohen's standards. In this way we can cut through
the confusion and better understand how each proposal contributes to workIng against our system.
His first principle is "Breaking the barrier between paying for health care and
eligibility for service." This standard is an innocent way of saying the U.S.
system of "paying for what you get" is to be destroyed. This is the key to collectivism. Miraculously, everyone is to receive medical services (Health SecurityAct) without paying for them.
Every pending proposal fits this first Cohen requirement. Comments by many
of the sponsors attack our U.S. system of willing exchange. For example, Mr.
Kennedy in promoting (S-3) says !"Thereal challenge to us. .. lies in creating a
new system ... We need legislation which reorganizes the system... Our entire
way of doing business." "We trail twelve other nations in infant mortality." (This
is a false and misleading statement promulgated by Mr. Cohen when he was in
the Johnson administration and is being repeated by the Nixon administration
despite its untruth and the fact that it has been repeatedly called to its attention.)
The AAPS, through a pamphlet by Dr. John R. Schenken, has exposed the truth
about infant mortality statistics. A copy of which Is attached for your information and is Appendix V.
The Nixon administration's program fits Mr. Cohen's requirements and the
President has attacked our system in these words. "We have, however, spent this
money poorly-reinforcing inequities and rewarding inefficiencies and placing the
burden of greater new demands on the same old system which could not meet the
old ones." He then goes on to promote federal subsidization of closed-panel prepayment per capita group practice plans calling them "Health Maintenance Organizations". This is unfairly called providing "competition". This is what the
government interventionists have worked for since 1932. The Nixon administration statements are being readily used to prove there is a "crisis."
The American Hospital Association plan called "Ameriplan", the Health Insurance Association of America Plan, the Javits Plan, as well as the others meet Mr.
Cohen's first requirement. Senator Javits joins in the attack on our system saying "Perhaps most serious of all, there Is no federal program and almost no system
of private prepaid care to change the dangerously haphazard organization of
health care in America." His bill would establish a Congressional finding that
"the medical care system is not organized in a manner which encourages the
provision of medical care at reasonable cost." See Appendix IV.
We should look behind these attacks on our system. Labor union leaders want
national health insurance to eliminate the hassle at the bargaining table over
health fringe benefits, which have taken increasingly larger bites out of the wage
package. "... labor is desperate to find ways to augment wages. Relegating health
insurance to the government leaves more dollars and cents for wage increases."
Big business is flirting with national health insurance. Falsely reasoning that
it can shift the labor costs for health care from management to government and
not suffer the consequences of undermining private responsibility.
Local and state governments seeing rising costs welcome any program that
apparently shifts the burden from them.
Obviously those who seek to destroy our system are pleased with the efforts
of everyone who are seeking to impose some kind of national health insurance
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scheme on the American lbiic. There is no reason why patients or doctors should
collaborate with any of these schemes, all of which will decrease quality, increase
costs, curtail freedom, and lead to more and more controls until cruel collectivism
destroys all individual freedom. Mr. Harry Schwartz is quoted as saying: "If
the revolutionary proposals for transforming medicine are adopted, medical care
in this country will cost more while providing less satisfaction and poorer treatment for millions." See Appendix VI.
ECONOMICALLY UNSOUND

Why should we plunge headlong into more intervention only to repeat the
mistakes of Europe and Britain?
We should take heed of the mistakes we've already made in this direction.
Medicare and Medicaid are mistakes. Medicare is not a good federal program,
neither is Medicaid. Both have greatly inflated demand, increased costs, diverted
scarce physican manpower from patient care, and placed unreasonable strains
on our willing exchange economy. However, Medicaid is being condemned by
federal interventionists not because it is inflationary but because it has some
semblance of state direction and control connected with it.
Both ostensibly were conceived to help the "poor." Clearly Medicare "transfers" money through the force of taxation from wage earners, many at lower
income levels, to many well to do individuals for the sole reason of being 65
years of age.
To force expensive assembly-line gold bricking politicaltzed medicine upon the
entire natinn di-iised as belping the noor is absurd.
The Griffiths-Kennedy Bill (S.3, H.R. 22) supported by labor union officials
abandons the pretense of-providing for the "poor" with a compulsory centralized
scheme covering almost all medical expenses, without limitations, co-payments
or deductibles for all Americans. Every proposal before you would subsidize
everyone to some degree regardless of income. Now the mask is off. The "illegitimate grab for power" over all citizeua is unmistakable Pnd clear. The administration's white paper is based on the "poor" when the "poor" is no longer the
issue but only the excuse.
The real issue is "Will the Federal Bureaucracy destroy individual freedom
in America?" (See exidbit-attached Editorial 10/25/71, The Indianapolis NewsAppendix II.)
MORALLY UNSOUND

The proposals usurp power. They use the police power of the central governmeat to forcibly take the earnings of citizens and use them to destroy the opportunity for private contracts between citizens.
The assumption underlying all of the legislation before you is that normal
individuals acting voluntarily on their own initiative or together with their
family, friends, church and city, county or state government are incapable of
deciding and doing what is best for themselves about medicAh care. Furthermore that for some unexplained reason many layers of central government
employees using-noney forcibly taken away from citizens and operating through
ponderous questionnaires, voluminous, enervating, minute rules and regulations
with certiflictions and re-certifications and layer after layer of inspectors can
bring afout a better result for less cost.
The assumptions are invalid and immoral.
The system in the U.S. is based upon a more reasonable assumption of the
capacity of the normal Individual acting volunt-irily upon his own behalf as
connared to resnondin, to coercion Iv governmentt employees. You and T know
regimentation is not the better system despite the propaganda to the contrary. The
experiences from ancient Sparta to modern dictatorship and control under tyrnnts like Hitler. Miqsnllni. Tenin fnd his successors prove they are immoral
and not in the best interests of everyone concerned.
COMPROMISE A "TRAP"

Cnn-res.ional ohservers do not consider it probable that either the Kennedy
or 3avits Bills with almost complete monolithic control by government will obtain
legislative approval at this time. Now. the real danger to patients and doctors is
that another arndunl step will be taken toward more central government subsidy
and control in the disguise of being more reasonable than the Kennedy or Javits
Bills.
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This is where Medicredit (AMA), compulsory catastrophic governmental insurance (scare word for comprehensive) schemes, etc. come into consideration.
Legislative compromise being the reaity of politics what is likely to evolve is
a mixture of the various proposals--but most importantly and finally fatal to
liberty is more intervention. We want this Committee and the public generally
to know the American Medical Association is NOT speaking with the knowledge and consent of many practicing physicians and surgeons when advocating
more subsidies for medical care. There is no argument about the fact that government controls anything that it subsidizes. When anyone asks for $13 billion
more subsidies, as AMA does, in order to pay hospital and doctors bills, in whole
or part for everyone, they're asking for more controls. We believe this is
unsound.
Suggestions for limiting the program to "catastrophic" coverage, as AMA
has done, would not minimize government intervention. Once the government
takes over it will do essentially the same things to exert control under a $13
bilion dollar program that it would under a $100 billion dollar program. "If
physicians want to oppose any form of national health insurance that is a legitimate position. But those who are for a so-called catastrophic program to protect
themselves from future government control are wasting their time." Accordingly, we believe Medicredit, catastrophic illness coverages, or what have you,
are all traps and must be avoided.
The special p'eaders from domestic academic circles, labor union officials, and
government clerks seeking more power do not have a monopoly on understanding the direction in which government in the U.S. should go.
BRITAIN

WARNS

AGAINST

POLITICAL

MEDICINE

AND

FOR FREEDOM

Upon reflection Britian would have more patient satisfaction with medical
care, more physicians and more hospitals if it had not nationalized medicine
in 1948. The Honorable J. Enoch Powell, British Minister of Health (1960-3),
told the doctors attending the Association's Annual Meeting in St. Louis (Clayton), Missouri on October 8, 1971: "Nationalization kept Britain from building
any hospitals for 15 years, giving priority to housing." His observations are
based on experience not theory.
Politicalized medicine he said has "two inherent evils--centralization of decision making and damaging the relationship between the doctor and patient."
If medical care is offered in any country as it is under the British National
Health Service "free at the point of consumption or at less than market price
at point of consumption then for practical purposes demand is unlimited."
Under such a system individuals do not ration demand through their purse.
Continuing, Mr. Powell said "the service then must and does apply covert
rationing devices in order to bring demand to the actual amount of supply."
This is accomplished by waiting lists. "Generally, the waiting list can be viewed
as a kind of iceberg: the significant part is that below the surface--the patients
who are not on the list at all, either because they are not accepted on the
grounds that the list is too long already or because they take a look at the
queue and go away.""... short of dying, however, they frequently get bored,
or better, and vanish."
It follows that doctors and hospitals are put in the impossible position of
being expected to fulfill promises that cannot be met while the government
which created the illusion and the problem lets the patients blame the doctors
and hospitals for the dissatisfaction.
The credentials of the Former British Minister of Health are enough to cause
any wise person to listen to him. Powell has been a Member of Parlament for
over 20 years. He speaks eleven languages, and during a seven year period
learned one a year. At 24 he was a Professor of Greek. When 27 he had written
four books. At the outset of World War II he enlisted as a buck private, and
advanced rapidly to the rank of Brigadier General.
UNDER "POLITICALIZED"

MEDICINE NON-DOCTORS

MUST AND DO DECIDE MEDICAL

QUESTION
Powell criticized the "inherent absurdity" of one man, himself, establishing
a fixed pattern for medical care and for hospital operation and construction.
"The absurdity of it still is with me," said Powell. "With the single stroke of a
pen, by making deletions in one column and additions in another my will was
done."
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"The point here is not one of good will or bad will. The point is the substitution of one will and purpose for I don't know how many wills and purposes."
Powell said centralized medicine "obliterates the existence of an infinite variety of sources of initiative and judgment."
"A whole nation is wiser than any government can crer be. The decisions of
myriad minds working out answers to personal and local situations are far
better than those aspired to by even the most progressive of reformers."
COLLABORATION

WITH GOVERNMENT THROUGH MEDICAL FOUNDATIONS
PROTECT DOCTORS FROM BUREAUCRATIC INTERFERENCE

WILL

NOT

Doctors in the United States are being led to believe that groups of them, organized as Medical Foundations collaborating with government as its agents to
hold down on utilization, could- control how medicine Is practiced and avoid
government interference between doctors and patients. Mr. Powell was asked:
"Does your experience lead you to believe that politicians here are anymore
likely to permit this to happen than they did in Britain?" Mr. Powell answered"I doubt that it can happen anywhere, because it seems to be a contradiction for
a doctor whose essential function is doing his best for the individual and at the
same time to endeavor to control a total budget of the cost of the care which be
gives. This seems to me to be something which a computer couldn't do and wbich
a doctor oughtn't attempt to do."
"Perhaps of all the professions that ought not to be nationalized,the medical
profession isat the top." (Attached is a summary of wisdom by Mr. Powell from
his book "A New Look at Medicine and Politics." Appendix I.)
GOOD AND BAD SERVICE PAID THE SAME

Dr. Quinlan from Galway, Ireland, now in private medicine in Chicago,
formerly served under Britain's politicalized medicine in Northern Ireland. He
described in St. Louis how a general practitioner in Britain is forced by governmentally imposed regulations and controls to neglect patients. "Unfortunately
for patients," he said "doctors are paid less for taking adequate time to practice
good medicine than doctors who see too many patients and collect the same
amount of pay per capita for inferior service."
Mrs. Maurice W. Peterson, a housewife and mother, related to the Meeting
what patients would lose under a nationalized health scheme. All patients would
lose under any system of compulsory nationalized medicine:
(1) His doctor's best judgment.
(2) The confidential relationship with his doctor.
(3) Dignified, personal medical care.
(4) Free choice of doctors.
(5) Time and money.
,(6) Another major struggle to keep liberty in America.
THE DOCTORS BEST

JUDGMENT

Now under our private medical system a doctor is free to do his very best
for his patients. Government run medicine would tell him whether to treat
individuals, how, why, when, at what cost, and with which government prescribed drugs.
THE CONFIDENTIAL RELATIONSHIP

Although tax returns are supposed to be confidential, they are not. Likewise,
secret medical records would become an open book under government systems
readily available to the prying eyes of government clerks.
FREE CHOICE

In private medicine, patients can choose any doctor willing to provide c6nscientious personal medical care. Compulsory government medicine would limit
and impair that freedom.
TIME AND MONEY

Now patients pay their doctors once for services rendered. Under government
medicine, patients pay twice. Once in taxes, inflation and red tape, whether
or not they use any medical service and secondly, if they decline the regimentation
then for the doctor of their choice.
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DIGNIFIED PERSONAL CARE

Under private medicine, patients and doctors are treated and dealt with
promptly with dignity and mutual respect. The doctor is fully responsible to
each individual patient. Governmentally rationed medicine would make patients
a mere number and an annoyance to the clerks and doctors who would have little
legal, ethical or moral responsibility to the patients.
THE STRUGGLE TO MAINTAIN LIBERTY IN AMERICA

If nationalized medical care is decreed, all Americans will have lost a cherished
and valued liberty that has been guaranteed by our Constitution.
A large block of private savings would be diverted from private channels
which now help lubricate the dispersed decision making of the private capitalistic
system and into the inonopoly control of government clerks.
It was Lenin who said, "State (central government) monopoly capitalism
is the fullest material preparation for socialism, it is its threshold, it is that
rung on the historical ladder between which and the rung called socialism there
are no intervening rungs." (Lenin-Selected Works-International Publishers,
New York, 1943, Vol. II, P. 367.) (A discussion of state capitalism as a stage
through which Russia must pass to advance economically.)
The expert testimony of Mr. Powell, Dr. Quinlan and Mrs. Peterson is the
kind that H.E.W. and the federal government never seeks, since it would not
help build the gargantuan empire centralized in Washington.
When Mr. Powell was asked whether he thought the omnipotent wisdom and
apparently unlimited resources of the U.S. federal government would enable it
to initiate a nationalized scheme which would avoid the errors of nationalized
schemes in other countries, he replied "When health care is offered free of
charge at the point of consumption or at less than market price at the point
of consumption, then the demand for practical purposes Is literally unlimited.
Consequently, no addition of resources will bridge the gap between infinite
demand at zero price and limited resources. The conflict Is inherent in the
system and no one can make it work satisfactorily."
Mr. Powell fervently said "surely this is an American doctrine-that you always get most and do best by giving people the most freedom to demand what
they want and to supply that for which there is a demand. That's what America
taught the world-why are you running away from it now?" See further qu'tations from Mr. Powell's book "A New Look at Medicine and Politics" Appendix 1.
LEGALLY

UNSOUND

Neither the founders of the U.S. Constitution, nor its amendors, intended for
the Federal Government to interfere in private contracts for medical care by
subsidizing citizens capable of paying their own way. Appendix 3 reviews constitutional provisions and clearly proves the legislation before you is without a
sound legal basis.
SUMMARY

The Bills before you to subsidize and control medical care in whole or in part
for everyone are morally, economically and legally unsound.
They violate the principles upon which the success of America is based. They
usurp power; are inflationary; would lower the quality of medical care available; restrict the opportunity to obtain medical services; increase costs of medical care; increase dictation to and control of everyone by the central government; ignore the experiences in socialized countries and gravely threaten individual freedom for us all.
They should be immediately abandoned. It is respectfully suggested that the
Committee should substitute in place of these Bills an investigation of how the
Congress can keep the federal bureaucracy from destroying individual freedom
in America.

Mr. ULLMAN. Would you like your various appendix matter included also in the record?
Dr. DoRRrry. Please, yes, sir.
Mr. ULLMAN-. Without objection then the appendix material will be
included in the record.
(The appendix matter referred to follows:)
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APAPzND=X I
"A Nzw Loox AT MEDIOINE AND POL

IOS"

(By The Right-Honorable J. Enoch Powell, British Minister of Health190-1968)
The following are excerpts from Mr. Powell's Book-Published by:
Pitman Medical Publishing Co., Ltd., 46 Charlotte Street, London,
W.1
INTRODUCTION

Since medicine has become inextricably involved with politics, and the organization of medical services sometimes seems to have assumed more importance
than the quality of those services, a new look at medicine and politics is badly
needed. Few people can be better equipped to supply this new look than an
ei'minister of health.
We may sometimes regret the days when th doctor, G.P. or specialist, was the
independent practitioner of a highly skilled art, answerable to no one but his
own conscience and the corporate conscience of his colleagues for the standard
of the care he gives his patients, and asking-and very often waiving-a direct
monetary return for his services. Now, since the National Health Service, the
hospital doctor is a State employee and the general practitioner is a contractor
to the State. Such a change in the setting of medicine is fraught with profound
consequences, which are still only gradually being explored and understood.
These consequences are widely misunderstood, by profession and public alike, as
being accidental or transitory or easily remedied, due perhaps to the weakness
of a particular Minister or the faults of a particular government. Mr. Powell
shows that this is not so. The strains and stresses, the inadequacies and dissatisfactions, which the profession And the public experience, are implicit, he argues,
in the nature of a free, comprehensive national health service itself. (From the
introduction to Medicine andPolitic8.)
"From the point of view of its recipients, Excheequer money is for all practical
purposes unlimited. The consequences elsewhere of an increase in a particular
expenditure are infinitely remote and unascertainable, and no sense of responsibility for justifying even the present level of expenditure is felt by those concerned." p. 15
"In one case people feel 'involved' and therefore, responsible, in the other they
do not." p. 18
"The necessity which is proverbially the mother )f invention is least fecund
when she is presented in the guise of his majesty's treasury." p. 20
"Financing of a service by the public and especially Exchecquer money converts every limit upon demand into an arbitrary and perverse or even malevolent
decision imposed by conscious authority." p. 20
"In a publicly financed service, remuneration of the employee is seen as an
arbitrary evaluation placed upon people and their work by a political authority."
p. 21
"But the moment the employer or the paymaster is the Exchecquer, it is assumed that he has the power to pay more at will, and so what is actually paid
or offered, is treated as a deliberate evaluation of the employee by the employer,
and resented accordingly." p. 21
"You do not hear artists, or clergymen, or monks, or missionaries, or actors,
or novelists complaining that their sense of vocation is being exploited, Nor did
the doctors or the nurses or the dentists do so before the Exchecquer became
paymaster." p. 23
-"With the medical profession, .
-..the supply can adjust itself to change
in demand only after a more or less substantial interval of time." p. 24.
SUPPLY AND DEMAND

"Medical care under the National Health Service is rendered free to the consumer at the point of consumption--" p. 26
"Consequently supply and demand are not kept in balance by price. Since,
therefore, resources are limited, both theoretically and in practice at any given
time, or the demand is unlimited, supply has to be rationed by means other
than price. The forms of.rationing adopted deliberately or by default, and usually
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unrecognized certainly unproclaimed as such, are among the major irritant
ingredients in Medicine and Politics." p. 26
"Common thought and parlance trend to conceal or deny the fact that demand
for all practical purposes is unlimited. The vulgar assumption is that there is
a definable amount of medical care 'needed', and that if that 'need' was met,
no more would be demanded. This is absurd. Every advance in medical science
creates new needs that did not exist until the means of meeting them came into
existence, or at least into the realm of the possible. For every heart-lung machine or artificial kidney in operation there must be many times that number
of cases to which the treatment would be applicable. Every time a discovery is
made in, for example, the techniques of grafting, the horizon of 'need' for
medical care is suddenly enlarged." p. 26
"There is a characteristic of medical care that makes its public provision
exceptionally problematic. The demand for it is not only potentially unlimited;
it is also by nature not capable of being limited in a precise and intelligille
way." p. 28
"The National Health Service, then, must and does apply covert rationing
devices in order to limit demand to the actual amount of the supply." p. 29
"In fact, the Minister does exercise substantial control over the volume of
service provided, but he does so indirectly through his power to fix what remuneration the executive councils shall offer to the practitioners in contract
with them. If this remuneration were such as to attract into contract with
the councils rapidly increasing numbers of practitioners, then indeed the volume
of service rendered and consequently the expenditure would 'go through the
roof'. p. 30
"Indeed, in the last three years the number of general medical practitioners
in the service has actually begun to fall at a rapidly accelerating pace." p. 30
the volume of private practice . . . is so trivial that many decline to
accept private patients at all, on the ground that the accounting, billing and
other separate arrangements would cost more than they were worth." p. 34
"It is a common error to suppose that a cash relationship is inconsistent
with mutual respect between professional and client, or is synonymous with
selfishness or irresponsibility. A glance at any of the non-nationalized professions proves the contrary. The question is rather whether a tolerable and satisfactory relationship between general practitioner and patient can exist when
there is no cash nexus." p. 35
... good and bad service (in similar circumstances) are remunerated at one
and the same price. A capitation fee can no more distinguish -between good and
bad service than a fee per item of service, which governments have consistently
rejected." p. 37
"Thus, outside as well as inside the hospitals the figure on the supply side of
the equation is fixed at any particular time by those complex forces that determine that state's decisions on expenditu:'. With this figure demand has to be
brought into balance. Virtually unlimited as it is by nature, and unrationed by
price, it has nevertheless to be squeezed down somehow so as to equal the supply.
In brutal simplicity, it has to be rationed; and to understand the method of
rationing is also essential for understanding Medicine and Politics. The task is
not made easier by the political convention that the existence of any rationing
at- all must be strenuously denied. The public are encouraged to believe that
rationing in medical care was banished-being applied to medical care is immoral and repugnant. Consequently when they, and the medical profession too,
come face to face in practice with the various forms of rationing to which the
National Health Service must resort, the usual result is bewilderment, frustration and Irritation.
"The worst kind of rationing is that which is unacknowledged; for it is the
essence of a good rationing system to be intelligible and consciously accepted.
This is not possible where its very existence has to be repudiated." p. 37 & 38
"So it is always arranged that there shall be plenty of people waiting when
the great man arrives, so that there is no danger of the expensive mill even
momentarily lacking grist." p. 38
"There has to be some differential rationing for different qualities of an article,
and if not price, then, for example, time: better surgeon, longer wait, and vice
versa." p. 39
"Generally, the waiting list can be viewed as a kind of iceberg: the significant
part is that below the surface-the patients who are not on the list at all, either
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because they are not accepted on the grounds that the list is too long already or
because hey take a look at the queue and go away." p. 39
"'Short of dying, however, they frequently get bored or better, and vanish. Here
again, time on the waiting list Is a commutation not only for money-measurable
by the cost of private treatment with less or no delay-but also for the other
good things of life. It is an Interesting phenomenon of the waiting lists for Inpatient treatment that at the holiday season and around Christmas time it may
be necessary to go quite far down a lengthy wainting list to get patients willing to
accept the long-awaited treatment in sufficient numbers to keep even the temporarily reduced hospital resources fully employed." p. 39
"I cannot but reflect sadonically on the effort I myself expended, as Minister
of Health, in trying to 'get the waiting lists down'. It is an activity about as hopeful as filling a sieve, although this is not to deny that some of the measures applied and pressures exerted might conceivably have had some useful side-effect
in improving, in a slight degree, the direction of effort. There were the circulars
enjoining such devices as the use of mental hospital beds and theatres, or of
military hospitals. There were the stiff cross-examinatibns of staffs and hospital
authorities in the endeavour to discover what contumacy might explain their
continued non-compliance with the official exhortations. There were the special
operations to 'strafe' the waiting lists, urged on the fallacious ground that a
stationary waiting list is not evidence of deficient capacity-otherwise it would
lengthen-but of a backlog which', once 'cleared off', ought v)t to be allowed to
recur." p. 40
"Alas, the waiting list that melted under an assault of this kind was back
again to normal before long. There were always special, local and temporary explanations that could be cited, such as a sudden coincidence of staff off duty
through leave, sickness or change of post. But all too evidently the causes at work
were general and deep-seatedl. There was a mean around which the figures fluctuated, but that was all. Natural expel furca tamen u8que recurret: though
you drive Nature out with a pitchfork, she will still find her way back." p. 40
-...when they say that for cases diagnosed as urgent or critical the waiting
list, practically speaking, does not exist. This is far from disproving the function and necessity of the waiting list as a rationing device. For one thing, 'urgent'
and even 'critical' are not objective magnitudes: on the contrary, they are assessments that have already taken the volume of supply into account. In any case,
there is no clear-cut dividing line between the 'urgent' cases, seen or treated at
once, and the 'non-urgent' cases on the waiting list-or, as the case may be, not
on the waiting list at all. The latter are squeezed down-or off-by the former.
To point to the fact no 'urgent' case goes untreated as evidence that supply and
demand can be brought into balance without rationing is like arguing in a famine
that because nobody dies of starvaton, there need have been no rationing system."
p. 41
"The supply of medical care of all kinds through the National Health Service
is rationed by forcing the potential consumer to ehoo.%e between accepting the
quality and quantity offered or declining the care offered. If he declines the care
offered, he can either renounce or defer treatment altogether or he can endeavour
to purchase it outside the National Health Service." p. 41
"There is, as -has been said above, no reason to suppose that an increase in the
quantity or quality of care provided by the National Health Service would reduce the need for rationing. On the contrary, every increase in eligibility must
involve an intensification of the other forms of rationing, such as waiting."
p. 43
"The result fs to Impart a unique rigidity and centralization to the conduct of
the activities of something approaching half a million persons in a vast variety
of Institutions throughout the country. The effects are felt both in the relationship between the state and the professions and in the form the development of the
service takes." p. 44
"In the professions it promotes the sense of being subordinate, in a professional
capacity, to lay control and decision; In the last resort, all final decision is lay,
whether the decision be that of an individual to undergo an operation or of
Parliament in institute a national health service. Thgfprinciple is not limited to
medicine, but is universal: the professional Is the servant, albeit specially endowed and equipped, while the layman (albeit often called the, 'client') is the
consumer who commands the service and decides whether he will take the advice
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or no. In all government the last word is of necessity lay, that is, non-expert:
. . ." p. 44
"The idea therefore that the professional could ever be 'on top', like that of
a state health service controlled by the doctors, is a chlwera." p. 45.
"... the amount of private medical.care, by volume or value, is between one
and two per cent of the value or volume of medical care in the National Health
Service." p. 70.
"Thus a voucher scheme resolves itself merely into a method of increasing
state expenditure upon medical care." p. 72.

(From The Indianapolis News, October 25. 19711
WILL THE FEDERAL BUREAUCRACY DESTROY INDIVIDUAL FREEDOM IN AMERICA?
(An Editorial)
The most serious threat to freedom in America today-including freedom of the
press--cones from a Federal bureaucracy which seems determined to gain control over every facet of American life.
This is not a partisan issue. As a matter of fact, there are now three great
parties in America-the Democratic party, the Republican party and the Federal
bureaucracy. Of the three, the Federal bureaucracy is the strongest and most
powerful because it is the best organized and is protected from political reprisal
by civil service.
When a new administration comes in, less than 10 per cent of the bureaucrats
go out; the other 90 per cent keep their jobs regardless of which party is in
power.
The U.S. State Department is probably the most bureaucrat-infested agency
in the entire government. A small coterie of career men who are protected and
immune from discipline by civil service constantly harass and embarrass whoever is secretary of state. They did it to Dean Rusk and are doing it now to
Secretary Rogers. Secretary Foster Dulles had some very terrible experiences
with this group. These State Department parasites don't want any secretary to
succeed. They want to run the State Department in their image. They never
want to get tough with any nation, whether friend or foe. They Just want to be
personally popular in all capitals of the world, no matter what their actions
do to the prestige of our foreign policy. It's a hell of a way to run a State Department but that is the way it is being run now. If President Nixon is re-elected.
he should ask Congress for the right to abolish civil service In the State Department and clean house from the first under secretary to the brocaded janitors.
Entrenched behind the safety of civil service tenure, the bureaucrats always
proclaim that they are acting in the public interest and proceed to issue decree
after decree, having the full force and effect of law, whereas not 20 percent of
the bureaucratic rules and regulations and orders are ever voted on by the
Congress.
There are thousands of honest and dedicated men and women in the government civil service but their leaders and department heads make life unbearable
for anyone who dares speak out against the arrogant plan for government by
bureaucratic decree.
PRESIDENT STYMIED

The American people don't realize just how terrifically strong this bureaucracy
is. At the present time there are 2,911,000 Federal employes; when President
Nixon came to office, out of 4,000 and some employes in the Office of Economic
Opportunity he could only change 16! Think of it. The President of the United
States was absolutely overwhelmed, to the tune of 4,000 to 16.
Another instance of the arrogant determination of the bureaucracy developed
recently in the Interior Department. The United States government has a treaty
with the NavaJo nation. The treaty is just as binding as any treaty we have with
Canada or Mexico, yet the bureaucrats in the Interior Department paid no attention to its stipulations. President Nixon promised the Indians he would do something about it. When he tried to do so this summer, the Bureau of Indian Affairs
paid no more attention to the President of the United States than they had to the
chief of the Navajo Indians. The bureaucrats in the Bureau of Indian Affairs are
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determined to run all matters pertaining to Indians in this country-regardless
of treaties, presidents or the welfare of the Indians themselves.
Bureaucrats seldom get mixed up in financial scandals. They are not interested
in money: they are interested only in power. and the American people have permitted them to take over, often without legislation.
Robert Finch, one of President Nixon's closest friends, was literally driven out
of the Department of Health, Education and Welfare because the career bureaucrats in HEW Just weren't about to let anyone else run that department, which
is one of the largest and most important and spends more money than any other
department except Defense. And things haven't changed one iota since Finch left.
Just how far they will go in expressing contempt for the people lo whom they
are supposed to be responsible is suggested by protest demonstrations in defiance
of the President staged by employees of this department. '
Senator Barry Goldwater observes that "several hundred employees of the
Department of HEW-none of whom was elected by the people who pay themcould hold a mass meeting to protest policy decisions reached by the White
House and by the Secretary of HEW."
The bureaucracy dominates the Federal Trade Commission, the Food and Drug
Administration and countless other agencies. Prof. Yale Brozen of the University of Chicago recently called attention to the fact that because of these regulatory bodies free enterprise in this country Is only half alive. He cited as evidence government's control of the mail, of water supplies, schools, airlines, railroads, highways, banks, farms, utilities and insurance companies.
JOB DESTROYERS

Government regulation has driven the railroads to the point of near extinction,
hampered the small businessman with a network of controls, created problems in
our cities with ill-conceived programs which have caused a net loss of at least
half-a-million units of low cost housing since the 1930s. Yet the same bureaucrats and regulators who have created these problems now say they are going to
cure them-and that for this purpose they must have still more authority over
our lives.
The regulators talk a great deal about unemployment, and the need for still
more government power to cure it. Yet Prof. Brozen has shown at length that
government wage regulation has caused unemployment, pricing youthful and
other marginal workers out of the labor market. Federal wage minimums have
caused a doubling of unemployment levels among minority youth since 1954from 16.5 per cent to well over 30 per cent.
In their effort to control everything, the regulators are trying to dictate virtually every phase of the business process-from the content of peanut butter
and breakfast cereals to the packaging of soap flakes and the advertising of tooth
paste. The Federal Trade Commission has recently decided it has the right to
halt "special" sales in stores and back its decrees with a $5,000 fine.
In a similar move, attorneys for the Equal Employment Opportunity Commission have argued that businessmen cannot relocate if this would deprive minority
workers of employment-claiming such relocation would violate the 1964 Civil
Rights Act. Examination of the act shows it contains no such sweeping provision,
and that this interpretation Is purely something dreamed up by the bureaucrats
to extend their own arbitrary power over business.
Members of Congress are helping the bureaucrats by holding hearings, spending government money by the millions to prove we probably shouldn't be eating.
cranberries at the wrong time and that cyclamates might poison your neighbor's dog. Think of the time. effort and money that have been wasted on just
those two things alone, which accomplish nothing whatever.
Perhaps the clearest example of the way in which the regulators achieve the
opposite of what they say they are going to may be seen in the current controversy over pollution. In one case regulatory fever brought the closing of a plant
in Northern California which was not in violation of pollution standards and
whose terming qtion meant the loss of 800 Jobs. A similar story was written in
Marietta, Ohio, where Federal pollution standards if enforced would require the
closing of a key industrial plsnt and the loss of 625 jobs. In the most serious
case of all, senseless regulation threatened the cloQing of a Connecticut plant
where some 40 per cent of the nation's supply of penicillin is produced.
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TIPPING THEIR HAND

The arrogance of the bureaucrats was blatantly emphasized when they proposed a special tax break for themselves. These bureaucrats already -enjoy job
pay increases more frequently than most Americans and they have all sorts of
benetfis and special privileges which put them in a class apart from and above
the average citizen. The plan now being studied to give them special tax exemption is the last straw. Special exemptions from Federal taxes on the top $3,000 of
salaries paid to bureaucrats in the highest of three civil service classifications
are proposed. These salaries range from $28,000 to $38,000 a year. A diminishing
scale of tax breaks is provided for the lower classes. All bureaucrats will get a
tax break if this plan is accepted, while we know of no other group of Americans
who are going to receive any such tax breaks.
As their control over our economic life has grown, the bureaucrats and regulators have shown their intentions more and more openly. In a wide variety of
cases they are advancing the idea of "social engineering"-the notion that government "experts" should take children away from their parents, break the ties
of family life, and mold American youngsters into the image of the bureaucrats
themselves. In the dispute over "busing," for example, we have seen Federal
regulators disrupting the life of local communities, ordering children transported to schools far from their homes, overriding the wishes of parents and city
officials.
The motive behind this is spelled out clearly by spokesmen who say "disadvantaged" children have to be taken away from the influence of their parents
and placed increasingly under the influence of the bureaucratic experts. "It is
importat," says one spokesman, "to replace this family environment as much
as possible by an educational environment-by starting school at an early age,
and by having a school which begins very early in the day and ends very late."
Busing is opposed by 76 per cent of the American people, including black, white
and yellow. It has become a national headache and a national scandal. This never
would have happened had it not been for the zealots among the career people in
HEW, who are determined to demonstrate their power.
How far the problem of bureaucracy and dictorlal control of American economic life can be carried is suggested by the case of Ralph Nader. Here is a
man without any official authority or credentials of any kind, forcing American
industry into submission, threatening Federal prosecution if industry doesn't
agree with his plans, bullying his way toward being the supreme dictator of all
industrial production in this country. I want to quote here from a speech made
by Thomas R. Shepard Jr., publisher of Look Magazine, regarding Nader's program and objectives.
Mr. Shepard says, "I have heard many businessmen dismiss Ralph Nader and
his associates as well-meaning fellows who sincerely want to help the American
consumer by improving business methods. Forget it. Mr. Nader isn't interested at
all in seeing American industry clean house. What he wants is the house-from
cellar to attic. His goal is a top-to-bottom takeover of industry by the government, with Mr. Nader, himself, I would guess, in charge of the appropriate comniission.
"Find It hard to believe? Then listen to this Associated Press report of a speech
he made last September, and I quote: 'Consumer advocate Ralph Nader has proposed that corporations that abuse the public Interest should be transferred to
public -trusteeship and their officers sent to jail.' "
Among the proposals Nader favors are having 'Cpublicly elected" members imposed on corporation boards of directors to serve the "public interest" as defined
by Nader, abolishing corporate trade secrets on the grounds that "a corporation
doesn't have the right of privacy" and making all corporate tax returns public on
the same grounds.
Still more incredible are Nader's proposals that corporate executives be suspended from their jobs through "sanctions" he wants.to impose and that entire
companies be driven out of business if they don't live up to what he calls a
"social cost test."
NADE'S FINANCES

Who has appointed this man to play God over American business? Who has
given him and the bureaucrats who are helping him the right to destroy the
Investment and effort of thousands of Americans-who have entered into the
voluntary associations of corporate endeavor? Who has commissioned them to
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dictate, suspend, or bankrupt organizations in which the resources and energies
of countless American citizens have been invested?
Unbe.ievably enough, many of his assaults on our business system are financed
by elements in the business community itself. He receives a good deal of money
from foundations-including the prestigious Carnegie Foundation. He is also
supported by the Philip M. Stern family fund, the Norman Fund, the Jerome
Levy foundation, and Gordon Sherman of the Midas muffler company, among
others.
Even so, Nader never would have gotten to first base with his crusades if he
had not had the help of the bureaucrats.
Recently Professor C. Northcote Parkinson, noted for his numerous laws governing human behavior, predicted that, if the present trend toward government
employment continues, everyone in Britain will be working for the government
by the year 2195. Fo.lowing this prediction by Dr. Parkinson the Morgan Guaranty Trust Company of New York prophesied that if this trend in America goes
on, every American will be working for the government by the year 2000.
The significance of all this for the American press should be apparent. The
collectivists and regulators like to say they are in favor of freedom of expression, and that the controls they have placed over our economic lives will not
endanger other aspects of our liberty like the free press and freedom of speech.
The argument they use is that "human rights" can be separated from "property rights," and that economic controls do not mean political controls. The
whole record of what has been happening in this country shows such an argument to be false. Those of us in the newspaper business have long argued, and
correctly, that the rest of the nation cannot remain free unless the press is free.
By the same token, it is impossible to have a society and economy supervised
in every detail by Washington regulators and at the same time expect the press
to be free.
The mission of the American press always has been to keep this country free
and never before has there been a time when the American press should give
first priority, regardless of other considerations, to the job of keeping a free
press functioning in this country. The networks are having a very serious battle
with the bureaucracy. They cannot fight their own fight because they have one
hand tied behind them by bureaucratic controls. We do have an obligation to fight
their battle for them because the networks have the same basic right of free
expression as we do. The right of free expression is the fundamental right of
liberty and we should remember always that America is the greatest country
only because America is free.
The bureaucrats have been able to bully and blackmail television into accepting all kinds of unfair regulations. They attempted the same thing with the
press. They realize their goal cannot be accomplished until they have control
of the press, and now they are using the FCC to do that very thing. They are
also using the office of the Attorney General, frequently without his knowledge
or consent, to send out threats, directives and regulations unsanctioned by
Congress, but with the full force and effect of law nonetheless.
Take two or three of the most recent cases. In 1968 Congress, after two years
of debate, passed Senator Carl Hayden's failing newspaper bill. President Nixon
signed that bill. Yet two months ago, the same crowd in the Attorney General's
office who were there when they made such a terrific fight against the bill and
were holdover Civil Service employes-r-lost of them Socialists at heart who believe in statism and state control-sent out letters to a group of 50 newspapers,
demanding all kinds of reports and statements under threat of being hauled
before the Senate and anti-trust division for violation of the anti-trust laws.
That law was passed by Congress. It hasn't been repealed. It hasn't been
violated. And yet these bureaucratic lawyers in the Attorney General's office
go right ahead and cause unmitigated annoyance and expens(l to the newspaper
industry, their one object being to get the newspapers to agree to some form of
government regulation. Well, thank God, most of the newspapers ignored the
Justice Department.
FCC DECREES

Then the FCC gets into the act again by issuing a decree, without the consent
of Congress, simply on its own volition, telling the networks they must devote
so much time to this and so much time to that and so much time to public
broadcasts which are put out by the NEA, hardly a source of unbiased informa-
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tion. And what do the television people do? They must comply or else. Now the
FCC had no authority to make such a decision and thank God one judge told
the FCC to go jump into the lake until it got authority from Congress to issue
such a decree. But that didn't stop the bureaucrats. The Justice Department
has jumped onto the agreement which was made.by the New York Times and
the Chicago Daily News wire services. The cost of the wire tolls was increased
and the tvo companies decided to split a day and night wire in order to save
money.
The Irony of this situation is that in April of 1970 the Federal Communications Commission told the two wire services that they would have to do Just
exactly what they are doing if they wanted to use the services of the AT&T,
and the Commission itself proposed that the two services share the wire with
another user simply as an economical manner in which to serve their clients.
And the New York Times and the Chicago Daily News entered into an agreement positively dictated and approved by the FCC.
Now along comes the Justice Department and says, "You can't do this. It is a
violation of the anti-trust laws."
Let's take the case of tobacco. The FCC, without the consent of Congress-which it later obtained-told the television stations they could not adverti-,
cigarettes. Yet the very same government which the FCC represents is spending
$660,G00,000 a year to promote, encourage and carry on the sale of tobacco. This
order of the FCC is clearly unconstitutional unless the United States government absolutely prohibits the growing and sale and manufacture of tobacco and
its products.
From the other direction, the U.S. government is subsidizing programs over
the Public Broadcasting Service network which are often slanted to. the radical
side. The nature of this- bias came to light in an "educational" TV attack on
the FBI which was cancelled from its regular broadcast slot after J. Edgar
Hoover protested. The Corporation for Public Broadcasting will receive an estimated $35 million from the taxpayers this year, some $9.2 million going to PBS.
Why should bureaucrats force the taxpayer to underwrite one-sided propaganda?
A related case involving abuse of the regulatory power of the Federal Communications Commission is the interpretation that has been given the so-called
"fairness doctrine." A memorandum prepared by the Reuther brothers in 1961
urged that this doctrine, which is supposed to insure balanced programming, be
used as a device for attacking conservative broadcasters, most of whom appear
on a local and not a network basis. Over the past 10 years the "fairness doctrine" has repeatedly been invoked against broadcasters. and station owners
whose views are-different from those of the collectivists, but has not been invoked against network figures whose views are more in keeping with the Reuther
memorandum outlook.
PRESS

is

NEXT

Two years ago a member of the Federal Communications Commission urged
that this dictatorial formula be used against newspapers as well. In an August
1969 speech in Dallas, Tex., Kenneth Cox of the FCC said that "Congress could
constitutionally apply counterparts of our equal time and rights of reply obligations to most newspapers, since they move in, or clearly affect, interstate commerce, and since the public interest in their providing their readers with botl'
sides of important questions is clear."
Give these bureaucrats the right of regulation over the American press and
you have lost America to bureaucratic statism.
This country was founded as a republic with a representative government, but
has degenerated into a democracy run by organized minorities, the strongest of
which is the Federal bureaucracy. Never in the history of man has a democracy
survived more than 200 years, and ours will not survive unless we make it a
representative government and abolish the power of the Federal bureaucrats.
Most democracies have been destroyed by centralized bureaucracies--or at least
by the rule of organized minorities. The newspapers of this country owe it to
America and to the world to make sure that representative government survives
in this country-that freedom of the press and the right of free expression are
never destroyed by a bureaucracy or any minority group. If we prove here that
representative government can work, then freedom will spread to all corners of
the world in time.
The United States spends billions of dollars every year to oppose Russia's
determination to impose its autocratic rule of complete domination oi other coun-
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tries and to control individual freedom, industrial production, education and
everything that approaches freedom of speech and freedom of expression. Here
in America the bureaucrats are forcing the United States, step by step, to accept
a system of government that will destroy free enterprise, local control of our
educational system and, most important of all, the right of free expression, the
fundamental right of liberty. If the bureaucrats succeed, freedom as we know it
in America will be lost-maybe forever.
GENE PULLIAM, Publisher.
APPENDIX III
UNCONSTITUTIONALITY OF FEDERAL INTERVENTION To PROVIDE MEDICAL
CARE FOR EVERYONE
Usurpation of power is the root-cause of much, if not most, of our generation's
governmental troubles in the U.S. To remedy the situation, the people's attention
must be focused effectively on this root-cause rather than on mere symptoms.
In a radio address to the nation, made on March 20,1930 by Governor Franklin
I). Roosevelt of New York he spoke about the growing dangerto people's liberties
as a result of the increasing centralization of power in Washington.
The significance of his address lies in the fact that it was by no means a statement of the views of Governor Roosevelt alone. Instead, he merely rephrased,
restated, in a clear and accurate fashion, the long-established American principles
which have been well understood and firmly accepted by generation after generation of the American people and voiced In various forms innumerable times
throughout the country for almost a century and a half.
Mr. Roosevelt warned that under the Constitution and its Amendments, the
people and the states had never surrendered to the federal government any
power over many areas of the citizens activity. After mentioning the subject of
prohibition, he said: "As a matter of fact and law. the governing rights of the
states are all of those which have not been surrendered to the national government by the Constitution or its Amendments. Wisely or unwisely, people know
that under the 18th Amendment Congress has been given the right to legislate
on this particular subject, but this is not the case in the matter of a great
number of other vital problems of government, such as the conduct of public
utilities, of banks, of insurance, of business, of agriculture, of education, of
Social Welfare and a dozen other important features. In these Washington
must not be encouraged to interfere."
In another paragraph he said: "The doctrine of regulation and legislation by
'master minds', in whose Judgment and will all the people may gladly and
quietly acquiesce has been too glaringly apparent at Washington during these
last ten years. Were it possible to find 'master minds' so unselfish, so willing
to decide unhesitatingly against their own personal interests or private prejudices, men almost God-like in their ability to hold the scale of Justice with
an even hand, such a government might be to the interest of the country, but
there are none such on our political horizon, and we cannot expect a complete
reversal of all the teachings of history."
"... It must be obvious that almost every new or old problem of government
must be solved if it Is to be solved to the satisfaction of the people of the
whole country, by each state in its own way."
On such a small foundation have we erected the whole enormous fabric of
federal government which costs us now $3,500,000.000 every year, and if we do
not halt this steady process of building commissions and regulatory bodies and
special legislation like huge inverted pyramids over everyone of the simple
Constitutional provisions, we shall soon be spending many billions of dollars
more.
"So much for what may be called 'the legal side of national vs. state sovereignty'. But what are the underlying principles on which this government is
founded? There is, first and foremost, the new thought that every citizen is
entitled to live his own life in his own way so long as his conduct does not
injure any of his fellow men. This was to be a new 'Land of Promise' where a
man could worship God in the way he saw fit, where he could rise by industry,
thrift and intelligence to the highest places in the Commonwealth, where he
could be secure from tyranny and injustice-a free agent, the maker or the
destroyer of his own destiny."
"It is, to me, unfortunate that under a clause in our Constitution, itself primarily intended for an entirely different purpose, our federal courts have been
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made a refuge by those who seek to evade the mandates of the State Judiciary."
"I think if we understood what I have tried to make clear tonight as to tile
fundamental principles on which our Government was built, and what the underlying idea of the relations between Individuals and States and the National
Government should be, we can all of us reason for ourselves what should be
the proper course in regard to Federal legislation on any of the questions of the
day."
INTENTIONS OF THE FOUNDERS
(U.S. Constitution)
1. In selling the United States Constitution the founders wrote 85 papers
known as "The Federalist Papers." They said In part:
(a) Central governments 'have subverted the liberties of the old world.'
(b) Speaking about the possibility of the central government usurping power"It will always be far more easy for the State governments to encroach upon the
national authorities than for the national government to encroach upon the State
authorities."
(c) "The State governments would clearly retain all the rights of sovereignty which they before had, and which were not, by that act exclusively delegated to
-the United States."
(d) ". . . The power of taxation . . . is the most important authority imposed upon the union." "But it will not follow-from this doctrine that acts of the
larger society which are not pursuant to its constitutiQnal powers, but which are
invasions of the residuary authorities of the smaller societies, will become the
supreme law of the land. These will be mere acts of usurpation, and will deserve
to be treated as such."
(e) "The powers of the central government are as follows:
(1) Security against foreign dangers
(2) Regulation of the intercourse of foreign nations
(3) Maintenance of harmony and proper intercourse among states
(4) Certain miscellaneous objects of general utility
(5) Restraints of the states from certain Injurious acts
(6) Provisions for giving due efficacy to all these powers"
(f) "It has been urged and echoed that the power 'to lay and collect taxes,
duties, imposts and excises, -to pay their debts, and provide for the common
defense and general welfare of the United States', amounts to an unlimited
commission to exercise every power which may be alleged to be necessary for the
common defense or the general welfare. No stronger proof could be given of the
distress under which these writers labored for objections than their stooping to
such a misconstruction."
(g) Speaking against government impairing the obligation of contracts: "very
properly, therefore, have the convention added this constitutional bulwark in
favor of personal security and private rights. The sober people of America are
weary of the fluctuating policy which has directed the public councils they have
seen with regret the indignation over the sudden changes and legislation Interferences in cases affecting personal rights become jobs in the hands of enterprising and influential speculators, and snares to the more Industrious and less informed part of the community."
(h) Repetitious Interference: "They have seen too that one legislative interference is but the first link of a long chain of repetitions, every subsequent interference being naturally produced by the effects of the preceding."
(i) "The powers delegated by the proposed constitution of the Federal government are few and defined. Those which are to remain in the State are numerous
and indefinite. The former will be exercised principally on external objects, as
war, peace, negotiations and foreign commerce; with which the last power of
taxation will for the most part be connected. The powers reserved to the several
states, will extend to all the objects which in the ordinary course of affairs
concern the lives, liberties and properties of people, and internal order, and the
improvement and prosperity of the state."
SUBSEQUENT AMENDMENTS
lately thereafter a Bill of -Rights (ten amendments) was added
(a) In
which the funders thought necessary to allay the popular fears of central governbower and becoming tyrannical. These were limitations upon the
ment usurping p

-
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power of government i.e., "Congress shall make no law :-". "No person shall be
deprived of prolierty, without due process of law."
(b) The Ninth Amendment reads "The enumeration in the Constitution, of
certain rights, shall not be construed to deny or disparage others retained by the
people."
(c) The Tenth Amendment reads "Thejl~wers not delegated to the United
States by the Constitution, nor -prohibited by it to the States, are reserved to
the States respectively, or to the people."
(d) Thomas Jefferson in speaking of the Federalist papers recognized them
as explaining authentically the "genuine meaning" of the Constitution. Jefferson
also said: "In questions of power, then, let no more be heard of confidence in
man, but bind him down from mischief by the chains of the Constitution."
(e) No subsequent amendments even remotely gave any authority to the
national-government to subsidize and control medical care.
(f) George Washington wrote: "When the transient circumstances and fugitive
performances which attended this crisis shall have disappeared, that work will
merit the notice of posterity, because in it are candidly and ably discussed the
principles of freedom and the topics of government-which will be always interesting to mankind so long as they shall be connected in civil society."
TiE SUPREME COURT IN WICKARD

V. FILBURN

SAID-

"It is hardly lack of due process of law for government to regulate that which It
subsidizes."
The case involved a farmer planting 18 acres of wheat to feed his chickens
instead of 15 acres as decreed by the Secretary of Agriculture. Other farmers
not planting in excess of the acreage decreed by government were subsidized. The
farmer was fined and sold out by government although he personally sought
no subsidy.
MEDICARE

1. Forces all wage earners to pay so-caled "Social Security taxes" on the
first dolalr earned, including the earnings of children, widows, the tips of
waitresses, taxi-cal) drivers, etc., etc.
2. Pays hospitals on terms set by government a part of the hills of all over
65 years of age, including millions of the aged who are better situated to pay the
bills than those being taxed.
3. Pays doctor bills on terms set by government from the above taxpayers' funds
and a monthly fee charged those over 65 years of age.
CONFESSION OF MADAME PERKINS

In a speech to H.E.W. employees I she tells how the Social Security Act was
used to subvert the Constitution.
"Before I was appointed, I had a little conversation with Roosevelt in which I
said perhaps he didn't want me to Ie the Secretary of Labor because if I were,
I should want to do this, and this, and this. Among the things I wanted to do was
find a way of getting unemployment insurance, old-age insurance and health Insurance. I 'remember he looked so startled, and he said, 'Well, do you think it
can be done?' I said, '1. don't know'. He said, 'Well, there are Constitutional problems aren't there?'
'Yes, very severe Constitutional problems,' I said. 'But what have we ben
electedfor except to solve the Constitutional problems?' 'Well,' he said. 'Do you
do it?' 'I don't know', I said liut I wanted to try. 'I wart to
Think you ,'oll
know if I l'ave your authorization. I won't ask you to promise anything.'
He looked at me an nodded wisely. 'Alright,' lie said, 'I will authorize you to
try, and if you succeed, that's fine.'
This was the way it all began.
Sneaking about the Committee on Economic Security, she snid "Congress
hastily received the President's Report and authorized the Committee, but adJourned without making any appropriation to support the Committee."
"Well, here again was a problem. I remember talking to the President, and he
said, 'Well, look, Harry Hopkins has got all that money. They just made enorI The Rnots of Social Securltv by the Honorable Frances Perkins. October 23, 1962,
U.S.D.H.E.W., August 1963, EP 17. U.S. Gov. Printing OMee: 1963. 0-685-624.
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mous appropriations for Harry Hopkins' relief problem. Go get some of Harry's
money.'
"'Well,' I said, 'I don't think that's legal, is it? It belongs to Harry.'
'Oh, well, you can get that,' he said.
"It was a bright idea, really. I don't know why they don't do it more in the
government now. 'Borrow people, Just borrow what you need for staff. Why
there are all kinds of people working in Washington-thousands of them. Borrow them. The Army's got them; the Navy's got them; Agriculture's got them;
Labor's got them; everybody's got thousands of people working for them. They
dont' really need all of them,' he said.
"Well, that was his view and I'm not sure it isn't mine really. I think somehow that-well, I don't talk about this because this is critical of other people,
but the proliferation of Jobs in the Government since I left it 25 years ago is
astonishing. I see an awful lot of people and I wonder what they do.
"Anyhow, he said, 'Borrow them.' So we borrowed them. Mostly it was Agriculture and Labor who contributed to the staff, and the Attorney General gave
us half a dozen lawyers whom he didn't know what to do with otherwise. They
were good people, it so happened, and I had the pick of them."
"We knew we had to have actuaries. Well, the Lions Club of America and
some other big service organizations put up the money for the actuaries."
"We had the Technical Advisory Committee which were the high-strung
people. We had a General Advisory Committee which was the employers and
labor-the general public. They were easier to.handle because the 'general public' had been well picked; you know, the way you pick a Committee. They were
all perfectly good people. Even the employers had been well picked. There was
Marion Folsom of Eastman-Kodak Co."
Speaking about the actuaries needing information she said "And then how
many people do you expect to be victims? How many people will we have to give
compensation?" "We can't make the actuarial tables without that. We have to
know how many. The population of the U.S. is 150 million. How many of them
will be involved in this?"
"That was one of the funny things, you know. We so desperately underestimated the number of people that would be covered by the Social Security
System."
The Legal Committee soon broke into a row because the legal problems were
so terrible. The Constitutional problem was the greatest one. How could you get
around this business of the State-Federal relationships? It seems that it couldn't
be done.
She then tells about going to a tea and seeing Justice Harlan F. Stone and
that she put the question to him. She then reports "He looked around to see
if anyone was listening. Then he put his hand up like this, confidentially and
he said, 'The taxing power, my dear, the taxing power. You can do anything
under the taxing power.' This is the reason, of course, that we built so strongly
on the taxing power and that the whole system of taxation is the basis of the
Social Security Act."
"This, then, was the genesis of the whole bill. We did a great deal of educating by one kind of propaganda or another, chiefly hearings. We had a number
of Senatorial Committees which we asked to look into this or that. We got
advice all these actions were for the purpose, not so much of advice as of
propaganda-that is of educating the public. The result was a bill that finally
was presented to Congress and as you know was debated very briefly, really
quite briefly when you think of the problems that were involved.-only a decent
amount of debate-and we gave way on all kinds of things. We gave way on
washing out universal Insurance; that is, universal coverage. We let them take
out one group after another; no objections, just 8o we got the basis of the
bill."
SUMMARY

Mr. Roosevelt knew the Federal Government did not have Constitutional
authority to interfere In social welfare problems and said so quite effectively
soon before becoming President of the United States.
The founders clearly did not intend to grant such authority to the Federal
Government as shown in the Federalists papers and other writings of the
founders.
Social Security legislation, including Medicare violates Constitutional principles. Madame Perkins' confession shows how the Constitution was subverted
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In the light of these facts, a U.S. Representative would violate his oath to
support and uphold the Constitution by supporting federal intervention in medical
care for everyone.
APPENDIX IV
GOALS FOR AN

ACCEPTABLE NATIONAL HEALTH

INSURANCE

SCHEME

(By Wilbur J. Cohen, New Physician, December, 1970)
I. "Breaking the barrier between paying for health care and eligibility for
service."
II. Requiring employer pay part of costs.*
"Requiring the employer to pay part of the costs so the immediate financial
burden is not so great on the individual."
III. Government to contribute part of cost.*
"Requiring the government to contribute part of the cost."
-IV. Eligibility for service determined by Federal rules.*
"Assuring that eligibility for service would be determined by federal rules."
V. Subsidize group practice plans, salary and capitation payments.*
"Providing for new, innovative, economical, and efficient methods of organizing and delivering medical care."
VI. Subsidize training of more physicians, nurses, etc.*
"Encouraging and accelerating plans for more effective increase in health
personnel."
VII. Use Government leverage to increase "consumer" interference in health
policy.*
"Providing opportunities for the consumer as taxpayer and patient to play
a significant role in policy formulation and administration of the health
system."
VIII. Fix wages of doctors and emphasize group and social responsibility.*
"Assuring health personnel reasonable compensation, opportunity for professional practice, advancement, and the exercise of humanitarian and social responsibility."
IX. Permit doctors to participate in preparing guidelines, standards, rules,
regulations, forms procedures, (i.e., red tape).*
"Encouraging effective professional participation in the formulation of guidelines, standards, rules, regulations, forms, procedures, and organization."
X. Subsidize new systems of medical care.*
"Fostering a pluralistic system of administration."
TABLE I
Cohen

Labor

1.Public pay-----.-------------------------2. Employer pay ------------------------------

3. Government pay--------------------------4. Federal rules for eli
ibility -- _---------------5. Subsidize and force 'new methods"- .........
6. Subsid ize p erso nnel . . . . . . . . . . . ..............
7. Empower consumerr" to interfere with medical
judgment ------------------------------

8. Dupe health workers ------.------------------

9. Redtape for workers ------------------------10. Subsidize change ..........---------------Total ------------------------------------

AMA

Nixon

AHA

X

X

X

None

X

X

X

X
X
X
X
X
.------X ----------

X
X
- X
X

X -----------

X --------X
X
X ---------4

10

X

HIAA

X

X

X
X
X
X
X .........
X
X

X

X ----------

X
X

X
X

X

10

X

10

X
X
X
8

Javits

X

X

X.
X
X
X
X

X

X
X
10

APPENDIX V
INFANT

MORTALITY

STATISTICs

(By John R. Schenken, M.D.)
The following is a summary of my analysis of the comparison of the infant
mortality rate in the United States with other countries.
It exposes the misleading nature of allegations based on the World Health
Organization Infant Mortality Statistics Table, which shows the United States
*(Translation of Cohen's Terms) How the six leading schemes compare with Mr. Cohen's

standards Is shown in table I.
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in twelfth position. This Table is constantly used to attack the quality of medlcal care in our free society as compared with the quality of such care in a governmentally controlled society. The medical profession In the United States is
being clubbed to death with an untruth based on this fallacious statistical table.
No cogent critique to counteract It has been given to doctors and friends of freedom.
The pertinent points which expose the worthlessness of the WHO Table as a
comparative chart follow.
1. In a letter to me, WHO enclosed pertinent material on the methods employed
in the compilation of infant mortality statistical data. (U.N. Demographic Year
Book 1961 pp. 30-42 inc.)
This material reveals that it is lmp sslble to develop a comparative statistical
chart which wouha show the true relative position of any country among the
world's countries regarding infant mortality. There is no accurate basis for
showing that the USA ranks first, tenth, or last. Reports are current which
allege that the United States ranks from 12th to 18th.
Why would the WHO publish an invalid infant mortality table?
2. The statistical methods are not even uniform in the United States. Each
state has its owl, laws and requirements. Such reports are tabulated In the
National Bureau of Vital Statistics and a national average is reported.
- 3. Reports of births in many countries are the responsibility of parents but
carry no punitive measures for neglect. The doctor is responsible for certifying
births and deaths in the United States.
4. The period of gestation, which is used as an important me-surement of Infant viability, has not been established as a uniform standard in countries which
maintain vital statistics.
5. In the Scandinavian countries, to be considered a viable newborn, the weight
is more than in the United States. This difference in birth weight obviously
would make a significant difference in the percentage of survivals, affecting the
comparability of statistics and adversely affecting statistics in countries using
lower weights.
6. In countries where the average stature of people is smaller than in the
United States, the viable infant is likewise smaller. If the United States weight is
applied in those countries, naturally the infant mortality rates would be much
lower than in the United States.
7. In the United States. if a child breathes or has a heartbeat for even a short
period, it is usuallyy considered a neonatal death and classified as infant mortality. In many )ther countries this it not so.
8. In Japi n, regulations for reporting inf-nt deaths are not rigidly enforced.
Most births In remote regions are unattended by a physician and burial is carried out wthoi-t a record.
9. The impact of legalized abortions in foreign countries on reducing the
incidence ot infant mortality is unknown.
I') inherent differences due to ethnic origin are not evalu-ted. This is important in comparing a relatively homogeneous population with a heterogenou.s
one, such as Sweden and the United States.
. 11. Significant attempts to separate medical from nonmedical factors are
missing in compiling the Infant Mortality Table. One experiment in New .Tersey
in dealing with blacks and Puerto Ricans revealed that excellent medical care
did little to reduce inf-nt mortality becau-e of the obstacles of ignorance, lack
of cooperation, drug addiction, alcoholism, and other social evils.
SUM MARY

The infant mortality statistics Issued by the WHO are not comparable. Statistical methods are not uniform even among states within the United States.
Generally, doctors are responsible for certifying births in the United States while
parents are responsible in some other countries, without penalty for neglect.
Gestation periods" vary. Weight requirements vary. Slightest signs of life qualify
as live births in the United States contrary to most other countries. In eome
countries, infant burials may be made %Vithoutrecord. The effect of legalized
abortions Is unknown. Inherent differences due to ethnic origin are not shown.
Nonmedical factors are not weighed. Thus, one thing is certain-The figures
are not comparable.
The foregoing indicates that the infant mortality statistics which are used to
unfavorably compare (express or implied) the quality of medical practice in
the United Slalfts wilh that in other countries are fraudulent.
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The United Nations in its Demographic Yearbook, 1968, contains lengthy
qualifications about comparing infant mortality rates (page 28). It is evident
that no significant advance has been made since 1961.
"Limitations: Infant death statistics are subject to all the limitations of
vital statistics in general and of death and live birth statistics in particular.
"Perhaps the most important and widespread limitation on comparability re.
suits front compiling statsltles of infant deaths and live births by date of registration rather than (late of occurrence of the events. Where thes-e procedures
obtain, a large Increase, for whatever reason, in the number of live births registered in any one year may introduce sizable errors into the infant mortality
rates, especially since deaths tend to be more promptly reported than births.
"If the delay in registration remains nearly constant, and is approximately
the same for births and deaths, the rates are not affected to any appreciable degree. But if-as is the case in many countries-a large proportion of the births
are not registered until many years after occurrence, then infant mortality rates
obtained by relating deaths for any one year to births which occurred over a
period of years, have little validity."
The same source. shows the rates for "socialist" countries of eastern Europe
over 200% higher than the United States and little San Marino for some
years as much as 300% lower than Sweden.
APPENDIX

VI

[From Saturday Review, August 14, 1971]
NON

HEALTH

CARE IN AMERICA

-

(By Harry Swartz)
"In their righteous wrath, many of today's critics seem to feel that limits of
truth, balance, or plain good sense just don't apply to their holy cause. Thus, one
national magazine recently blazoned its front cover with WHY YOU CAN'T GET
A DOCTOR, though the editors surely know that every week millions of Amercans see and are treated by physicians. And in another national magazine, a
television critic who signs himself 'Cyclops' assured his readers that Medicare
had enriched the doctors in much the same fashion that the oil depletion allowance had served the oil industry. One wonders if in an earlier era Cyclops denounced 'faceless and nameless accusers' who presented no evidence but simply
accused broad categories of people. 'More generally, the critics have often focused
on the worst areas in this field and trumpeted their findings as though they were
typical. With that technique of course, every aspect of American life can be
indicted since all-like lledicine-have weaknesses and deficiencies.
"Even lnf.lir criticism can be useful il keeping an individual, an institution,
or a section of society on its toes and helping prevent complacency. Vice President
Agnew's attack o the nledia can be defended front this point of view. But in the
case of medical care, miany of the critics have 'solutions' they want to offer.
having toll is whlt incompetent, greedy monsters dominate the medical profession, the critics assure us that if we will only adopt their pet nostrum all will
be wtill in the best of all medical worlds. The fact that for many years to come
most of the physicians treating sick Anlericans will be tile samie 111en and women
with M.[). degrees who are being denounced now doesn't seeni to share the faith
of these true believers in simplistic solutions. Nor does it seem to occur to many
of thee would-be reformers that there could be heavy costs In the tranQ.ition to
some new health-care mechanism and there could even turn out to be serious new
problems with tile proposed 'solutions.' Such complications tend to be ignored
a1s the fighters against medical evil u1e the undoubted weaknesses of what now
exists for their propaganda while assuming that their proposals would introduce
-1 utopiai. Only a few cynics seen to realize that all human arrangements have
faults and that present difficulties need to be compared with probable future
difficulties.
"A staple argument advanced by those who profess to see a health care crisis is
that the nation's health is well below what it night be because of the Inadequacies
of the present medical mechanism. To buttress this argument, the critics virtually always trot out international statistics purporting to show that the United
States is way down o the list of tile world's nations ranked by such indicators as
infant mortality and expectancy.
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"In part, this argument is based upon simple naivete in statistical matters.
It assumes that it is meaningful to compare small,, homogeneous nations concentrated on relatively tiny territories--Sweden and Holland, for examplewith the United States, whose populations is roughly twenty times as large,
Incredibly heterogeneous, and spread across a whole continent. Moreover,-those
who triumphantly cite these statistics usually ignore the problems of statistical
definition that make such comparison!s even more suspect. And they almost never
point out that if comparisons are made between the two most nearly comparable
large countries for which data are available-the Soviet Union and the United
States--the Soviet., Union turns out to have a much higher infant mortality rate
that. the United States and approximately the same life expectancy level. Why
doesn't anyone talk about a Soviet health care crisis?
"But this argument has an even more fundamental fallacy, which is the assumption that in a highly developed, modern urban society medical care is somehic the decishre element in such matters as infant mortality and life expectancy.
This, of course, ignores all the complex social forces at work. Whatever its sins,
the A-merican medical establishment is not responsible for hunger in this country,
for the automobiles that kill 50,000 or more people here annually, for the drug
overdoses that claim thousands of young lives, or for the millions of Americans
who court heart disease and lung cancer by overeating, exercising little or not
at ill,
and %mokinga pack or more of cigarettes daily. If a person chooses to eat
or 4moke his way to death despite his doctor's warning, why blame the doctor?
"'Fnally, it is curious that those who rush to use statistics to indict American
medicine are so quiet about data that point in the opposite direction. Why is so
little balfl, for exampi!, about the dramatic decline in American infant mortality
in recent years-a drop of more than 20 per cent just between 1965 and 1970?
Last year, for the first time in American history, the infant mortality rate went
below twenty deaths per thousand live births. Nor are we often reminded that,
when allowance is made for the changing age distribution of the population,
the death rate in this country has been dropping significantly. In 1967, the last
year for which data are available, the age-adjusted death rate in this country
was 7.3 per thousand population. Twenty years earlier, the corresponding figure,
9.0 per thousand, was almost 25 per cent higher.
"I do not mean to suggest that there is no room for further improvement. But
if critics want to be honest with the American people , they ought to present the
whole picture-including the undeniable evidence of substantial and continuing
improvement, in some cases very rapid improvement-and not merely carefully
selected international comparisons, the relevance or validity of which is dubious It should be added, moreover, that the gains, i.e., the reductions, in
American infant mortality and overall mortality rates have been shared by
whites and non-whites of both sexes ...
"Nobody can deny that there are shortages of doctors in some places and that
the worst problems are encountered in urban slums and remote rural communities. But the United States as a whole has one of the highest ratios of physicians to population in the entire world. Between 1950 and 1970 the number of
M.D.s in this country increased almost 50 per cent, or substantially more than
the roughly one-third population increase in the same period. Moreover, the
country's rate of physician production is mounting rapidly as old medical
schools expand enrollments, new medical schools begin operating, and some
medical schools cut the period for M.D. training from four to three, or even
two, years. In September 1971, according to an estimate by the Association of
American Medical Colleges, 12,500 new medical students will begin their studies,about 40 per cent more than the number of freshmen enrolled as recently as
1965.
"The net increase of between 35,000 and 40,000 doctors in this country just
since 1965 makes a mockery of the charge that the AMA or. any other organization is attempting to preserve some sort of monopoly. The real problems are
different, and they have at least three roots. One is the trend toward specialist
care and away from general practice, a trend born both of the economic advantages of being a specialist and of the increasing volume and complexity of medical knowledge. A second factor is the understandable desire to many physicians
to live and practice where it is most advantageous and pleasant for them to do
so, rather than in surroundings of poverty or of professional isolation . ..
"... There can be little doubt that in recent years more Americans have been
receiving more-and usually better-medical care than ever before in the nation's-history. But this is hardly the situation that the term 'health care crisis'
brings to mind or is intended to bring to mind.
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"A third complaint is the rapid rise in the nation's total medical bill. Here is
the way the Nixon administration's recent White Paper on medical care put the
indictment":
"In fiscal year 1970, the nation spent $67-billion on health, nearly three-fifths
again as much as had been spent only four years earlier. While undoubtedly
there were improvements in the quality of care for at least some of the popqlation, more than 75 per cent of the increase in expenditures for hospital care and
nearly 70 per cent of the increase for physician services were the consequence of
inflation.
'Put this way, of course, there is a strong implication of gouging, of consbienceless profiteering at the expense of the sick. But every American knows that the
last four or five years have been a period of rapid general inflation, of substantial rises in prices and wages throughout the economy. Between 1967 and 1970,
for example, the consumer price index shows that physicians' fees rose an average of 21.4 per cent, or almost exactly the same percentage by which average
hourly earnings of workers on private non-agricultural payrolls increased over
the ,ame period. Between 1967 and 1970, the consumer price index reports, the
average price of a semi-private hospital room rose 45.4 per cent. Hospitals, of
course, are very labor-intensive institutions, and before Medicare and Medicaid
many of their personnel-interns, residents, and housekeeping workers, many
of the last being from minority groups-received very low wages. These last mentioned groups have particularly benefited from above-average wage raises in
recent years, a circumstance that hardly makes such formerly disadvantaged
workers economic criminals.
"There should be no illusions in this area. Proper care of the sick-particularly of the elderly, who make up such a disproportionately high percentage of
the seriously ill-is and always will be a very expensive proposition. There are,
of course, inefficiencies in the existing medical-care mechanism that add to costs,
but it is a delusion to think that the physically ill or the emotionally disturbed
can be handled satisfactorily and humanely in ways that will compare in efficiency and cost effectiveness with the assembly-line techniques Detroit uses to
build automobiles. Certainly the nation does not want the high percentage of
error and neglect in its health care that car buyers find in their new vehicles.
"Yet, it is essentially assembly line medicine provided by collectivized physicians that the critics suggest to meet the 'health care crisis.' The road to medical utopia, many voices now tell us, is to be found by general acceptance of prepaid group practice arragements ('health maintenance organizations,' in Nixon
administration Jargon) on the model of the Kaiser-Permanente groups along the
West Coast. Such prescriptions are natural if one believes this country Is now in
a health care crisis, which derives from the cliches the critics employ to describe
present American medicine. They hold that it is 'a cottage industry' consisting of 'solo practitioners' working on a 'fee-for-service basis' in a 'non-system.'
Simply inverting these terms produces the notion that what is needed is a massproduction medical industry staffed by teams of doctors working independently
of navment in a highly organized system.
"This description of the present situation is grossly oversimplified. American
medicine today is highly pluralistic. _Millions of Americans have completley socialized medicine; for example, those in the armed forces and in Veterans Administration hospitals. Several million others belong to pre-paid group practice
organizations, and additional millions look to hospital emergency rooms, outpatient clinics, and the like for their primary medical care. Medicare, Medicaid,
and private medical insurance, including Blue Cross, have revolutionized the
economics of medical care in recent years. In short, the stereotype of the sick
American going to the iNolated physician and digging into his pocket for the
$10 or $15 fee covers only a portion of the reality. And, except in remote areas,
no physi-ian is really isolated since any good doctor is part of an informal system that inchides him, the specialists he refers patients to when specialists are
needed, and the hospital or hospitals he sends his patients to when necessary.
And it is a stranne cottage industry indeed that includes such institutions as New
York C1itv's Presbyterian Hosnital. Boston's Massachusetts General Hospital,
and similar large hospitals all over the country.
"The existing pluralistic system provides choices for both physicians and
patients. In such large communities as New York City, San Francisco, and
Denver there is comnetition between private physicians and group practice
organizations, as well as. of course, among the private physicians themselves.
And where one uses private practitioners, the fact that the doctor collects a
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fee gives him an economic interest in satisfying the patient-not a bad motive
however much the idealists might wish that doctors, unlike all other human
beings, had no sense of self-interest. And the fee acts as a partial barrier to
excessive calls on the doctor's service, a restraint against running for help for
every vague pain. Moreover, a system in which the doctor's income is proportionate to how many patients he sees encourages physicians to work hard.
Many doctors today work sixty or more hours weekly.
"Of course, insofar as American medicine is still a cottage industry based
on a one-to-one relation between a family doctor and a patient, it has much to
recommend it. Since most ailments are self-limiting, they can be handled adequately even by a 'solo practitioner,' especially if, as is normal, he has access
to laboratory and X-ray facilities. A family doctor-andt there are still many
of them around-gets to know his patients as human beings and Is able to
provide what is probably the most frequent positive outcome of the patientphysician encounter: reassurance and psychological support. A large fraction
of people who go to doctors have no objectively detectable illness and really
want psychiatric aid, which comes more effectively from a man or woman the
patient knows than from some impersonal stranger. And for many frightened
persons, reassurance Is far more effective if it comes from a full-fledged M.D.
than from a physician's assistant, a nurse, or some other person with less training than a physician has. ...
. . . The zealous advocates of revolutionary change in American medical
care . . . see group practice or health maintenance organizations as wonderworking systems that can provide better care for lower costs while simultaneously ensuring that the population enjoys better health than ever before.
It is these expectations that explain the intensity of the moreextreme propagandists for universal health insurance and compulsory group practice.
"However, the evidence presented for these claims Is very thin, particularly
since group practice in the United States has historically been limited to special
groups, while what is advocated by the extremists is extension of this mode
of health care delivery to the entire population.
"How, for example, can group practice improve the nation's health if medical
science knows so little about the causes of the degenerative and hereditary
diseases that cause so much illness? And what is there about group practice
that will enable it to stop smoking, overeating, lack of exercise, reckless driving,
heroin- addition, alcoholism, poverty, inheritance of genetic defects, and other .
individual or social causes of sickness and death?
"Some people argue that the end of direct financial cost for medical care
will encourage people to go to doctors earlier than they might otherwise and
thus catch diseases at a stage where they can be dealt with more effectively.
This may be true in some cases, but the change to prepaid medical care has
more complex consequences.
"The end of fee-for-service removes the individual physician's economic interest in his patient, while, for the group as a whole, it is economically advantageous to do as little as possible for the patient. For the subscriber to
such a group, however, the removal of additional out-of-pocket cost for a visit
to the doctor creates the temptation to overuse the group's resources. Thus, a
tension is automatically set up between the group physicians and their patients.
"One result of this situation has been well described by Dr. Sidney Garfield,
the founder of the Kaiser-Permanente groups. Last year Dr. Garfield Wrote in
the goientiflo American&:
"Elimination of the fee has always been a must in our thinking, since it
is a barrier to early entry into sick care. Early entry is essential for
early treatment and for preventing serious illness and complications. Only
after years of costly experience did we discover that the elimination of
the fee is practically as much of a barrier to early sick care as the fee
itself. The reason is that when we removed the fee, we removed the regulator of flow into the system and put nothing in its place. The result is an
uncontrolled flood of well, worried-well, early-sick, and sick people into our
point of entry-the doctor's appointment---on a' first-come first-served basis
that has little relation to priority of need. The impact of this demand over.
loads the system, and, since the well and worried-well people are a considerable proportion of our entry mix, the usurping of available doctors' time
by the healthy people actually interferes with the care of the sick.
"Dr. Garfield is attempting to meet this problem by experimenting with the
use of computerized, automated, multiphasic screening techniques. A battery
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of tests-by machines and physician's assistants-Is hardly the kind of warm,
humane,
intimate medical care most people want. On the contrary, the impersonality of such care, the lack of any long-term continued contact with one
physician, is likely to repel many people. Moreover, the possibilities that a
national system of prepaid group practice will turn into a bureaucratic monster
are enormous.
"It is strange that the enthusiasts for more 'system' in medicine have not
learned anything from the debacle of the nation's public school system. In every
community, public school education is free t6 the recipients; yet, everywhereor almost everywhere-there is bitter complaint of the failure of the system to
teach effectively or to satisfy the psychological needs of our young people.
Strikes by schoolteachers are now no longer novelties. Are there any guarantees
that a national medical system will not follow the same path, and that someday
we will not have strikes by doctors? Will some future Ivan Illich have to appear
to demand the liberation of sick Americans from the medical bureaucrats as
Mr. Illich now calls for the liberation of young Americans from the educational
bureaucrats?
"In an era when people are again referring respectfully to the one-room
schoolhouse as a 'daring -experiment,' should we lightly scrap the cottage industry aspects of medicine where they permit intimate, long-term, and humane
contacts between physicians and patients? A human being is not a machine
that can be fixed by any garage mechanic when something goes wrong. Yet, that
philosophy is the implicit premise of much current discussion of medical reorganzation.
"The nation's real problems of medical care can best be met by measures that
focus on particular trouble areas, rather than by a violent transformation of
the entire complex medical system that would affect equally all parts, those
working well and those working poorly . . .
"In an era of increasing and justified disenchantment with big government,
it is astonishing that so many well-meaning and intelligent reformers essentially want to nationalize and bureaucratize American medicine, either explicitly
as in Britain or implicitly as in some of the legislation before Congress. One
would have thought that the postal and public school systems would have taught
them long ago that nationalization does not mean efficiency, and that the telephone system would have taught them that even a private integrated system
can develop serious flaws. Based on the record of the past, we have every reason
to suspect that if the revolutionary proposals for transforming American medicine are adopted and implemented, medical care in this country will cost more
while providing less satisfaction and poorer treatment for millions."
LIMITED PUBLIC SUBSIDY UNSOUND

While Swartz' points are generally sound he falls into the error of encouraging
a "limited public subsidy to help meet initial costs of setting up such groups
(prepaid group practice plans)."
Our problem now is subsidies are out of control and subsidies are the opening
wedge to extend ruinous bureaucratic control.
DUPLICATION NOT ThE PROBLEM.

COBALT MACHINES

Also Mr. Swartz falls into another error suggesting government should stop
duplication of equipment aiiiong hospitals.
Generally this argument is used by promoters of more government intervention
by decrying the duplication of cobalt machines. This argument overlooks the cost
of government control compared to the costs without such control.
Today there are about 2,200 cobalt machines in the world 900 of which are in
North America. With an average unit costing at 1971 prices, approximately $240,000 each, all i)00 units would cost only $216 million. H.E.W. Is spending around
$240 million dollars every day. If government should stop competition with duplicate facilities a myriad number of filling stations, grocery stores, shopping
centers, etc., costing billions would be equally fair ground for the controllers.
The real problem is monstrous government waste.
Mr. ULLMAN. Mr. Byrnes I

Mr. BYRNEs. Dr. Dorrity, I assume that the fundamental objective
is the quality of care that people get. Isn't that really the fundamental
objectives of doctors or anyone related to medicine?
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Dr. DORRITY. And under the freedom process.
Mr. BYRNES. What I would like to know is, in your judgment has
medicare reduced the quality of medical care for our older people?
Dr. DORnITY. I wouldn't say that it has reduced the quality as rendered by the dedicated physicians.
Mr. iAYRNES. I am talking about generally. Do you mean that there
are a lot of undedicated doctors and medicare has given them an undue
posture in the treatment of our older people?
Dr. DORITY. No, sir. I didn't mean that at all. I mean we have men
who are dedicated in anything that they are interested in and some
doctors as well as people in any other endeavor spend a little more
time and effort in the things that they love to do.
Mr. BYRNES. But you haven't answered my question. My basic questibn is, has medicare reduced the quality of care for our older people?
Dr. DORRITi'. I don't think anything will reduce the quality that a
dedicated doctor is able to produce.
Mr. BYRNES. I am asking with respect, to the medical community in
general, whether our older people have poorer medical care today than
they had prior to medicare. That is a simple question. I ask for your
judgment on that.
Dr. Don -rI. They do not. Our medical care is excellent now and
has been improving all along.
Mr. BYRNES.I thought you were against practically everything that
was done in connection with medicare, providing an insurance system
for our older people. It is under government auspices. It is a gove:nmnent program. You suggest that this has all kinds of serious consequences, and the most serious consequences of course would be a
deterioration in quality. I am wondering about that.
We have now had some experience, and I am asking your judgment
as to whether under this system there has been a deterioration in the
quality of care that our people over 65 are getting, because all of our
people over 65 are eligible for this benefit.
Dr. DORRITY. The quality has not decreased but the cost has certainly gone up for the same care.
Mr. BYRNES. But it has not interfered with quality, in other words?
Dr. DORRITY. Not with quality.
Mr. BYRNEs. OK. Thank you.
(The following information was received by the committee:)
Quality of medical care at a particular time is a most difficult service to measure. However, quality of medical care throughout the world is improving quite
generally as a result of more and better knowledge regardless of the system of
private care. The question about "Medicare" which is pertinent to whether the
central government of the United States should extend subsidies and control
over medical care for everyone is: Would medical care in the U.S. have been
better since 1965 than it has been had the "Medicare Law" not been enacted?
The answer to that question is "yes." Clearly, a substantial amount of time and
energy of physicians, nurses, hospital administrators, and others has been diverted from patient care to rules and regulations under Medicare which is wasteful and unproductive.
The fact that medical care has been provided to many over 65 at less than
market price has caused people who needed attention less than others to seek
it and, in so doing, crowd out and inconvenience others who more urgently
needed the service.
Medicare and Medlcald-'"the two programs are also adversely affecting health
care costs and financing for the general population." (From the Senate Staff
Committee Report, February 9, 1070.)
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Mr. ULLMAN. Mrs. Griffiths?
Doctor, on page 8 of your statement you make a
statement that I think has a great deal of truth ill it.
I point out that the consumer, released from all the restraints imposed by "cost" and "afford," develops, rather quickly, a whole new
spectrum of complaints which demand attention. Chronic ailments
which were not disabling, with which he had lived and been productive for many years witliout seeking medical aid, now become more
and more emergent. He begins to demand attention for increasingly
trivial coip laints.
I think there is a great deal of truth in that. Under your system if
everybody is going to have to pay, a doctor is not going to have to
bother with the poor.
Let me ask, if the patient is rich, does the doctor tell him that lie
doesn't need medicine, that he doesn't need any care or does the doctor
-give him the care and charge for it under your system?
Dr. DORRITY. Mrs. Griffiths, if a doctor feels that a person does not
need medicine regardless of his financial status, money or not, he is
told that he doesn't need it. Most of the people that ihe doctors see
are eitlir sick or think they are sick and it is the duty of the doctor
to find out which, if lie is sick to find out why and to treat him accordingly. But lie will not give medicine to rich or poor just for the fact
that he is rich.
Mrs. GRIFFITHS. I heard a young man who had a lot of experience
with hospitals say that in his judgment at the present time in America
there were instances where the poor were really getting better care
than the rich because the poor were being referred from specialist to
specialist, but that when a rich patient came to a doctor that doctor
wasn't willing to refer him.
- I told this one day to a group in a large room filled with doctors
and hospital administrators and I could tell from their embarrassed
laughter that they agreed with that young man.
Do you agree with him?
Dr. DORRITY. I don't agree with him.
Mrs. GiRIFFITHS. You don't agree with him. Where did you get your
medical education?
Dr. DORRITY. University of Tennessee, part at South Carolina
University.
Mrs. GRIFFITHS. Subsidized?
Dr. DORRITY. No, ma'am.
Mrs. GRIFFITHS. Taxpayers support those institutions, don't they
Dr. DORRITY. On the State level but I worked and paid my way.
Mrs. GRIFFITiHS. But the taxpayers support those institutions. They
are federally subsidized.
Dr. DORRiTY. There was no Federal tax money in them when I
attended.
Mrs. GRIFFITHS. Then the State taxpayers pay for it.
Dr. DORRITY. That is different.
Mrs. GnIFFItHS. Do you really feel that there could be doctors educated today without subsidization?
Dr. DORRITY. Yes. ma'am.
Mrs. GRIFFITHS. Who would they be?
Dr. DORRITY. Well, I have a son.
MfI'$. (rrrIFFIIS,,
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Mrs. GRIrFITS. Are there any longer siy schools that are not
subsidized?
Dr. DORRITY. I am sure that they have caugt t the bait and the hook

as well. It is the falacy of our everyday live, Some of them can't see
the hook for the bait that is thrown out aiud many of the medical
schools have learned to depend on Federal grunts, Federal money of
some sort or another.
Mrs. GnRFITIts. That is all, Mr. Chairman.
Thank you very much.
Mr. UrLrAN. Are there further questions? Mr. Corman?
Mr. CORMA.. Doctor, I wanted to ask you a question concerning
peer review. There seems to be i substantial growth of this effort supported by organized medicine. What is the view of your organization
concerning peer review? Maybe you want to answer separately, both
as to the quality of care and is to'the cost of care.
Dr. DORRITY. We have always had peer review in the medical profession with the tissue committees, the utilization committees, various
committees in the different hospitals and I think it is good for doctors
to review doctors and doctor's work for doctors but I don't think it is
good for doctors to review doctors for any third party.
Mr. CORMA.'. What about the second party, the patient?
Dr. DORRITY. That is the most important.
Mr. COWRMAN. In other words, any failure to provide an acceptable
level of care would be called to the attention of the patient by the peer
review board; is that correct?
Dr. DOlRITY. Within our own staffs first.
Mr. CORMAN. Yes, sir.
Dr. DORRITY. Then if for some reason a physician is incompetent
physically or mentally he is told and his work restricted or he is
stopped from operating in the hospital.
Mr. CORMAN. What if he makes a mistake. Is the patient told?
Dr. DoRRITY. Does the patient know too the physician makes a
mistake?
Mr. CORM*AN. Is the patient told by the Peer Review Board when
the doctor has made a mistake?
Dr. DORRITY. Th e doctor usually tells him himself and if the occasion arises that it need be it would be done.
Mr. CORMAN. I just wondered if that was what was leading to all
the expensive malpractice insurance. Is it that the Peer Boards are
discovering more incompetence in the medical profession and telling
the patients and the patients are suing? Is that what we are confronted with?
Dr. DonRmTy. No, sir, it is not. We don't have a malpractice crisis
in America. We have a malpractice insurance crisis and there is a difference. I think most of this goes back to the decisions of the courts.
For years it was popular for people to complain of back injuries
and whiplashes and things of that sort and it was just a question of
the jury awarding how much because the railroads or big industries
were talked of as having so inuch money and might as well share it.
That is the reason for that. It is-not the peer review.
Mr. CORMAN. For instance, if a hospital tissue committee discovers
that an organ was removed and the organ was healthy are they obli-
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ated under medical ethics to tell the patient that that happened to
Dr. DoRniTY. Yes, sir, and so frequently to remove a tumor you have
to remove the surroundings.
Mr. CORMAx. But the Peer Review Board wouldn't decide that that
was wrong. I am asking you about the case where the peer review
tissue committee, whoever it is that evaluates, decides that a mistake
was made. Are they ethically obligated to tell the patientI
Dr. DonaRTY. Yes, sir. In fact, I think the doctor is obligated to tell
his patient.
Mr. ConMtAN. Does the committee assume that responsibility to see
that either the doctor tells the patient or they tell the patient?
Dr. DomirTy. Our physicians do it themselves in our area. We have
not had to bring pressure on any physician to carry out his own duty.
Mr. ConM,%. Have your various review committees discovered any
mistakes that doctors have made to your personal knowledge?
Dr. DonaRTY. No, sir.

Mr. COIRiA No mistake.

Mr. TTI.LM,,AN. Mr. Landrum?
Mr. LANDR M. Doctor, I have read about this medical center that
is located in Memphis,.Tenn., and have seen many favorable. writings
and descriptions of it.
I wonder if you could briefly describe for the committee this medical
center which I understand is such an excellent center and give us some
idea of how it operates?
Dr. DOnRITY. Well, I didn't intend to pull a chamber of commerce
hut I am proud of Memphis and the State of Tennessee. We have an
excellent medical school. In fact, the reason I went to Memphis was
became just before World War II the University of Tennessee was
the only school in the country at that time on the quarterly system and
T didn't want t6'waste my summers. So I went to the University of
Tennessee. Duke put it in a little later.
I think we have excellent medical care at our medical center and
we draw from all over the country. Mrs. Griffiths mentioned Mayo's.
She could iust as well have mentioned Memphis because we have the
tops in medical care. the tops in all specialties.
Mr. LqDwnnuTt. Is this privately supported entirely?
Dr. DonniTy. The University of Tennessee is a State school.
Mr. LA.nnu'r. What about the medical center? Who supports it?
Dr. Doiinrry. We have Baptist Hospital, over 1,000 beds, Methodist
Hospital, over 1,000, private institutions, the St. Joseph Hospital, a
Catholic institution of similar size. and some of the smaller ones,
and they are all within Memphis proper and draw from all over the
country.
Mr. LANDRUt. Are there any public funds involved in the operatior
or maintenance or research or design of this medical center?
Dr. DORRTTY. The medical school early in the history accepted Federal grants a id many of the physicians were short circuited or detoured into te research area. became fult time professors along this
line and thev learned to lean on these grants. I don't think that was
good. Of course, the faculty was increased full time because of so
many of these grants. Before this time a lot of the teaching was done
by the men in the practice of private medicine.
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Mr. LANDRUM. Were they paid or provided any stipend for their
services?
Dr. DORRITY. Some, the chiefs of the departments, some of them
were. Some of them were full time. Some of them were allowed to
practice on the side.
Mr. LANDRtUM. Are they paid now?
Dr. DORRITY. Now the chiefs of the departments are but so many of
those taught in the clinics on a voluntary basis, the men in private
practice.
Mr. LANDRUS1. Are segments or divisions of the center all tax
exempt?
Dr. I)oRITY. John Gaston Hospital which I didn't mention a while
ago is the one working within the university. This is a city and county
owned hospital and it is tax exempt. Some'of these others, the church
sponsored hospitals, are tax free, some of the hospitals in that area
had owned prol)ertv unrelated to the practice of private medicine and
those properties are taxed.
Mr. LANXiru'M. Nvow, aside from that just a minute and to satisfy
a question that is in my mind, I have understood that the medical
center is arranged in not exactly a quadrangle but something of that
nature where. each of the elements of it may call uLmon the other and
the are situated in close proximity, is thaitrue?
Dr. DoRmRTY. No,sir, it is not thatat all.
Mr. LANDRUM. It isn't?
Dr. DORITY. No, sir, not on a quadrangle.
Mr. LANi)nuir. I didn't mean necessarily a quadrangle, but I mean
they are situated so that each element can call on the other.
Dr. DORRITY. We always do that, sir. The communication and cooperation is excellent among the staffs of all of these.
Mr. LANXD.RUM. It is all within a limited area of the Memphis City,
is that correct?
Dr. DoRmwrr. Yes, sir. Well Memphis and Shelby County and they
are building another now not too far north of the Mississippi line
which is a branch of the Methodist Hospital. That is under construction now.
Mr. IJLLMAN. Dr. Dorrity, thanks again for your testimony today.
Dr. DORRITY. Thank you.
Mr. UrTJLMAN. Out next witness is an old friend of the committee and
I know I speak for all the members of the committee when I welcome
back Nelson Cruikshank for testimony here. this morning.
Nelson, we welcome you before the committee. This hms been a subject matter of long standing interest to you. We consider you somewhat of an expert in the field and lookforward to your testimony.

STATEMENT OF NELSON H. CRUIKSHANK, PRESIDENT, NATIONAL
COUNCIL OF SENIOR CITIZENS
Mr. CRUIKSH1ANK. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman. It is a
pleasure to be here. I look back over the years that I have had the opportunity and pleasure of working with the members of this committee.
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Mr. Chairman and mem
f-the committee, I have a statement
which, in the interest of time I will not summarize, but I would like
to ask your permission that the entire statement be included.
Mr. ULLMAN. Without objection that will be done.
(The statement referred to follows:)
STATEMENT OF NELSON

H.

CRUIKSHANK,

PRESIDENT NATIONAL COUNCIL

OF SENIOR CITIZENS
Mr. Chairman, Members of the Ways and Means Committee:
My name is Nelson II. Cruikshank and I am President of the National Council
of Senior Citizens. Our offices are at 1511 "K" Street, N.W., Washington, D.C.
20005.
I welcome this opportunity to appear before you today as President of the
National Council, testifying on behalf of nearly three million members of our
affiliated clubs and councils.
On many occasions during past years, I have had the privilege of testifying
before this Committee as Director of the Social Security Department of the
AFL-CIO. During the long years of the evolution of Medicare, the AFIr-CIO
representing working people was a most wholehearted supporter of proposals for
social security financing of health costs for the aged-those most in need of
protection and least able to obtain it privately. Today, the National Council
of Senior Citizens testifies as an equally wholehearted supporter of National
Health Security for the total population, as proposed In H.R. 22 by five distinguished members of this Committee: Mrs. Griffiths, Mr. Corman, Mr. Burke,
Mr. Vanlk and Mr. Green.
I _.....
Medicare has relieved older people of much of the heavy burden of medical
costs, lessening the need to turn to family or welfare for help in meeting crushing costs. Our members now want the same relief for their own children and for
their grandchildren in the years ahead.
EXPERIENCE OF THE NATIONAL COUNCIL OF SENIOR CITIZENS

The National Council of Senior Citizens was born out of the long struggle for
Medicare. We were originally established In July 1961 as the National Council
of Senior Citizens for Health Care through Social Security. Our beloved first
President was the Honorable-Atmd J. Forand, formerly an esteemed member of
this Committee and sponsor of the legislative proposals from which Medicare

evolved.
Over the years, the National Council has greatly expanded its concern. Our
goal is to improve life for all Americans, including the elderly, and we want to be
sure that the better life for the elderly is in harmony with the total national
interest.
The National Council's support for National Health Security is firmly
grounded on our members' day-to-day experience with Medicare. They know
what a great blessing the program has been; they also know all to well its
deficiencies. I personally, having served on the Health Insurance Benefits Ad-

visory Council since the program's inception, am intimately acquainted with all
its strengths and weaknesses.-

If there is one thing above all others out of this experience that I believe can
be of -value to this Committee, Mr. Chairman and members, it is a fervent plea

that hs you struggle with-th6difficult task of developing a program to meet the
health needs of the nation, you base your deliberations on a thorough examination of the great experiment called Medicare that was hammered out right in
this Committee. By definition an experiment is "a test or trial; a tentative procedure * * * an operation for the purpose * ** of testing a principle." Inherent

in such a testing is the discovery of both successes and failures. The disclosure

of weaknesses or mistaken ideas in suchla testing of principle can be Just as val-

uable-sometimes even more valuable-than the proving of success.

What has Medicare accomplished and where has it fallen short? It has succeeded brilliantly in these major areas:

(1) Most of the 20 million older Americans have been relieved of the major

part of the crushing burden of the cost of medical care and the dread fear of

financial catastrophe resulting from an acute illness.
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(2) It has for the most part overcome the administrative complexities that
could have thwarted the main objectives of the program. However, it must be
noted that the procedures still seem unnecessarily complex to the ordinary
beneficiary.
These are no mean achievements.
Medicare has not lived up to expectations in these respects:
(1) Preventing a dangerously rapid increase in the cost of medical services.
(2) Making the changes in the health delivery system necessary to improve
the quality of care.
(3) Meeting the needs for long-term care on the part of the very old and the
chronically ill.
The reasons for these shortcomings may be many and complex, but I suggest
there are some that are basic and few in number.
First, with respect to the rising costs. Much has been said about the failure
of early Medicare planners to anticipate these increases. I submit that the mis.
takes that were made were not so much in the areas of utilization and the
estimates of need but in the basic concept incorporated in the Medicare law that
the limit to the liability of an insurance scheme could rest on the notion of
"reasonable cost" and "reasonable charge." Five years experience has shown
that many of the so-called "reasonable costs" under Part A are simply cost-plus
operations of an uncontrolled and unplanned hospital industry. The "reasonable
charge" approach under Part B opened the way for charges often having little
relationship to past practices limited by customary charges, as it turned out no
one really knew what customary charges were. The result was in all too many
instances "reasonable charge" in practice became all the charge the traffic would
bear. Many providers followed the long established practice of considering the
fact of a patient's being insured a factor in his ability to pay and proceeded
to add charges above the allowable amounts. After two years of experience the
Social Security Agency finally got around to limiting the allowable amounts
payable under Medicare but the net result in all too many cases was a decrease
in the proportion of the total cost of medical care covered by the program. As
if this weren't bad enough, the decrease in the coverage was accompanied by
steadily rising costs of premiums.
In 1965, the public and the Congress relied mainly on two factors to limit
the liability assumed by the.Medicare program:
(1) Self-restraint on the part of the medical professions, and
(2) The controls exercised by the carriers and intermediaries.
Neither was completely lacking, but both proved woefully inadequate.
I'm citing these well-known facts, not in criticism of the program itself or
even of the providers,'many of whom have done a conscientious Job of carrying
out the basic purposes of the program. What seems to me most important is
the lesson to be drawn from the experience; namely, that it is not possible
simply to provide a method of payment that will greatly increase the effective
demand for a limited supply of health services without also providing some
control over the economic processes of the health care industry and without
taking major steps to increase the supply.
Let me turn now to the- second major shortfall of the Medicare program; its
failure to make basic changes in the health delivery system. It is hardly fair
to refer to this as a "failure" because the program never attempted to alter the
system and it didn't try simply because the law specifically forbade it to do'so.
Back in the days when Medicare was being formulated all of us, the proponents
of the plan and our representatives in Congress were constantly assuring the
medical profession, the hospitals and indeed the public that we were not altering the system in any way at all. We were simply providing a method of payment for health services within the existing system. I'm convinced the public
as well as health care providers wanted, even demanded, such assurances in
1965. But times have changed. Public opinion-has changed. In the light of our
present experience, not only with Medicare, but with Medicaid, and with a
multitude of private health insurance schemes, the public is now convinced
that there must be some major alterations in our health care system. The
demands of the public in the 1970's in this respect are just the reverse of what
they were in the early 1960's.
The consciously accepted limitations of the program also apply to the third
major area of the public's dissatisfaction with Medicare; namely, the lack of
provision for long-term care of the very old and chronically ill. Again, in 1005
we were attempting no more than to provide for the elderly the protection the
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great majority of people still in their working years enjoyed. Medicare was
modeled on Blue Cross and Blue Shield, and these plans were also deficient in
the area of long-term care. But here too, public attitudes have changed.
Against this background of experience, then, the National Council of Senior
Citizens has assessed the various proposals for national health insurance now
under consideration by this Committee. We are firmly convinced that only the
proposal for National Health Security can do the job that so badly needs to be
(lone. The time has come for us to leave off thinking primarily about insurance
programs to meet costs incurred under the system as it now exists and to think
In terms of planning a health care system that assures all Americans equal access
to comprehensive and continuous health services of high quality at economical
cost.
REASONS WHY NCSC SUPPORTS NATIONAL IIEALTII SECURITY AND NOT ADMINISTRATION
PROPOSALS

That our health systems needs reform is widely recognized. The hearings your
committee is now holding is clear recognition of the urgency of the problem. The
needs are amply documented in your committee print, "Basic Facts on the Health
Industry."
I need not detail the evidence of the chaotic state of the present system,
marked by both fragmentation and wasteful duplication of services, with overemphasis on costly hospitalization and with incentives for unnecessary services.
But I do want to identify the reasons why the National Health Council of Senior
Citizens firmly believes that only National Health Security can -achieve the
orderly and effective reorganization that assures universal access to comprehensive health services of high quality at economic cost. In so doing, I identify
the reasons why we believe--just as firmly-that the administration proposal
would fail to achieve our objectives.
(1) National Health Security provides the leverage-the tfnancial muscleneeded for real reform. The Administration's proposal accepts the inevitability
of the present "nonsystem" and merely pours in more health dollars without
disturbing the status quo.
(2) National Health Security gives more than lipservice to our basic premise
that good health care is a right of every American. It guarantees this right
through a single universal system, without using a means test and with the same
benefits for all, rich and poor alike. In contrast, the administration proposal uses
two types of health insurance, perpetuating invidious distinctions in health care
based on income, and even so falls far short of universal coverage.
(3) National Health Security removes all barriers to timely care by eliminating deductibles and coinsurance and by assuring the patient of no billing by
the doctor. (I stress the importance of "no billing by the doctor" because our
members who have found Medicare such a boon have also known the bane of
uncontrolled medical bills from doctors unwilling to take assignment.) The Ad.
ministration proposal relies heavily on deductibles and coinsurance-made more
palatable in actual practice by the euphemism of "cost sharing"-thus inevitably
causing the patient to postpone needed care.
(4) National Health Security is the only real answer to the economic delivery of health services and control of skyrocketing costs. It does this by provid.
ing health care directly at the lowest possible cost, with no waste of health
dollars on private insurance carriers as middlemen, and by using advance budgeting to assure effective controls on all health costs. The Administration, proposal,
on the-other hand, would perpetuate rising fees and would be a bonanza for the
insurance industry.
The reliance placed by the administration on commercial insurance carriers
for the operation of their plan is nothing short of shocking to anyone having ex-

perience in this whole field from the consumers point of view. On, two different
occasions during this year in discussions with the Secretary of HEW, I personally challenged this approach only to be assured that the administration was
aware of the problems inherent in commercial insurance and their plan when
completed would include adequate controls of the insurance industry. What was
my amazement on reading the Secretary's statement of October 10 before this
Committee to find that for such admittedly necessary control reliance was tO
be placed on state legislation ! Anyone acquainted With the role of commercial insurance in the health field beginning as early as 1908 in State workmens compenration laws and continuing through the era of negotiated health and welfare
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plans knows that commercial insurance has been the chief barrier to pbsitlve
probhealth planning. It is one thing to talk about a pluralistic approach to tile
lein and about building on the "existing foundations" of our present system; it
is quite another when it turns out that one of the pillars of the existing foundation is the shalkiest part of the whold'structure.
(5) National Ilealth Security provides real financial incentives for the development and expansion of prepaid group practices that offer comprehensive
continuous health services in the most effective and economical manner. health
Maintenance Organizations have now become the very "cornerstone" of the
Administration proposals--after earlier tentative proposals that they be recognized on a demonstration basis in Medicare. But the funds available in the Administration's health insurance proposal fall far short of the amount needed to
develop ald support IIMO's on a continuous basis. The National Council is further concerned, that the Administration's proposal is a wide open invitation to
profitmaking interests to enter the IIMO field. As one authority has said (Melvin A. Glasser, Director of the Social Security Department, PAW) :
"We are deeply concerned that the many profit-oriented groups who are now
studying the IIMO's in S. 1182 see them as devices to make a quick buck while receiving 'startup' support from the taxpayer. There is no evidence that these
private enterprise corporations will be directed to quality performance."
Surely our experience with the mushroom growth of profitmaking nursing
homes that followed the enactment of Medicare and Medicaid should cause us
to give heed to these words,
(6) National Health Security assures public accountability. It would guarantee consumer representation at all levels of administration and would establish
a local olice in each community charged with responsibility for serving as the
"ombudsman" for the consumer. The countless pleas we recieve from our members on this score were echoed by an outstanding expert in hearings before the
Senate Committee on Aging when lie said (S. J1.Axelrod, M.D., Director of the
Bureau of Public Health Economics, University of Michigan) :
"Finally, I would say that our American medical care system is characterized
by the fact that there is no identifiable point of public accountability. To whomin
can the older patient go and say 'I don't like what's going on; who Is going to
do something about it?' "
On the score of public accountability and consumer representation, the Administration proposals are ominously silent.
H.R. 22 Is a bold, imaginative, far-reaching program. The nation's health needs
require this kind of action. Halfway attempts to patch up the existing way of
doing things will not do the Job. We respectfully urge this Committee to report
to the Congress Just such a measure.
IMPROVING MEDICARE-MEDICAID PENDING NATIONAL HIEALTII SECURITY

Mr. Chairman, my remarks thus far have made clear, I trust, that the National
Council of Senior Citizens has strong reasons for believing that National Health
Security is the only answer to the health crisis with whichwe are faced. But
the National Council is also realistic enough to recognize that the Congress may
have to take some thne to develop such a comprehensive health care program for
the total population.
Members of the National Council-lndeed, older people in general-are reed
to waiting. We well remember that historic date of May 20, 1902, when President
Kennedy addressed our membership at Madison Square Garden. To an audience
hoping for early enactment of Medicare, there was disappointment In his promise
that the King-Anderson bill would be passed "this year or, as Inevitably as the
tide rolls in, next year." We firmly believe that the time is ripe now for National
Health Security but we are also prepared to wait for the tide. Even were National
Health Security to be enacted immediately the sponsors of the proposal have
cautiously recognized that a period of several years would still be required for
tooling up. Improvements in Medicare-Medicaid are urgently needed now and
cannot await the reform of the total health system. These improvements must be
more than patchwork and we firmly believe that their shape should be formed by
the shape of the Nation's future health care system.
We therefore offer for your consideration the essentials of a reformed Medicare-Medicaid system which-if not actually paving the way for National Health
Security-would at least assure that we do not continue on divergent paths.
We are cautious about any claims of "paving the way" or "providing valuable
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experience" because we clearly recognize that a health program limited to only
part of the pol)pulation-anl indeed, the most vulnerable part-annot possibly
have the financial leverage for reform and restructuring which is basic to National Health Security.
In essence our plan would merge Medicare-Medicaid in a federally administered program covering all residents 65 and older, all other Social Security beneficiaries, and the adult categories receiving cash assistance.
Benefits now provided under Medicare would be expanded and payable without coinsurance or deductibles. Inpatient nursing home services-regardless of
prior hospitalization--would be covered for up to 120 days and without limit if
furnished In a nursing home owned by or affiliated with a hospital or comprehensive health service organization. Outpatient prescribed drugs would be covered
on a comprehensive basis if furnished through a health service organization;
otherwise coverage would be limited to drugs needed for maintenance therapy or
especially costly drug therapy.
Under the proposed program, services would be covered only if performed by a
qualified "participating" provider who would have to agree to accept the program
payment as full payment for a given covered service. Participating physicians
who chose to be remunerated on a fee-for-service basis would have their fees
predetermined by the administrative agency. Institutional providers would be
paid on a prospectively approved budget basis. Thus, the beneficiaries are assured
that they will not be billed for any covered service; at the same time, cost controls are built into the system.
Incentives would be included for both providers and beneficiaries to choose
comprehensive prepaid group practice with its emphasis on preventive care and
reduction of institutional care.
The new program, whether administered through new channels or by the
Social Security Administration, would provide for consumer representation and
public accountability at all levels.
Such a program, we know will be an expensive one, concentrating as it does
on the high risk groups. Without knowing the exact size of the price tag, certain
financing principles can be agreed on at the start.
Federal general revenues should finance 100 percent of the costs for beneficiaries other than those eligible for social security benefits. Social Security
beneficiaries should not have to pay any premiums. Some portion of the cost
of their coverage should be borne out of general revenues with the remainder
financed by a payroll tax. The payroll tax should be the same for employers
and employees.
These, in brief, are the principles for reforming Medicare-Medicaid that the
National Council of Senior Citizens advocates. The National Council, from its
day-to-day knowledge of the problems that older people encounter with these
programs as well as its experience in trying to fill gaps in protections, is well
qualified to speak to the problem and the principles for solution. Nothing short
of National Health Security for the total population can have the financial leverage needed to restructure the Nation's health care system. We believe, however, that our proposal deserves consideration as a first step in reform.
LONG-TERM CARE

May I beg your indulgence for a few minutes more, Mr. Chairman, to introduce a proposal from the National Council of Senior Citizens concerning one
of the most serious health problems facing today's elderly: the problem of
long-term care.
The absence of a program of coordinated, continuous and comprehensive medical and social services--for the aged and those persons suffering from longterm chronic illness-is a grave national problem for which a solution must
be found.
The lack of such a program has produced fragmented and uneven care and
services, hardship and deprivation, inefficiencies and spiraling costs, and a shortage of proper facilities truly capable of providing the differing levels and kinds
of care and services required by this growing segment of the population.
Present public programs for long-term health care are divided among medical
facilities construction programs, housing programs, public assistance programs
and programs specifically for the aged. Each, however, is addressed to only
a facet of the problem. There is no coordination with respect to various kinds
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and levels of care required by different persons or the relative need for facilities *ofseveral tylpes.
Existing medical care and related institutional programs are not in themselves efficient and effective mechanisms for dealing with all long-term care
problems. This fact, coupled with the shortage of appropriate facilities, has
resulted in much improper and wasteful use of acute care facilities.
The Congress should call on the Secretary of Health, Education, and Welfare
to develop a program of coordinated, continuous, comprehensive medical and social services for the aged and those persons suffering from chronic illness which
will include a uniform benefit package guaranteeing the full range of services
needed for both ambulatory and institutional care. Attachment A lists these services. ligh priority should be given to the development and financing of the
non-medical services that would make it possible for the chronically ill to live
independently, thus saving countless dollars now spent on institutional care as
well as providing a more satisfying life for the individual.
The Secretary of Health, Education, and Welfare, together with the Secretary of Housing and Urban Development, should be directed by Congress to conduct a Joint study of the extent of the need for appropriate facilities of various
kinds required by the program and of equitable means of meeting both capital and
operating costs of such additional facilities.
We believe it should be possible for the Secretaries to develop, and transmit to
Congress not later than two years after passage of the Act, a consistent and
coordinated program to meet the long-term care needs of all older Americans.
Mr. Chairman, we believe that legislative proposals to get this program under
way should be enacted as quickly as possible. Some work in this area has already
been undertaken and further studies can be initiated immediately, without waiting for final enactment of National Health Security. Our hope is that the longterm care program which is developed can be meshed quickly and easily into
the National Health Security program.
Our current long-term care system is in such a mess that it can be described
as a national scandal. We urge the Congress to move quickly to correct the
abuses, stop the commercial exploitation of the elderly sick and begin to provide some peace of mind for all those who dread the approach of the (lays when
they may need long-term care.
The achievements of modern scientific medicine have unquestionably been responsible for adding years to our lives. When the Congress moves forcefully to
meet the problems of long-term care, it will have enabled this great nation to
meet its resppnsibility to acid life to the extra years which medical science has
given us.
The National Council of Senior Citizens is extremely fortunate that Dr.
Lionel Z. Cosin, (listinguis'hed leader in geriatric medicine, who is clinical director of United Hospitals in Oxford, Great Britain, is a member of its National
Advisory Council.
Dr. Cosin is known in the U.S.A. and many other areas of the world for pioneering active energetic treatment of the geriatric patient looking outward into
the community, providing a complete service aimed at restoring elderly patients
to their maximum possible physical, physiological, social, and Intellectual
competence.
When.Edwin Murphy of the National Council of Senior Citizens' staff went
to England recently to observe firsthand the excellent British system of care for
the elderly, Dr. Cosin pointed out that younger generations of Britons are likely
to live much longer than today's elderly and this means that caring for the aged
will require a much greater national effort than its being put forth presently.
Dr. Cosin added: "This is a challenge to Britain but, judging from what I
have observed in many visits to the United States, it is a far more critical
challenge in America."
Mr. Chairman, the National Council of Senior Citizens urges this Committee to
develop and report to the Congress the legislative measures necessary to accomplish these desperately needed programs.
ATTACHMENT "A"
MEDICAL AND

SOCIAL SERVICES NEEDED BY THE AGED AND

OTHER CHRONICALLY ILL PERSONS
1. Service Jategnries to be itnoudec-Health Maintenance; Diagnostic; Therapeutic: Restorative: and Long Term.
2. Setting for Serviocc.-
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(a) Ambulatory services: Physician's * and dentists' offices; ambulatory
care centers (including community mental health centers) ; and organized
outpatient and emergency departments of health care institutions.
(b) Institutional services: Hospital facilities (including use of community "day" hospitals) ; extended ..are facilities; and nursing home facilities.
(c) Health services in the home.
3. Scope of Scrvices.-The following services should be provided when medically indicated and properly ordered as appropriate to diagnosis, level of care, and
setting. Physicians' * services, Dentists' services, Podiatrists' services, Optometrists' services and glasses, Nursing service, X-ray, laboratory and other diagnostic procedures, Physical, occupational, and speech therapy, Mental health services, Drugs and drug surplles. ApplianceR and medical equilpment, Medicql social
service, Home health aides, home maintenance services, Medically related homemaker services, Dietary and food supplements.

Mr. ULT,MAN. Mr. Cruikshank, you have again given us a very
thoughtful paper. You have been practical in your approach to the
immediate problem and have been extremely helpful.
Are there questions? Mrs. Griffiths?
Mrs. GRIFFITITS. I would just like to thank you, Mr. Cruikshank, for
being here and for giving us such a paper. I couldn't agree with you
more that we are never going to do anything if we relv upon the insurance companies to run any type of program, since such a program will
be based on a cost plus a percentage of cost. They will be rewarded
for increasing the costs.
Now. if anybody can show me how it can be set up any other way I
would be qlad to look at it but I just don't think it can ie done, and I
agree with you that I think everybody on this committee and every-.
body who delt with the original pnedicare and medicaid program was
absolutely misinformed by both Blue Crosq and the AMA who told
us repeatedly that they had the customary charges of every doctor in
this country.
There were no such customarv charges available. Furthermore than
that, people in my District, and I am sure you know where my district
is and about the income of it, are now in many instances under medicare paying more to visit a doctor than they paid before we put medicare into effect, which I think is deplorable, and it is really because we
didn't put some kind of cost control into it.
I thank you once again and I hope that we can call on you again
and again 'for some assistance as we proceed along this way.
Mr.' CRUIKSITANK. We will always be glad to work with you and
your colleagues on the committee, Mrs. Griffiths.

Mr. TTTTMAN. Are there further questions?

Mr. Corman?
Mr. CORMAN. Mr. Chairman, I just want to say to Mr. Cruikshank
that I appreciate ycur support of H.R. 22.
I am so anpreelptive of your lavin Yiven us the next step that will
head us in the right direction. I hope that we will follow your advice
because I think that we must move toward national health insurance.
I would not like to see us take steps that would lead us away from
that objective, and your suggestions are very practical and I hope will
be followed by this committee.
Mr. C1IUIBs MANX.

Thank you.

Mr. ULLMAN. Thank you again, Mr. Cruikshank, for coming before
the committee and sharing your views with us.
*Including M.D.'s and Doctors of Osteopathy.
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Mr. CnUIKSTIANK. Thank you.

Mr. ULL IAN. Our next witness is Dr. William Flanigan.
Dr. Flanigan, Chairman Mills had to be in Arkansas today. He
specifically asked me to express to you his, regrets that he could not be
here today to hear your testimony, but he will certainly be studying
it when he returns.

STATEMENT OF DR. WILLIAM 3. FLANIGAN, NATIONAL KIDNEY
FOUNDATION; ACCOMPANIED BY DR. GEORGE E. SCHREINER,
CHAIRMAN, LEGISLATIVE COMMITTEE
l)r. FLANIGAN. Thank you, Mr. Ullman.
Mr. ILIMA.N. If you would further.identify yourself and your
colleague for the record we would be happy to recognize you.
)r. FLANIGAN. Mr. Chairman, I am Dr. William .J. Flanigan, associate professor of medicine, and director, kidney transplant center,
from the University of Arkansas, Little Rock, Ark. With me is Dr.
George E. Schreiner, professor of medicine, Georgetown University,
Washington, D.C.
Mr. TUm,-.%tN. Dr. Schreiner, we welcome you before the committee.
You may proceed, sir
Dr. Fi,.%NIoAN. We are here today representing the volunteer physicians and lay leadership of the :National Kidney Foundation. Our
Foundation which has affiliates in almost all States is primarily concerned al)out the 8 million Americans who each year suffer from kidney
related diseases and the 55,000 patients who proceed to end-stage
kidney disease. This concern l)rings us before you and members of
your
committee to discuss the concept of catastrophic insurance.
.Second,
to point out to this committee that of the number of potential artificial kidney and transplant recipients only a very small percentage actually receive the therapy. In fact, tle vast majority of
chronic kidney patients needlessly d'ie. There are several reasons, but
certainly in most cases the question of adequate funds and/or insurance coverage is primary. This is particularly tragic because kidney
failure most commonly affects patients in their young adult life prior
to their most l)roductive years'. This tragedy is further compounded
by the fact that if appropriate treatment were available the great
majority could be totally rehabilitated-physically, socially, and
econ omically.
Third, to remind this committee of the impact on costs of new
breakthroughs in medical technology. Just over two decades ago we
did not have the artificial kidney machine, and kidney transplant
became a technique just one decade ago. Today we have both therapies
because of research, both with and without Government support.
These life saving procedures cost money and they save lives. It seems
to those of us who each day work in the field of kidney disease that
too many years have already gone by without a national program of
catastropllic insurance or a N;ational Health Insurance Act with provisions for catastrophic coverage.
The National Kidney Foundation is deeply concerned about the
economic, social and psychological impact a catastrophic illness can
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have on thousands of American families. One such catastrophic disease category is chronic kidney disease.
I want to call to your attention the gravity of the problem both in
terms of the number of patients and estimated annual maintenance
and surgical costs. Several Government agencies, including the Department of Health, Education, and Welfare, the National Institute
of Arthritis and Metabolic Disease, the Veterans' Administration and
a number of physicians in the universities have investigated the-incidence of chronic kidney failure, and because of differences in identifying and classifying these'patients there are varying estimates of the
number of deaths from kidney disease and the number of "suitable"
artificial kidney and transplant candidates each year. One of the most
recent and reliable estimates-1969--held to be acceptable is that of
Dr. David Hathaway of the kidney disease control program. He says
20,000 new patients each year could benefit from dialysis and from
transplantation. In 1967, the so-called Burton report of the Department of Health, Education, and Welfare suggested initial treatment
annually of 11,000 new patients by transplant and 29,000 new artificial
kidney patients. Presently, in tlie United States there are approximately 5,000 patients on the artificial kidney machine and as of 1970,
3,500 patients had been transplanted over the precedinp decadethat is about 1.5 percent of the total need.
The inpatient hospital costs of artificial kidney treatments are indeed very, very high. A recent national survey by the regional medical program estimated that the annual cost of a single patient is $31,000. There are several reasons for this astronomical figure. For example, a semiprivate hospital bed is approximately $26,000 per annum
and the realistic dialysis costs are an additional $5,000. But the cost
is not only that of the general increase in hospital care. It reflects the
high degree of professional sophistication and training necessary to
accomplish this treatment.
In contrast, the costs of home dialysis or out of the center dialysis
for artificial kidney treatments is considerably less. A study on the
costs of home artificial kidney care made for the Department of
Health, Education, and Welfare in 1970 by the Arthur D. Little, Inc.
reported:
The initial equipment costs in 1969 vary anywhere from $2,800 to $7,000, with
training and recurring costs raising the first year total cost from $14,000 to
$20,000; yearly costs from home dialysis thereafter tend to vary from about
$5,600 to $9,000. However, costs are Influenced by a great many factors and are
highly variable.

Whatever the cost variables are, you can be sure, Mr. Chairman, that

the effects of catastrophic illness are devastating to nearly all chronic
kidney disease patients. An important point I would like to emphasize
is that these do not represent ongoing costs for most patients. The increasing success of transplantation has relieved this critical economic
and resource bottleneck. Nevertheless, in spite of the technical -capability of providing such support the same Arthur D. Little report said:
At the present ti~e, cost alone prevents many patients from receiving treatment. Most persons to not have sufficient savings or income to finance hemo-

dialysis expenses for even short periods of time. A recent study of chronic kidney treatment expenses points out, furthermore, that most persons do not have
adequate private health insurance or disability insurance to cover treatment
expenses for more than 2 or a years.
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The Finance Committee of the U.S. Senate in 1970 reported to that
body:
The newly developed methods of treating catastrophic illnesses and injuries
involve long periods of hospitalization, often in special intensive care units,
and the use of complex and highly expensive machines and devices. The net cost
of a catastrophic illness or Injury can be and usually is staggering. Hospital and
medical expenses of many thousands of dollars can rapidly deplete the resources
of nearly any family in America. These families are then faced not only with
the devastating effect of the illness itself, but also with the necessity of accepting
charity or welfare. Catastrophic illnesses do not strike often, but when they do
the effects are disastrous-particularly in the context of soaring health care
costs.

We as physicians and concerned citizens are well aware of the fact
that any medical expense is an unfortunate hardship on millions of
American families and we support the proposition that there is a need
for a government insurance program, and we support you in your
efforts to develop the best possible comprehensive Iegislative answer.
We think in the case of chronic kidney patients the need is pressing
and immediate and urge you to consider as a first step toward a national health insurance plan a catastrophic act. We do so under the
assumption that it may properly take several sessions of the Congress
to develop a truly effective comprehensive National Iealth Insurance
Act.
Therefore, we suggest to the committee that any catastrophic plan
designed to address itself to these unmet needs, should include the
following items:
1. A deductib, formula suih as contained in the Boggs-Hogan
bill, H.R. 817.
2. Coverage to include home or outpatient dialysis as well as
inpatient therapy and to include cost of sup plies.
3. That all per-sons under 65 years of age be insured such as
"
is the case in Senator Long's bill,'S. 1376.
4. There should be no distinction between "experimental" transplantation and transplantation.
5. It should not limit coverage to exclude those fortunate indonors
to givethem a kidney.
dividuals who have related living
security.
social
6. We think the best vehicle is
Mr. Chairman and members of the committee, thank you for giving
Dr. Schreiner and me the opportunity to appear before you today.
You are performing a very important service to the country and w;e
want you to know we are grateful, and most importantly, our patients
are very grateful, for your efforts.
Mr. 'ULLMAN. Thank you, Dr. Flanigan, for a very excellent
statement.
I have just one question: You have indicated how costly this would
be. Assuming that we did provide the cost, do you think that there
would be enough machines to handle it?
Dr. FLANIGAN. Yes, sir, I do. I think the need for the hardware
could readily be met if the dollars were there.
Mr. ULLMAN. Thank you.
Are there further questions?
if not, again our appreciation for your testimony.
Because we have a quorum call, we ask the remaining witnesses to
be back at 2 p.m. and the committee will stand in recess until that time.
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(Whereupon, at 12:20 p.m. the committee was recessed, to reconvene
at 2 p.m. the same day.) AyTrrzqooN
SrISSION
Mr. COR-MAN. We will resume our hearings.

The next witness is Dr. R. James Mc ay, past president of the
American Academy of Pediatrics and chairman of the Department
of Pediatrics at the University of Vermont.
I would like to say to all the witnesses we are going to stay here
until we hear all of you. If you have lengthy prepared statements that
you would like to present for the record, they will appear in full and
you can summarize them if you wish.
We will be here until each of you have had a chance to testify.
Now we will hear Dr. McKay.
STATEMENT OP DR. R. IAMES MoKAY, IMMEDIATE PAST PRESIDENT, AMERICAN ACADEMY OF PEDIATRICS; ACCOMPANIED BY
DR. R. DON BLIM, CHAIRMAN OF COMMITTEE ON THIRD PARTY
PAYMENT PLANS; DR GLENN AUSTIN, PAST ,CHAIRMAN OF
COMMITTEE ON THIRD PARTY PAYMENT PLANS; GEORGE K.
DEGNON, DIRECTOR, DEPARTMENT OF GOVERNMENT LIAISON
SUMMARY

The American Academy of Pediatrics believes that America's most valuable
resource is its children, and that the country's future is dependent on their
health and welfare.
Recognizing that socioeconomic factors other than medical care are of great
importance in determining the health and welfare of our children, the Academy
nevertheless believes that the universal availability of good medical care to
them is essential. Since a significant financial barrier to good medical care exists
and since children have little or no voice in determining the medical care they
receive, the Academy believes that some form of national health insurance is
necessary to obtain good medical care for all children.
The Academy believes that universally required insurance against medically
induced family financial catastrophe is the first priority for a national health
insurance program, with government paying the premiums for the poor and
near-poor.
The Academy believes that the next highest priority is to ensure provision of
comprehensive health care coverage for all children and pregnant women. To
do this will require compulsory coverage for many, and perhaps all. The federal
government will have to provide "first-dollar" coverage for the poor and nearpoor.
The keystone of comprehensive health care for children is health supervision,
provision for which should be basic in any national health insurance program.
Child and maternal health care projects under Title V of the Social Security
Act should be expanded and continued until the populations served by these
programs can be assured of equal or better health services from other sources.
They are now the only health care resource for many mothers and children in
urban centers.
Copies of "Lengthening Shadows," the Academy's report and recommendations
on the delivery of health care to children, of the Academy's statement of 40
principles for any national health insurance program, and of "Guidelines for
Child Health Care," The Academy's statement on the content of child health
care, are submitted with the written testimony.

Dr. MCKAY. I am Dr. R. James McKay of Burlington, Vt. Accompanying me, on my left is Dr. R. Don Blim, practicing pediatrician
from Kansas City, Mo. On my immediate right is Mr. George K.
Degnon, director of the Department of Government Liaison of the
American Academy of Pediatrics. On my far right is Dr. Glenn Aus-
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tin, a practicing pediatrician from Los Altos, Calif. It is a distinct
pleasure and honor for me to appear before this committee today to
discuss national health insurance and make recommendations on behalf of the world's largest organization of certified physicians providing medical care to children. Since its establishment in 1930, the
academy and its membership have been committed to working for the
welfare of children and to establishing and maintaining the highest
possible standards for pediatric practice, education, and research.
Mr. Chairman, the American Academv of Pediatrics believes that
America's most valuable resource is its children, and that the country's
future is dependent on their health and welfare.
Recognizing that socioeconomic factors other than medical care are
of great importance in determining the health and welfare of our
children, the academy nevertheless believes that the universal availability of good medical care to them is essential. Since a significant
financial barrier to good medical care exists and since children have
little or no voice in determining the medical care they receive, the
academy believes that some form of national health insurance is necessary to obtain good medical care for all children.
During the past few years, the academy has become more involved
with social, economic, and legislative activities because the resolution
of l)roblems in the provision of health care to children is more closely
interwoven with the activities of Government than ever before. Tl e
concerns of the pediatric community for the needs of children can no
Jonger, if indeed they ever could, be neatly dissected from those of
society or government.
The academy is committed to improving the quality of life for all
children, and we are here today as representatives of the medical commnunity most concerned with children. We are here to lend our support
to the'concept of national .health insurance as a means of removing
the financial barrier to needed medical care of high quality, particularly to children, and as a means of making oi children healthier,
more effective and more productive citizens for the future. However,
the factors that create inequalities in health services are complex, and
will not be automatically solved by )roviding financial availability
alone. Their correction is requiring and will continue to require changes
in the current health care delivery and financing systems. We are here
to support those changes, but in an orderly, step~wise fashion which
will truly bring about the desired result. The academy has recently
published a statement listing 40 l)rinciples which we believe should be
applied to any national health insurance proposal. Copies of this statement have be,ni submitted along vith my written testimony.
The two periods of life requiring the'most health services are the
early, formative years and the years beyond age 65. Medicare has attempted to-meet the health needs of the elderly and medicaid was welcomed by the pediatric community as the advent of a national health
program for indigent and medically indigent children which would
assure all youngsters equal access to unfragmented, continuing, preventive and curative health services. Much to our chagrin, medicaid
has met neither our expectations, nior yours. Its provisions which give
priority to children and to health supervision of children have generally not been implemented. It is our firm exhortation that the health
of our-children must be identified as the priority in national health insurance, which appears to be the next national effort in the area of
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health. It is a sad commentary that for its poor children the greatest
nation in the world has only a potpourri of fragmented health programs which are generally underfunded, administered by overworked
staffs, and constantly under threat of merger or extinction.
We say this a sad commentary, for, as pediatricians, we especially
recognize that the delivery of quality health care to children is an investment in the future of our country, an investment in what we consider to be our greatest national resource-the minds and bodies of
today's young and tomorrow's leaders.
Consider for a moment the status of Federal funding of health programs for children and youth under 21 years of age. In 1960, one of
every two Federal dollars spent for health reached children, whereas
in 1970 only one of every nine Federal dollars expended for health
benefitted those under 21 years of age. True, the level of expenditure
for the health of children has quadrupled during the past decade, but
it should likewise be pointed out that the Feederal expenditure for
health in general has increased seventeenfold.
Our intention is not to undo the progress made in this Nation in
meeting the health care needs of those over the age of 21, but to call
for a renewed emphasis upon the health needs of the 40 percent of the
,population who have been receiving only 11 percent of the Federal
health dollar. To date S. 2434, Senator Magnuson's Children's Catastrophic Health Care Act of 1971, is the legislative effort which, in our
eyes, best places the health care needs of children and young families
in proper perspective by making child health a national priority.
We believe that there is an absolute necessity for a national health
insurance program to contain provisions to cover medically induced
financial catastrophe. We define such catastrophe as further medical
expenses over and above a maximal annual family total medical expenditure, in proportion to income, beyond which further medical expenditures cannot be met without a major alteration in the family's
standard of living.
In the pediatric community, we frequently see young families financially crippled to the point of deprivation, desperation and/or
divorce, because of expensive medical care needed for their young offspring: the premature infant, the newborn with congenital defects,
the youngster with handicapping conditions, or, even more frequently,
the child who has to spend an extra, expensive day or two in the
hospital because of ordinary illness or the complications of planned
surgery. With skyrocketing medical costs, a medically induced financial catastrophe can happen to anyone, and does daily. It is time to
face the reality that providing for its prevention is an item of first
priority and should be required for all, without exception, under a
national health insurance program.
Insurance against medically induced family financial catastrophe
--is of first priority, as I have indicated, but the academy has recently
completed a major study and report designed to clarify the present
status of the delivery of health care to children in the United States,
with recommendations on ways in which the goals we all desire, optimal health care for the children of this Nation, can be attained. One
of the 20 majQr recommendations of the report calls for the development of a national health insurance program that will insure comprehensive health care coverage for all children.
The report noted:
2

70-174 3 - 7

- pt. 10 -- 8
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Lack of an equitable method of payment is a great barrier to the delivery
of health care to many children. Child health care Is far too expensive for millions of families. Voluntary health insurance is beyond the financial capabilities
of many families. With few exceptions, prepaid health insurance policies give
inadequate coverage of child health care services.

To assure that the goal of comprehensive health care for all children
is achieved, the academy supports as the next highest priority the
establishment of a universally available, federally standardized, comprehensive health insurance pro.-ram. the basic component of which
should be comprehensive care for children and pregnant women.
To reach all children and pregnant women, this program will not
only have to be made universally available, but will also probably
have to be required for many, and perhaps for all. It is clear that for
the poor and the near poor first dollar financial support will have to
conie tlirou.rh the Federal Government.
The keystone of comprehensive child health care of higrh quality
is health supervision and preventive pediatrics. In his health message
to the 92d Congress earlier this year. President Nixon indicated that
the demand for and overall cost of health care services are both rising,
in part, because we pay so little attention to preventing disease and
treating it early. The concept of health supervision is to prevent illness and disability, where possible, through immunizations, anticipatory guidance, and early detection and treatment of both acute and
chronic conditions.
A commitment to child health supervision and disease prevention
under a national health insurance program is an investment in our
greatest resource-our children. By including coverage of child health
supervision under any national health insurance program adopted,
children will be kent healthier, will be assured of fuller participation in
life, will be assured of the prevention or early alleviation of disease and
suffering, and much costlv hospitalization ill be avoided.
Examples of the benefits to. be derived from preventive pediatrics
are most obviously identified in the field of immunizations. One needs
only to review the virtual elimination of poliomyelitis and diphtheria,
andthe general downward trend in the ineidences of measles and rubella to appreciate the preventive value of immunizations. The Journal of the American Medical Association estimated this year that the
national immunization effort against measles alone from 1963 to 1968
avoided 9.7 million cases of illness from the disease and more than 3.000
case, of mental retardation, and saved an estimated 97A lives, 550,000
hospital days, 32 million schooldays, and $423 million. Unfortunately,
these successes have not resulted 'in legisla'five and budgetary provisions for sustained emphasis on these or, other preventive programs.
As a result, there has been a recent decreasing prevalence of immunizaation, with a corresponding increase in the incidence of measles, particularlv, this year.
Health supervision includes not only regular immunizations, but
monitoring of growth and development,-, anticipatory guidance, and
nutritional advice. Such supervision provides assurance of early diagnosis of illness or congenital defects, prompt treatment to minimize
their adverse effects on growth and development, and counseling in
all areas affecting child development, such as nutrition, behavior,
safety, and cognitive and emotional development. Preventive services,
though critical during the first years of life, Are of gr~at importance
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throughout childhood. In the presc-o-l years, early detection and remedial action is most beneficial for visual and auditory defects, and
- lnd learning disorders. Continuous assessfor physical, behavi
ment of growth and development, counseling of parents and children,
and nutritional advice are of significant importance, and can prevent
much lAter disability.
It has been estimated that 10 to 20 percent of all children in the
United States suffer from chronic, handicapping conditions, that at
least one-third of these conditions could be corrected or prevented by
appropriate-ci during the preschool years, and that continuing,
comprehensive care up to age 18 would correct or prevent up to 60
percent of these conditions. It is thus clear that coverage of the health
needs of children and youth through comprehensive health care services is a corridor to eventual better health for the entire population.
A national commitment to disease prevention, exemplified by health
supervision of children and emphasized by its inclusion as a fundamental benefit in any national health insurance program, should further reduce long-term expenditures for medical services, hospitalization, and rehabilitative services.
The American Academy of Pediatrics strongly urges that you make
the thrust of the national health insurance legislation you approve one
of promotion health rather than of treating disease. Details on the content of child health are contained in the academy statement "Guidelines for Child Health Care," which has been submitted to you with the
written statement of my testimony.
Finally, related to the issue of comprehensive health care for all
children, though not directly to national health insurance, I would
like to emphasize the academy's strong support for the extension of
the material and child health programs-M. &I. and C. & Y. projectsunder title V of the Social Security Act.
We are pleased to note that so many Members of Congress have cosponsored bills on this issue. Most notably, Congressman Burke, Congressman Rostenkowski, Congressman Corman, and Congressman
Carey of this committee.
These programs are currently providing needed services of high
quality to children, particularly in urban centers where other medical
care resource are just not available. For some time to come they will
almost certainly continue to be the only source of comprehensive health
care for the children in these areas.
We believe that these programs must be both supported and expanded to serve other areas of similar need, until such time as the
availability, from other sources, of equal or better health services for
their national health insurance dollars.
We thank the members of-this distinguished committee for according
us the privilege of appearing before you to advocate the inclusion of
comprehensive health care for children in any national health insurance program you may adopt.
We will be glad to answer any questions you may have.
Mr. CORMAN. Thank you, Doctor.
Would you like your attachments to appear in the record ?
Dr. McKAY. Ye.;, sit'.

Mr CORMAN. Without objection they will be put in the record,
(The documentfrefeiTedto follow:)
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Newsletter Supplement - August 15, 1971
COMMITTEE STATEMENT
Committee on Third Party Payment Plans
American Academy of Pediatrics

NATIONAL HEALTH INSURANCE
TAefollowing statement represents
a consensus arrived at by the Committee on Third Party Payment Plane
and the Ezecutive Board of the
American Academy of Pediatrics.In
approving it. tAe Executive Board
realizes that individual Academy
Fellows will have objections to
some or many of tMe views included.
Nevertheless, the Board believes
that, this statement embodies principles of health care delivery, financing and payment which are currently
most consistent with the Academy's
motto "For the Welfare of Children."
Need for National Health Insurance
1. The United States should work as
rapidly as possible toward an
ultimate goal of comprehensive
health care of high quality and
equal availability for all.
2. A significan' financial barrier to
good, comprehensive health ear
exists.
3. The past pattern of individual
social, economic and cultural
circumstances and choices indicate that it is unlikely that this
barrier will be voluntarily overcome, particularly for children
and the poor. Therefore,
4.

Adequate federally standardized
comprehensive health insurance
will not only have to be made
universally available, but will
also have to be required for many,
and perhaps for all, in order to
accomplish the goal of comprehensive health care for all.

Insurance Against Medically.
Induced Financial Catastrophe
5. Nearly all American families have

a strongly felt need for protection against medically-induced
financial catastrophe (defined as
a maximal annual family expenditure, in proportion to income,
beyond which medical expenses
cannot be met without a major
alteration in that family's standard of living). Therefore,
6. The first slep in a national health
insurance plan should be universally required insurance against
medically-induced financial catas.trophe, with government financing
the premiums of the poor.
Children and National
Health Insurance
7. America's most valuable resource
is its children; the country's
future is dependent on their
health and welfare, which in turn
is dependent on good, comprehensive medical care as well as
on socioeconomic factors such
as food, housing, a healthy environment, general and health
education, and absence of racial
and social discrimination.
8. Since children themselves have
little or no voice in obtaining
medical care, accomplishment of
the goal of making comprehensive
health care of high quality available to all of them will probably
necessitate some form of nationally required health insurance.
i
Stepwise Implementation
9. Current inadequacies of manpower
and delivery methods require that
the goal of comprehensive health
care for all be achieved in a
stepwise manner in order to avoid

overloading of the health care
system, with resultant inflation
of costs and disillusionment of
the public.
10. A stepwise entrance into a national comprehensive health insurance program should begin
with a governmentally financed
program for the children and
pregnant women of the poor.
11. The next step should be a governmentally financed program of comprehenaive health insurance for
the poor,
12. Followed by governmental participation on a sliding scale, according to income and family size
and responsibilities, in the required purchase of comprehensive
health insurance for those with
borderline income.
13. Federally approved comprehensive health insurance should be
made available for purchase by
all, without exclusion for any
reason, at the beginning of stepwise implementation of national
health insurance; it should be
required for all as a final step
only if universally required participation becomes necessary in
order to sustain the program at a
reasonable cost per person or
family (i.e., in order to provide
a broad enough insurance base).
Delivery of Care
14. The constituents, and hence the
cost, of medical care of high
quality vary with the population
beizi served (i.e., equal care
does not necessarily mean identi0
cat care.
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Delivery of Care - Continued
15. Inequalities in locally available
services and local differences in
social and cultural demands will
make good medical care dependent on the existence of a diversity of delivery systems which
are appropriate, responsive and
acceptable to the populations
they serve.
15. Inequalities in locally available
health services and local differences in social and cultural demands will make good medical
care dependent on the existence
of a diversity of delivery systems
which are appropriate, responsive
and acceptable to the populations
theyserve.
16. Because of the great need for
increased numbers of health professionals, national health insurance should be designed in such
a way as to encourage and not
discourage their recruitment and
education.
17. Successful recruitment of the increased numbers of physicians
and other personnel who will be
needed to deliver comprehensive
medical care to all citizens will
be facilitated greatly if the option
to participate in a variety of delivery systems is open to them.
18. Continuing improvement in the
efficiency and effectiveness of
health care delivery systems
should be encouraged through
flexible methods of payment and
financing so that change is encouraged rather than impeded.
19. Incentives should be developed
to encourage adequate distribution of medical care providers
and facilities.
Health Education of the Public
20. Health education of the public is
essential to assure adequate and
proper utilization of medical care
facilities and personnel; a national health insurance program
should provide funds for health

education programs, both generally and in connection with the
delivery of medical care.
Coverage (Benefits)

21. National standards for comprehensive health insurance should
be established; they should include adequate coverage for child
health supervision, maternal and
newborn care, and acute and
chronic illness.
22. Ultimately, coverage should be
for the complete range of preventive and therapeutic medical and
dental services rendered by, under
the supervision of, or on order
of a physician or dentist, whether
such services are delivered in or
outside of a hospital or other
medical institution.
23. Such total medical and dental
coverage will probably become
economically feasible only as the
health-effectiveness of old and
new preventive and therapeutic
practices, as well as the efficiency. appropriateness, and acceptability of old and new componenta of health care delivery,
are more accurately identified.
Deirtal Services

24. Dental services, with emphasis
on preventive services, should
be provided initially under a
separate fund and should give
priority to services for children.

27. The administrative cbsts of
health care financing and payment are least with direct payment from the consumer to the
provider at the time of delivery
of the health service, or with
direct prepayment by the consumer to the provider for contracted services; this method also
tends to reduce the cost of the
care itself by promoting a sense
of mutual responsibility for its
cost and success, and should
therefore be encouraged.
28. Where direct payment is impossible, the least expensive method
of financing and payment for a
given population or area should
be determined and utilized.
29. Experience suggests that costa
of third party payments can probably best be minimized by maximizing the personal responsibility
of the consumer, by using the
administrative expertise of the
health insurance industry on a
competitive basis, and by minimizing the administrative role of
government.
30. It is of paramount importance that
adequate financial support of
medical research and of the
teaching and training of physicians and other health personnel
be provided; thia financing should
be developed in close conjunction
with any national health insurance program,

Payment and Financing

Quality Assurance and Cost Controls

25. Every effort should be made to
reduce the administrative costs
of paying for medical care; these
may run 25 percent or more of the
consumer's health care dollar,
and 6 percent or more of the
provider's gross receipts.

31. An effective peer review mechanism must be integrated into the
national health insurance program
so as to (1) maintain quality,
(2) evaluate utilization of both
ambulatory and institutional
health services, (3) assess appropriateness of fees and charges,
and (4 offer adjudication.

26. As with methods of delivery,
some methods of financing and
paying for health care are appropriate for certain areas or populations, others for others; a diversity of methods should be
maintained,

32. Review of the quality of the professional aspects of care is the
responsibility of appropriate professionals, but assessment of the
utilization and delivery of care,
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Quality Assurance and Cost
Controls - Continued
and of fees charged, should involve both consumers and providers.
33. Although health education of the
public is probably the best method of control of overutilization
and cost overruns traceable to
the consumer, the use of deductibles and coinsurance (partial
payment by the consumer) to control these problems is preferable
to the categorical exclusion of
services or population groups;
those unable to pay deductibles
and coinsurance should be exempt
from them.
34. While deductibles and coinsurance are desirable from the standpoint of discouraging overutilization and of reducing costs, they
are undesirable in that they tend
to encourage underutilization,
particularly of health supervision
by those who need it most.

35. Because of the importance of
health supervision, especially to
children, its costs should either
be provided as an initial benefit
without direct cost to the consumer, or they should be included
in the calculation of deductibles.
36. Although the best method of control of overutilization and cost
overruns traceable to providers
is quality assurance through peer
review, the use of reduction of
selected payments is preferable
to across-the-board reduction of
payments or categorical exclusion
of certain services.
37. If recruitment and good distribution of primary care physicians
is desired, across-the-board percentage reduction of payments is
a particularly poor method of cost
control, since it hits hardest the
providers of primary care who
have the highest overhead costs,
especially if they are providing
care in populations with low
financial resources.

Administration

38. A nonpolitical National Health
Insurance Board of professionals
in health care and health care
financing should be established
to set policy, regulate, and supervise the program; the flexibility
provided by regulation, as opposed to legislation, is highly
desirable.
39. The Board should be advised by
committees of representatives of
consumers, providers, and the
health insurance industry; pediatricians should be included on
any committee advising on matters which might affect child
health, child health care, or
child health care delivery.
40. Free and fair competition among
various delivery and payment
systems should be encouraged
and evaluated in order that the
most effective can evolve and
be identified.
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Newsletter Supplement - February 1, 1971
GUIDELINES FOR CHILD HEALTH CARE
A Policy Statement of the
American Academy of Pediatrics
PART I
The United States has the capability of providing outstanding health care for its children and youth, It does
so for a significant number of children. But, health care
is borderline for some children; and, for others it is
essentially nonexistent.

PURPOSE
The American Academy of Pediatrics, an organization of
more than 11,500 pediatricians expert in the health care
of children, supports the concept that every American
child has the "right" to receive high quality, comprehensive health care regardless of his social status, area
of residence, or economic position. It has now become
necessary for the Academy to develop a statement that
adequately summarizesits efforts as a leading advocate
for child health care.

ADDRESSED TO WHOM
Although the recommendations in this statement are
addressed to those in the health profession, they have
been formulated specifically for public officials in
policy-making positions and for those responsible for the
enactment of legislation relating to the health care of
children and for the funding of child health programs.

STUDY INPROGRESS
The Academy is currently developing a study of the
problems associated with the delivery of health care to
children. The "Report on the Delivery of Health CAre to
Children," which is to be completed by December 1970,
will provide needed data on such issues as health manpower for the care of mothers and children, trends in
ambulatory and hospital care, effects of legislation on
child health services, and future funding of child health
care programs.

PART II
IMPORTANCE OF BUILDING ON CURRENT
KNOWLEDGE AND RESOURCES
Health care in the United States is pluralistic because
there are varying patterns of delivery and payment. The
delivery of health care is determined by geography,
population density, consumer choice, tradition, economics, physician choice, and other, frequently intangible,
factors. The patterns of delivery range from solo practice
to enormous multispecialty groups. The patterns of payment range from fee-for-service to closed panel prepayment plans and facilities supported by local, state, and
federal governments. Many "new" approaches to the
delivery and payment of health care are being tested.
These approaches are experimental and should remain so
until they can be assessed and categorized properly. Our
present pluralistic system of delivering health care services should be the foundation on which to build and
improve child health care in America. It is unrealistic to
presume that a prompt improvement in child health care
would occur if we discontinue America's pluralistic
method of delivering health care services and substitute
a "monolithic health care delivery system," where all
health care is delivered and financed by the same method.
In fact, such a substitution might lower the quality of
health care received by many children. A more rational
approach would he to strengthen present services and
methods of delivery, particularly those which have proved
themselves to be of value by experience, study, and
controlled experiments.

PART III
FOCUS ON CHILDREN
There are approximately 80 million young people (under
20 years of age) in the United States; this is approximately 40% of the population. Primary attention should
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be given to the development of a national health plan for
children because improving the health of child and youth
is a corridor to better health for the entire population.
Current medical knowledge indicates that the greatest
opportunity for protecting the health of people potentially exists in the perinatal period. Failume to strive for
optimal health for all children allows developmental
problems to go undetected, and an unhealthy child becomes an unhealthy adult and a burden on society and
an overburdened health care system.

PART IV
Health care for all children should be available, comprehensive, and of high quality.
A. COMPREHENSIVE CARE DEFINED
Comprehensive pediatric care consists of all services
given to infants, children and adolescents to establish
and maintain optimal health. Comprehensive care is
extremely important during the perinatal period because the child's ability to develop optimally in the
future can be adversely affected by poor care. The
following services should be included:
1. Perinatal Care
a. Prenatal Care
(1) Diagnosis and management of antenatal
pathology
(2) Parent counseling
b. Neonatal Care
(1) Supervision of the normal newborn infant
(2) Diagnosis and treatmentof low birth weight
and/or preterm infants al other infants at
high risk, including acutely ill infants in
the neonatal period
(3) Family planning services
2. Preventive Care
a. Periodic assessment of health status
b. Immunizations
c. Anticipatory guidance and counseling
d. Screening tests for vision, hearing, intellectual development, and for specific disease where
indicated
3. Illness Care
a. Diagiosis and treatment of:
(1) Disorders of growth and development
(2) Acute illness
(3) Chronic illness
(a) Rehabilitation of physical and/or
mental, congenital and/or acquired
abnormalities

(b) X-ray and laboratory services
(c) Consultations and concurrent care
(simultaneous services by mere than
one physicianor surgeon)where needed
(d) Diagnostic and therapeutic psychiatric
and psychological services
(e) Prophylactic and therapeutic dental
care
(f) Utilization of community health resources
Ideally, these services should be rendered or coordinated by personal physicians on a continuing
basis; other physicians and allied health personnel
should be utilized when "necessary. To facilitate a
continuation of care, a mechanism for maintaining an
adequate record system to permit ready transfer and
retrieval of data is an essential prerequisite.
B. QUALITY OF CARE
Delivery of high quality care requires:
1. Adequate training, proper certification, and continuing lifelong education in child health care for
all health personnel. This includes pediatricians,
family physicians, other medical specialists, and
allied health personnel."
2. Peer review of physician performance.
3. Supervision of allied health personnel and coordination of their services.
4. Facilities which are properly planned and maintained and located conveniently for the population to be served. Sufficient modern equipment to
deliver quality health care is also needed.

C. STANDARDS OF HEALTH CARE
Standards of health care consistent with current
knowledge have been developed and promulgated by
the American Academy of Pediatrics. Examples of
such standards are in a number of Academy publications, including:
1. Standards of Child Health Care (1970)
2. Stitndards and Recommendations for Hospital Care
of Newborn Infants (revised 1971)
3. Report of the Committee on Infectious Diseases
(1970)
4. Care of Children in Hospitals (1970)
5. Disaster and Emergency Medical Care (1971)
6. Report of the Committee on School Health (1966)
7. Day Care Standards for Infants and Children
Under Three Years of Age (1970)
8. Adoption of Children (1967)
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2. Instituting preventive services at the earliest
possible age to maintain optimal health of children.

PART V
PRIORITIES
Establishment of priorities for child health care is essential. At this point in time, the American Academy of
Pediatrics would support the following list of priorities:

A. ANTENATAL CARE

3. Integrating optimal health care for children and
youth with the health care given to the parents.

B. AIMS RELEVANT TO ALL HEALTH PROGRAMS,

All necessary steps must he taken to insure that
future generations are wanted and are as free as
possible from the handicaps of prematurity, congenital malformations, and preventable, antenatal
deficiencies. Therefore, the Academy placed the
strengthening and extension of maternity care services at the top of its list of priorities.

B. POSTNATAL CARE
Health benefits of infant care from birth through the
first year (including regular examinations, assessment of growth and development, early diagnosis,
anticipatory guidance, counseling in nutrition, and
immunization) are of equal importance.

INCLUDING THOSE THAT SERVE CHILDREN
1. Combination of preventive and curative services
2. Integration of health and welfare services
3. Introduction and maintenance of mechanisms to
safeguard and promote the quality of care
4. Coordination of care, regardless of place of
residence or locale of care
5. Provision of sufficient flexibility in program
plans to meet the needs of the geography, the
time, and the specific group treated.

C. HEALTH CARE FOR 1.5 YEARS
The Academy urges that care be available to children between one and five years of age because early
detection of illness, visual and auditory defects,
aberrant physical and emotional development, and
learning disorders make early remedial action possible. Adequate nutrition and environmental safety
are critically important in the first five years, and a
continuing program of anticipatory guidance is a
crucial, preventive measure.
D. HEALTH CARE
ADOLESCENTS

OF

SCHOOL CHILDREN

AND

The Academy plans special emphasis on delivering
health care to children from birth to-age five; but,
the unique medical problems of school age children
and adolescents should not be minimized.

PART Vl
Certain important factors should be considered in the
development of programs to meet the needs outlined in
this statement. These factors include:
A. AIMS OF SPECIAL RELEVANCE IN HEALTH CARE
PROGRAMS FOR CHILDREN
1. Identifying and providing special care components
which require attention because of the unique
physiological, pathological, and psychosocial
characteristics of childhood.

C. GENERAL CONSIDERATIONS
CHILDREN AND MOTHERS

IN PROGRAMS FOR

1. The physical, mental, emotional, and social
aspects of health care are intimately intertwined
and cannot be considered as separate.
2. There are special health and sickness risks for
mothers for nearly a year during and after pregnancy. The risks for the child involve some 20
years of growth, development, and maturation.
3. Children at high risk include the unborn, the
handicapped, and the poor in the inner city and
rural areas.
4. Illness, accidents, nutritional deficiencies, and
environmental hazards affecting the child population have far-reaching consequences for the
individual and for society.
5. Types and constellations of service and priorities
vary by age and stage of growth, development,
and maturation.
6. The most far-reaching effects for mother, child,
and society will come from practicing preventive
medicine at all of the following levels: health
promotion, specific protection, early and adequate
diagnosis and treatment (including screening),
limitation of disability, and rehabilitation.
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the Assistant Secretary for Health and Scientific Affairs.
This panel would meet at regular intervals and on specific request of the Assistant Secretary to advise on all
matters of child health care.

PART V11
FUNDING
Currently, there are many proposals to fund health services, and each is relatively unique. The Academy
believes that the following principles should be integral
facets of the funding of any health services program
adoptedA. Any program should have sufficient
assure continuity of service.

stability to

B. Emphasis should be placed on prevention of disease
or disability instead of concentrating only on
episodic care.
C. More emphasis must be given to the funding of ambulatory care because hospital costa are the major
contributors to increased health care expenditures.
D. Funds for care must be complemented by adequate
financial support for professional training and
research.

PART V111
NATIONAL COMMITMENT
The Upited States must commit itself to the goal that
every child born in this country has the opportunity to
fulfill hisor her potential, and Americans must take the
necessary steps to fulfill this commitment. Every American child must be assured of receiving comprehensive
quality medical care.
Health planners and administrators concerned with
modifying existing programs and developing new ones
must recognize the essentiality of seeking consultation
from experts in child health care. The value of consultation by experts in the health care of children has
been well documented In crippled children's services,
maternity and infant care, and, children and youth projecta. Despite this evidence, (echnical consultation by
experts in child health care for Title XIX, regional
medical programs, and comprehensive health planning
programs is still minimal or lacking in most geographic
and organizational areas.

IMMEDIATE PROPOSAL
A specific step to meet the needs outlined in this statement would be the creation of a panel of experts in child
health to serve as consultants to and at the direction of

LONGER RANGE PROPOSAL
As a long-range objective, the Academy suprta creation of the poet of Deputy Assistant Secretary for Child
Health, who would be a physician with professional
training and experience in the field of maternal and child
health care.
The Deputy Assistant Secretary for Child Health would
function as an advisor to the Assistant Secretary for
Health and Scientific Affairs and would serve as an
advocate for child health care by providing guidance in
policy setting and program coordination in all matters
of child health care by participating in the setting of
departmental priorities relative to health care; by participating in decisions concerning the allocation of
resources for program development and legislative
planning at the departmental level; and-by coordinating
all programs concerned with or affecting maternal and
child health care in the Department of Health, Education,
and Welfare or in other departments of the federal government.
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COMMITTEE STATEMENT
Subcommittee on Third Party Payment Plans
Council on Pediatric Practice
American Academy of Pediatrics

INSURANCE ASPECTS OF COMPREHENSIVE PEDIATRIC CARE
Comprehensive pediatric care consists
of all services given to infants, children,
and adolescents necessary to establish
and maintain optimal health. When indicated, these services should be rendered
on a 24 hour basis by a personal physician or his aide acting under the physician's supervision either in the office,
hospital outpatient department, or other
facility.

" Consultations.

Included shall be:

" Psychiatric and psychological services, both diagnostic and therapeutic.

* Pre and postnatal care of all infants
including care rendered in the delivery
room for "high risk births."
* Diagnosis and treatment of disorders
of growth and development.
* Preventive care through periodic examinations and immunizations.
" Anticipatory guiddnce and counselling.
" Diagnosis and treatment of illness and
injury.
" Diagnosis, treatment and rehabilitation
of patients with abnormalities both
physical and mental, congenital, and
acquired.
" Diagnostic x-ray and laboratory services either in the office, hospital
outpatient department, or other facility.

" Concurrent care (simultaneous services
by more than one physician or surgeon).
" Consecutive care (continuation of services when the care of the patient is
transferred from one physician to
another).
" Screening tests for vision, hearing,
and intellectual development.

" Utilization
resources.

of

community

medical

" Other services such as the preparation
of special reports, services requiring
extended time commitments, services
rendered at unusual hours or after
extended travel.
* Future services which may be made
possible through research.
" Dental care, as provided by a dentist
or his aid.
While these enumerated services pertain
to the pediatric age group, it is recommended that similar programs be formulated for the family as a whole.
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COMMITTEE STATEMENT
RESOLUTION REGARDING
COMPREHENSIVE HEALTH INSURANCE COVERAGE
FOR CHILDREN
The Atlanta Resolution
WHEREAS, the private insurance industry
has demonstrated that health care is
insurable and over $12 billion in benefits
were paid in 1966; and
WHEREAS, in spite of this accomplishment, health insurance today remains
predominantly hospital and surgical and
covers only 40-50 per cent of total health
needs; and
WHEREAS, labor, consumers groups, and
the general public demand adequate prepaid insurance coverage of their health
needs; and
WHEREAS, the federal government will
provide for the health care of the people
if the private insurance industry cannot
or does not accomplish the job; and
WHEREAS, children are our most valuable resource and only 10 per cent of
their health care is now covered by
insurance; and preventive care. may
promote their optimum future health and
eliminate the necessity of later expensive and costly surgical and other
treatment; therefore be it

RESOLVED, by the Council of Pediatric
Practice of the American Academy of
Pediatrics, that all third party plans for
delivery of medical services to infants
and children be comprehensive in nature
and be provided on a usual, customary
and reasonable fee basis or other arrangement agreeable and satisfactory to the
physician and to the responsible representatives of recipients of such comprehensive care.
A statement by the Council of what
constitutes comprehensive care for
children appears on the reverse side.
The usual principles of the heuith
insurance industry of deductibles, corridors and co-insurance could logically
be applied for those who desire these
mechanisms.
SUBCOMMITTEE ON THIRD PARTY
PAYMENT PLANS
George R. Russell, M.D., chairman
Glenn Austin, M.D.
Charles A. Hoffman, M.D.
Lawrence E. Reck, M.D.
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Mr. VANIK. Do I take it by your analysis that we are lagging with
respect to child health care? Do the figures show that we are slipping
in this area because of the tremendous additional expenditures directed toward the elderly?
Dr. McKAY. I don't think we have any evidence to indicate that,
Mr. Vanik. AfI indicated in my presentation, we think that the needs
of the elderly are very real, however, it is true that in medicaid, medicaid expenditures for the population between birth and 21 years,
which constitutes 47 percent of the population of medicaid recipients,
only 17 of the medicaid funds go to this group, which I believe we are
initially intended to receive the largest share of it as opposed to 39
percent of these funds which are going to 19 percent of the medicaidpopulation which are over age 65.
Mr. VANIK. But you are not prepared to tell us that we are losing
ground in child health care because of recent policies or because of
policies of the government relating to medicare or medicaid programs?
Dr. McKAY. No, I think we are slowly gaining ground in child
health care but we would like to see this advanced much more rapidly.
Mr. VANIK. Is your plan for catastrophic coverage so extensive that
it would support a program of catastrophic coverage under medicareI
In other words, using the social security framework and increasing
the tax to provide catastrophic coverage for everyone under 65. Do
I take it that you are so convinced of the need for catastrophic coverage that this route would be acceptable if the committee should decide
in its wisdom to go that way?
Dr. McKAY.-I believe that would be acceptable; yes.
Mr. VANIK. That was the proposal Senator Long made in the Senate in which he deals with the catastrophic coverage problem. It is a
very distressing problem. I have been confronted with it many times.
I have been trying to liberalize tax deductions for citizens who have
a handicapped child who must assume the added expense of providing
care and education and training for such a child. As I understand your
suggestion, preventive care might save some of the later expense.
As a practical matter, assuming that what you request were programed, how physically would it work? What is your thinking on
that?
Dr. McKAY. I think physically we would first require more manpower than we currently have. The Academy of Pediatrics has been
very active in the concept of developing more pediatric manpower.
Perhaps I should say, woman power in the nature of pediatric nursepractitioners, and we have also been very active in trying to promote
the development of more physicians, well qualified and trained to take
care of children.
We expect that it will take some time to develop the manpower necessary to do this but it is being done now upon short-term effort. There
are now 22 places of training for pediatric nurse-practitioners which
opened up in the country.
We expect to have the manpower, woman power in the not too distant future. We consider this to be an initial, necessary first step and
this is why we said step-wise implementation.
Mr. VANIK. Have you given any thought to development of permanent health records which would begin with the beginning of life or as
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-soon as you get the child as a pediatric case, and then maintain a record
through his entire life?
I have bits and pieces of my health record all over the countryside.
I must have had 25 doctors. I have military records, I have employment records, every citizen has scattered records. My record really
belongs to me and my doctors seems to want to keep it in their files.,
What would be wrongwith having such a record, just be something
that the patient could bring in, and everything that is added to it
could go into the record. A great many medical decisions in life could
be developed through tracings of the record.
Has your academy advocated anything like that
Dr. McKAY. We have not officially advocated it as an organization,
advocated it for everyone, although we do publish a health record
which we advise every family to keep for their children. F would say
I would support your concept personally very wholeheartedly.
Three years ago in a speech I advocated that the type of record you
are talking about should be started on children as they come along with
pregnancy or birth and then be kept in community computerized data
banks so that they could then be transferred from the local data bank.
Say you are living in Washington, D.C. but you move back to Cleveland. You could call up the data bank before you leave and say, "I
would like my record transferred to the Cleveland Data Bank." You
arrive in Cleveland and call the doctor and say, "I am not feeling well.
I had my record transferred to the Cleveland Data Bank," and he
could get a write-out and determine it in his office.
Mr. VANIK. That is a good alternative. I can see the value of it.
I appreciate your testimony very much. I think that the pediatricians as a group have rendered a tremendous service. I think they
have, in spite of the smaller part of the Federal dollar or the public
dollar that is directed into the area of the health care of the young. I
think notwithstanding this lack of financial aid that you have done a
magnificent job. You have been available, your services have been
reasonably priced, people have felt free to go back. I think the high
level of care that we have for our young people is directly the result
of the policies of the pediatricians of America in providing a constant
surveillance and a very watchful eye on the health problems of the
young people.
I think your group has been unique and I want to single you out for
my appreciation.
Dr. MoKAY. Thank you. We appreciate it.
Mr. VAwN. My pediatricians were successful.
Mr. DUNCAN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Dr. McKay, May I thank you for your fine contribution and statement you have given us today. I have one or two questions.
Could you tell-me how many physicians are actually devoting their
exclusive practiceto pediatrics?
Dr. McKAY. We estimate approximately 13,000 who are in active
practice. It is somewhere between 11,000 and 13,000, depending on
various estimates.
Mr. DuNCAN. Are most of those in the large urban areas or large
cities?
Dr. Mcxy. The majority are in suburban areas and smaller cities,
I would say.
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Mr. DUNcAN. How would you propose that we could reach the rural
children with pediatric care? I am sure they are not being reached at
this time.
Dr. McKAY. I think it is somewhat less-rural children are somewhat less-of a problem than the urban children. Of course, this problem of distribution is probably the greatest one in the spreading of
medical care service.
I would like to point out our academy was one of the few medical
organizations which stepped forward actively to support the National Health Service Corps proposal last year. We feel that this is
one avenue through which this aim can be accomplished although it
does not accomplish it perhaps in the ideal way of providing a continuous system of care.
Mr. DUNCAN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. VANIK. What is the ratio of population to pediatrician?
Dr. McKAY. We cannot answer this question exactly, Mr. Vanik.
Most pediatricians take care of a range of between 1,000 and 5,000
children. It is a very wide range. We feel that a efficient, busy pediatrician who is working between 60 and 80 hours a week can usually take
care of about 4,000 and should be able to expand this by any where
from 30 to 50 percent by the utilization of nurse-practitioners in his
practice.
Mr. VANIK. What are the outer age limits generally of pediatric
practice?
Dr. McKAY. When the patient no longer wants to come to the
pediatrician. But generally around 15 or 16.
Mr. VAN-IK. Through the secondary school year, perhaps?
Dr. McKAY. Yes, sir.
Mr. VANIK. Have you noticed demographic charts which indicate
zero population growth for Washington? I just checked it out for
my community. It indicates a zero population growth.
Providing that most of our population increments come from migration from rural areas, does this factor have any relationship to some
of the projections that you have discussed in your statement today?
Dr. McKAY. Of course it bears some relationship to them but we
estimate that in order to give complete pediatric care to all of the
children, as of now, we would need at least 50 percent more pediatricians in practice.
Mr. VANIK. To treat what we have right now, assuming that the
populationDr. McKAY. To do what we are doing for the population.
Mr. VANIK. And not contemplating any substantial population increase by way of births?
Dr. McKAY. Yes, sir.
Mr. VANTIK. Thank you very much.
Mr. CORMAN. As you know those members who are not here will be
reading your testimony. Mrs. Griffiths among them.
Do you want to leave on the record that we are going to make all
the men doctors and the women nurses?
Dr. MCKAY. No; I will take this opportunity to point out that the
entering class of the University of Vermont College of Medicine where
I teach, this year has 20 percent women among its students.
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Mr. CORMNAN. Has the title V program contributed to improving
infant mortality rate?
Dr. MCKAY. We think it has in the areas wher, it has operated.
Mr. CORMAN. Have you studied the President's proposal for health
insurance, the administration's proposal for health insurance?
Dr. MCKAY. Yes.
Mr. CORMAN. Do you think that it would meet the needs of the
pediatricians and the children who need their services?
Dr. MCKAY. We think that there is a potential for it to do so. As.we
read it we are not clear about whether or not some segments of the
population might not be left out and, of course this is subject to interpretation and we have not had an opportunity to discuss this directly with the advocates of the bill.
Mr. CORMAN. Thank you very much for your contribution. We appreciate it.
Our next witness is Dr. Brooks Ranney, commissioner, Commission
on Practices of the American College of Obstetricians and Gynecologists and the panel.
Dr. Ranney, would you care to introduce those with you at the witness table?

STATEMENT OF DR. BROOKS RANNEY, COMMISSIONER, COMMISSION ON PRACTICES, AMERICAN COLLEGE OF OBSTETRICIANS
AND GYNECOLOGISTS; ACCOMPANIED BY DR. SAUL IERNER,
COMMITTEE ON HEALTH CARE DELIVERY AND COMMITTEE ON
PROFESSIONAL PERSONNEL; DR. HELEN B. BARNES, COMMITTEE ON PROFESSIONAL PERSONNEL; DR. JAN SCHNEIDER,
CHAIRMAN, COMMITTEE ON PROFESSIONAL PERSONNEL; DR.
JOHN R. McCAIN, CHAIRMAN, COMMITTEE ON HEALTH CARE
DELIVERY; DR. MICHAEL NEWTON, DIRECTOR, AMERICAN COLLEGE OF OBSTETRICIANS AND GYNECOLOGISTS
Dr. RANNEY. Mr. Chairman and members of the committee, may I
introduce my associates. On my left is Dr. Helen Barnes from Jackson, Miss. Dr. Barnes is assistant professor of obstetrics and gynecology at the University of Mississippi Medical School and director of
family planning clinics in Jackson. She is a member of the Committee
on Professional Personnel of the American College of Obstetricians
and Gynecologists.
On my right is Dr. Jan Schneider of Ann Arbor, Mich., associate
professor of obstetrics and gynecology at the University of Michigan
Medical School, and also associate professor of maternal and child
health, School of Public Health in Michigan. Dr. Schneider is chairman of the Committee on Professional Personnel.
Next on my left is Dr. Saul Lerner of Worcester, Mass., who has
been a practicing obstetrician and gynecologist for 16 years. He is a
member of the-Committee on Health Care Delivery and a member of
the Committee on Professional Personnel of the college.
Next on my right is Dr. John R, McCain of Atlanta, Ga. He has
been practicing obstetrics and gynecology for 25 years. He is a professor of obstetrics and gynecology at-Emory University Medical
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School, chairman of district IV of the American College of Obstetricians and Gynecologists and chairman of the Committee on Health
Care Delivery for the college.
On my far right is Dr. Michael Newton, director of American College of Obstetrics and Gynecology, and clinical professor of obstetrics
and gynecology at the University of Chicago Medical School.
I am Dr. Brooks Ranney; a p) acticing obstetrician and gynecologist
in Yankton, S. Dak., for the last 23 years. I am also chairman of the
Department of Obstetrics and Gynecology at the University of South
Dakota School of Medicine, a former chairman of district VI of the
American College of Obstetricians and Gynecologists, and present
commissioner for practice for the college.
We thank you -for the privilege of appearing before this committee.
First, may we clarify our reason for being here. Our objective is
excellent, thoughtful, and thorough medical care for young girls and
women of all ages, and under all circumstances, and for their unborn
and newborn babies.
Among the 14,000 Fellows of the American College of Obstetricians
and Gynecologists, there is much cumulative experience and knowledge concerning women and their babies. Within recent years, committees of the college have made several nationwide studies concerning obstetric-gynecologic care.
With this information and experience, we hope to be lw.pful to this
committee, and to all Government committees and agencies when they
are considering actions which will bear directly on the care and treatment of women and their babies.
Today our verbal report will condense.and supplement the written
report which has been sent to the committee.
NATIONAL HEALTH CARE, FOR WOMEN
SECTION I. CURRENT PROBLEMS IN HEALTH. CARE FOR WOMEN

Some American women have difficulty in obtaining the obstetric and
gynecologic health care that they need. Reasons for this are as follows:
1. Obstetric-gynecologic care is not easily available to women in
some areas, esp ally those in some, but not all, inner cities; and in
some, but not all, rural areas.
2. Professional obstetric-gynecologic personnel are in short supply
and are unevenly distributed:
3. Obstetric-gynecologic facilities are unevenly distributed and duplication occurs in some cities. In older hospitals, design does not.4lways facilitate efficient function.
4. The preventive aspects of obstetric-gynecologic care are insufficiently understood by many women, particularly the medically
indigent. For example (1) major attention spent on screening
and detection could virtually eradicate cancer of the cervix and could
lower death rates from endometrial or breast cancers; (2) proper nutrition would improve mateirnil and fetal health; (3) perinatal death
rates are 10 times higher among babies born to mothers who receive no
prenatal care during pregnancy, as compared with rates among babies
born to mothers who receive full prenatal care. These problems are
both medical and educational.
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5. The cost of obstetric-gynecologic care may be prohibitive, particularly for the medically indigent. Financial support has been very
limited for the younger group who have the babies, as compared with
that for older medically indigent patients.
6. Some women do not seek obstetric-gynecologic care when they
should, especially the medically indigent, because they lack knowledge
or incentive. This is particularly true of the very young, teenage
mothers.
These obstacles to health care have been insufficiently explored or
remedied.
The American College of Obstetricians and Gynecologists, representing most of the qualified specialists providing obstetric-gynecologic care in America is concerned about the future health'of women
and their babies. In March 1971, the college published an analysis of
"National Needs in Obstetrics and Gynecology-1971." Copies have
been sent to your committee.
Mr. CORMAN. Without objection they will be made part of the
record.

(The document referred to will be appended at the end of this statement, p. 2253.)
SECTION II. COMPONENTS OF GOOD HEALTH -CARE FOR WOMEN

Dr. RANNEY. Complete health care for women should encompass:
1. Maternity care--that is, obstetric care. Complete obstetric care
should not be modified by the patient's age or marital status. It should
cover office, clinic, and hospital services and should include:
(a) antepartum care--commonly called prenatal care, labor,
delivery, and postpartum care.
(b) newborn care, including care in the delivery room and in
the nursery.
(o) legal abortions.
2. Family planning, including advice, prescription medications, devices, and legal sterilization.
3. Gynecologic care. Gynecologic care should include:
(a) diagnosis and treatment of women's diseases in the office,
clinic, or hospital, including surgical treatment.
4. Preventive and. health maintenance care. Early detection of disease and maintenance of health involves:
(a) regular (annual) examinations.
(b) diagnostic procedures, such as (1) blood counts, (2) urinalyses, (3) cervical smears, (4) venereal disease detection, et
cetera.

General standards of quality care for women will need redefinition
from time to time. Committees of the American College of Obstetricians and Gynecologists are constantly updating guidelines for these
standards and are always ready to provide consultative advice, if requested.

Local review of the quality of care is important. Qualified obstetrician-gynecologists should always play a major role in such local peer
review mechanisms.
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SECTION I1. HOW CAN GOOD HEALTH CARE FOR WOMEN BE PROVIDED ?

Excellent health care can be provided when the experienced obstetrician-gynecologists cares for his patients. However, good health care
also involves correction of deficiencies noted in section I. The problems
are complex and there are no immediate simple solutions. The American College of Obstetricians and Gynecologists believes in the evolution of changes, and the retention of the strengths of our present
system, unless and until other methods are proven to offer better care.
However, changes should be actively encouraged in areas of special
need.
1. Delivery 8y8tems
Within the United States, there is reat variety in geographic, cultural, socio-economic, and individual -actors.Recognizing this variety,
we favor the retention of a pluralistic approach in delivering obstetricgynecologic services to our patients. Each method should be proven
suitable for the population groups served. Current methods include:
(a) individual (or solo) practice of an obstetrician-gynecologist with supporting professional personnel.
(i) intraspecialty or multispecialty groups or associations of
physicians, both small and large, with appropriate supporting
professional personnel.
(c) obstetric-gynecologic health care centers, directed by physicians, but staifed largely by allied obstetric-gynecologic personnel.
(d) health maintenance organizations, or foundations for medical care, including obstetric-gynecologic care.
2. ProfeionaZ permonne
a. Ob8tetician-gynecologi8st
(1) Trainng.- The effective number of practicing obstetriciangynecologists is not keeping up with the demand. It is true that live
births dropped below 4 million in 1965 and have remained below 3,700,000 per year since then. However, other factors remain crucial.
First, family physicians who attended 31 percent of births in 1967
are doing less obstetrics. (However, many of those who still deliver
babies tend to practice as specialists in the field.)
Second, more women are now seeking earlier obstetric care and
-.
regular gynecologic care. These trends should be encouraged.
Third, the variety of services required of obstetrician-gynecologists
has increased. For examples, (1) premarital and marital counseling
and family planning are in common demand; and (2) most women
prefer and expect their obstetrician-gynecologist to continue to be tbair
primary physician.
It is essential that the supply of well-trained obstetrician-gynecologists be maintained. To this end, recruitment should be encouraged.
Financial arrangements for pat ient care should not provide barriers
to the development of well-trahied obstetrician-gynecologists. Young
obstetric-gynecologic residents must have progressive responsibility
for patient care during their training so that they can accumulate the
necessary knowledge and experience. Programs of residency training
in obstetrics and gynecology must be adapted to the supply of patients
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in the local area, and should be adapted to the obstetric-gynecologic
needs of the region; this requires ingenuity, experimentation, flexibility and local program-solving.
?R) Diettibution.-The provision of more obstetrician-gynecologists
in areas of short supply is a difficult problem. Ideally, this should be
done by offering incentives, such as group practice (rather than solo
practice), or group coverage of certain geographic areas, and convenient office and hospital facilities, resulting in voluntary redistribution of physicians.
The use of a health service corps may be of special vaJue in areas
that are otherwise unable to attract adequate medical personnel.
b.Allied Ob8tetric-Gynecologic Health PergonneZ
There is an additional need for other obstetric-ynecologic personnel.
Conscious of this during the past 15 years, the ACOG has sponsored
many, large postgraduate conferences in obstetric, gynecologic,- and
neonatal nursing, for nurses and allied health personnel in all areas
of the United States.
As an outgrowth of these many conferences, more recently, in 1969,
the college developed its own Association of Obstetric, Gynecologic,
and Neonatal Nurses (present membership more than 5,000) with the
objectives of (1) continuing specialist education in these fields of
nursing, (2) promoting cooperative efforts between nurses and physicians, and (3) defining tasks for the various categories of obstetricgynecologic personnel.
Regarding this last objective, the college is sponsoring a national
conference on obstetric-gynecologic personnel, which will convene
next week, November 16 through 18. The purposes of this conference
are (1) to decide the classification of personnel, (2) to determine prerequisites for training, (3) to consider progressive curricula, and (4)
to recommend methods of certification.
There are problems: (1) Financial support for new programs for
training obstetric-gynecologic health personnel may be needed. (2)
Effective use of trained' obstetric-gynecologic health personnel may
be hindered by uncertainty concerning professional liability responsibility. The college is prepared to participate actively in seeking solutions to these, and related problems.
3. Faoiltiem

The need for office or clinic (outpatient), and for hospital, (inpatient) obstetric-gynecologic facilities should be identified by geographic areas 'and should be related to supply of present facilities, to
population density, and to regional modes and availability of transportation. The ki nds of services provided in each facility should also
be carefully evaluated. The following concepts are important:
a. Consolidation of ho8pital fa7litime.-Data obtained from the
American College of Obstetricians and Gynecolo-aists' National Study
of Maternity Care indicate that an efficient hospital obstetric service
can be provided best in large city hospitals if 1,500 or more deliveries
occur per year.
In smaller communities, adequate services usually can be provided
with reasonable efficiency when at least 500 patients are delivered at
the hospital per year; below this number, efficiency is decreased. In
sparsely populated, rural areas, special problems exist, but even there,
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the
objective should be to consolidate and coordinate services wherever
possible.,
Generally, an obstetric patient should live within 60 to 90 minutes
of travel time from her source of obstetric care.
b. Regionalization of care.-Whenever possible, high-risk obstetric
patients should be identified early in pregnancy. Likewise, gynecologic patients with certain pelvi cancers, or certain endocrinologic
problems should be identified. Such patients should be referred to
centers which are specially equipped to deal with these problems.
Depending upon circumstances, patients may be transferred from
one facility to another by car, microbus, ambulance, airplane, or
helicopter.
While working toward practical regionalization of special care,
we should not forget the natural desire of the ill patient to be reasonably near family, and vice versus.
c. Progressivecare.-Within very large obstetric-gynecologic facilities, areas suitable for different kinds of care should be organized.
Such specialization within facilities could result in more appropriate care, and may reduce costs.
d. Ambm~ato?y oare.-Much ambulatory 'care is now provided in
physicians' offices or hospital outpatient clinics, and more could be
provided. Somesimple, surgical procedures, which are now performed
in hospitals, could be performed on an ambulatory basis.
Varieties of ambulatory obstetric-aynecologic facilities should be
developed, either as additions to existing clinics or offices, as separate
units, or as parts of comprehensive health centers. Guidelines for
medical supervision could be adapted from those presently used in
hospitals.
4. Finances
The American College of Obstetricians and Gynecologists believes
that the following principles deserve careful consideration in any proposals for national health care for women:
(a) Much as automobile owners, in -most States, are now required to obtain car insurance, of acceptable standards, so basic
health insurance coverage and catastrophic health insurance coverage for obstetrics and gynecology, of acceptable standards, purchasable from a variety of sources, should be required for all.,
Adequate medical services for the indigent can be expected to be
more expensive than corresponding care for the nonindigent.
(1) Complete financial coverage for the indigent should
be proied b the government.
2)Individuals other than the indigent should participate
in health care costs on a basis related to their financial resources.

(b) The insurance industry may be involved in the financing
of health care on an underwriting and risk-assuming basis.
(e) Deductibles and coinsurance may be parts of such coverage.
(d) All programs for financing health care should be based on
sound and realistic actuarial data.
(e) Complete obstetric-gynecologic services should be covered
with the same eligibility and the same proportionate deductibles
and/or coninsurance as are available for other medical conditions.
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(f) Since care for indigent patients, high-risk obstetric patients, and complicated gynecologic patients is often more protracted and more expensive, differential reimbursement categories
should be established.
(g) Financial incentives are needed to train sufficient numbers
of obstetrician-gynecologists, and allied obstetric-gynecologic
health personnel and to encourage such personnel to serve in areas
of greatest need.
(h) Payments for obstetric-gynecologic services provided by
allied health personnel under physician supervision should be
made according to well-defined standards.
(i) Obstetrician-gynecologists should be adequately represented on all, continuing, utilization review boards concerned with
obstetric-gynecologic services.
5. Research
Research is an essential part of any system of medical care. Without it, new methods of treatment or delivery of care are rarely discovered. (For example, discovery of a new contraceptive which is just
as effective as our present methods, but which would cause even less
side effects, would result in fundamental changes in obstetric-gynecologic care.)
The American College of Obstetricians and Gynecologists believes
that:
(a) Basic science and clinical research. should continue to receive adequate support. Studies of reproductive biology, pharmacology, malignancy, individual behavior, and of patient motivation all have importance.
(b) Research in new methods of delivery of obstetric-gynecologic care should be encouraged.
((o) Adequate evaluative mechanisms should be built into any
new plans for funding the delivery of health care.
(d) Qualified practicing obstetrician-gynecologists should always be an integral part of any group evaluating research in any
aspect of obstetrics and gynecology.
In conclusion. Mr. Chairman, may we recommend to the committee:
SECTION IV. PRIORITIES

All improvements in obstetric-gynecologic care in the United States
cannot be brought about immediately. Shortages of funds, obstetricgynecologic personnel and facilities limit objectives. For the present,
it is essential that programs, such as the Family Planning Projects,
and the Maternal and Infant Care Projects, be continued with adequate funding. For the future, the American College of Obstetricians
and Gynecologists suggests the following priorities:
1. Provision of complete maternity and newborn care, including
ambulatory care.
2. Protection against catastrophic obstetric or gynecologic illness.
3. Availability of family planning services to all citizens.
4. Provision of complete gynecological care, including surgical and
ambulatory care.
5. Provision of obstetric-gynecologic preventive and health maintenance care.
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Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman. We will be happy to answer
any questions.
"
(The following material was supplied:)'
THE AMERIOAN COLLEGE OF OBSTETRICIANS AND GYNECOLOGISTS--NATIONAL

NEEDS IN OBSTETRICS AND GYNEcoLooY-1971*
x. INTRODUCTION
The most Important product of this country is a wanted child who is wellborn and healthy. TLus, our emphasis upon health must begin with conception
and go through childhood, adolescence and adulthood. It is essential to place
major emphasis on the preventive aspects of health. The provision of adequate
maternity caie and family planning is the initial step necessary to produce a
well-born child, to reduce inental retardation and to minimize the crippling
physical and emotional disorders of children and adults.
Great advances in the care of women have been made in the United States
during the past decades. These have included increases in scientific knowledge,
improvements in the care of sick obstetric-gynecologic patients and developments
in techniques of education for patients and health workers. Advances have occurred in the private sector and in the public health domain. In this time of
change improvements are necessary in the health care of women. But they should
be made as a development and extension of our present system, rather than
brought about through a totally new structure.
It. PROBLEMS

The major national problems in obstetrics and gynecology may be summarized
under four headings.
1. Personnel and facilities are insufficient in quantity'to give adequate care
to all women now and in the forseeableluture.
2. Personnel and facilities are unevenly distributed, thereby exaggerating the
shortage.
3. Obstetric-gynecologic tasks are inappropriately divided among health
personnel.
4. Many women do not avail themselves of obstetric-gynecologic services because of lack of money, lack of knowledge of the need for care, lock of acceptable services and lack of motivation to seek care.
I.

APPROACHES

Approaches to the solutions of these problems require recognition of several
maJor principles.,
1. High-risk obstetric patients, in all socio-economic categories, must be identified early In pregnancy so that they may receive specialized care. The ideal is to
identify such patients before they conceive.
2. A large part of the routine care of normal obstetric and gynecologic patients
can be provided by allied health personnel under medical supervision.
8. Educational programs directed toward providing information on general
health care, parenthood and fgmlly living should be developed by the health
team.
4. A variety of physical facilities ranging from health maintenance units to
hospitals designed to provide care for patients with major complications should
be developed, building on existing facilities where possible.
5. High quality of obstetric-gynecologic care in; all Its aspects should be maintained. Continuing evaluation of such care is essential.
IV. SOLUTIONS

Steps toward the solution of national problems in obstetric-gynecologic care
may be taken by dividing these problems into specific, but interdependent,
areas.

"National Needs in Obstetrics and Gynecology-1971 biks been approved by the Executive Committee of ACOG as a guide for future College action in the areas covered.
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A. Facilitiesfor the care of obstetre-gynecologiepatients
Hospital facilities are needed for acute and chronic problems (delivery, abnormal obstetrics, gynecologic disorders) and office facilities for the care of
normal patients and those with abnormalities and for educational and related
efforts.
1. Hospital care.-In considering hospital services, it is assumed that the
obstetric patient should be able to reach a hospital within one hour. The distance traveled in this time will depend upon the size of the community and the
transportation available. In some rural areas, in addition to the usual methods,
helicopter transportation might be considered.
Data obtained from the ACOG National Study of Maternity Care indicate
that full hospital obstetric services, in terms of use of beds, personnel and facilities for the care of all kinds of obstetric complications, can only be provided
efficiently when more than 1500 deliveries occur per year. In more sparsely
populated communities limited but adequate services can be provided with
reasonable efficiency when at least 500 patients are delivered at the hospital per
year: below this number efficiency is decreased.
Recommendations
(1) The need for hospital obstetric services should be identified by geographic
areas related to population density.
(2) Hospital obstetric services should be consolidated. In larger communities
(100,000 population or more) more than 1500 deliveries should occur yearly In
each unit. In smaller communities (30,000 population or more) more than 500
deliveries should occur annually in each unit. In rural areas obstetric services
should be coordinated and consolidated as much as possible.
(3) Provision should be made for the transfer of patients with major complications from the smaller to the larger units where facilities for special care are
available.
(4) Regional units for high-risk obstetric patients and newborns should be
developed and evaluated.
2. Offlce/outpattcnt care (normal patients and those with abnormalities).-Office care of abnormalities is and will be handled by specialists who in this
respect do the same type of work in private practice or in public institutions.
Office care of normal patients and the associated educational and other services can be combined and may be performed in individual private offices, in
hospitals, in health centers of various types or in public health clinics. Means
of providing this kind of health care, under medical supervision, will vary in
communities of different size.
Recomnmendations
(1) Privately based centers for the care of normal women and for education
should be developed in communities of all sizes. It would be appropriate to coni
solidate such private facilities in health maintenance units.
(2) Health centers, offering comprehensive health maintenance care in addition to obstetric-gynecologic care, should be developed in greater or lesser metropolitan areas.
(3) Hospital based centers should be encouraged wherever more than 1500
patients are delivered annually (full obsteric service hospital).
(4) Public health clinics for obstetrics and gynecology should be expanded and
improved wherever appropriate.
B. Personnel
. The effective number of obstetrician-gynecologists is decreasing: General practitioners now perform only about 30 per cent of the deliveries in the United
States: this figure is decreasing, and it seems likely that the trend will continue. The number of women requiring obstetric-gynecologic care and the number
of deliveries will, increase. Moreover, care Is becoming more complex. Obstetrician gynecologists are primarily trained to deal with abnormal situations. They
should no longer be expected to meet the vastly increased needs for all the care
of normal obstetric-gynecologic patients and for education in this field. Therefore, the development of allied health personnel in obstetrics and gynecology,
under the supervision of obstetrician-gynecologists, is essential. Of additional and
special importance is the development of personnel to provide comprehensive
obstetric anesthesia services,
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Recommendations
(1) The different tasks in obstetrics and gynecology and the different skills
necessary to perform these tasks should be recognized and classified.
(2) Standardized programs for training- allied health personnel (nurses and
others) should be supported. High standards for the education of allied health
personnel and for their functions in a medical team should be coordinated by
an authoritative professional body, such as The American College of Obstetriclans and Gynecologists. Training programs for allied health workers In obstetrics and gynecology should be coordinated with those in other disciplines.
(3) Problems of registration, licensure, certification and professional liability
in relation to allied health workers In obstetrics and gynecology should be solved.
(4) Experimental programs In which opportunities are provided for appropriately trained allied health personnel to work effectively for adequate remuneration and for career development, vertically and laterally, should be
supported.
(5) Training programs which will provide increased numbers and kinds of
obstetric-gynecologic specialists should be supported. The development of different kinds of residency programs, designed to provide Individuals who are prepared to supply the different needs for health care for women, should be stimulated.
(6) Attempts to make the practice of obstetrics and gynecology more satisfying to the physician should be encouraged. Examples of this are group practice,
use of offices near or in hospitals and incentives to work in "undesirable" areas
and decreased liability insurance.
*0. Financing
High-risk obstetric-gynecologic patients require more care. This is expensive.
Yet the life expectancy and value to our country of mothers and their newborns
is greater than that of any other age group.
When the high-risk status of obstetric-gynecologic patients is medical in origin,
additional'expens8e is incurred for specialist care, increased laboratory work and
greater utilization of hospital facilities. When high-risk status is due to indigency, expenditures necessarily increase for home visits, social work, nutritional advice and other services.
The normal obstetric-gynecologic patient, not at high risk for any cause, requires less expensive care: delegation of appropriate tasks in the care of these
patients to allied health personnel should further increase efficiency and reduce
cost.
Recognition of these differences Is essential to the financing of adequate obstetric-gynecologic care.
Recommendations
(1) Obstetric-gynecologic services should be provided for medically indigent
women by Insurance payments made on their behalf and realistically calculated.
(2) Differential reimbursement should be established by third party carriers
for normal and high risk obstetric-gynecologic patients. Peer review should be
a part of the continuing evaluation of such reimbursement. '
(3) Reimbursement should be made on a realistic basis according to the relative value of the services provided.
(4) Catastrophic insurance for obstetrics and gynecology (for example highrisk obstetric and cancer patients) should be developed.
(5) Reimbursement by third party carriers for comprehensive obstetric-gynecologic care should include remuneration of services performed by allied health
personnel for normal patients and for education, with well defined standards
and under medical supervision.
(6) Reimbursement by third party carriers should be encouraged on a continuing basis for health maintenance under the team approach, both in the private
and public sectors, depending upon the personnel necessary and' utilized.
(7) Traditional methods of payment for services by fees should be maintained
but study and evaluation of new systems, such as voluntary prepaid prograins,
should be continued.
D. Research
Research emphasis in obstetrics and gynecology has recently tended to concentrate on the basic science aspects of the discipline. Support of research for testing
the development and distribution of different types of health care has been less
extensive and has often been awarded to individuals and organizations unfamlUar
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with high quality obstetric care. For example, Maternal and Infant Care Projects
have been funded through health departments rather than through medical
schools or established group clinics.
Recommendations
(1) Support should be provided for specific experiments in the delivery of
obstetric-gynecologic care by experts in this field, and in the use of different types
of personnel in providing care and education for patients.
(2) Basic research in reproductive biology should be continued so as to improve
the quality of fertility and pregnancy.
E. Environment
Overpopulation is a grave problem. Family planning is an important way to
combat overpopulation, but family planning should not ignore individual childproducing and child-rearing capabilities. Consideration of the overall aspects
of human reproduction is essential.
Recmmendations
(1) Support for educational and service programs in family planning should
be expanded.
(2) Programs of education in parenthood and family life should be supported
in recognition of the importance of high quality human reproduction.
(3) Basic research on human development and contraception should be
continued.
v. SUMMARY
The recommendations of The American College of Obstetricians and Gynecologists with regard to national needs in obstetrics and gynecology may be summarized as follows.
GENERAL
1. The health of the mother and her unborn and new-born child are crucial to
the health of our nation, and should receive support commensurate with this
importance. Preventive aspects need special emphasis.
HOSPITAL FACILITIES
1. Consolidation of hospital obstetric services, with identification of needs on a
regional basis, and developrifent of facilities for transfer of patients where
-indicated.
OFFICE/OUTPATIENT CARE
1. Encouragement of privately based centers for normal women and for
education.
2. Support of health centers for comprehensive health care maintenance, especially in larger metropolitan areas.
3. Development of hospital based centers (hospitals with over 1500 deliveries
annually).
4. Expansion and improvement of public health clinics.
PERSONNEL
1. Classification of tasks in obstetrics and gynecology.
2. Programs for training nurses and other allied health personnel in obstetrics
and gynecology.
3. Experimental programs for effective use of allied health personnel.
4. Increased training opportunities for obstetrician-gynecologists.
5. Encouragement of attempts to make the practice of obstetrics and gynecology
more satisfying.
1. Payment for obstetric-gynecologic care for medically Indigent patients under
an insurance principle.
2. Differential reimbursement for services for normal and high-risk obstetricgynecologic patients: continuing peer review.
8. Reimbursement for obstetric-gynecologic services according to their relative
value.
4. Development of catastrophic insurance for obstetrics and gynecology.
5. Inclusion of payment for services by allied health personnel in comprehensive obstetric-gynecologic care.
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6. Reimbursement for continuing health maintenance with the team approach
in obstetrics and gynecology.
7. Continued study and evaluation of new programs of payment.
Research"
1. Support of experiments in the delivery of obstetric-gynecologic care.
2. Basic research in reproductive and behavioral sciences.
Environment
1. Educational and service programs in family planning.
2. Education in parenthood and family life.
3. Basic research on human development and contraception.
NATIONAL HEALTH CARE FOR WOMEN
(Prepared by the American College of Obstetricians and Gynecologists)
The American College of Obstetricians and Gynecologists, representing 14,000
qualified specialists providing obstetric-gynecologic care in America, is concerned about the future health of women. In March 1971 the College published
an analysis of National Needs in Obstetrics and Gynecology (attached). Current
debate, about national health care issues re-emphasizes many of the concerns
then expressed and adds new ones. The following program is proposed and recommended by the College.
I. CURRENT PROBLEMS IN HEALTH CARE FOU WOMEN
Some American women have great difficulty in obtaining the special (obstetricgynecologic) health care that they need. The reasons for this include."
A. Obstetric-gynecologic care is not easily available to women in many areas,
especially those In the inner cities and in some rural areas.
B. Professional obstetric-gynecologic personnel are in short supply and are
unevenly distributed. Their tasks are often poorly defined.
C. Obstetric facilities are unevenly distributed and duplication is common.
Facilities are frequently built and used with little though to efficiency or to the
separation of patients into normal and abnormal groups. Gynecologic patients
requiring special treatment, such as those with cancer, are seldom concentrated
into separate, adequately supplied and stagfed units.
D. The preventive aspects of obstetric-gynecologic care are insufficiently emphasized. For example, major attention spent on screening and detection could
virtually eradicate cancer of the cervix; and concentration on good nutrition
could help reduce perinatal mortality and morbidity.
, E. The cost of obstetric-gynecologic care may be prohibitive, particularly for
the indigent and medically indigent. Financial support is very limited for the
younger group who have the babies, as compared with that for older patients.
Only about one-fifth of indigent obstetric patients are covered by Maternal and
Infant Care or similar projects. Any major obstetric-gynecologic illness can be an
enormous financial burden to the woman who can least afford it.
F. Entry into the obstetric-gynecologic health care system is difficult for many
women, especially the indigent, because of lack of knowledge, lack of motivation
or cost. These obstacles have been insufficiently explored or remedied.
I. COMPONENTS OF GOOD HEALTH CARE FOR WOMEN

Complete health care for women should encompass:
A. MaternitV (obstetric) care.--Complete maternity care should not be modified by the patient's age, marital status or financial resources. It should cover
inpatient and outpatient (ambulatory) services and should include:
(1) Antepartum (pre-delivery), delivery and postpartum (post-delivery) care
for normal and abnormal conditions.
(2) Newborn care, including care in the'delivery room and in the nursery,
circumcision aqd corrective procedures for congenital defect.

(8)Legal abortions.

B. Faml planning.-Family planning should include gynecologic examinatiops, co'unsling, prescription medications, contraceptive devices and legal

ete~ilit0on.
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provide barriers to the development of well-trained obstetrician-gynecologists.
They must have progressive responsibility for patient care during their training so that when it is completed, they will be able to serve properly as specialists and consultants. Experimental programs of residency training in obstetrics
and gynecology should be developed.
b. Distribution.-Theprovision of more obstetrician-gynecologists in areas of
short supply is a difficult problem. Ideally, this should be done by offering incentives, such as group practice (rather than solo practice), or group coverage
of certain geographic areas, and convenient office and hospital facilities, and appropriate income resulting in voluntary redistribution of physicians. The use of
a health service corps may be of special value in areas that are unable to otherwise attract medical personnel.
-.Allied Obstetric-GtneologloHealth Personnel
a. Nurae.-Paraeling the increased demand for obstetrician-gynecologists, an
additional need for other obstetric-gynecologic personnel has arisen. Conscious
of this, the College, in 1969, developed its onw Association of Obstetric, Gynecologic and Neonatal Nurses, with the objectives of (1) continuing specialist education in these fields of nursing, (2) promoting cooperative efforts between
nurses and physicians and (3) defining tasks for the various categories of obstetric-gynecological personnel.
b. Other allied health personnel.-As a consequence of the College's concern,
it is sponsoring a national conference In November 1971 on obstetric-gynecologic
personnel. The purposes of this conference are (1) to decide the classification of
personnel, (2) to define requirements for training, and (3) to establish curriculum and recommend methods of certification.
Further development of adequate numbers of well-trained obstetric-gynecologic health personnel requires administrative, legislative, public and professional encouragement, together with financial support for new programs.
A serious problem relating to the effective use of allied obstetric-gynecologic
personnel is the uncertainty of professional liability responsibility.- The American College of Obstetricians and Gynecologists is prepared to participate actively
in seeking solutions to these and related problems.
0. Facilities
The need for hospital inpatient obstetric-gynecologic facilities and for ambulatory facilities should be identified by geographic areas related to population
density and by present inequities of distribution. The kinds of services provided
in each facility should also be carefully evaluated. The following concepts ate
important:
1. Consolidation of inpatient factlittes.-Data obtained from The American
College of Obstetricians and Gynecologists' National Study of Maternity Care
indicate that full hospital obstetric services, in terms of bed use, personnel and
facilities for the care of all kinds of obstetric complications, can only be provided
efficiently when more than 1500 deliveries occur per year. In more sparsely populated communities limited but adequate services can be provided with reasonable
efficiency when at least 500 patients are delivered at the hospital per year; below
this number, efficiency is decreased. Further, it is desirable that an obstetric
patient should be able to reach a hospital facility within a specified time, for
example, one hour or less.
Thus, attempts should be made to encourage the consolidation of hospital obstetric-gynecologic services In larger communities (more than 100,000 population)
so that more than 1500 deliveries occur annually in each unit. In smaller communities (30,000 to 100,000 population) more than 500 deliveries should occur in an
obstetric unit. In rural areas, special problems exist. But even here the objectives
should be to consolidate and coordinate services wherever possible.
R. Regionalization and centralization of care.-High-risk obstetric patients
should be identified early in pregnancy. Opportunities should then be provided
for them to obtain care in centers suitably equipped to deal with their particular
problems. Similarly, patients with unusual gynecologic conditions, such as pelvic
cancer or certain endocrinologic problems, should be referred to centers equipped
to deal with these cases. Regionalization and centralization involve the development of more efficient methods of communication and transportation of patients
from one facility to another, such as by microbus, ambulance, air lift or
helicopter.
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8. Progresive oare.-Within obstetric-gynecologic facilities of adequate size,
areas suitable for different kinds of care should be organized, such as units for
(a) intensive care, (b) normal obstetric patients, (c) abnormal obstetric patients, (d) postoperative patients, and (e) patients undergoing diagnostic studies
or convalescing. This type of specialization within facilities could result In better
and more appropriate care and, In the long run, in reduced costs.
4. Ambulatory care.-Although much ambulatory care Is now provided In
physicians' offices or hospital clinics, it Is often not available or accessible to
patients who need such care. Some simple surgical procedures which could be
performed on an ambulatory basis are now performed in a hospital.
New varieties of ambulatory obstetric-gynecologic facilities should be developed, either as separate units or as parts of comprehensive health centers and
should be made available to local residents located, for example, in inner cities
or rural areas. Facilities in which surgical procedures may be performed on
ambulatory patients could be developed with medical supervision under hospital
guidelines.
D. Finance
The American College of Obstetricians and Gynecologists believes that the
following principles deserve careful consideration in any proposals for national
health care for women:
1. Financial coverage for basic and catastrophic health care for obstetric and
gynecologic patients should be required and provided for all. Adequate medical
services for the indigent can be expected to be more expensive than corresponding
care for the non-indigent.
a. Complete financial coverage for the indigent should be provided by the
government.
b. Individuals other than the Indigent should participate in health care costs
on a basis related to their financial resources.
2. The insurance industry may be involved in the financing of health care on
an underwriting and risk assuming basis.
3. Deductibles and coinsurance may be parts of such coverage.
4. All programs for financing health care should be based on sound and realistic actuarial data.
5. Complete obstetric-gynecologic services (as defined in Section II) should
be covered with the same eligibility and the same proportionate deductibles
and/or coinsurance as are available for other medical conditions.
6. Differential reimbursement should be established for services provided to
normal and high-risk obstetric patients.
7. Financial incentives are needed to train sufficient numbers of obstetricgynecologic health personnel and to enocurage such personnel to serve in areas
of greatest need.
8. Payments for obstetric-gynecologic services provided by allied health personnel under physician supervision should be made according to well defined
standards.
V. Research
Research is an essential part of any system of medical care. Without It, new
methods of treatment or delivery off care cannot be found. For example, discovery
of effective contraceptives which produce even less side effects than present
methods would result in fundamental changes in obstetric-gynecologic care.
The American College of Obstetricians and Gynecologists believes that:
1. Basic science and clinical research should continue to receive adequate
support. Studies of behavior and motivation are as Important as those of reproductive biology.
2. Research In new and experimental methods of delivery of, and payment for,
obstetric-gynecologic care should be encouraged. A special problem for study
could be that of professional liability. This Increases the costs of obstetricgynecologic care because of Increased hospitalization, Increased office visits and
more laboratory tests, some of which are ordered primarily to protect against
the possibility of law suits.
3. Adequate evaluative mechanisms should be built Into any new plan for
funding the delivery of health care.
4. Qualified practicing obstetrician-gynecologists should always -be an integral
part of any group evaluating research In any aspect of obstetrics and gynecology.
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1V. PRIORBTS

Changes in obstetric-gynecologic care in the United States cannot be brought
about Immediately. Shortage of funds, obstetric-gynecologic personnel and facilities limit objectives. Until changes come about, it is essential that present programs, such as the Maternal and Infant Care Projects, be continued with adequate funding. For the future, The American College of Obstetricians and Gynecologists suggests the following priorities:
A. Provision of complete maternity and newborn care, including ambulatory
care (see Section II).
B. Protection against catastrophic obstetric or gynecologic illness.
C. Delivkiry of family planning services to all citizens.
D. Provision of complete gynecologic care, including surgical and ambulatory
care.
E. Provision of obstetric-gynecologic preventive and health maintenance care.
F. Adequate funding of research is essential for continuing progress in medical
care for women.
Mr. CORMAN. Thank you. Your testimony has been most helpful.

Our next panel is the National Couficil of Health Care Service,
Berkeley Bennett, executive vice president, and his panel.
STATEMENT OF BERKELEY V. BENNETT, EXECUTIVE VICE PRESIDENT, NATIONAL OOUNCIL-OF HEALTH CARE SERVICES; ACCOMPANIED BY RICHARD K. EAMER; DR. EDWARD B. HAGER;
AND EDWARD J. WILSMANN, COUNCIL MEMBERS
Mr. CORMAN. Mr. Bennett, would you identify the witnesses at the
table with you? We will be pleased to have you proceed.
Mr. BENNE=T. Mr. Chairman and merpbers of the committee, if it
pleases the Chair I will act as a moderator and introduce our speakers
as we go along.
First I would .like to introduce myself. I am Berkeley Bennett, executive vice president of the National Council of Health Care Services,
based here in Washington, D.C.
We are a select group of taxpaying'health care companies owning
and/or managing hospitals, nursing homes, psychiatric facilities,
clinics, pharmacies, home health care agencies, surgical supply companies, homemaker services, hemodialysis units, day care centers and
paramedical training schools.
With me today are three professional and management specialists
who will discuss some major questions that have been posed by the
ncoimittee staff regarding health care and national health insurance
in their recently release Fact Book.
On my left is Richard Eamer, attorney and certified public accountant, president of National Medical Enterprises of Beverly
Hills, Calif., a publicy-owned company primarily concerned with the
management and ownership of health facilities. One of Mr. Eamer's
facilities in Modesto, Calif., was cited by the California Hospital
Association recently and by Blue Cross as the most efficient hospital
in the State.
Mr. Earner is in position to be intimately familiar with the current
problem of our health delivery system, its availability delivery mechanisms, and factors influencing the cost.
IP
Mr. EAMxi. Mr. chairman and members of the -committee, I appreciate this opportunity to appear before your committee today during your deliberations on - national health insurance.
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I would like to orally present at this time a synopsis, in the interest
of time, of my full written statement, which I respectfully submit and
ask that this written statement be included as part of the record of
these proceedings.
Mr. CORMAN.Without objection, the full statement will appear in
the record at this point.
(The statement referred to follows:)
STATEMENT oF RICHARD

K. EMFn ON BEHALF OF
HEALTH CARE SERVICES

NATIONAL COUNCIL OF

Mr. Chairman and Members of the Committee: I appreciate this opportunity
to appear before your Comittee today during your deliberation on National
Health Insurance.
Rather than address comments to specific legislative proposals for National
Health Insurance now before this Committee, I would like to set forth what I
regard as the most important considerations of criteria in formulating legislation. In doing so, I will address most of my remarks to three questions raised
in the introduction to a-Committee print issued June 28, 1971, entitled "Basic
l'acts on the Health Care Industry".
1. Can efficiency in the health care industry be improved to slow down the
rise in costs?
2. Can innovations in organization and delivery of health care services be
developed to promote economy in the health care industry and discourage price
inflation?
3. Can financing methods be devised to encourage cost consciousness in the
decisions made by patients, doctors and hospital administrators?
EFFICIENCY IN THE HEALTH CARE INDUSTRY

When we talk about containing or slowing down the rise in health care costs,
what we are really talking about (given the present system) is the cost of hospitalization, which not only has accounted for the largest rise in costs, but also
represents in absolute terms the largest slice of the health care pie. For fiscal
year 1970, the total national health expenditure was in excess of $67 billion or
7% of the Gross National Product. Some $58 billion of this money was for personal health care. Hosiptals and nursing homes received over $28 billion of these
monies, or Just under one-half of all monies spent for personal health expenditures. By way. of contrast, physicians received just under $18 billion, or 22.5%
of this personal health expenditure, dentists $4 billion, or 7.2% drugs $6.7 billion,
or 11.7%. Thus, it is to be noted that the preponderant bulk of monies spent on
personal health expenditures goes to our nation's hospitals and nursing homes,
and the percentage is increasing each year. As of 1971, the Consumer Price Index,
compared to a base year of 1959, stood at 304.2 of the hospital daily service
charge, compared to 172.9 for physicians' fees, 138.5 for all items, and 102 for
prescription drugs. The Index stood at 169.8 for all medical care. In the past
four years hospital daily service charges have increased 71.3% compared to 29.1%
for all medical care, 30% for physicians' fees and 19.7% for all items. Since
the advent of Medicare, hospital expenditures have been Increasing at the rate
of 14.5% per annum, compared to 8.5% for physicians' fees and 6% for drugs.
It is readily apparent that it is the hositals that are eating us out of house and

home. But why?
Any analysis of effort to control hospital costs will essentially be broken down
into two broad categories: (1) internal efficiency and (2) utilization control
(which is defined as efficient treatment of the patient who truly needs such
treatment at the proper facility level and over the appropriate time span-itdoes
not mean exclusion from care of those who need it).
No one can deny that much of the increase in hospital expenditures comes
from increased services and a "catching up" in salaries by a labor force that for
years subsidized this nation's health care system by accepting an inadequate wage
structure, and a generalized inflation in other cost, but much of the increase is
the direct result of consortium consisting of an abominable cost reimbursement
system, which encouraged 'and rewarded inel7iencu, and a hospital management
group that did not need incentives to achieve ineptitude.
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The basic failure of this country's hospitals to achieve any significant degree
of internal efficiency has to rest with its number one problem-its self-perpetuating, non-responsibile leadership, and its lack of adequate, fiscally trained, fulltime management, which has led to a very low level of competency in the area of
controlled cost and productivity. The general problem areas are (a) part-time
trustees, who may be some of the finest, most humane and civic-minded men in
this country, but who by the very lack of involvement and primary commitment
cannot make a significant contribution to as complex and costly an organization
as a major general hospital (as no man could in four or five or ten hours per
month) ; and (b) behind the trustee, in the area of primary responsibility, we
have had poor fiscal training at all levels of administration.Hospital administrators are trained to coordinate the services within the hospital, so that a facility
can offer the required medical care. However, they are usually not trained in
discovering or achieving the most efficient mechanics for the delivery of their
required commodity. The traditional non-taxpaying and non-profit hospital has
failed to attract superior, aggressive and innovative talent (with some notable exceptions), due to the inherent structure of the organization and the very fact that
the institution is non-profit. In the vast majority of instances, a particular nonprofit hospital is the sole entity of The organization and thus limited by size and
scope. There is a lack of incentive, a lack of upward mobility, and usually inadequate compensation to attract superior personnel. Yn short, the traditional
non-profit hospital system does not now have adequate managerial capacity to
achieve any significant degree of effcenoy.
This, in turn, creates a very substantial doubt as to whether prospective reimbursement, capitation payment, or any of the budgeting programs contemplated
in the various legislative proposals before Congress today can be meaningful.
How can there be realistic budgeting or the ability to live with prospective reimbursement when there is, in fact, no sound fiscal management.
The hospital industry needs full-time executives of the type and with the abilities of those men running our major commercial enterprises. We do not need
small donations of philanthropic time, but a primary commitment from competent
organizational personnel at all administrative levels in the hospital, from the
Board of Directors to the purchasing agent and housekeeping managers. Without
this, no internal efficiency will ever be realized. No program of national health
insurance nor any more restricted drive to control the rise in costs will succeed
unless there is built into the legislation adequate incentives to increase productivity. And, yet, management capable of responding to incentives such as budgeting or to other types of cost control devices as may be legislatively imposed upon
hospitals, will not be developed overnight. Twenty-five years of cost reimbursement and the knowledge that the hospital could increase its charges to cover its
costs regardless of its efficiency has prevented the industry from acquiring sound
fiscal management. Time is going to be needed to develop this capacity... time
and an environment conducive to the development or attraction of proper talent.
Cost reimbursement, as we have known it, created a traditionally cheap labor
environment in our hospitals--but it is not so cheap any more. While hospital
statistics are highly misleading and thoroughly inadequate, as are most of our
industry's norms and bench marks, some statistics are informative and interest-
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Some fifteen years ago, the average general hospital required 1.4 employees
to take care of one patient. And today, the requirement is almost 3 employees
per patient. During the same period of time, the services required or offered did
not double, as did the number of employees, but the inefficiency factor magnified.
Particularly since the advent of Medicare, the query In many hospitals, if not
most, when adding an expense was not "Is this expense necessary" but "Is this
expense reimbursable?"
PRODUCTIVITY AND

PRiVATE ENTERPRISE

If there is to be, any advancement in the internal efficiency aspect of ost
containment, it must come in increased productivity of hospital labor, the
elimination of unnecessary labor, and an adequate capitalization that will enable
the industry to mechanize, to whatever extent is possible. It is in the area of
increased productivity that private enterprise, as represented by companies
such as mine and the members of the National Council is playing an increasingly
significant role.' Proprietary enterprise, by its very nature, is structured to
provide the incentives which are completely absent in the non-profit ffeld. And,
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if I may, I would like to point out that virtually every aspect of the health
care delivery system, with the exception of the Blues, is proprietary in nature
except for the general hospital, which in turn has suffered the most phenomenal
inflationary spiral. The entire philosophy of encouraging the development of
marginally managed institutions and systems of a "non-profit" nature, while at.
the same time discriminating against, or even eliminating the participation by
responsible, proprietary, tax-paying enterprises, as some of the proposed legislation seems to do, is built on a series of false premises, most of them centered
around the concept that profit motivation has no place in health care.
Yet there is no more reason for excluding private enterprise in the field of
health care delivery than there is for excluding it from any other realm of
vital life function,, such as the production and distribution of food or other
essentials required for daily life and which are, frankly, on a day-by-day basis,
more essential than remedial health care. Not only is proprietary activity, as
such, in health care an eitting and vital fact of life, it is a driving force in
many so-called non-profit organizations, such as in the proprietary aspects of
the Permanente Medical Group of the Kaiser Foundation Plan. In some regions
of the country, proprietary hospitals are a significant force. In California, where
I come from, there are some 179 proprietary hospitals in the California Hospital
Association, as compared to approximately 255 non-profit, non-governmental
institutions. Four of the sixteen members of the new Board of Trustees of
the California Hospital Association, including an Executive Vice-President of
our Company, are from proprietary institutions. It seems to me that there should
be the creation of an environment to encourage major existing business concerns
to undertake a responsible role in the hospital system, using their tremendous capital and personnel and management expertise resources to inject some
sensible discipline into our industry. I hope that as the Committee responsible
for fiscal stability, as well as the development of a workable health care system,
you will not be swayed by misplaced emotionalism and will continue to concern
yourselves with facts. We hope that legislation developed by this Committee
will take cognizance of the fact that the nation needs the participation of the
private enterprise sector in the health care industry.
SHORTAGE OF TRAINED PERSONNEL?

Using the same line of reasoning as I just discussed, sound management will
address itself to another problem area, with which the nation is faded, to wit,
the shortage of trained personnel at all levels of the health care industry, from
the physician to the limited technician. I submit there is no real knowledge as to
whether this nation in fact has a shortage of personnel. Certainly; we have a
shortage as we are currently using our labor resources. But can this be a surprise
after 25 years of the concept of cost reimbursement for hospitals and a physician
System of service which is largely based on the fee-for-service sole practitioner.
Modern medicine, a demanding consumer, and complex, bureaucratic, paperridden government programs have simply overwhelmed what had previously
sufficed. But what has been done to streamline the existing system, not revolutionize it, but clean it up? When did government and other prepayers inject any
incentives for efficiency or productivity.? Has anyone ever determined what measures of efficiency could do? If sound management could cut back the hospital
work force to 2 or 2.2 employees per patient (without cutting back on care), at
the same time it would create a trained labor pool-to alleviate the so-Called personnel shortage. Physician productivity Could be Increased through any one of
a number of techniques, such as tax Incentives for assuming greater burdens, a
restructuring of the relative value scale to encourage more physicians 'to engage
In primary medicine, reduction of the onslaught of paper work and administrative
services which take so much of the physician's time, the use of paramedical And
administrative personnel, who could come from the surplus of hospital employees
generated by sufficient management. The so-called shortage might quickly disappear.
While it Is very difficult to measure physician productivity accurately, such
measurements i4 hospitals and otheriealth care Institutions are better developed
through 'work- measurement studies, Industrial engineering and, work simplification procedures. Staffing standards can be drawn up in relation to work loads.
Labor productivity goqls can be set against which performance can be measured.
This is being done Increiasiply i, California, where we have a number- of pro-,
grams in effect, ncading the Copilmissioh for Administrative Services in Hospi.;
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tals, whose goal is to use the right number and mix of health professionals in
hospitals related to work loads, which do fluctuate. But hospital workers, be
they professionals or unskilled labor, need incentives to perform more efficiently.
The game type of incentives that will attract superior management capacity into
this field. The setting of standardsby itself is not likely to increase productivity,
but there is an enormous potential for innovative compensation programs in
.hospitals tied to productivity factors, as has been demonstrated in more than one
progressive California institution. This requires enlightened reimbursement programs as well as enlightened management.
FEDERAL LICENSING OF PARAMEDICALf

Another necessary change to -increase productivity in the hospital is to open
Job mobility, to provide workers who have reached the top step in their current
jobs an opportunity to move into a new career demanding higher skills and
responsibilities. It would seem that national health insurance for the entire
population would make it necessary to transfer licensing, certification and
accrediting agencies from states to the federal level. This would present an opportunity to define uniform functions and standards for each of the 73-odd paramedical groups working in hospitals and formulate means to enable more health
professionals to advance within the system. Why, for example, does the licensed
vocational nurse with a year of training and several years of experience in a
hospital, interested in becoming a registered nurse, start at the same place as
other students without this background. Lack of career mobility and dead-end
jobs today are costing hospitals millions of dollars in frustrated employees and
personnel turnover. Consequently, we would hope that legislation complementing
national health insurance will take an active stance in the matter of effective
health manpower utilization, including a downward transfer of functions, so
that that person least capable, but adequately capable, is allowed to perform a
task. This is of priority concern, and will require some restructuring, not only
of certification and licensure standards, but of educational curricula as well, for
each of the professions.
CAPITAL FINANCING

There is one final factor behind low productivity of hospitals, and this is that
hospitals have been "capital-poor institutions" for years. Professor Eli Ginsburg
put the matter succinctly 12 years ago at the Joint Economic Committee hearings on economic growth (86th Congress) :
"... Partly because we have so many non-profit institutions, which tend to
be capital poor, productivity tends to be low. . . The kinds of supporting personnel that even a broken-down business organization would have on the payroll
to economize the use of more expensive personnel are scarce in non-profit institutions. Being capital poor, these institutions squeeze their dollars and try to
make them go as far as they can. From a productivity point of view, I think
you have an under-investment in capital, with corresponding under-utilization
of personnel, which unbalance gives you a bad result."
Along this line, may I supplement Professor Ginsburg in saying that there
Is an over-utilization of capital in the structure and an under-utilization of
capital in the acquisition of labor-reductive equipment. This is the direct result
of the archaic construction standards of the Hill-Burton program with regards
to the structure and of cost reimbursement programs, which encouraged utilization of immediately reimburseable personnel, rather than the acquisition of
equipment which could have a long-range economic benefit but which created a
short-range capital problem. However, more and more capital Injected into the
creation of hospital facilities is hardly the solution, without the coherent and
responsible utilization of these sums. The federal government has been injecting
money into the creation of private hospitals for 2% decades through the HillBurton program, without really getting its money's worth. The money was given
to an Industry led by men who really did not know what to do with it, and still
do not.'However, since they had that money, they spent billions on marbelized
steel and. concrete monuments that will endure for years after their functional
utility has disappeared. With construction costs in this nation out of sight, I
respectfully suggest that we need frugality in our construction and design
techniques.
A recent issue of Modern Hospital noted the State of Massachusetts is taking
a serious" look at "turnkey" hospital development, and modular construction.
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The article states... "We are building monuments based upon what we think
we will be doing 20 years from now. We may trap ourselves." We have been
doing so for years. But what can we expect from trustees and administrators
who may undertake one hospital project In the course of a lifetime. We need,
and would have, in the multi-facility organization, inhouse experience to control
the architects, contractors, and equipment vendors. If there is one area in which
I am in total agreement with President Nixon it is in his veto of the Hill-Burton
program, at least until such time as standards can be developed which will
inhibit the creation of facilities of unnecessarily exhorbitant cost and design.
I do believe the reason the President vetoed the Hill-Burton program was his
belief that borrowers are more frugal than donees. Perhaps, along this line,
architects who have too often cruelly influenced Inexperienced boards of trustees
should be prohibited from receiving compensation based upon a percentage of
the cost of the project. Experienced management, knowledgeable In the deviopment of facilities, would not be so naive in the expenditure of precious capital
funds.
We believe that any effective national health insurance legislation is going to
have to include some way for the system to capitalize itself, and I do not mean
by governmental grant. General Inefficiency should not be offset by governmental
subsidy. Capital accumulation should flow from efficient operations. The use of
capital can be regulated by comprehensive planning agencies, but they should
confine themselves to major construction and the unnecessary duplication of
facilities, a task which the comprehensive planning agencies are now doing very
poorly. Dominated by providers, mainly non-profit representatives, with conflicts
of interest, and by consumers who do not presently have 'adequate knowledge
and skills, these agencies are, for the most part, simply stifling competition and
Innovation, rather than engaging In true, long-range planning.
MULTI-IAOILI

ORGANIZATIONS

As you can ascertain by my comments, tied inevitably into the problem of lack
of management is the insulary, unitary organizational setup of this nation's
average general hospital. There is a definite and progressive trend towards the
development of the multi-facility organization, both In the non-profit and in
the proprietary hospital field. It Is readily apparent that there are growing numbers of +non-profitorganizations acquiring and developing chains of hospitals and
nursing homes, and although I believe the non-profit system has and will always
have the inherent defects of not attracting superior innovative personnel, a lack
of adequate capital, and a massive dependence upon governmental subsidies, I
believe that the trend is affirmative.
The larger and more comprehensive the multi-facility organization is, so long
as It is more than just a simple paper merger of facilities, the stronger the
chances are that this organization will engage in those activities that are commonplace in modern industrial management, not the least of which is in-depth
comparative statistical retrieval from various components of the institutional
organization, which will enable centralized management to observe and evaluate
true departmental economies. The unitary isolation of the average hospital in
this country gives it no base with which to compare itself. Allow me to assure
you that while most hospitals are unique in some ways, within a significant number of the operational departments there are vel'y adequate common denominators to achieve significant cost control. Through the use of statisticalinformation
available to them. centralized management can do all of the following: Reduce
costly duplication of equipment, share services between facilities, sharpen and
evaluate techniques and practices, do oroup buying. reduce inventories based on
statistical analysis, develop standards fd" cost, staffing and productivity, put
budget planning and controls procedures into operationand, because of size and
scope, increase upward mobility of lower echelon employees. attract superior per-

sonnet and reduce personnet turnover through incentives, advancement and
training.

To control hospital operational costs and achieve internal efficiency, we need
full-time centralized management, opearting a cohesive network of health facilities in a structure that has all the advantages, incentives and advancement potential to attract top personnel, and which'is above all responsive to consumer
demands. And where does this all come from? All the Plans that I see before Congress seem ,to ignore, at least they do not articulate the need for or Invite the
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participation by, thejargest existing single source of potential solutions to these
problems-America's private enterprise.
The second category which affects health care costs is utilization control, most
of which is largely outside of the control of the health facility and the administrator. Most of the major proposals before Congress for national health Insurance
attempt to deal with the hospital cost problem by striving to control utilization,
through measures such as peer review, health maintenance organizations, ?apitation reimbursement, the restructuring of prepayment plans and insurance plans
to emphasize out-of-institution alternatives for care, a push towards group practice (which statistically has lower hospital utilization than the fee-for-service
practitioners).
What needs to be done is rather simple, once the verbiage has been stripped
away. Accomplishment is more difficult, but any form of national health insurance must include the following:
(1) Insistence that the doctor be more effileMt in seeing patients, get more
coverage per hour out of his time. To abet in this goal, the various bills encourage the use of the HMO, the HBO, group practice, and paramedical employees.
It seems to be generally felt that the solo practitioner with a fee-for-service practice is not an efficient man. He probably is not, but while there are statistics
that would indicate that group practice increases the average physician's productivity, this may be the result of increased use of paramedical personnel and the
partial freedom from administrative responsibility of the physician. One of the
problems that many of the capitation prepaid groups face is diminished productivity among the primary physicians within the service groups, due to a lack of
incentive. I suggest that this Committee undertake a study of alternative incentives, including a reduction in the clogging paper work required of the average
practitioner today, and perhaps a partial respite from the progressive income
tax, which dilutes many physicians' work incentives. There may be ways to
achieve productivity in manners other than the herding together of thee physicians into a group practice.
(2) Cover areas where there dre insu)ielent primary physicians and facilities-the ghettos, the barrios, the rural poverty areas; to care for the 80 million Americans who today receive little or no care. I submit that no form of national health insurance per se will solve the problem of inadequate availability of
primary health care services to certain segments of the population. There simply
are not enough primary physicians to do the job now or in the foreseeable future, unless there is substantial incentive for many of the specialists to return
to primary practice. Medical schools continue to preach specialism and to demean
general practice; although there are an increasing number of family practice
residency programs, the great majority of today's medical students are headed
for specialties. It Is true that medical science is expanding at such a rate that
the prospect of practicing a general and relatively superficial form of medicine
seems unattractive to the student, intern or resident who has spent most of his
training in big hospitals, organized by specialty. But they also know that the biggest incomes belong to the specialist, and if the national health insurance program desires to create more primary physicians there is no better way than direct
economic incentive.
One of the stiffest tests of any national health insurance plan is how well it
will bring services to people who do not have ready access to those services. The
crux of the "access" problem is in bringing doctors to inner city ghettos and
into rural areas. Today there is not much incentive for the doctor to move his
practlee and his family into these locations. The basic deterrents for the physician
to move into the high-need areas are rather simple-he thinks his income will
suffer, he does not want his family to live there, his children to be educated in that
particular environment and he is In some cases, personally frightened for his own
physical security. These things will continue to be true with or without national
health insurance. It would seem to me that the encouragement of group practices to settle on the outskirts of the ghetto, with omnbudsmen, trained paramedical personnel combing the ghetto, trained in symptomnology, encouraging
utilization of these fringe clinics and practices,would solve at least the personal
fear aspect. The physician could live generally where he desired, as long as he
had reasonable access to his place of work. It is up to Congress to create those
economic incentives to induce the physician to engage in this type of practice,
and I 'am sorry to say that I think that small measures such as medical school
loan forgiveness will be a meaningless approach. Such forgiveness potential
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will simply set the going rate of acquiring a graduate for the non-ghettos physicians and institutions. Again may I recommend the changing of licensing laws
to a federal system, so that the physicians' assistants, public health nurses,.psychologists and others can do more health screening, problem finding and treatment-within the constraints of their training and under defined medical supervision. We have too many cases where allied health professionals are prevented
from achieving their full potential by various state boards that are acting like
guides, seemingly trying to "keep the others off the reservation," the upshot being
that professional groups become self-serving institutions, raising standards for
certification and acting more like bargaining agents to Justify pay raises.
(8) Force physicians to educate themselves in the economics of health care in
all aspects, not Just in their individual practices or group practices, but in the
economics of hospital operations and convalescent faoflties, in the cost of pharmaceuticals, supplies and equipment and the eff cient utilization of all of these.
In this area, one very important fact stands out. There are two very important
people holding the keys to the success of utilization control. Foremost, and the
one most readily available Is the physician, who must be given incentives to keep
utilization of costly facilities and services to a minimum and only to those persons definitely in need of them. Peer review must be the answer to utilization
control in concert with other similar programs. It Is obvious that peer review in
some form or another, is becoming effective. In-patient utilization of hospital
facilities Is down on a national basis, and in some geographical areas, down
sharply. While some of this is attributable to concentrated governmental restrictions on eligibility under the various programs, much of it is due to the educational processes that have evolved in the last year encouraging voluntary reduced In-patient utilization.
The consumer needs to be educated. He must learn what he can and should
expect from his visit to the physician, when to go to the doctor, how to use
paramedical professionals--basic symptomology. Until the consumer is educated
to seek the appropriate kind of care, until he stops believing that the best care
consists of daily visits in a private hospital room by a specialist, then we, in this
'age of consumerism, will not be able to use scarce resources effectively. Then
only consumer and provider education and the understanding of what health
care Is, its scope and limitations, will solve the problems of potential massive
overutilization.
wRALTH MANTNANCE

ORGANIZATION

The Health Maintenance Organization concept appears to offer hope for the
future in redefining and restructuring incentives to both physician and provider
within certain limited areas. When the physician has an economic stake in the
cost of the patient's care, the history of group prepaid practice proves, for example, that Institutional utilization is far lower than other comparable population groups who are not treated through capitation programs. Prepayment
groups, such as Kaiser-Permanente. also indicate that a much higher incidence
of primary physicians may have something to do with lower Institutional utilization. 67% of Kaiser-Permanente physicians are in primary practice. The whole
thrust is to emphasize ambulatory and out-patient medical services; conversely,
there is far less hospital utilization and a similarly large reduction in surgical
admission rates. One result Is that there is far less need for surgeons and surgical subspecialties.
However, the HMO has potential limiting problems, particularly If it has a
monopoly in a' given area. Whatever the system of national health insurance,
each individual covered under the program must have some choice between providers. Medical care is both an art and a science, and we know that good care
requires patient-physician rapport; hence, there must be alternatives available
to the patient who is not satisfied. The Kaiser Foundation Health Plan, for example, has always insisted that each individual in a group contract decides
whether or not he wants to Join Kaiset to begin, with; Kaiser takes real efforts
to match the individual to the family doctor of his liking, and if for some reason,
the Individual is still not satisfied, he can go outside of Kaiser-at his own expense. To attempt to give exclusive franchises to providers or health care organizations, as is implied In the American Hospital Association Ameriplan,
severely restricts choice. More importantly. it eliminates or restricts competition
between providers and provider organizations. While conceding there is a need
for"area-wide comprehensive health planningg agencies to control unnecessary
duplication of facilities and services, I cannot imagine anything more likely
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to encourage- high costs and inefficiency than to grant exclusive franchises to
provider organizations.
The major thrust behind the IMO concept, as enunciated by Dr. Paul Ellwood,
is to give consumers and big buyers of health care benefits more choice between
providers as to services and rates. This is competition, and there should be more
of it. In the historically subsidized environment of the health care delivery system, with its cost reimbursement, its uneven distribution of resources, its lack of
concernment with cost and the requirements of the consumer, there has been
altogether too little competition. It is our opinion that for any national health
insurance program to succeed, It must have a mechanism to create competition,
to encourage satisfying the consumer demands, to adequately capitalize the industry and to create incentives which will encourage and reward productivity.
Affirmative steps to accomplish these goals will create affirmative answers to
the three questions posted in the Committee's Print.
Thank you for your time and attention.
- Mr. EAMER. Rather than address comments to specific legislative
proposals for national health insurance now before this committee, I
would like to set forth what I regard as important considerations in
formulating legislation. In doing so, I will address most 'of my remarks to three questions raised in the introduction to a committee
print issued June 28, 1971, entitled "Basic Facts -on the Health Care

Industry":
1. Can efficiency in the health care industry be improved to slow

down the rise in costs?
2. Can innovations in organization and delivery of health care services be developed to promote economy in the health care industry and
discourage price inflation?
3. Can financing methods be devised to encourage cost consciousness
in the decisions made by patients, doctors, and hospital administrators?
EFIINCY IN TM HEALTH CAM INDUsTrY

When we talk about containing or slQwing down the rise in health
care costs, what we are really talking about (given the present system) is the cost of hospitalization, which not only has accounted for
the largest rise in costs, but also represents in absolute terms the largest slice of the health care pie. For fiscal year 1970, the total national
health expenditure was in excess of $67 billion, of which $58 billion
was for personal health care. Hospitals and nursing homes received
over $28 billion of these moneys, or just under one-half of all moneys
spent for personal health expenditures.
By way of contrast, physicians received just under $13 billion or
22.5 percent of this personal health expenditure, dentists $4 billion,
drugs $6.7 billion. Thus, it is to be noted that the preponderant bulk
of moneys spent on personal health expenditures goes to our Nation's
hospitals and nursing homes, and the percentage is increasing each
year. Since the advent of medicare, hospital expenditures have been
increasing at the rate of 14.5 percent per annum, compared to 8.5 percent for physicians' fees-and 6 percent for drugs. It i§ readily apparent
that it is the hospitals that are eating us out of house and home. But
b y analysis of effort to control hospital costs will essentially be
broken down into two broad categories (1) internal efficiency, and (2)
utilization control.
No one can deny that much of the increase in hospital expenditures
comes from increased services and a "catching up" in salaries by a
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labor force that for years subsidized this Nation's health'care system
by accepting an inadequate wage structure. But much of the increase
is the direct result of a consortium consisting of an abominable cost
reimbursement system, which encouraged and rewarded inefficiency,
and a hospital management group that did not need incentives to
achieve ineptitude.
The basic failure of this country's hospitals to achieve any significant
degree of internal efficiency has to rest with its No. 1 problen-the nonprofit status of the vast majority of our hospitals, and their self-perpetuating, nonresponsible leadership, and the lack of adequate, fiscally
trained, full-time management, which has led -to a very low level of
competency in the area of controlled cost and productivity.
The general problem areas are (a) part-time trustees, who may be
this counsome of the finest, most humane and ciyic-minded men in
try, but who by the very lack of involvement and primary commitment
cannot make a significant contribution to as complex and costly an
organization as a major general hospital, as no man could in 5 or 10
hours per month, and (b) behind the trustee, in the area of primary
responsibility, we have had poor fiscal training at all levels of
administration.
Hospital administrators are trained to coordinate the services within the hospital, so that a facility can offer the required medical care.
However, they are usually not trained in discovering or achieving the
most efficient mechanics for the delivery of their required commodity.
In short, the traditionally nonprofit hospital system does not now have
adequate; managerial capacity to achieve any significant degree of
efficiency.
This, in turn, creates a very substantial doubt as to whether prospective reimbursement, capitation payment, or any of the budgeting
programs contemplated in the various legislative proposals before Congress today can le meaningful. How can there' be realistic budgeting
or the ability to live with prospective reimbursement when there is,
in fact, no -sound fiscal management? N6'program of 'national health
insurance, nor any more restricted drive to control the rise in costs,
will succeed unless there isbuilt into the legislation adequate incentives
to increase productivity and attract strong management that is aware
of the economics of its own industry.
By way of ad lib, following Mr. Cruikshank's presentation this
morning, I heard Mrs. Griffiths address a remark to him: Durin the
medicare-medicaid testimony. Blue Cross and the American Medical
Association made some statements that did not come to pass.
I do not really believe there was duplicity. I simply believe they did
not know, because these organizations have never really been truly involved in the economics of the health care industry.
If there is to be any advancement in the internal efficiency aspect of
cost containment, it must come (1) from increased productivty of
hospital labor, (2) elimination of unnecessary labor, and (3) in adequate capitalization that will enable the industry to mechanize to
.
whatever extent is possible.
It is in the area of increased productivity that private enterprise,
as represented by companies such as mine, and the members of the
National Council, is playing an increasingly significant role.
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Proprietary enterprise, by its very nature, is structured to provide
the incentives which are completely absent in the nonprofit field. And,
if I may, I would like to point out that virtually every aspect of the
health care delivery system (with the exception of the Blues) is proprietary in nature, except for the general hospital, which in turn has
suffered the most phenomenal inflationary spiral.
The entire philosophy of encouraging the development of marginally
managed institutions and systems of a "nonprofit" nature while at the
same time discriminating against, or even eliminating the participation
by responsible, proprietary, tax paying enterprises, as some of the proposed legislation seems to do, is built on a series of false premises, most
of them centered around the concept that profit motivation has no
place in health care.
Yet there is no more reason for excluding private enterprise in the
field of health care delivery than there is for excluding it from any
other realm of vital life functions, such as the production and distribution of food or other essentials required for daily life and which
are, frankly, on a day-by-day basis, more essential to more people than
remedial health care.
Not only is proprietary activity, as such, in health care an existing
and vital fact of life, it is a driving, force in many so-called nonprofit
organizations, such as in the proprietary aspects of the permanente
medical group division of the Kaiser Foundation health plan.
In some regions of the country, proprietary hospitals are a §ignificant force. In California, where I come from, there are 179 propietary
hospitals in the California Hospital Association, as compared to approximately 255 nonprofit, nongovernmental institutions. Four of the
16 members of the new board of trustees of the California Hospital
Association, including an officer of our company, are from proprietary
institutions.
Many proprietary hospitals, incidentally, are not small, limitedservice institutions. -The size of some of my company's general hospitals, existing or under constructioii 319 beds, 263 beds, 245 beds,
and 232 beds. These are large facilities in California. All are full
_.ce facilities, offering the same services as do nonprofit facilities
ofsimiliar size in their respective communities, and invariably at lower
cost to the patients and to the Government.
While the scope and responsibility of proprietary activity may be
somewhat unique in California, we feel it has growing nationwide
implications.
We hope that legislation developed by this committee will take
cognizance of the fact that the Nation needs the participation of the
private enterprise sector in the health care industry.
In my written matter, I have an area where I discuss the shortage
of trained personnel. In the expediency of time, I would like to pass
over this with a question: Do we really have a shortage of personnel,
or do we have incredibly poor utilization and distribution of what
might be adequate personnel were they properly productive?
Take a look at the better than doubling of the number of employees
it requires to take care of one patient in an American hospital in the
last 15 years. I doubt that you will find a commensurate doubling of
job function.
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There is one final factor behind low productivity of hospitals. That
is that hospitals have been capital poor instituti7ns for years. This
has required them to turn to labor which in turn has contributed directly to the inflationary spiral.
We believe that any effective national health insurance legislation
is going to have to include some way for the system to capitalize itself,
and I d-o not mean by Government grant.
General inefficiency should not be offset by governmental subsidy.
Capital accumulation should flow from efficient operations.
The use of capital can be regulated by comprehensive planning
agencies, which should confine themselves to major construction and
the unnecessary duplication of facilities, a task which most comprehensive planning agencies are now doing very poorly.
As you can ascertain by my comments, tied inevitably into the problem of lack of management is the insulary, unitary organizatiofial
setup of this Nation's average general hospital.
There is a definite and progressive trend toward the development
of the multifacility organizafion, both in the nonprofit and in the
proprietary hospital field. I believe that the trend is affirmative.
The larger and more comprehensive the multifacility organization
is, so long as it is more than just a simple paper merger of facilities,
the stronger the chances are that this organization will engage in
those activities that are commonplace in modern industrial management.
Through the use of statistical information available to them centralized management can do all of the following: Reduce costly duplication of equipment, share services between facilities, sharpen and
evaluate purchasing techniques and practices, do group buying, reduce inventories based on statistical analysis, develop standards for
costs, staffing, and productivity, put budget planning and controls
procedures into operation, and, because of size and scope, increase
upward mobility of lower echelon employees, attract superior personnel, and reduce personnel turnover through incentives, advancement, and training.
In summary, to control hospital operational costs and achieve internal efficiency, we need full-time'centralized management, operating
a cohesive network of hospitals in a structure that has all the advantages, incentives, and advancement potential to attract top personnel.
And where does all this come from I All the plans that I see before
Congress seem to ignore, at least they do not articulate the need for
or invite participatiion by, the largest existing single source of potential solutions to these problems-America's private enterprise.
The second category which affects health care costs is utilization
control, most of which is largely outside of the control of the health
facility and its administrator. Most of the major proposals before Congress for national health
insurance attempt to deal with the hospital cost problem by striving
to control utilization through measures such as peer review, health
maintenance organizations, capitation reimbursement, the restructuring of prepayment plans and insurance plans to emphasize out-ofinstitution alternatives for care, a push toward group practice (which
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statistically has lower hospital utilization than the fee-for-service
practitioners).
Any form of national health insurance must include the following:
1. Insistence that the doctor be more efficient in seeing patients, get
more coverage per hour out of his time.
2. Cover areas where there are insufficient primary physicians and
facilities-the ghettos, the barrios, the rural poverty areas, to care for
the 30 million Americans who today receive little or no care.
I submit that no form of national health insurance per se will solve
the problem of inadequate availability of primary health care services
to certain segments of the population. There simply are not enough
primary physicians to do the job, now or in the foreseeabl future, nnsubstantial incentive for many 9 f the specialists to return
lessprimary
there ispractice.
to The
basic deterrents for the physician to move into the high-need
areas are rather simple-he thinks his income will suffer, he does not
want his family to live there, his children to be educated in that particular environment, and he is, in some cases, personally freightened
for his own physical security. These things will continue to be true,
with or without national health insurance.
It would seem to me that the encouragement of group practice to
settle on the outskirts of the ghetto, with ombudsmen, trained paramedical personnel combing the ghetto, trained in symptomology, encouraging utilization of these fringe clinics and practices, would solve
at least the personal fear aspect. The physician could live generally
where he desired, as long as he had reasonable access to his place of
work.
It is up to Congress to create those economic incentives to induce
the physician to engage in this type of practice.
May I recommend the changing of licensing laws to a federal system, so that the physician's assistants, public health nurses, psychologists, and others can do more health screening, problem finding, and
treatment-within the constraints of their training and under defined
medical supervision.
We have too many cases where allied health professionals are prevented from achieving their full potential by various State boards
that are acting like guides, seemingly tryina to "keep the other off
the reservation," the upshot being that professional groups become
self-serving institutions, raising standards for certification and acting
more like bargaining agents to justify pay raises.
3. Force physicians to, educate themselves in the economics of health
care in all aspects, not just in their individual practices or group practices. but in the economics of hospital operations and convalescent
facilities, in the cost of pharmaceuticals, supplies, and equipment, and
the efficient utilization of all of these.
In this area, one very important fact stands out. There are two
very important people holding the keys to the success of utilization
control. Foremost, and the one most readily available, is the physician,
who must be given incentives to keep utilization of costly facilities
and services to a minimum, and only to those persons definitely in
need -of them.
Peer review must be the answer to utilization control, in concert
with other similar programs. It is obvious that peer review, in some
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form or another, is becoming effective. In-patient utilization of hospital facilities is down on a national basis, and in some geographical
areas down sharply.
While some of this is attributable to concentrated governmental
restrictions on eligibility under the various programs, much of it is
due to the educational processes that have evolved in the last year
encourage voluntary reduced in-patient utilization.
The consumer needs to be educated. He must learn what he can and
should expect from his visit to the physician, when to go to the
doctor how to use paramedical professionals-basic symptomology.
Until the consumer is educated to seek the appropriate kind of care,
until he stops believing that the best care consists of daily visits in
a private hospital room by a specialist, then we, in this age of consumerism, will not be able to use scarce resources effectively. Education of the provider and the consumer is the only potential relief
from overutilization.
I personally believe in first-dollar insurance in any national health
insurance program. I do not believe in copayment or in deductibles
as a deterrent to overutilization.
Such copayments and deductibles will militate almost exclusively
against the poor and the underprivileged, and deter them from seeking
the care that they most severely need and require. Copayments and
deductibles for the well-to-do are not a deterrent.
Therefore, any system which waived copayments and deductibles
from the poor but enforced them against those able to pay is not a
part of the deterrent philosophy, but becomes a funding mechanism.
This will, in the long run, create, at least in the eyes of the poor, two
classes of medical care: One, which the well-to-do receive, and for
which he pays a portion, and two, that which the poor and underprivileged receive.
I think it is a basic matter of sensitivity in these times that there be
no distinction, and that the poor be brought into the mainstream of
health care. Then only consumer and provider education, and the
understanding of what health care is, its scope and limitations, will
solve the problemsof potential massive overutilization.
The health maintenance organization concept appears to offer hope
for the future in redefining and restructuring incentives to both physicians and providers within certain limited areas. However, the MO
has potential limiting problems, particularly if it has a monopoly in a
given area.
Whatever the system of national health insurance, each individual
covered under the program must have some choice between providers.
Medical care is both an art and a science, and we know that good care
requires, patient-physician rapport. Hence, there must be alternatives
available to the patient who is not satisfied.
The major thrust behind the HMO concept, as enunciated by Dr.
Paul Ellwood, is to give consumers and big buyers of health care benefits more choice between providers as to services and rates. This is
competition, and there should be more of it.
In the historically subsidized environment of the health care delivery system, with its cost reimbursement, its uneven distribution of
resources, its lack of concern with cost and the requirements of the
consumer, there has been altogether too little competition.
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It is our opinion that for any national health insurance program to
succeed, it must have a mechanism to create competition, to encourage
satisfying the consumer demands, to adequately capitalize the industry, and to create incentives which will encourage and reward productivity.
Affirmative steps to accomplish these goals will create affirmative
answers to the three questions posted in the committee's print.
Thank you for your time and attention.
Mr. BENNErr. Next, National Medical Care, Inc. in Boston and its
subsidiaries operate at its 13 facilities, 10 artificial kidney centers, five
mental health cenersgAnd:four extended care facilities.
National Medical Care's currently operating artificial kidney centers
are capable of providing an aggregate of 450 treatments per day. In
addition it operates ;156 beds in its mental health centers, and 262
extended care facility beds. At the present time, National Medical
Care is constructing three facilities which will contain two artificial
kidney centers, two mental health centers, and two extended care centers with aggregate capacities of 60 treatments per day and 130 and
132 beds respectively.
National Medical Care was founded on the premise that a need exists
for special-purpose medical facilities operated and supervised by qualified medical personnel, and believes that a medical facility which
offers limited, but specialized, medical services can generally provide
such services more efficiently and at lower cost to the patient than large
multipurpose general hospitals and other medical institutions.
National Medical Care seeks to provide medical facilities in areas
where investigation indicates an established need. Dr. Hager and his
partner, Dr. Constantine Hampers, established the first "out-ofhospital" artificial kidney treatment unit in the country.
Dr. Edward B. Hager, a founder of National Medical Care, in addition to being its president, is affiliated with Peter Bent Brigham
Hospital in Boston where he is director of the Kidney Transplant
Clinic. He has been a member of the Cardiorenal Laboratories since
1960 and an associate in medicine since 1962. Dr. Hager is also a
clinical instructor in medicine at the Harvard Medical School. He has
participated in many of the pioneering developments which have
made artificial kidney treatments possible during the past several
years.
Dr. HAGER. Thank you, Mr. Chairman and members of the committee. I am honored to be here today.
Rather than go into reading the entire text of my statement, much
of which Mr. Eamer has been over earlier, and Dr. Flanigan this
morning, I would like to touch on several of the areas in the statement,
and ampliy perhaps a little on them.
I would like to say we backed into the proprietary health care business because there is a need, and a need that was not being met.
Having been brought up in the academic atmosphere of the University Hospital, and specifically in the area of kidney transplantation and artificial kidney, we found back in the early to mid 1960's
that there were a tremendous number of patients dying for lack of
facilities.
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We didnot need any more hardware or did not need any more new
technical or medical breakthroughs. .All we needed, really, was space
and funds to take care of our patients.
There really was no space in the hospital. They would saySorry, we cannot give you any space. We need this space for a new operating
room, and this space for a new X-ray department. I am sorry. No funds available.
No State funds.

The medical school did not have any funds-Plenty of Federal money available for research, but, gee, Doctor, if you want
to shake a test tube, that is fine, we can fund that and give a grant, but just
taking care of patients, no, I am sorry.

The result was that back in those days, in Massachusetts and in
many other States, it was clear to us that simply with more facilities,
with more physical space, with funds to purchase machines and train
personnel, we could take care of a lot of people who were not being
taken care of.
After having been stymied in our attempts to do this within the
setting of the university type hospital, we turned to the proprietary
portion of the economy, and we were just delighted and surprised,
pleasantly so, when the owner of a nursing home--"This is a proprietary nursing'home and do not get the wrong idea, Doctor. It is
not like most nursing homes"-came to us and said he would be delighted to provide us with an artificial kidney center.
Inside of 3 days, we had water, electricity-no committees, no
formal reports. There it was.
This turned out to be a very exciting experiment, because this enabled us to increase the scope of our transplants and artificial kidney
program tremendously. This was back 'in 1966, and prior to that time
artificial kidney treatment had been available only in the hospital,
with the exception of the patients that were dialyzed at home.
I might say Dr. John Merrill, who is professor of medicine at Harvard, and our superior in the hospital, and Dr. Eugene Schupak were.
two of those who invented the home dialysis program. So we were
attuned to that.
But not every individual is a candidate for home dialysis. They are
not trained, or there is nobody to run them on the machine at home,
or they are going to be transplanted inside of several weeks or several
months, and it takes 8 to 16 weeks to train someone. So there needs to
be an inbetween way of caring for patients on the artificial kidney.
They do not need to be in the hospital, and not everyone can be at
home.

.

I

Be that as it may, we finally decided, if we could, to set up such
an out-of-hospital proprietary artificial kidney center io satisfy our
needs. We knew that our colleagues in various other paits of the country were experiencing exactly the same problem, not enough space in
the university hospital, no funds for patient support the hospital
rieedp the space for operating rooms, this that, and the other.
We formed our own company in 1968, and since then, and particularly within the last 18 months, we have set up artificial kidney centers, and other forms of specialized care centers, across the country.
We now have the capability of keeping 1,000 people alive on the
artificial kidney, and that contrasts with presently, as Dr. Flanigan
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pointed out this morning, there are a total of about 5,000 people being
kept alive on the artificial kidney in this country today.
Contrast that with probably 20,000 a year that die, or that could
benefit from an artificial kidney or transplantation.
That 5,000 is a distillation of all the years past. If you take this
year's 20,000, and stack it on next year's 20,000, and stack it on the
third year's 20,000, the prospect is appalling, particularly when you
consider these are young people, most of them in their 20's, 30's, and
40's.
It was pointed out earlier that close to 55,000 people die every year
in this country alone of kidney failure, and only 20,000-and sometimes estimates are as low as 7,500-are candidates for such treatment.
Now, if you revise your criteria for who is a candidate, you say,
"OK, Mr. So-and-so, if you are 55 or 60 years old, that should not
exclude you from the artificial kidney"-these people are often being
turned down and staying home to die simply on the basis of the number of birthdays they have had. So I think that the program, or the
size of the problem in that particular area is staggering.
I would simply like to emphasize that there is an aPtrnative, or we
think we have come up with one alternative to having the Federal
Government or the State governments supply all of the facilities and
all of the equipment. We feel very strongly that the physicians should
be heavily involved, as Mr. Eamer pointed out, in the provision of
health care services, and in the economics of health care.
For many years we made a tribal fetish as physicians in separating
ourselves from the economics of patient care, "Now, let us take care of
the patient, and you, the administrators, worry about how much it
costs."
I think this is an impossible distinction to make. I think we as physicians have to get into the economics of patient care. If we have the
patient come back for one extra office visit, or if we allow the patient
to stay in the hospital one additional day, this drives the price upward,
and so I must emphasize a lot of pressure must be on the physicians
as a group, collectively, to enter more into the economics of patient
care.
I would further like to point out in our own State of Massachusetts,
for the last 5 years there has not been one patient sent home to die
with kidney disease for lack of funds.
And this is because of very forward looking agencies, particularly
Massachusetts Rehabilitation Commission. Mr. Harvey Evans, who
cut through a lot of redtape, said "Gee, we think this is a marvelous
program, and we will support it, even though it does not go precisely
along the guidelines set up.I
Contrast that with the medicaid program, the same State, which
says:
Yes well, we recognize artificial' kidney treatment, but we will only pay for It
in the hospital. We recognize you can provide the same treatment in an out-ofhospital facility for half the cost, but we insist on paying twice the price inhospital simply because we have no administrative mechanism for paying for
that service outside of the hospital.

So this is a tremendous barrier, or this type of problem is a tremendous barrier to the efficient delivery-of health care systems.
We now, being in the proprietary health care system, feel that we
should be given an equal opportunity and be judged by the same stand-
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ards of quality of care delivered, and types of service offered, and if
we can compete effectively, economically, with the nonprofit or nonproprietary sector, we should be allowed to do so.
I think I will conclude my remarks at that point.
Thank you very much.
Mr. CoRmAN. Doctor, if I could interrupt, how much does it cost per
year for a person to stay alive on the kidney machine in your facility I
Dr. HAoER. This depends on the individual facility. We have to have
them, and the cost varies from probably $18,000 to $25,000 per year
per patient.
Now, very few patients spend a whole year. We try and train them
for the home program, or get them transplanted, make some other
disposition. In other words, we are simply a holding station until a
more permanent type arrangement can be made.
This, of course, compares favorably. In most areas we are able to
charge less than the nonprofit hospitals in the area, for exactly the
same service. But the charge does vary from one area to another, depending on labor costs, depending on how much training time has to
be done, and obviously, since most of the cost is personnel and labor,
the amount of labor you have to put into an individual patient will
determine the ultimate cost.
Mr. BENNmrT. Next, Mr. Chairman, I would like .to present Homemakers Home and Health Services, Inc. They provide a health care
delivery system which makes supportive service to homes and health
care institutions available at the lowest possible cost.
Headquartered in Kalamazoo, Mich., Homemakers is a wholly owned
subsidiary of the Upjohn Co., one of the country's leading pharmaceutical manufacturers.
Homemakers is the largest single supplier of home health care personnel in-the United States, with offices in over 100 major metropolitan
areas. This year the company will supply over 4 million hours of home
and health care service.
I would like to resent to you Edward J. Wilsmann, president of
Homemakers Home and Health Care Services, Inc., a native of Wisconsin. He received his MBA at Northwestern University. He is a
certified public accountant and has had over 11 years experience in
this field.
Mrs. GlumTHs. Mr. Chairman.
Just before you start to talk, I have read your testimony and I may
not be able to come back. I would like to ask some questions.
How much does it cost per hour for these services for the patient?
Mr. WrLSMAN. Once again it would depend strictly on the community. Within the community we structure ourselves around that.
We have conducted a national survey within the 112 areas that we
operate in and we find that with the exception of two we can provide
identical service perhaps at a little higher quality than that being
provided by the not-for-profit, and I will give you some specifics.
The only two areas that we cannot do it in, we found two approved
home health agencies who are serving images, they are not being
reimbursed by anybody, they are well funded by their local community chest. Their rates are lower than ours. To be very specific, in
Rochester-which is usually recited as the single example of the finest
board in home health care-they are paying currently to a not-for-
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profit provider of home health aides $3.60 an hour. The last figure I
find on that operation up there they consumed 173,000 hours of home
health aide. That was in 1969.
We can save one-half dollar per hour on home health aides even
there and that is one of the few places where they are within 50 cents
of our rate. That is an $86,500 potential savings being passed by,
excluding us from the ability to serve in New Orleans, La., where
we just become an approved health agency. As of Monday we are
number 35 in Louisiana in the State.
Mrs. GRI Tirs. Now let me ask you also, do you go into small
towns?
Mr. WILSMANN. We are- just opening in Manitowoc, Wis., if you
are iamilar with that.
Mrs. GmFinTHs. I want you to go to the smaller towns. Would you
go down to a town, say, of 5,000 or 3,000 or 2,000, or have you looked
at this possible market?
Mr. WILSMANN. Yes. We are doing what we call our many franchise
program, right now in Manitowoc. All of Manitowoc County-including such small towns as New River and Mishicot-will be included
in the service available in that many franchise Homemakers in that
area,.
Mrs. GRIFFITHS. I would like to say further that I consider the testimony that all three of you gentlemen have given to be some of the
most interesting and informative testimony tNat we have heard.
In case you do not know about it, there is a nursing home in the
innercity of Detroit which was an old hotel built in the twenties. It
has been remade into a nursing home. The man who owns it happens
to be well known to me. He has taken over patients that the State
was paying $30 a day for in their own institutions. He is taking care
of them for $14 a day, and the amazing thing is that they are far
-better off. He is making some of them well where the State was just
letting them sit there.
Mr. BENNETT. Mr-s. Griffiths, I have some interesting statistics which
I just received from the State of Michigan this week for skilled care
in the State of Michigan. The proprietary homes receive $15 a day
for room and board, nursing care, laundry and some drugs whereas the
county facilities in Michigan the costs are running $22.50 per day
and getting less care.
Mr. CoRxAN. We must go vote. We will suspend for 15 minutes.
Mrs. GrIFFITHS. I certainly eiijoyed hearing all of you.
Mr. CORMAN. We will be back in 15 minutes.
(Whereupon, a short recess was taken.)
Mr. CAREY (presiding). Is there anything you wish to add?
Mr. BENNrZ.
Yes, Mr. Chairman. We had just started with the
testimony of Mr. Edward Wilsmann who is president of Homemakers,
Inc., in Kalamazoo, Mich.
Mr. CAREY. Would you proceed then, Mr. Wilsmann.
STATEMENT OF EDWARD 1. WILSMANN, COUNCIL MEMBER,
NATIONAL COUNCIL OF HEALTH CARE SERVICES
Mr. WILSMANN. Yes, Mr. Chairman. I will summarize my statement
and would like the entire written text included in the record, if I
may.
70-174 0 - 72 - pt. i0 -- i1
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Mr. CAREY. Without objection, it is so ordered.
(The statement referred to follows:)
STATEMENT OF EDWARD J. WILSMANN, COUNCIL MEMBER, NATIONAL COUNCIL OF
HEALTH CARE SERVICES
PREFACE

This presentation will concern itself with primarily one facet of the National
Health Insurance concept and its various proposals; the eligibility of the proprietary tax paying organization to participate in a national health insurance
program.
The National Council of Health Care Services Thereafter referred to as the
Council) has come to recognize through interaction with its member organizations and other providers of health care that to provide a complete comprehensive and workable national health insurance program, the resources of both
public and proprietary health care providers must be involved. This can be stated
as an axiom regardless of any suspicions cast on the for profit sector or claims
of bureaucratic inefficiencies directed at the public and non profit sector for one
simple reason: Combining all the public and private, tax paying and tax supported providers together, there still is currently and projected for in the future
a shortage of health care facilities, manpower, financial resources and coordination.. Therefore, there seems to be no alternative but to combine the resources
of both the private proprietary health care industry with the public not-forprofit providers of health care.
Throughout history, it has been a tendency for the lay public to take a dim
view of those who profit from others' misfortunes. The entire proprietary medical and health related industry has come under this attack. Drug and health
equipment companies, private patient care institutions and even the medical
profession itself has come under attack. Almost everyone that has experienced
a medical misfortune has experienced afterthoughts that someone has taken advantage of their malady to further their own well being. How many times has it
been mentioned that "My doctor took his family to Europe on my gall bladder,"
or "You know the new wing of the hospital, I paid for that with my kidney
stones." Or as was written on a washroom wall in the current "hip" graffiti
style, "Health care costs make me sick."
The not-for-profit and the for-profit health care providers have been equally
attacked and have often been played against each other.
The key to a successful co-existence of both types of providers is a set of
adequate but not restrictive controls on standards, accountability, organization and incentives for efficiency. To determine the eligibility of a provider of
health care on the basis of the provider's profit (or non-profit) structure is discriminatory and wasteful. Participation must be based on quality, availability
and reasonableness of cost of service which will encourage competition for the
provision of these services.
Many of the current proposals for nationl health care legislation encourage
participation from the private sector of health care providers. This is particularly true in some of the variations of the Health Maintenance Organization
concepts that have emerged. However, in all national, health insurance proposals
that we have analyzed, the standards of eligibility for providers of service are
generally based on Seetin 1861 of Title XVIIT of the Social Sepuritv Act. These
standards are restrictive in that there is definitely a discriminatory approach
taken against the private for profit provider. The regulations implementing Sec.
1861 further complicate the position of the proprietary provider. The Council is
particularly concerned with Senate Bill 3 and House of Representatives Bill 22
which almost completely eliminate proprietary providers of health services
from participation.
As this testimony is being prepared and presented by that portion of the
Council that represents the home health care spectrum of health care delivery
resources, the emphasis will be based on home health agency participation In the
program. The reason that the conditions of participation of the home health
agency is being emphasized is that the qualifications for participation of proprietary home health agencies are the most restrictive of any requirements
placed on proprietary providers. Therefore, using the home health agency as an
example sites very clearly the inequities that should not be incorporated in any

-
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national health insurance legislation, regardless of the type of health care
service provided.
The council also feels that the provision for home health care as a coordinated
alternate to institutional care should be emphasized in a national health insurance program. The availability for home health care coverage in national health
insurance will complement the services of the institutional providers conserving
facilities, capital and man power.
As mentioned previously, proposed national health insurance bases its qualifications for providers on Section 1861 of Title XVIII.
Section 1861 (0) is the portion of the section pertaining specifically to home
health agencies. It is reproduced below:
"(0) The term "home health agency" means a public agency or private organization, or a subdivision of such an agency or organization, which"(1) is primarily engaged in providing skilled nursing services and other
therapeutic services;
"(2) has policies, established by a group of professional personnel (associated with the agency or organization), including one or more physicians
and one or more registered professional nurses, to govern the services (referred to in paragraph (1) which it provides, and provides for supervision
of such services by a physician or registered professional nurse;
"(3) maintains clinical records on all patients;
"(4) in the case of an agency or organization in any State in which State
or applicable local law provides for the licensing of agencies or organizations
of this nature, (A) is licensed pursuant to such law, or (B) is approved, by
the agency of such State or locality responsible for licensing agencies or
organizations of this nature, as meeting the standards established for such
licensing
; and such other conditions of participation as the Secretary may
s(5)
meets
find necessary in the interest of the health and safety of individuals who
are furnished services by such agency or organization;
except that such term shall not include a private organization which is not a
nonprofit organization exempt from Federal income taxation under section 5b1
of the Internal Revenue Code of 1954 (or a subdivision of such organization) unless it is licensed pursuant to State law and it meets such additional standards
and requirements as may be prescribed in regulations; and except that for
purposes of part A such term shall not include any agency or organization which
is primarily for the care and treatment of mental diseases."
(Emphasis added)
The portion of 1861 (0) (5) that is unjustly discriminatory against a proprietary for-profit provider of home health services is underlined in the law above.
To date, very few states have proceeded with licensing procedures to qualify
the proprietary provider. The Council would propose that this Medicare legislation (wl~ere used as the basis for provider eligibility in national health insurance) could be amended as follows to correct the current inequity:
Sub-section (0) of Section 1861 of Part C of Title XVIII of the Social Security
Act, as amended, is hereby amended, as follows:
"following the last word in sub-subsection 1861 (0) (5) (organization),
strike all the subsequent words in sub-section (0) beginning with "except"
down to but not including the phrase 'except that for purposes of part A
such term shall not include any agency or organization which is primarily
for the care and treatment of mental diseases'"
The act itself, however, does not specify conditions for contracting supplemental services. These situations are covered by regulations only under 405.
1221. Conditions of Participation: Organization and Functions, and 405.1223.
Conditions of Participation: Services under Arrangements.
In both these regulations, the private for-profit (tax paying) organizations are
excluded from contracting with the certified agency to provide contract services.
The relations specify that arrnwrments can be made with a " . . . public or
nonprofit agency .. ."'This exclusion has been made without regard to the
qualifications of the services that could be provided by the private for profit
agency.
Time after time proprietary home health care'providers have"been approached
by certified home health agencies to provide supplemental services that the
* agency Itself was unable to provide. In most instances the services of the proprietary agencies met every test of the regulations under 1861 (0) except that
*they were and are tax paying organizations. The results being that in many cases
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the required services that could not be provided by the certified agency went unprovided or, in some instances, the service was ultimately arranged with a public
or not-for-profit agency at a higher co8t to the certified agency. The Council
would like to suggest the following amendments to the regulations that would
eliminate the unfortunate situation:
405.1221 Conditions of Participation (as published in the Sept. 18, 1971
Federal Register) : Organizations and Functions (d) (1) Change the wording to read, " . . .but may make arrangements with another agency to provide the second qualifying service and any additional services, provided.
however, that the agency providing the service shall meet the conditions for
participation for that service.
405.1223 Conditions of Participation (as published in the Sept. 18, 1971
Federal Register): Services under Arrangements (a) Change the wording
to read, " . . . when a home health agency provides home health service
under arrangement with another agency, . . ."
Another inequity in 405.1221 Conditions of Participation (as published in the
Sept. 18, 1971 Federal Register) : (d) (2) states "A proprietary home health
agency provides all service directly." This prohibits the proprietary agency from
the right of subcontracting offered the public not-for-profit agency.
We are actively involved with the Standards Committee for the National Council for Homemakers Home Health Aide Services, Inc. which has been designated
in the Federal Register as one of the standard setting bodies under the Social
Security Act. We are a firm believer and promoter of high standards for home
health care and intend to promote this position regardless of our ability to participate in providing services under the Social Security Act. We feel, however,
that the exclusion of the proprietary for-profit agency from providing basic and
supplemental services is causing many home health needs to go unmet.
We have in the past made attempts to determine the rationale behind the discrimination of the private for-profit (tax paying) organization in national health
legislation. The answers to our inquiries have been in our minds weak and, if
factual, without grounds.
We would like to extract a portion of a letter of reply to this question from
Mr. Alvin M. David, Assistant Commissioner for Program Evaluation and Planning, Department of Health, Education and Welfare. The complete letter is attached as Exhibit A. The letter that initiated the response is attached as Exhibit B.
"The primary objetcive of making the conditions for participation for proprietary home health agencies somewhat more demanding than those applicable
to public and nonprofit home health agencies is to assure. that participating
agencies are in fact capable of providing skilled health services. When the Medicare program was enacted in 1965, organizations providing organized home care
at
on a profit basis were practically nonexistent. Because it could not be known
that time what form profit-making home health agencies would take if they were
established the law permits participation by such agencies only if they are licensed and meet the high standards which existing nonprofit agencies offering
orgAnized care meet. So far, we have not seen sufficient evidence to change our
on your
views in this regard. Consequently I cannot give you any encouragement
the
proposed changes in the home health provisions of the Medicare law. Underyour
achieving
circumstances, it would seem that the most feasible means for
objective is to encourage State legislatures to provide for licensing of proprietary home health agencies."
We would like to analyze this reply point by point.
health
1. The admission that conditions for participation of proprietary home
treatment.
agencies are "somewhat more demanding" is an admission of unequal
public and not-for-profit
A demand that proprietary agencies equal those of the. • •capable of providing
should assure that they (proprietary agencies) are"
skilled health services."
2. It is true that proprietary providers of home health care were "practically
inferior. The
nonexistent." However, we feel they were prejudged as potentially
nonprofit agenqualification that they "meet the high standards which existing to require addibut
cies offering organized care meet" is certainly acceptable,
if the proprietary can
tional licensing (by State Legislation) is unnecessary
meet all Federal standards.
evidence to
3. The next statement which states ". .. we have not seen sufficient
There can be no eviobvious.
course,
of
Is,
regard,"
this
in
views
our
change

'.
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dence of the ability of the proprietary agency to perform under Federal control
if no demonstration project has been undertaken.
4. To pursue each State legislature to provide for licensing is an impractical
task with built-in inefficiencies. To operate a national multi-location home health
organization with economy and efficiency is all but impossible dealing with 50
different states with different standards of qualifications. Federal sanctioning
of proprietary home health agencies and all proprietary providers of health care
would greatly enhance the coordination of a national health care insurance program. Compliance under a single set of federal standards would add greatly to
the program's efficiency.
The foregoing discussion is applicable to the national health insurance programs that base their qualifications of providers on current Title XVIII legislation. the qualifications for providers in H.R. 22 are generally based on this legislation, but go a step further in that in Section 46 the proprietary for-profit home
health agency is excluded entirely from participation, regardless of any provision
for State licensing. Also in Section 47, the comprehensive health service organization is restricted to "(2) the furnishing of services is assured through a
contract between the Board (HEW Health Security Board) and a nonprofit provider of all the services to be furnished by the organization or through a contract
between the Board and a nonprofit provider of some of the services and subcontracts or other arrangements between such providers and providers (profit making or nonprofit) of the other services :"
There are several other instances in this proposed legislation where the unjust
distinction is made between profit and nonprofit without regard for other
qualifications.
The proprietary home health agency would like the opportunity to compete
with the not-for-profit agency, allowing the not-for-profit to base its rates on
cost recovery with the proprietary allowed compensation based on its competitive rate structure. The proprietary pnovider of health care-with its management expertise developed through profit incentives and the availability of capital to sustain operations through growth periods---offers an interesting challenge
to the not-for-profit provider for serving health care needs.
The Council as a representative body of the proprietary providers of the nation's health care, feel we have a definite contribution to make in structumng
and implementing national health care legislation. We have facilities, manpower, operational methods, materials and systems. We also have the management expertise developed through competition and free enterprise to offer to
those who might seek our advice. We have found we are able to work in harmony
with the public and not-for-profit providers to accomplish better and more comprehensive health care in many communities throughout the country. We feel
that we can go even further with this relationship if we are allowed to partici.
pate on an equal basis with the public and private not-for-profit entities. If this
creates competition for serving the nation's health needs should this be feared?
We think not. With adequate standards applied equally to all providers of health
care it should stimulate quality, efficiency and economy.
With the opportunity to participate, our performance will demonstrate our
worthiness. We await your invitation for involvement.
EXHIBIT A
DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH, EDUCATION, AND WELFARE,
SOCIAL SEcURITY ADMINISTRATION,

Baltimore, Md.
Mr. EDWARD J. WILSMANN,

President,Homemakers, Inc.,
Kalamazoo, Mich.
DEAR MR. WILSMANN: Your letter to Mr. George Duff of the Professional Relations Staff, Bureau of Health Insurance, has been referred to me since my office
is responsible for considering proposals to -amend the social security program.
The primary objective of making the conditions for participation for proprietary home health agencies somewhat more demanding than those applicable
to public and nonprofit home health agencies is to assure that participating
agencies are in fact capable of providing skilled health services. When the
Medicare program was enacted in 1965, organizations providing organized home
care on a profit basis were practically nonexistent. Because it could not be known
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at that time what form profit-making home health agencies would take if they
were established, the law permits participation by such agencies only if they are
licensed and meet the high standards which existing nonprofit agencies offering
organized care meet. So far, we have not seen sufficient evidence to change our
views in this regard. Consequently, I cannot give you any encouragement on your
proposed changes in the home health provisions of the Medicare law. Under the
circumstances, it would seem that the most feasible means for achieving your objective is to encourage State legislatures to provide for licensing of proprietary
home health agencies.
You also recommend that home health agencies be paid on a reasonable charge
rather than a reasonable cost basis, as under present law. While it may be true,
as you suggest, that a different method of reimbursement would result in lower
costs to the program in the case of your organization, reimbursement on the
basis of charges would increase the likelihood that we would be paying other
agencies more for the same services than we are paying under current reimbursement policies. The Department and others concerned with the delivery and
financing of health care are increasingly aware of the limitations of what is essentially fee-for-service reimbursement, whether on a cost or charge basis, and are
giving serious consideration to alternative approaches to paying for all types of
health care services.
Sincerely yours,
ALVIN M. DAVID,
Assistant (Jommiselonerfor ProgramEvaluationand Planning.

EXHIBIT B
HOMEMAKERS, INC.,
Kalamazoo,Mich., June 8, 1970.
Mr. GEORGE DuFF,
Director, Professional Relations Staff, General Operations Building, Social Security Administration, Security Building, Baltimore, Md.DR. MR. DuFF: As the attached enclosure states, the Upjohn Company has
become a major participant in the home health care field. We plan to offer home
health care services in all of the major cities in the nation, either through existing or new franchised units or through branch offices that will operate directly
under home office direction.
We are confronted with two legislative obstacles to full participation in medicare-medicaid programs. The first is that section of Title XVIII which would prohibit any of our units from participating as direct "providers" unless such a unit
is in a state which licenses proprietary home care agencies. At present, only a few
of the states conduct such a licensing program.
The second obstacle is the present system by which home health care agencies are reimbursed. We are prepared to seek revisions in both sections of the
Social Security Act but before doing so we want to explore with you our specific
concerns about the reimbursement problem. We have had extensive discussions
with other units of the Department of Health, Education and Welfare about an
amendment that would permit proprietary health care units to participitte on
the same basis as the non-profits.
Under the present statue, home health care agencies are reimbursed on the
same basis as hospitals and extended care facilities. It is our understanding that
this reimbursement is based on allowable costs, to which are added a rather
modest profit percentage based on invested equity capital. It would be a rare
occasion when a home health care unit has much of a capital investment in
plant and/or equipment. We conduct the bulk of our business in rented facilities. Our major operating costs lie in salaries and overhead.
We believe that it would be far more equitable to allow us to be reimbursed
on the same basis as doctors and certain laboratory services. That reimbursement is generally based on fair and reasonable charges when compared to prevailing community patterns.
We know that we can compete with non-profit agencies which now offer home
health care services, while meeting all of the professional and ethical standards
set forth by the federal, state and local governments. Surveys show that our
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charges for home health care services run between 15 and 30 percent below comparable services offered by non-profit agencies.
If the legislative revision is not accomplished we fear there will be a built-in
incentive for proprietary home health care agencies to inflate their actual costs
so as to build in a profit through such a device. This would obviously work to the
disadvantage of the public in that health care costs would be raised without any
increase in the quality of service. Therefore we ask what your response would
be to our efforts to revise the Social Security Act so as to permit a reimbursement procedure for proprietary home health care agencies similar to that used
for doctors and laboratory services.
Sincerely,
lEDWARD
J. WILSMANN,
President.

Mr. WILSMANN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
This presentation will concern itself primarily with one facet of the
national health insurance concept and its various proposals, and that
factor is the eligibility of the proprietary taxpaying organization to
participate in a national health insurance program.
The National Council of Health Care Services has come to recognize through interaction with its member organizations and other
providers of health care that to provide a complete, comprehensive,
and workable national health insurance program the resources of both
public and proprietary health care providers must be involved. This
can be stated as an axiom regardless of any suspicious cast on the forprofit sector or claims of bureaucratic inefficiencies directed at the
public and nonprofit sector for one simple reason: Putting all the public and private, taxpaying and tax-supported providers together, there
still is currently, and'projected for in the future, a shortage of health
care facilities, manpower, financial resources, and coordination. Therefore, there seems to be no alternative but to combine the resources of
both the private proprietary health care industry with the public notfor-profit providers of health care.
The key to a successful coexistence of both types of providers is a
set of adequate, but not restrictive, controls on standards, accountability, organization, and incentives for efficiency. To determine the eligibility of a provider of health care on the basis of the provider's profit
(for nonprofit) structure is discriminatory and wasteful. Participation must be based on quality, availability, and reasonableness of cost
of service which will encourage competition for the provision of these,
services.
Many of the current proposals for national health care legislation
encourage participation from the private sector of health care providers. This is particularly trup in some of the variations of the HMO
concepts that have emerged. However, in all national health insurance
proposals that we have analyzed, the standards of eligibility for providers of service are generally based on section 1861 of title XVIII
of the Social Security Act. These standards are restrictive in that there
is definitely a discriminatory approach taken against the private forprofit 'provider. The regulationsimplementing section 1861 further
complicate the position of the proprietary provider, and we will get to
those regs in a minute. The council is particularly concerned with
Senate bill 3 and House of Representatives bill 22 which almost completely eliminate propietary providers of health services -from participation.
Since this testimony is being presented by that portion of the council
that represents the home health care spectrum of health care delivery
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resources, the emphasis will be based on home health agency participation in the program. The reason that the conditions of participation of
the home health agency is being emphasized is that the qualifications
for participation of proprietary home health agencies are the most
restrictive of any requirements placed on proprietry providers. Therefore, using the home health agency as an example cites very clearly the
inequities that should not be incorporated in any national health
insurance legislation, regardless, of the type of health care service
provided.
The council also feels that the provision for home health care as a
coordinated alternate to institutional care should be emphasized
in a national health insurance program. The availability of home
health care coverage in national health insurance will complement the
services of the institutional providers conserving facilities, capital,
and manpower.
As mentioned previously, proposed national health insurance bases
its qualifications for providers on section 1961 of title XVIII.
Subparagraph (0) is the portion of section 1861 pertaining specifically to home health agencies. The portion of 1861(0) that is unjustly discriminatory against a proprietary for-profit provider is subparagraph (5), which reads in part as follows:
* * * except that such term shall not Include a private organization which is
not a-nonprofit organization exempt from Federal income taxation under section 501 of the Internal Revenue Code of 1954 (or a subdivision of such organization) unless it is licensed pursuant to State law and It meets such additional
standards and requirements as may be prescribed In regulations.

To date, very few States have proceeded with licensing procedures
to qualify the proprietary provider. The council would propose that
this medicare legislation (where used as the basis for provider eligibility in national health insurance) should be amended as follows to
correct the current inequity:
Following the last word In subsection 1861 (0) (5) (organization), strike all
the subsequent words in subsection (0) beginning with "concept" down to but
not including the phrase "except that for purposes of part A such term shall not
Include any agency or organization which Is primarily for the care and treatment
of mental diseases."

You will recognize that as the portion of the code that I just read
to you previously.
The act itself, however, does not specify conditions for contracting supplemental services. These situations are covered by regulation
only under 405.1221 and 405.1223 and in both of these regulations the
private for-profit (taxpaying) organizations are excluded from contracting with the certified agency to provide contract services. The
regulations specify that arrangements can be made with a" * **
public or nonprofit agency * * * "This exclusion has been made
without regard to the qualifications of the services that could be provided by the private for-profit agency.
The council would like to suggest the following amendments to the
regulations that would eliminate the unfortunate situation. The cqrrection we suggest for 405.1221, would be as follows: Change tpe
words to read, and I quote, "but may make arrangements with Inother" and then strike the next three words "public or nonprofit" and
continue with "agency to provide the second qualifying service and

2
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any additional services" and then add this new part: "provided, however, that the agency providing the service shall meet the conditions
for participation for that service."
Again in reg. 405.1223, we would suggest the following. We change
the wording under "Services under Arrangements," subparagraph (a)
as follows, and I quote: "* * * when a home health agency provides
home health service under arrangement with" and strike the next four
words, "a public or nonprofit," and then add, "another agency. * * *."
Another inequity in 405.1221, Conditions of Participation (as published in the Sept. 18, 1971, Federal Register): (d) (2) states
"A proprietary home health agency provides all service directly."
This prohibits the proprietary agency from the right of subcontracting offered the public not-for-profit agency.
.
We are actively involved with the Standards Committee for the
National Council for Homemakers Home Health Aide Services, Inc.,
which has been designated in the Federal Register as one of the standard setting bodies under the Social Security Act. We are a firm believer and promoter of high standards for home health care and intend to promote this position regardless of our ability to participate
in providing services under the Social Security Act. We feel, however,
that the exclusion of the proprietary for-profit agency from providing
basic and supplemental services is causing many home health needs
to go unmet.
We have, in the past, made attempts to determine the rationale behind the discrimination of the private for-profit (taxpaying) o.rganization in national health legislation. The answers to our inquiries
have been in our minds weak and, if factual, without grounds.
We would like to extract a portion of a letter of reply to this question from Mr. Alvin M. David, Assistant Commissioner for Program
Evaluation and Planning, Department of Health, Education and
Welfare. We have attached the complete letter and the original letter
to the written testimony as exhibits A and B. I quote from Mr.
David's letter:
The primary objective of making the conditions for participation for proprietary home health agencies somewhat more demanding than those applicable
to public and nonprofit home health agencies is to assure that participating
agencies are in fact capable of providing skilled health services. When the
Medicare program was enacted in 1965, organizations providing organized home
care on'a profit basis were practically nonexistent. Because it could not be
known at that time what form profit-making home health agencies would take
if they were established, the law permits participation by such agencies only
if they are licensed and meet the high standards which existing nonprofit agencies offering organized care meet. So far, we have not seen sufficient evidence
to change our views in this regard. Consequently I cannot give you any encouragement on your proposed changes in the home health provisions of the Medicare
law. Under the circumstances, it would seem that the most feasible means for
achieving your objective is to encourage State legislatures to provide for licensing of proprietary home health agencies.
We would like to analyze this reply on a point by point basis.

Point 1. The statement that conditions for participation of proprietary home health agencies are "somewhat more demanding" is an
admission of unequal treatment. A demand that proprietary agencies
equal those of the public and not-for-profit should assure that they
(proprietary agencies) are "* * * capable of providing skilled health
services."
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Point 2. It is true that proprietary providers of home health care
were "practically nonexistent." However, we feel they were prejudged
as potentially inferior. The qualification that the y "meet the high
standards which existing nonprofit agencies offering organized care
meet" is certainly acceptable, but to require additional licensing (by
State legislation) is unnecessary if the proprietary can meet all Federal standards.
Point 3. The next statement which states "* * * we have not seen
sufficient evidence to change our views in this regard," is, of course,
obvious. There can be no evidence of the ability of the proprietary
agency to perform under Federal control if no demonstration project
I
has be en undertaken.
Point 4. To pursue each State legislature to provide for licensing
is an impractical task with built-in inefficiencies. To operate a national
multi-location home health organization with economy and efficiency
is all but impossible dealing with 50 different States with different
standards of qualifications. Federal sanctioning of proprietary home
health ,agencies and all proprietary providers of health care would
greatly enhance the coordination of a national health care insurance
program. Compliance under a single set of Federal standards would
add greatly to the program's efficiency.
The foregoing discussion is applicable to the national health insurance vrosrams that base their qualifications of providers on current
title XVIII legislation. The qualifications for providers in H.R. 22
are generally based on this legislation, but go a step further in that in
section 46 thie proprietary for-profit home health agency is excluded
entirely from participation, regardless of any provision for State
licensing.
There are several other instances in this proposed legislation where
the unjust distinction is made between profit and nonprofit without
regard for other qualifications.
The Council as a representative body of the proprietary providers
of the Nation's health care feel we have a definite contribution to
make in structuring and implementing national health care legislation. We have facilities, manpower, operational methods, materials
and systems. We also have the management expertise developed
through competition and free enterprise to offer to those who might
seek our advice. We have found that we are able to work in harmony
with the public and not-for-profit providers to accomplish better and
more comprehensive health care in many communities throughout the
country. We feel that we can go even further with this relationship
if we are allowed to participate on an equal basis with the public and
private not-for-profit entities. If this creates competition for serving
the Nation's health needs, should this be feared ? We think not. With
adequate standards applied equally to all providers of health care it
should stimulate quality, efficiency, and economy.
We have already said that to restrict the participation in any
national health insurance program of the taxpaying provider is
not only discriminatory but wasteful-per one latest survey. The
proprietary home health agencies therefore would like the opportunity
to compete with the not-for-profit agencies, allowing the not-for-profit
agency to base its rates on cost recovery (which is the current. method
of payment under title XVIII) with the proprietary agency allowed
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compensation based on its competitive rate structure. The proprietary
provider of health care-with its management expertise developed
through profit incentives and the availability of capital to sustain
operations through growth periods-offers an interesting challenge
to the not-for-profit provider for serving health care needs. We feel
a significant cost saving could be demonstrated.
With the opportunity to participate, our performance will demonstrate our worthiness. We await your invitation for involvement.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. BEIzNETrP. Mr. Chairman, in summary we do appreciate the
opportunity to present a few ideas and views related to the value of
proprietary health care services. We have presented some facts about
the capabilities of this sector of the industry.
If it meets with the chairman's approval, Dr. Hager has an additional comment.
Mr. CAREY. Dr. Hager.
STATEMENT OF DR. EDWARD B. HAGER, COUNCIL MEMBER,
NATIONAL COUNCIL OF HEALTH CARE SERVICES
Dr. HAGER. Mr. Chairman, I would like to bring up one point that
has not really been focused on today and that is the need for flexibility
in the future. So often in medicine we tend to structure our delivery
systems- with -what--i&current and common today and we say this is
the way we take care of the patients and this is the way it will be for
the future. If we build a system which does not allow us the flexibility
to make innovations, to change things quite radically in the future, I
think that we will be doing ourselves a disservice. I would like to illustrate this by saying last week I was having a discussion with the administrator of a large public psychiatric hospital, a State run institution. This guy is good; very, very good; very efficient. He runs a very
good shop. His per day cost per patient care is down to $26, no waste
anywhere. People get good care, good food. They don't get a tremendous amount of psychiatric care or professional care but it is a
very well run and efficiently run organization.
I asked him what the average length of stay is. "Well, gee, we
have it down to just over a year." Now we also are in the business of
providing psychiatric care. In our Boston facility, for instance, our
daily room rate is $85 a day. Gee, contrast $85 a day to $26 a day and
it is a tremendous discrepancy. Well, on the other hand the patient's
stay averages about 17 days as opposed to something weil over a year.
These are patients that are just as sick and just as disturbed, and the
important thing is that if you can develop new ways of treating these
people and getting them back out into the community and particularly
paying attention to the hidden costs of medical care, things that the
accountants really can't put a handle on, the cost of taking a breadwinner away from his family for a year or for 6 months or taking
a mother away from her children. These are the imponderable thoughts
that clearly are going to have to be faced in the future.
Just because a daily room rate in one place is higher than another,
you have to look at the finished product, and that is the cost per patient's illness. I would strongly urge and hope that in any structuring
of an overall supervisory type of thing that this be taken into account
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so that there will be flexibility for the future so we devise new ways
of taking care of patients and delivering the services. We are not
stuck down to saying, "Well, regulation such and such will take care
of a patient with that disease."
That is all. Thank you, Mr. Chairman and members of-the committee.
Mr. CAREY. Thank you, Dr.Hager.
Are there any further comments from members of the panel?
Thank you for this testimony.
Just one question. Is there sort of a quantitative analysis of how
much of the home health care sector is now in the hands of or being
served by members of your organization?
Mr. BE-NETT. Mr. Chairman, we have only one company, Homemakers, that is proprietary home health care. There are, I believe, one
or two small companies that are involved. There has been so much
restrictive legislation in the States and through medicare that it has
no concurrence in this type of situation.
Perhaps Mr. Wilsmann would rather comment on that.
Mr. WILSMANN. No, that is specifically the reason. There are only
five States in the whole union that will allow proprietary agencies to
be involved. As I told Mrs. Griffiths before she left, we have just now
finished qualifying in the State of Louisiana. We just got our license
as of Monday of this week and I personally haven't bothered to dig
out our figures on it to come up with what will be the permissible
billing rate under the medicare law in that particular location.
Our cost recovery-and this is prior to the profit allowance of 9.938
on the equity capital, which I happen to be a CPA and I don't really
completely understand that, so the $5.54 that I am talking about is
prior to that. Well, that compares to the two existing home health
agencies in New Orleans which are both nonprofit. Their billing rate
happens to be $6.50 an hour. If I charged what you will permit me to
bill under medicare, it would be $5.54. But, gentlemen, to date I am
willing to contract with HEW at $4.50 an hour, a $2 an hour saving
in New Orleans, and handle all the home health care requirements
for the parish without any question.
If you would like to save $2.50 an hour, I will have to go back and
work on my cost. For $4.50 I will sign a contract today, but $2 for
every hour-you keep in mind that in that little operation up in
Rochester which I previously testified to the last time, they reported
hours used of home health aides in just one small home health agency
and it was 173,000 hours in just one of those circumstances. So the kind
of savings that we can provide nationwide by being permitted to participate is very significant. We have commented previously we will be
doing approximately 4 million hours of this kind of service to the private individual, no third party payment involved at this particular
point.
The outfit in Rochester talks about saving that community a million
dollars on 173,000 hours of service. Imagine what we must be saving
the Nation already in comparison to any other method of health care.
Mr. CAREY. With reference to the matter of reeducation, in my exp.rience we associate, perhaps wrongly, for profit as an item of additional cost. Sometimes the idea of nonprofit builds in an incentive for
inefficiency to make sure there is not a profit.
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Dr. HAoER. Amen.
Mr. CAREY. The gentleman from California.
Mr. CORMA. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I want to take an overview of the medical care in this country for
just a moment. Now you have recited some of the problems that exist
in the system. Other problems that exist are there is fragmentation of
payment. We pay close to $70 billion and it comes from lots of different
sources. The proposal for a compulsory national insurance program
would put all those dollars, roughly the same quantity of dollars, into
the same pot and be administered by a structure in the Federal
Government.
How do you think that that system might lend itself to the kind of
innovation you are talking aboutI
Mr. EAMER. Perhaps I should not be the one to answer because I am
not really sure that I have an answer other than I don't know. I think
most of the people that are in the provider area contemplating some
form of national health insurance really don't have a fixed concept
of what would be the most efficient. I think it is a priority of fears
more than anything else. They basically understand what they have
and its inefficiencies. They think that perhaps something should be
done to make this system as good as it could be with some effort because
we have had really none. The thing that mostpeople that I know are
afraid of, a unitary approach proposed in H.R. 22, is that it may be
inflexible.
Mr. CORMAN. The financing is inflexible and certainly there is going
to be some price fixing, but there is price fixing in everything that the
Government does now. It seems to me that one of the powers must
confront the health provider problems. When a man shows up sick
some place, the first step really cannot be to find out what is wrong
with-in and what treatment to give but to find out if he has the
economic ability to take care of himself.
Does he fall into one of the categories of people who is taken care
of? Is he indigent on medicaid or is he 65 and on medicare I Does he
have a private insurance policy? You have to look to that to decide
whether you could give him treatment, and if so, what kind. Is he only
going to get his medical bill paid if he goes to a hospital? That must
influence a doctor's decision. Or does he have nothing, and then your
only option is to pack him off to the county hospital?
I am wondering if it is not possible under a national health insurance program to remove that question from the health provider and
permit him to make his decision based on what-the man needs and
where in the community we can most efficiently give him what he
needs.
Now is that the wrong kind of monolithic approach?
Mr. EAMER. I don't' think it is the wrong philosophy. I think that
to take the economic considerations away from the provider is more
than fair. Earlier in my presentation that is one of the things that I
personally believe. I believe in one type of mainstream insurance coverage but I don't' know that it need be all from one source. It certainly
has to adhere to one's standard and a minimum standard.
I am not so concerned. Mr. Corman. with the question as to who is
the funding party, whether it is the Federal Government funding it
directly or funding it by working out an arrangement with private
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insurers. That is a little sophisticated for me and I am primarily working in the provider field, but what I concern myself with in that area
is firmly approaching the problem from a governmental solution at
the financing mechanism and have that financing mechanism spill over
and control all aspects of the delivery system before we really understand what we have.
One of the real cruxes that I look at in the health care delivery
system, having worked at it for 12 years now, is that it grew like
Topsy over 25 or 30 years. We have had cost reimbursement, we have
had every incentive to be inefficient. We have had no real hard internal
analysis, and now we are going to impose what appears to be a very
substantial solution. If it is not the right solution or if it is not right
when it is ultimately formulated, it can be very difficult to live with
over the long haul.
Mr. CORMANT. Well, the underlying philosophy of H.R. 22 is that so
far as the delivery system is concerned you still give the providers
many options. The only thing that is monolithic about it, is that, first
of all, the care has to be offered everybody on an equal basis, and secondly, you have to divide up this pot some reasonable way. Now I
will admit that that creates a Government price fixing but there is not
a proposal before us that does not do that. Somebody has to say how
much things are going to cost if we are going to have a compulsory
system of any kind.
If we don't have a compulsory system, then we are still going to
take care of the destitute and the old and possibly the young. Once
you get tax moneys there you are going to have a cap on the costs
some way. It seems to me if we draw this national plan carefully so
-that there is a lot of opportunity for negotiating between the third
party provider, which would be the Government, and the wide range
of possibilities in the delivery system, that you might find that there
would be much more opportunity for innovating.
As you say, the first thing you have to decide is what is his ability
to pay and where in the system is his ability reflected. Almost all of
the proposals other than H.R. 22 have these limitations. Sometimes he
has to pay the first $100 or sometimes he has to pay the first 2 days.
Sometimes nothing ha ppens good for him until he gets to the hospital.
These are the things that worry me and I cannot see any good way of
doing away with them other than all at the same time.
I will admit that when you think about who this third party Government provider is dealing with at that point it seems to me that
they have to experiment. That is, if the entrepreneur proves he can
do it better, obviously that is where the third party provider is going
to put his trust.
Mr. EAMER. Under that set of circumstances I don't care. I agree
that a single program is the easiest. In addition to the funding mechanism of how the provider gets paid or what he gets paid, you have
that pluralism of the method of delivery as long-as he is delivering
a proper commodity. We see, as we talk here in the home health care
agencies where we see perhaps in the HMO area nonprofit utilization
only, that the organization must be nonprofit. Is that good or is that
bad?
Mr. CORMAN. How do you feel about perspective hospital rates? Are
they possible I
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Mr. BpNNEr. Definitely. We have considered this for some time.
I believe in Mrs. Griffiths' bill you are aware, Mr. Corman, as far as
extended care facility coverage is concerned it specifically states that
ECF coverage will be available only in hospital related nonprofit
ECF's. Yet over 80 percent of the nursing homes in the country are
proprietary.
Mr. CAPmy. The gntleman from Pennsylvania, Mr. Schneebeli,
Mr. SCHNEEBELI. No questions.
Mr. CAPrY. Thank you, gentlemen.

Mr. BENNETr. Thank you.

Mr. CARpy. Dr. Rafael A. Solari, vice chairman, Association of
American Physicians and Surgeons, California chapter.
Dr. Solari, your statement will be placed in full in the record at
this point.
STATEMENT OF DR. RAFAEL A. SOLARI, VICE CHAIRMAN, ASSOCIATION OF AMERICAN PHYSICIANS AND SURGEONS, CALIFORNIA CHAPTER, SAN FRANCISCO, CALIF.
SUMMARY

1. Is health care a "right"? No; this is fallacious.
2. Is there an alleged crisis in health care? If there is one, it was not produced
by free enterprise medicine.
3. The "MediCal" experience in California.
4. Spokesman for organized medicine and the young physician.
5. The alternative to national health programs: Free enterprise medicine.
Dr. SoLAir. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

I am Rafael A. Solari, a board certified specialist in internal medicine, in practice in San Francisco with three other associates. I have
practiced medicine in San Francisco for 18 years. This year I have the
privilege of holding the office of vice chairman of the California
chapter of the Association of American Physicians and Surgeons, a
voluntary organization of practicing physicians in California. I am
pleased to have this opportunity to present the views of the physicians
(if my organization as it relates to this committee's consideration of
national health programs.
The majority of those national-health plans presently under consideration are premised upon the assertion that "health care is a right."
I would ask: "If health care is a natural right some citizens are born
with, then who is born with the corresponding obligation to provide
that service ?"
This notion that every citizen of the United States has an undeniable
right to health care, I would contend, is fallacious.
All of us recognize that optimal medical care is what we would
desire for all citizens. We would also want top quality food and shelter
for all. However, when one speaks of rights, one must make a distinction between what is desirable and what are rights.
I If one insists upon the fallacious premise that health care is a right,
the concept immediately produces two victims. The first victim is the
physician. A physician, like other citizens, performs his services voluntarily and offers it as a salable commodity, or he donates it. He does
not, however, perform as a servant, like the feudal serf of 700 years
ago.
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But unfortunately and most important of all, it is not'only the
physician who will be affected by such a system, but there is a second
victim. This will be the taxpaying citizen, for in order that the "right"
be fulfilled, or guaranteed, by Federal provision, the citizen would be
forced to surrender part of his earned income for the benefit of others,
or for the benefit of himself, though he may prefer to spend the money
elsewhere.
Medical care is a product, produced by men, and not found in nature.
It is not a right and never has been historically. Medical care is no
more a right then food or shelter is a right, and certainly these two are
more essential to life than medical care.
ThUs, I have tried to demonstrate that the contention that health
care is a right is a false premise.
We are told that there is a need for a national health program because of an alleged crisis in health care. As a demonstrable fact, this
is just not so.
In the appendix of the material submitted, I refer this committee to
an article written by Marvin H. Edwards, editor of the magazine
Private Practice which has been widely circulated by the American
Conservative Union. In this essay there is ample proof for the following statements:
It is not true that free enterprise medicine has failed to deliver
quality care.
Life expectancy in the United States has increased and compares
favorably to other modern countries.
Decreasing infant mortality statistics compare favorably to that of
other countries. This is amply demonstrated despite the widely proclaimed but falsely interpreted infant mortality statistics of the United
Nations Demographic Yearbook of 1968.
I was happy to hear in testimony given earlier today that Dr. R.
James McKay, immediate past president of the American Academy
of Pediatrics, had to admit that pediatric care has been achieved
optimumly under a free enterprise system.
Tuberculosis and poliomyelitis have been virtually eliminated.
Duration of hospital stays for similar illnesses are shorter in the
United States than in countries with national health plans.
The rise in cost of medical care, though noticeable and painful to
the purchaser, has been a part o? the general increase in all prices and
wages due to Federal inflationary policies, and not to free enterprise
medicine.
The most substantial escalation of health care costs has not been in
the charges of physicians but in the daily room charges of hospitals.
Most of this recent increase in hospital charges is directly attributable to the dramatic hike in hospital wages during recent years. The
net effect of increased wages reflects itself dramatically on the hospital room charge when one considers that wages account for about 70
percent of the hospital budget.
According to Senate testimony given in 1970 by the American Association of Councils of Medical Staffs, the stay in a private hospital
averaged 8.11 days while the stay in a Veterans' Administration Hospital for a similar illness averaged 22 days.
. In summary, I have attempted to demonstrate that there is no crisis;
and if there is a crisis, it has been caused and aggravated by Government itself.
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I will turn now to the Medi-Cal experience in California. In California, we have a pilot program called Medi-Cal, which one could compare to a future national health program. I thought it might be interesting to this committee to relate some of the difficulties we
Californians have had this past year and a half with this program.
Earl W. Brian, M.D., director, Department of Health Care Services, announced during the early months of 1970 several cutbacks in
the Medi-Cal program, which were necessary to offset a projected $15
to $20 million deficit. This deficit was allegedly brought on because of
an original unrealistic budget and compounded by shortsighted estimates of the increased caseload. Later in December 1970, even more
stringent regulations were issued.
These included the following: (1) Prior authorization for nonemergency admissions to hospitals; (2) hospital stays were limited
to 8 days; (3) only two office visits were allowed per month; (4) an
emergency drug formulary was adopted which markedly restricted
the physicians' ability to order appropriate medication. A requirement was set forth that all prescriptions must be prepared for a 30-day
supply. Later as many as 24 drugs used for common illnesses were restored, and the formulary revised several times; (5) eye refractions
were restricted; and (6) a 10-percent reduction in fees paid to providers,
as laboratory services, nursing homes, and physicians.
. As a such
result of these actions,
the Sacramento Board of Supervisors
and the California Medical Association filed suit in Superior Court
on January 13, 1971, against the department of health care services,
its director and the State to force the State to rescind the cuts in MediCal health services.
In the suit, the CMA alleged that the emergency regulations would
cause irreparable injury, including suffering, sickness, and the possibility of death to some Medi-Cal patients.
Meanwhile, the Medi-Cal consultants who had to issue the authorizations were swamped, resulting in confusion and delays in the provision of health care. CMA claimed that prior authorization was taking
10 to 15 days, delaying needed health care.
During the superior court trial ending March 15, 1971, witnesses
said the regulations impeded quality of medical care, were harmful
to patients and buried the physician beneath mounds of unnecessary
paperwork. CMA's suit charged the emergency restrictions were illegal
and prevented the indigent from receiving quality medical care, thus
circumventing the program's original legislative intent.
The suit was finally won by the CMA in June of 1971, and restoration was effected on July 1, 1971.
In the meantime, however, there had been much chaos from December 1970 to the following July, and during that 7-month interval there
was dislocation of patients from nursing homes, much paperwork
for physicians and hospitals and poor care for patients.
New legislation was enacted in October which has yet to be tested.
Now why do I burden this committee with this detailed account of
our difficulties in California? I do so in the belief that it represents a
miniature microcosm of what would happen were a Federal health
plan enacted.
What better test-tube has been witnessed here in the United States
than this program in California?
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How can we project costs for a national program when legislators
can be so wrong on a State level?
When bankruptcy threatens, cut-backs, prior authorizations, limited
hospital stays, interference with the amount and nature of drugs precribed and generally poor medical care inevitably follows.
This all on a statewide level. Can you imagine what could happen
in an analogous situation on a national scale?
An individual can make a mistake, a county can err. It is serious if
California errs, but if the Nation errs it is catastrophic. We don't want
centralized decisionmaking it can be on a national level because it
can be so wrong. We want flexibility as earlier testimony today exemplified. An example is the initiation of renal dialysis units. That
was a problem in southern California. The bureaucracy was circumvented by the development of badly needed dialysis units in proprietary
hospitals. This experience in California is similar to the experience
you heard of earlier today.
Now let me describe some of the changes in my daily practice of
medicine brought about by the enactment of medicare. This may be
relevant to some of.the questions raised earlier today. I shall respecfully allow you to judge whether this has had a salutary effect on the
practice of medicine..
Let me take you with me on one of my typical days. On my hospital
rounds I miss seeing my fellow physician on the wards or in the
clinic caring for patients because he is now spending innumerable
hours closeted in utilization committees, trying to decide which patient has overutilized her stay in the hospital, which diagnosis is justifiable, writing letters and trying to referee claims.
I see physicians who were in active practice now doing administrative work either in hospitals or with third parties. One boasted to
me the other day: "I never see patients any more; I sit at my desk
and shuffle papers about." These physicians have subtracted themselves from the active work force caring for patients.
As I enter the nurses station, I am greeted by the nurse, but not as
to the condition of my patient, but rather would I immediately sign
the certification form for medicare which is due that day, or will I
sign the diagnosis slip for the same purpose without delay. Obviously
priorities at nurses stations have changed.
This year I no longer see on rounds my five good physician friends
who are still vigorous in mind and body because they have retired
rather than put up with the increased paperwork and frustrations of
practice.
On arriving at my office I find a number of letters written to me by
insurance carriers for medicare, many of them indicating retroactive
denial of claims for my patients. These necessitate a continuous, endless stream of correspondence. Also, on my desk are a clutch of new
forms all needing to be signed authorizing admissions and procedures
under medicare.
My first patient. a lady just over 65, has arrived with her bags
packed demanding to be placed immediately in the hospital for what I
would consider a mild ailment easily treatable as an outpatient. Time
is consumed in explaining the difficulties of medicare coverage to this
patient.
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My next visitor is the husband of a patient already hospitalized with
medicare benefits who asks that I not discharge his wife, the patient,
until 3 days hence when he will have his regular day off.
And so the day goes until the evening when my time at the board
of director's meeting of the medical society is not spent in a creative
way improving therapeutics or improving methods of diagnosis. Eight
to 10 meetings this year have been spent discussing the possibility of
transforming certain groups, hospital staffs, and even the medical
society into HMO's or Health Maintenance Organizations, and
thereby qualify for Federal funds.
I have tried to give this committee some insight into the development or evolution of a physician's practice since the enactment of
medicare. If that is happening to me, it is reasonable -toassume that it
is happening to other doctors throughout the country. Time available
to treat patients is drastically curtailed by medicare type legislation.
The average general pr '.ctiiioner in the United States works somethihg like 65 hours. If you put him on 35 government work hours of
which 17 and a half hours may be spent in justifying what he is doing
by filling out forms, I will let you imagine as to the efficient kind of
medicare system you might have.
Now the question is often raised as to why those who represent
organized medicine seek, themselves, to implement certain national
health programs, and I think today you have seen several examples
of this. Speaking as one who is on the delegation from San Francisco to our California Medical Association and also a member of the
board of directors of the San Francisco Medical Society I see medical spokesmen so fearful that an all-encompassing, comprehensive national health plan will envelop them and their patients that they are
willing to accept or promote diluted versions of national health programs. In actuality, they do not favor the programs they espouse but
feel it is better to seek the lesser evil.
As to how the rank and file physician feels in this regard I would
like to cite a poll taken in San Francisco wherein physicians were
asked their opinions regarding national health programs.
According to this recent poll taken in July of this year, a vast majority (almost 2 to 1) are against a national health program and feel
that the American citizen would not receive better quality health care
under such a system. Almost 3 to 1 of all those polled were for less
government supervision than for more.
Finally I would like to say a word about our youth. We are all
concerned these days with what our youth are trying to say to us.
Michael J. Halberstam, a young physician, in a recent article in the
New England Journal of Medicine pointed out that increased bureaucracy and centralization, increased impersonal dehumanization is the
very thing that the : oung today are protesting.
He indicates that youth has discovered the common illness of Western man which is alienation, with the individual citizen having little
power over his own immediate surroundings. As he so ably points out,
we in the United States in our present health care have this great
tradition of our concern over the individual patient as a person and of
mutual trust between physician and patient. He asks ifall this is to
be substituted for a computer, a faceless bureaucrat, an assembly-line
type of medical care with no confidentiality?
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Along those lines I would like to cite a recent Harris survey poll of
1971 in which it indicates that a singular mark of our times today is
the drastic loss of public respect for the leadership in most major U.S.
institutions in the past 5 years. A majority of Americans are currently
willing to express 4a great deal of confidence" in only one professionmedicine, on a list covering 16-different types of activity. I would call
your attention later to see how they judge, unfortunately, the acts of
the proceedings in Congress.
Now what are the alternatives to all of these national health plans?
It is the system of free enterprise medicine, which is so familiar to
most of us that we seldom stop to marvel at its classic simplicity. Yet,
despite its simplicity, it is a system-and a system which has worked
to provide high quality health care to the American people at a
reasonable cost.
The heart of the system is individual responsibility and initiative
of both the patient and the physician. The backbone of the system is
free-choice and fee-for-service, and the freedom of the individual to
choose, and this last is, after all, the essence of man's spiritual nature.
The system, based on value given for value received between equal
men giving mutual respect to each other, is ethical, fair, and the product of long experience.
As vice chairman of the California Chapter of the Association of
American Physicians and Surgeons I wish to thank the chairman
and members of this -committee for the opportunity to present my
views on behalf of our organization.
Mr. CAREY. Thank you, Doctor.
I don't know whether the result or estimate of the poll that you
read includes the sitting members of the Ways and Means Committee
or not, but since we are all part of the same Congress I guess we will
have to accept the same indictment.
Mr. CORMAN (presiding). Mr. Schneebeli.
Mr. SCiTNEEBJI,. No questions.
Mr. CORmAN. Thank you very much, Doctor.
Dr. SoLAw. Thank you.
Mr. CORMAN. Our next witness is Mr. Einar 0. Mohn, chairman,
and Mr. Thomas G. Moore, Jr., executive director, California Council
for Health Plan Alternatives.
STATEMENT OF THOMAS G. MOORE, JR., EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR,
CALIFORNIA COUNCIL FOR HEALTH PLAN ALTERNATIVES
Mr. MooRn. Mr. Chairman, committee members, I bring you Mr.
Mohn's regrets. For personal reasons he was unable to come to Washington for this hearing.
My name is Thomas G. Moore, Jr. I am the executive director of
the California Council for Health Plan Alternatives. With your permission I will read Mr. Mohn's statement and add a few comments of
my own as I proceed.
The council is a voluntary federation of organized labor in California made up of members from the AFL-CIO, the Auto Workers,
the Teamsters and the International Longshoremen's and Warehousemen's unions. We are about 5 years old and we were organized specif-
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ically to provide a policy clearinghouse and focus on consumer advocacy in the field of health care.
On behalf of the 2 million union members and their families represented by the council, my thanks to you and the committee for
t
his oppor tuni ty to be heard.
Calpiornia is frequently cited as the testing ground for new methods
of financing and delivering health care. We currently have examples
of nearly every kind of health system, from the Kaiser medical colossus in the private sector to the Los Angeles County colossus in the
public down to some small, fugitive plans newly developed to take
advantage of prepayment.
As the name implies, the California Council for Health Plan Alternatives was organized by the unions to stimulate new health systems.
Out of our dissatisfaction with disorderly inflationary and unresponsive health services in the traditional fee for service, solo practice mode
came a desire to develop a clearinghouse for policy and a focus for
pressure for reform of the health industry. We thought that 6 million
people spending $1 billion annually in hard-won negotiated health
benefits ought to have something to say about when, where, and at what
quality and cost their health needs were met.
We naively assumed that, the health industry would respond to traditional market pressures. That is, we thought that since we wanted
more capitation prepaid, group practice health systems and we had the
people and the purchasing power, we would find physicians and hos-.
pitals willing to work with us toward developing new programs. In
other words, we were going to reform the system in the marketplace.
The first sad lesson we learned is that favorable market pressures do
not operate in an economy of s-arcity. The physicians and hospitals
did not need us; we needed them. Health providers cannot be boycotted, nor can consumers shop among providers without far more
guidance than is currently available.
But whereas our progress with the health industry was slow, the administration set in motion a stampede toward change simply by announcing plans to support health maintenance organizations. Physicians and hospitals administrators who had previously thundered their
undying opposition to capitation payment and risk assumption, or
who had denounced group practice as the invention of socialist schemers, are today piling up tons of paper in the form of HMO funding
requests.,
The second lesson then is one that we suspected all along: it is public
policy that creates change, public funding that provides effective incentives for reform, and public accountability that makes institutions
respond to social needs.
For 25 years, California's unions have made the most of every opportunity to generate funds to purchase health care. California's State
and local governments have made the most of local and Federal taxing
resources to subsidize health care for the poor and handicapped.
We have medical schools, teaching hospitals, and paramedical training resources. We have indemnity insurance, service plans such as Blue
Cross, prepaid plans, and a massive program under title 19.
And for all of this, we have too many hospital beds in the wrong
places, too many physicians in the wrong places, too much wasteful
construction and borrowing for faddish programs such as health test-
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ing, and virtually no public accountability for the quality or appropriateness of the care we receive.
What I am suggesting is we have tried the public-private partnership in California and it does not work.
Fragmented, uncoordinated purchasing systems contribute directly
to fragmented, uncoordinated delivery systems. The trouble with multiple funding is that nobody is ever in charge. Purchasing cannot be
focused effectively to bring about orderly change, and there is nobody-no organization or institution or inaividual---on whom to focus
even if you could get a common purchasing policy.
This is one of many reasons why we believe the funding mechanism
in H.R. 22 is not only the best proposal before the Congress but the
only workable means by which true diversity and orderly change can
be achieved.
Much of the variety in California's health systems is simply gimickry. Much of our wide diversity in financing arrangements is simply
camouflage for a new breed of health hustlers who have discovered
how much money can be made off the pressing health needs of the
public.
If you legislatively support a purchasing system that allows discretionary levels of benefits, that perpetuates welfarism and its odious
means tests and redtape, you will not create competition between providers; you will continue the current competition for health resources
between the poor, the working poor, the middle class, and the affluent,
and that is a competition whose outcome is never in doubt.
We have known for years in California that organized labor would
be far better off if we had just one trust fund managing our negotiated
benefits so that our purchasing power would be directed. We have
rather wistfully considered the benefits that would flow fronT combining our purchasing power with the State's. The logic of a single
management system for purchasing health care is irrefutable. But the
politics of shaking up the private third party empires are insurmountable unless it is done at the Federal level.
We have, in a limited way, made some progress toward coordinated
management of health dollars. We are encouraging unions to drop
their intermediaries and become self-funded. We have no confidence
in the competence, let alone the effectiveness, of our present third
parties. Their performance over the past 25 years has been a calamity
for our trust funds and cost us needed wages and other benefits by
draining off huge sums of our money. Between the spring of 1968 and
fall of 1970, employer contributions to our health plans are 50 percent.
In an analysis of 47 Teamster plans, we found that 20 percent of our
premium dollars disappear down the insurance industry's ingeniously
contrived rabbit holes. No more than one-third of that 20 percent
are legitimate expenses of conducting business, particularly since the
Teamsters have large and competent administrative offices. The rest
can only be accounted for as the inevitable loss of funds to an unnecessary and unwelcome interloper.
Extricating ourselves from the third party relationship is a slow
process, sometimes requiring years-because contract provisions must be
changed. But you could do it for us in one strong determined move
by enacting H.R. 22. -
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At a time when we are making some headway against the third
parties and beginning some promising direct negotiations with providers-to tell us now that we must marry the insurance companies
for life and even worse that every employer, no matter how small,
must purchase insurance for his emloyees-that policy proposal from
the administration contradicts our experience, denies the evidence, and
violates our right to obtain medical care without the meddlesome,
wasteful interference or third parties whose outstanding contribution
to date has been indifference and neglect of health needs combined
with an intense and unwavering attention to making money.
We are fully aware that the remedy proposed in H.R. 22 is not easy.
But we can find nothing in our past experience in the so-called health
market to support the notion that a hodgepodge of insurance, welfare,
medicare and prepaid plans will solve anything. It has not done so to
date in California and it has been given every opportunity to succeed.
Armed with a uniform level of benefits so that we are not competing
with other consumers, and with a public agency whom we can hold
publicly accountable for the funds, we are convinced we can work with
physicians, dentists, hospitals, and all the other health apparatus to
,solve our health delivery problems where we live. H.R. 22 would give
us those tools. We urge you to provide them promptly.
Thank you.
Mr. CAREY (presiding). Thank you, Mr. Moore. You have related
the figures in your text here on the extensive cost increase that occurred, I think, in a period from the spring of 1968 and that ended
in 1970.
Mr. MOORE. Yes.
Mr. CAREY. Is that cost increase continuing to date?
Mr. MOORE. Yes, it is; and I should have added that that cost increase was not related to an improvement in benefits, not a significant
improvement in benefits. It simply was a cost increase of about 50percent statewide from the spring of 1968 to the fall of 1970.
Mr. CAREY. Would it be too early to judge if the freeze mechanism
has had any dampening effect on that?
Mr. MooRE. I have no confidence of the freeze mechanism in a cost
reimbursement system, and I will tell you why.
Mr. CAREY. Based upon fees and so forth.
Mr. MOORE. Yes;, because just within the last 2 w6eks the Kaiser
health plan in northern California, which, by the way, has had premium increases of over 41 percent in the last 4 years and announced
its intentions to seek a 12-percent increase effective January 1-I believe, given the distribution of their costs and their needs for growth,
they will probably be able to justify it. That is another 12 percentbeginning January 1 to the trust fronds who must renew their contracts with the insurance companies or with Kaiser and the other plans
and must negotiate with employers on a 3-year basis. If we are to face
12-percent increases every year, we have to go to the employer and ask
for 36 percent just to stay even.
Mr. CAREY. That would work against any notion that we are stabilizing a competent wage compensation pattern through the use of a
managing health care system, wouldn't it ? In other words, would not
the management of a health care system be contributing to an antiinfition drive?
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Mr. MOORE. I think, if I understand you, there is a considerable
difference in a managed system.
Mr. CAREY. A cost-controlled system is what I am driving at.

Mr. MooRE. Pardon?

Mr. CAREY. A cost-controlled system would increase the inflation.
Mr. MOORE. A cost reimbursement system would continue inflation,
but a price management system would provide you with the tools to
predict exactly within the economy's tolerances what the cost increases
could and should be; yes.
Mr. CAREY. But there is no such barometer at work now?
Mr. MooRE. And it cannot work in a multiple funding arrangement.
We are told over and over again by providers in California that if
the public sector fluctuates in Medi-Cal or if there is a change in policy
in the medicare program, then the private plans pick up the slack
and that our costs are in part attributable to their inability to get it
out of other resources. We created an open-ended situation simply by
allowing the providers to go to a great variety of places to meet their
costs. This is to us the good sense of a single money management system. We were clear about the need for a single financing source along
before H.R. 22 was ever drafted, simply because we tried to manipulate the private purchasing system we have in California-a; very
sophisticated one, a very large one-and it is not manipulatable.
Mr. CAREY. Thank you, Mr. Moore. I think your testimony is very
helpful. The existence of a council of this kind, which in a sense represents the purchaser and the negotiator who has to pay and provide
for the third party financing and third party arrangements here, is
to me to be given great weight, because we would expect those providers of third party interests and the skilled physicians to testify
naturally in defense and in justification of their present practices,
but the one who has to pay the freight, I think, give us testimony that
should have great weight.
Mr. MooRE. Thank you very much.
Mr. CAREY. The gentleman from California.
Mr. CORMAN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

I just wanted to tell Mr. Moore how much I appreciate his testimony and the efforts he has made in California to make people aware
that there are alternatives to the present system.
Mr. MOORE. Thank you, Mr. Corman. Your leadership in bringing
order and equity into our health system is a matter of great pride to
California union.
Mr. CAREY. The gentleman from Pennsylvania.
Mr. SCITNEEBELT.

Thank you, Mr. Moore.

Mr. CAi, y. Mr. Walter J. Sheerin, executive director, New York
Labor-Management Council of Health and Welfare Plans.
Mr. Sheerin, as you come forward, let me say that it is indeed a
great pleasure to have people like you before this panel and to personally indicate to you how grateful I am for the leadership which
you have provided in the city in which we both live, in terms of a compassionate and gifted leadership in drawing together people of very
diverse experience and commitment to organize effective drives for
better health care for literally hundreds of thousands of men, women,
and children in the New York area, who would be without any kind of
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alternative for better health were it not for the efforts of your organization.
Mr. SHEmRiN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman, for those kind remarks.
Mr. CAREY. We would be pleased to have your testimony now.
STATEMENT OF WALTER 3. SHEERIN, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR,
NEW YORK LABOR-MANAGEMENT COUNCIL OF HEALTH AND
WELFARE PLANS, INC.
Mr. SHEp.RIN. Mr. Chairman, members of the committee, I am Walter J. Sheerin, executive director of the New-York Labor-Management
Council of Health and Welfare Plans, Inc. Our council consists of
labor and management collectively bargained health care funds covering some 600,000 workers and family members in the New York
City area. Today I also represent the New York City Central Labor
Council, the central body of 1,300,000 trade unionists.
My testimony today is in support of the Griffiths bill, H.R. 22. We
believe-and I wish to stress that the management trustees of the Labor-Management Council are as firmly convinced of this as the labor
trustees-that I-I.R. 22 is the sole bill which has the ingredients essential to a solution of our Nation's massive health care crisis. It is a
comprehensive, expertly conceived plan which meets the needs of the
people. All other pieces of legislation before you are deficient in one
respect or another. The key measure is the public interest, and they
fail this test.
Since 1962, the Labor-Management Council has been calling for
Federal regulation and control of health care costs. We have testified
before this committee many times on legislation concerned with health
care and related matters. Testifying on medicare, we stressed that unless the Federal Government includes a cost control mechanism in that
program, it would accelerate the already rapid increase in medical
costs. Our cautioning and that of other witnesses was to no avail. We
all know what happened.
Now, the need for a national insurance program is no longer ip
dispute. As President Nixon himself said, "The time to solve this problem is now !" It is both a political question and a matter of life and
death to American families. Unless a bill dealing with the problem
realistically is enacted by this Congress, we know that health will bea
majo issue in the 1972 campaign for national offices.
Mindful of the urgent need for action and of the confusion caused
by the introduction of so many bills in Congress on the subject, the
Labor-Management Council called an all-day conference attended by
800 representatives of 140 concerned organizations and Government
agencies. Held on July 29 of this year, the conference spurred public
debate of the health insurance issues by giving the sponsors and supporters of the major bills an opportunity to explain them and then
sul)jecting the speakers to a cross discussion.
I might say that this is probably the only instance in the Nation
in which we were able to bring the sponsors who propose these bills together on the same platform to debate the issues.
The speakers included representatives of the Department of Health,
Education, and Welfare, the Senate Subcommittee on Health, the
American Medical Association, the American Hospital Association,
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the health insurance industry and the Committee for National Health
Insurance.
While the views set forth were various, the majority of participants
concurred on these points:
That the national health insurance system should include control of
costs.
That comprehensive care should be made available to all.
And the Federal revenues should supplement the financing of the
program.
Cost control and methods of financing were the chief matters dealt
with during the discussion period at the conference. Most of those attending the conference agreed that the views of representatives of
consumers ought to carry weight in the determination of such consumer questions and that it is unseemly, even frightening, when the
providers of health care inform Congress how the people should be
unilaterally billed for health care.
Now with regard to private health insurance, we are pleased that
the chairman, one of the most knowledgeable Members of Conress
on this subject, saw the need to call these hearings at this time. With
so many bills being dropped into the hopper it is necessary to explore
the health issues in depth so that elements of self-interest and weaknesses in the various bills may be brought to light. For the enactment of
an inferior bill, one which fails to meet the needs of the people, would
be worse than no bill at all.
In the judgment of the Labor-Management Council and the New
York City Central Labor Council, all bills except H.R. 22 are inadeouate because they do not include cost controls, because thev ianbre
the need for a more effective health car delivery system, and because
they continue to utilize private voluntary insurance which contributes
to kvrocketing health costs.
The failure of private insurance companies and agencies in the
health care field is a matter of extensive record. Medicare and medicaid demonstrated this. The use of deductibles and coinsurance serve

no good purpose, confuse the patient, impair health care. and inflate

costs. We cannot believe that the various systems of health insurance
conceived and supported by these private agencies are going to enable
them to do what they have failed to do in the past.
And when we are speaking of private health insurance, I want you
to know we are also speaking of Blue Cross and Blue Shield.
These systems tend to perpetuate the existing fragmented two-class
health care structure--one class of care for the poor and another for
those, and they are very few, who can pay for health care.
And systems based on the private insurance sector also perpetuate
the weakness and inequity of present financing methods which overburden wage earners. Insurance coverage which pays about a third
of health care expenses costs the average worker and his family about
$50 a month. Thus comprehensive coverage wouldost $150 a monthassuming health care costs hold at the present level.
The Nixon administration promises regulations to control cost of
private health insurance and build a program on this base in the private sector. The private sector of insurance, by its very nature, cannot solve-our health insurance problem because of its inability to police
itself and its needs for large profits.
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The President doesn't mention any plan to control health care costs
at the source of services. Secretary Richardson's weak statement that
the National Health Security Act would put private health insurance
companies out of business is a nonsensical remark coming from a
cabinet officer.
With regard to catastrophic illness insurance the middle income
class American and his family are medically indigent-not only in the
face of major illness but even in ordinary cases ol hospitalization this
situation still exists.
The answer is not a major medical insurance from private insurance
companies with their large deductibles and coinsurance. This is open
end underwriting that would help very few and cost much. It is inflationary. A better approach is a prepaid comprehensive health insurance program with no further out-of-pocket payments by the patient.
In regard to control of health care costs the only bill providing
realistic cost controls is H.R. 22. The others do not change the "cost
plus" basis of paying hospitals and the so-called usual and customary
fees of physicians. These, gentlemen, are the key to the problem.
The Nixon administration supports the Byrnes bill which provides
"peer review"-known as professional standards review organizations-as a control of costs. The American Medical Association wants
it. It hasn't worked in the past and won't work now. It provides that
doctors review health contracts and standards of doctors' fees and care.
You would not ask a burglar to guard a bank.
With regard to Health Maintenance Organization, HMO, it is highly doubtful that the present HMO concept of a free standing private
organization, for doctor profitS operation, administered by the doctors groups themselves will fulfill the public policy goals in the 1970's.
It is not consistent with the idea of per capita payment, team practice, and comprehensive health care units, as an integral part of the
mainstream of a reorganized health care delivery and financing
system.
Now labor and management health care funds are really having it
difficult in New York. Labor-management collective bargaining for
health care for employees and their families cannot keep pace with
skyrocketing health insurance costs. Voluntary insurance purchased
through these collectively negotiated agreements have been shrinking
in value. Many of the health funds in New York, even though they
provide only a third of needed benefits, cannot keep paying the rising
costs.
Labor and management trustees of these funds are being forced to
provide extra moneys-between contracts-in order to save their
funds from collapse. But how long can this go on? Having to satisfy
the other needs of the workers, there is no possibility that labor and
management will be-able to increase allocations for health care at the
pace necessary to keep benefits at their present level, to say nothing
about improving benefits. This very real problem is at the heart of the
health care crisis.
With regard to total health costs, in the view of the Labor-Management Council the financing of a national health insurance system must
include use of general revenues in a tripartite system. The adequacy
of the system is going to depend on the extent to which general revenues are provided. And hand in hand with insurance financing, suffi-
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cient funds must be made available to expand and improve the delivery of health care. The sums needed from general revenues will not
be small. How could they be, in view of the tremendous need I The gap
in present financing is just as big.
Now it has been said that your committee was misled regarding future cost increases when considering medicare and medicaid in 1965.
This was probably so to some extent, but the fact is that utilization
was not the major factor causing the vast cost increases. The underlying factor rather was lack of cost control provisions in the laws establishing these benefits. The unconscionable escalation of hospital and
physician costs have hurt the medicare program and the people in general who were not even covered by medicare and we ought to learn
from this experience and make sure that national health insurance
does not repeat the same defects.
The costs of the programs in the major bills cannot readily be compared. The main point, int our view, is that H.R. 22, provides a comprehensive program whereas the others are either patchwork or inadequate expediences. Nevertheless, we believe that a real accounting
would show that H.R. 22, offers the most economical and efficient program, as well as the most comprehensive.
Either we Americans pay for health care directly or we must pay for
it through taxes-in fact the only practical and equitable way. The
public has already decided the issue. It wants quality health care for
all at the least possible cost, and it knows this means a national program of comprehensive health insurance. In these times of change and
unrest, we hope that Congress will rise to the occasion and act to meet
the needs and wishes of the people.
I want to thank you very much, gentlemen, for your patience and
the opportunity for us to present our views.
Mr. CAREY. Thank you, Mr. Sheerin.
You indicated that under present conditions the moneys being paid
in by employers and by the employee contributions are insufficient to
cover the present costs of health care and you are being forced to dip
back in before the expiration of the contract period to keep up with
the rising costs: is that correct?
Mr. SHEERIN. That is correct.
Mr. CAREY. With the enactment of H.R. 22 as is, in view of that
situation and in view of the present contributing level, would you
have adequate health care with the enactment of H.R. 22?
Mr. SHEERIN. We would have adequate health care, it would be

organized and it would be under cost controls which is something that
we don't have today. As far as financing is concerned, it would be more
equitable this way because it would be a tripartite agreement whereby
the employer and employee would pay toward the program and the
Government would pay through general revenues. We feel that this
would protect the interest of the public because as things are now,
our labor-management funds are just putting money into the funds
to keep the one-third benefits we have, and in many cases the plans
are reducing their benefits and not putting any further moneys into
their present funds.
Mr. CAETY. Even though you contracted for it you are losing coverage as time goes on ?
Mr. SHEERIN. We are definitely losing coverage.
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Mr. CAREY. Would it be true that the enactment of a compulsory
health insurance plan for all would ease the process of collective bargaining because one more point of negotiation would be removed from
the table in that the health care proposition would not be one in bargaining, it would be agreed among the parties as part of the national
plan?
Mr. SHEERIN. It would definitely ease the collective bargaining
problem and the issues involved, and not only that but it would enable
the negotiating group to keep up with the cost of living in wages
and the wage scale, and this in turn would contribute to our economy
and certainly improve in the Federal Government's receipt of taxes.
We feel that it would be a more equitable way of financing, and second we feel that the worker would receive more health benefits by the
fact that it is coming from one organized program.
Mr. CAREY. Thank you, Mr. Sheerin. I hope to keep close contact
wihyour group in the research and the coverage you are givigts
legislation -as time goes on so that your membership will know what
progress is being made and what direction the bills are taking. I want
to thank you for your efforts in the past to broadly educate people
both within the labor organization ranks and in the general public on
the key question of health insurance.
Mr. SHEERIMN. Thank you very much, Mr. Carey. I too, want to
commend you for all that you have done for the people of our city,
not only for the labor groups but I can assure you that both labor
and management and tie community have high respect for you in
New York City.
Mr. C.RFEY. With that it is about time to suspend questioning.
The gentleman from California, Mr. Corman.
Mr. COR3AN. I just want to join the chairman in thanking you for
your presentation and for the effort you are making up in New
York to make people aware of H.R. 22. I agree with your conclusions
that it is the only one that really offers substantial forward progress.
Air. SHEERIN. Thank you.
Mr. CAREY. The gentleman from Pennsylvania.
Mr. SCHINEEBELI. Thank you for your patience. The gentleman has
thanked us for our patience but I think we should thank you for your
patience inwaiting from 10 a.m. until 5:50 p.m. to testify. We are very
grateful you came. Again thanks for your patience in being willing
to be the last witness here.
Mr. SHEERIN. Thank you for recognizing it. I don't think anybody
knew I was here.
Al'. SCHNEEBELI. We are glad you came.
Air. SHEERIN. I only say that jokingly. I lmow you have a problem
here with these hearings and I want to say that I don't know how
you can stand it going through this every day in the week.
Mr. SCITNEEBELI. We get a lot of exercise answering the bells.
Mr. SHEERIN. I noticed that. Thank you very much.
Mr. SCHFNEEBELL Glad to see you.
Mr. CAREY. The committee stands adjourned until 10 o'clock tomorrow morning.
(Whereupon, at 5:52 p.m., the committee adjourned, to reconvene
at 10 a.m., Friday', November 12,1971.)
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HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES,
COMMITrEE ON WAYS AND MEANS,

Wahington, D.C.
The committee met at 10 a.m., pursuant to notice, in the committee
room, Longworth House Office Building, Hon. Al Ullman presiding.
Mr. ULLMAN. Our first witness this morning is Dr. Wynder.
Doctor, if you would further identify yourself and your colleague,
we would be very happy to recognize you.
STATEMENT OF DR. E. L. WYNDER, PRESIDENT, AMERICAN
HEALTH FOUNDATION; ACCOMPANIED BY EVANS NORTH, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR, WASHINGTON CHAPTER
Dr. WYNDER. My name is Ernest L. Wynder. I am president of the
American Health Foundation. With me is Evans North, the executive
director of the Washington chapter of the American Health Foundation.
Mr. ULLMAN. You are recognized, sir. You may proceed.
Dr. WYNDER. I have the document about our presentation filed.
Mr. ULLMAN. Without objection, it will appear in full in the record.
(The statement referred to follows:)
STATEMENT OF DR. ERNEST L. WYNDER, PRESIDENT, AMERICAN HEALTH
FOUNDATION'
PREVENTIVE ASPECTS OF HEALTH INSURANCE

Whatever the type of health insurance best suited to safeguard the medical
needs of a society, an appropriate incentive for preventive care must be at its
very core. At present, too much attention is given to the care of disease and not
enough to the maintenance of good health. It will be difficult, if not impossible, to
significantly reduce the spiraling costs of medical care unless we begin to concentrate our efforts at the very beginning of the disease process. Prevention of
disease, whenever possible, and earliest recognition of disease when treatment is
feasible must be our basic goals for an effective health insurance system from
both a medical and an economic point of view. At the heart of such a system
there must be a program for health surveillance that has built into It the
necessary incentives to ensure that the people's health status is maintained at
an optimum level.
Historically, it has been demonstrated for infectious diseases and illnesses
related to nutritional deficiencies that such disorders can be prevented with little
effort and at a fraction of the cost of treatment after the disorder occurs. Suc.
cesses against polio, measles, diptheria, scurvy, rickets and pellagra come to
mind here. Epidemiological and clinical evidence has shown that, in terms of
prevention and early recognition, success is also possible for today's major
noncommunicable diseases-cardiovascular disease and cancer-which account
for some 70% of all deaths in the United States and for enormous costs in medical
1 Testimony to be given before the House Ways and Means Committee November 12, 1971.
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and hospital care when tney are allowed to progress without any effort at prevention or early recognition. In addition to costs of care, the losses due to the disability of a formerly productive individual are Incalculable. The same concept
applies for many chronic pulmonary illnesses, as well as for home and traffic
accidents and dental caries. Preventive approaches can also be vigorously applied
to alcoholism and drug abuse. If the full resources of our society were aimed at
preventing these conditions, and recognizing them in their early stages and
assuring appropriate treatment, the remaining problems could well be handled
by available medical facilities and manpower at a fraction of present-day costs.
There are various points at which disease prevention can be initiated. Ideally,
one begins by removing factors In man's environment that are know to play
a role in the causation of disease. We refer to this stage of intervention as
"primary prevention". (Figure 1) If we fail at this point, the next alternative is
to identify certain high risk factors in individuals and then reduce or eliminate
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such factors. To the extent that clinically-evident disease is already present, we
have to proceed with early therapy to remove or ameliorate, if possible, the
disease process. To accomplish these various steps requires the medical profession to cooperate with various other branches of society including government
and the health insurance industry.
REDUCTION OF HIGH RISK FACTORS-A TASK FOR ALL OF SOCIETY
There is general agreement among the scientific community that myocardial
infarction, especially when occurring prematurely, is related to three principal
-risk factors---4hypercholesteremia, hypertension and cigarette smoking. The
greater the presence of these factors, the greater the risk for a premature heart
attack. Studies of the U.S. Public Health Service in Framingham, Massachusetts
have well demonstrated this relationship, as have studies from many other
parts of the world.' When all three factors are present in an individual, his
chance of dying prematurely from myocardial Infarction is, depending on age,
up to six times greater than when none of these factors is present. (Figure 2)
Obviously, this is a major difference in risk for a major cause of death.
In the case of heart attacks, for example, risk factors for this disease can
be reduced by ensuring people do not smoke cigarettes, ot smoke less harmful
cigarettes, do not eat more calories than they expend, reduce their Intake of
I Kannel, W. B., Dawber. T. R. and MeNamara, P. M. : Detection of the Coronary;Prone
Audit: The Framingham Study. J. Iowa Med. Sod., 26-84, 1966.
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SELECTED RISK FACTORS INCORONARY HEART DISEASE OF MEN BY AGE
(Framingham, 1948- 1960) •
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saturated fats and cholesterol, or that as a nation we develop national dietary
habits designed to reduce our chances of a heart attack. In preventive medicine
we have been disappointed by the unwillingness of the individual to follow
suggested measures for good health. Particular emphasis therefore has to be
placed on what could be called "managerial" preventive medicine, that is the
modification of the harmful factor at source.
There is a real need for less hazardous smoking products since a "smokeless"
society does not, appear to be realistic at present. Towards this objective it Is
of interest to note that the tar and nicotine content of American cigarettes
has been reduced by 50% during the past 20 years. In terms of lung cancer, we
have observed a reduction in risk among long-term filter cigarette smokers
compared with those who continue to smoke unfiltered cigarettes.' (Figure 3)
Managerial preventive measures have been at least partly successful. It remains
to be shown whether a similar decline in myocardial infarction is associated
with a reduction in nicotine contents. We see from this example that to be effective, preventive medicine is not just a job for the medical profession, but involves society as a whole.
Since dietary habits contribute to elevated blood lipid leVels, especially of
blood.cholesterol, we need to aim at a reduction of.excessive total calories, saturated fats and cholesterol in the American diet.
Given appropriate guidance, by the scientific community, Federal Agencies
such as the Congress, the FDA, thv FTC and the Department of Agriculture
could, in cooperation with the food industry, modify the American diet in a way
that is comipensurate with both the economic profits so basic to American life
and good health.
It is not only of academic interest to note that Seventh .Day Adventist men,
who gre ;nonsmokers and who because they are vegetarians also have low cholesterol levels, have, at age 40,,.a life expectancy 6.1 years longer than men in the
$Wynder, E. L., Mabuehl, It, and Beattie, E. J., Jr.: The Epidemiology of Lung
cancer. toent Treuds. J. Amn Med..Aso0. 213, 13 2221-2228, Sept. 28. 1970.
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LUNG CANCER RISK BY NUMBER OF CIGARETTES SMOKED DAILY
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general population.' This could be termed the only major improvement in life
expectancy of adults that has been accomplished during this century since the
improvements in life expectancy of the general population during this time are
attributable largely to a reduction in infant mortality.
As a society we also need to be concerned about ill health that has arisen as a
consequence of poverty and its companions-undernutrition, poor housing and
overcrowding. Correction of these factors will most assuredly be followed by
a reduction in disease. The preservation of good health Involves more than the
medical profession. It requires the full cooperation of an informed public
through well designed health maintenance programs supported by governmental
and private agencies.
HEALTH SCREENING-A SPECIAL CHALLENGE TO HEALTH INSURANCE INDUSTRIES

We know that a group of people who make a conscientious effort at health
maintenance by submitting to well-designed periodic health examinations and
who follow competent medical advice in their pattern of daily living, will have
better experience-both In morbidity and mortality. There are laws for periodic
inspection of automobiles and airplanes, but none to monitor the health status
of man. We recommend that every health and life insurance plan contains health
monitoring as an integral part. This is not to say that we support multiphasic
health testing uniquevocally. It can only be supported If the test results are
meaningful and that they pinpoint high risk factors; if the tests are conducted
'Lemon, F. R. and Kusma, J. W.: A Biologic Cost of Smoking. Arch. Environ.
Health 18, 950-955, 1969.
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by a well-trained qualified team; If there is a proper balance of the cost/benefit
for each complete screening teat; if there is assurance that tests are done
accurately and precisely; and if they are an integral part of the total medical
care delivery system.
Such a system must include careful follow-up and appropriate disposition to
ensure the elimination and/or proper treatment of all high risk factors and
other identified abnormalities. High risk factors such as blood cholesterol, elevated blood pressure and cigarette smoking can be easily identified and their
effect on the risk of a heart attack can readily be cal elated. The beneficial effect
of reduced cholesetrol -levels seems to depend on tlij age at which intervention
is carried out.' For this reason, and because young' people may already be hypercholestetemic, and since habits are often ingrained early in life, we recommend
that health screening and the necessary intervention begin in childhood.
Nutrition clinics must become an Integral part of each health testing center to
dispense dietary planning and information to all who require it, with particular emphasis on helping families with young children to make a habit of good
nutritional pre etices.
It is known that cessation of smoking will reduce the risk of myocardial infarction by one-third in the first year, even among long-term heavy cigarette
smokers." (FIgure 4) Smoke withdrawal clinics must become an integral part
of every health maintenance center in an effort to help smokers give up the
habit.
MORTALITY RATIOS FROM CHD IN MEN AGED 40-79
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A large proportion of Americans have never had their blood pressure taken.
Among those in whom moderate elevations of blood pressure is noted, elective
follow-up and treatment is freqiently not carried out. A recent study by the U.S.
Veterans Administration showed that among men with moderate hypertension,
continued drug therapy reduced the risk for cardiovascular diseases by about 86%
'(Christakls, 0 Rinzler 8 H. Archer M, Winslow, G., Jatnpel, S., Stephenson, J.,
Priedman, G., Fen, H., kraus, 9., and dames. G. The Anti-Coronary Club. A Dietary
Approach to the Prevention of Coronary Heard Dsease--A Seven Year Report. Amer. J.
Pub. Health 56, 299-14, 1966.
sHammond, V., Jarfinkel
.: Coronary Heart Disease. Stroke, and Aortic Aneurysm.
Arch. Environ. Health 19, 167-182, 19Q9.
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in five years, mostly due to a decrease in the rate of stroke and congestive heart
failure.* (Figure 5) It is suggested that early treatment of hypertension will
also reduce the risk of myocardial infarction. Every health maintenance center must include effective treatment and followup programs for hypertension.
HEALTH MAINTENANCE

CENTERS

The American Health Foundation is cooperating in a demonstration project of a
Health Maintenance Center to evaluate an individual's health status at moderate
cost with all results available for interpretation by a physician at the end of one
hour. The Center will include follow-up clinics to combat overweight, hyperUpemia, excessive smoking, hypertension and the lack of exercise. Individuals
with early indications of other diseases will be referred to appropriate medical resources. The patient's own physician Nvill hopefully become fully involved in such
preventive practices. At present, he generally sees no intellectual or economic inCUMULATIVE INCIDENCE*
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centive in the practice of disease prevention. We must provide him with such
incentives. Through this Center we hope to demonstrate the need for, as well as
the value of, effective health maIntenance.
It is estimated that cardiovascular disease alone costs our society more than
$20 billion a year. Properly conducted health maintenance programs should be
capable of reducing this figure by reducing illness. The medical profession must
recognize that in the ever-increasing treatment of symptomatic illnesses, we
have failed in their prevention. As physicians, we know only too well thott many
of today's illnesses cannot be effectively cured once they have become clinially
apparent but', fortunately, they may be prevented or more effectively treated it
the measures we have outlined are started early in life.
THE INDIVIDUAL'S

DZ5PONSIDILITIM5

As Individual citizens, we know that we catA no longer afford the present dllerama of Increasing disease-care costs.
*Vetpn~s Administration Cooperative Study Group on AntihyDertebiwvu-_t
feets of Treatment on Morbidity in Hypertension. JAMA 218. 114 -1152, 1970.
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It would appear unfair that individuals who carefully guard their health
should share in carrying the heavy medical economic burden so significantly contributed to by those who injure their health by their own volition.
To provide appropriate incentives, an effective health insurance system could
offer "Brownie" points for those who maintain good health practices and "Demerits" for those who willingly abuse their health. Such an incentive scheme could
be made truly effective by such tactics carefully aimed at encouraging the population to maintain good health, such as employers offering "attendance bonuses",
insurance companies offering a reduction of premium costs, and the government
offering tax concessions to those who receive annual checkups at approved health
maintenance centers and who cooperate in following the resulting medical advice.
We need to instill our fellow man with the idea that the his health is not only
his responsibility; that ill health will adversely affect his family and friends, his
fellow workers and, in the long run, society as a whole. To the extent that man
consciously pursues a pattern of living predetermined to contribute to his own ill
health, he may be regarded as socially self-destructive. We must encourage him
to reduce avoidable ill health. A health insurance program providing concrete
economic benefits to maintain one's health can and should aid him in this goal.
In summary, society as such can aid in reducing disease by providing incentives,
regulations and other directives that will reduce factors that contribute to unnecessary illness. The aim of medicine is not to advance the genetic time clock of life
but, as a motto of the American Health Foundation states, "To Help Man Die
Young as Late as Possible". An effective health insurance program perhaps more
than any other single factor in our society, can see to it that such a motto becomes
a reality.
The Ways and Means Committee of the House of Representatives has the
opportunity to make certain that new health insurance programs, whatever their
nature, fulfill this obligation to our society, for economic reasons and, more importantly, to safeguard man's most prized possession-his health.

Dr. WYNDER. I would like to emphasize a few of the points that we
have made. Prior to this, I would like to state that the American
Health Foundation is a nonprofit voluntary health organization
devoted to the cause of disease prevention.
I will start by telling you of one aspect of my own career. As a medi-

cal student in St. Louis I did, with some colleagues, a study showing

the link of cigarette smoking to cancer of the lung. The knowledge that
an environmental factor could lead to disease led us to think in terms
of preventive measures, because it became apparent that the cure of
lung cancer would forever be most difficult.
During the last 20 years, we have worked, firstly, to see how we can
motivate the American public to smoke less, and secondly, on attempting to obtain less harmful cigarettes. I will come back to these particular points.
As a foundation we take no stand for any particular health insurance
program, except that whatever the program, we say it must have preventive health maintenance at its very core. We say this because with
so many of today's noncommunicable diseases our only course of action
is to prevent their development since we will never be completely
successful in curing them.
The history of medicine is full of examples showing that diseases
were often prevented years, decades, before we were abe to cure them.
'What we have learned in infectious diseases and diseases involving
nutritional deficiency are cases in point. But this is also true for the
main illnesses from which we die today.
Some 70 percent of us will die from'heart attacks, stroke, and cancer.
Through detailed epidemiological studies we have shown that we can
identify specific factors in our environment or background which lead
to disease, and know that if these factors are identified early and reduced many diseases can be prevented. It is called primary prevention if you can reduce a factor in man's environment before man even

gets in contact with it.
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We also know that if we identify factors early in life and remove
them, we will reduce'his chances of coming down with the disease.
Later, of course, if all of this fails, we would hope to diagnose symptomatic disease early and then try to reduce the factors as much as
possible.
This is a job for all of society. Let us take one example: heart attacks.
You cannot pick up the New York Times without reading that some
outstanding citizen died of a heart attack early in life, and if we look
at our friends, we find that many have died of heart attacks at a young
age.
The U.S. Public Health Service has published a study known as the
Framingham study which has identified three principal risk factors
for heart attacks. 6 ne is your blood cholesterol, two, the number of
cigarettes you smoke, and three, your blood pressure. Given these
three factors, we can determine statistically your risk of developing
a heart attack, particularly early in life.
What can we do about it? First, we can say, "Educate man to eat
in such a way that his cholesterol will be low, that he should not smoke,
and that he should have his blood pressure taken regularly and, if high,
treated."
But we also know that we are fallible. We think the doctor may well
be right. I see that several of you gentlemen nod your heads in agreement which means that it applies to Members of Congress as welF and
I can assure you that you are just as mortal as the rest of us. So we
are interested in motivating our fellow men to consider better health
practices and to some extent we are successful. But if I look at the
massive antismokin campaigns that have taken place in America in
recent years and find that only 10 to 15 percent of smokers have
stopped, I think this suggests the majority of people do not believe
that these things can happn to us.
Therefore, even though we must continue the educational approach,
we must make more progress in insuring the products in our environment are made less harmful.
Over the past 20 years we have been working to try to make the
American cigarette less harmful by modifying the tobacco and by
reducing the tar content.
In the Journal of the American Medical Association last year we
published a study which showed that lung cancer patients who had
smoked filter cigarettes for more than 10 years had to smoke more of
them for longer before developing lung cancer than those who had
smoked nonfil-ter cigarettes. This shows that we can modify the product, and indeed the tar content of American cigarettes has been reduced by 50 percent during the past 20 years.
We believe that if we want less harmful smoking products, we must
have the cooperation of the Congress to set up guidelines, and that
by working through the FDA and the FTC and with the cooperation
of the industry, we can reduce the harmfulness of products and protect
man against himself.
In a few days, we will be making a similar proposal in regard to the
fat content of the American diet.
In this case it is very difficult to change or to control eating habits
of individuals as these are ingrained early in childhood. Therefore2 we
shall appeal to the Congress again to work with industry to set guidelines as to maximum content in terms of saturated fats and cholesterol.
This is one way in which risk factors can be modified by scientists
working together with industry and governmental agencies.
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There are obviously other risk factors that contribute to disease
relating to poverty, undernutrition, overcrowding, and poor housing.
If we could overcome these problems, many of the diseases that affect
our inner-city populations would be reduced as well.
I would like you to realize that we deal with many risk factors
which could be controlled by society, and if we control these as a
society, then in many instances we will not have to worry about treatin the disease later in life.
The second major task is to identify these high risk factors for
diseases in individuals.
We are a crisis-oriented society, be it in politics or medicine. So
many patients come to us crying for help when they have signs or
symptoms of cancer, or a crushing pain in the chest, but when people
are well, they do not come to us.
I say it is almost unfortunate that no one dies of good health,
because if we got sick from it we would become more cognizant of
what health means. As it is, all of us recognize health only when we
are already ill.
So I suggest that from childhood on every American is entitled
to some kind of periodic screening examination. This must be built
into any health insurance system that we come up with.
I am not talking about just multiphasic health testing in general.
I am talking about multiphasic health testing only if it is done well,
if it has a proper cost effect ratio for the test being done, if it is done
by a well qualified team, and above all if it includes a very close
follow-up of high-risk factors that were found in the patients.
For instance, it is useless to identify a 20-year-old man with high
cholesterol or elevated blood pressure, and who is a heavy cigarette
smoker, unless you act against the factors.
A few weeks -ago, we all read of the young football player who
dropped dead on the football field. I would like to believe that this
man may have done more to make people realize the importance of
preventive medicine than many things that we do as physicians. I
understood from newspaper accounts that this man had a cholesterol
of over 300. Certainly that is a high-risk factor. I also understand that
the man had early symptoms of chest disease. Obviously, we should
have treated this patient to reduce his cholesterol much earlier.
Health screening clinics can identify many diseases early in life,
and reduce them.
I wonder how many of you in this room have had a meaningful
health screening examination in the last 5 years?
The American Health Foundation is establishing in New York
a demonstration center in which we hope to show how a health maintenance center should be run. We have worked out a system whereby
we can do a health screening examination in 1 hour, and have all results available at the end of the hour for a physician's interpretation.
We should utilize some of the available medical knowledge and
technological advances to maintain health. We will make available
to these individuals a smoke withdrawal clinic, and clinics for reduction of obesity, hyperchl1esteremia, and hypertension, as well as
a clinic for physical fitness.
Let me give you one example of the effectiveness of this approach.
Yesterday Dr. 'Frees won the Lasker Award fo.,a study done by the
Veterans' Administration on hypertension, in which they showed that
if you take a minimal hypertensive and treat him with drugs, you
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reduce his chance of death, particularly from stroke and congestive
failure, by 35 percent in 5 years.
That is a major way of reducing a major disease. But what did Dr.
Frees and others find He found that half of the American population
have never had their blood pressure taken. Of those who have, only 20
percent of the individuals who exhibited hypertension received adequate therapy. Here is an example of how we can reduce the stroke rate
by identifying hypertension early, and treating it appropriately.
One of the problems here is that we are dealing with a type of medicine that is not appealing to the American doctor. When I was a student, we all had a vision of being a Walter Mitty, who dreamed that
he would be a great surgeon, and would get the accolades and admiration of his patients for the marvelous surgical work he had done.
It is this type of ego-boosting gratitude those of us in preventive
medicine never see, because our reward rarely lies in the gratitude of
an individual. It can only come from the gratitude of a population
when we reduce a disease rate, and as you know one is unlikely to get
the gratitude of a population for that.
But we, in preventive medicine, are committed to a meaningful
health screening for all Americans, and whatever health insurance
system we finally agree on, it must have at its very core an excellent
preventive examination, and that the act of prevention must be begun
early in life, because many of these risk factors I have talked about
begin early in life.
A final point which I would like to stress relates to what I call the
individual's responsibility to maintain his health.
It seems unfair to me that individuals who safeguard their health
should share in carrying the heavy medical economic burden so significantly contributed to by those who injure their health at their
own volition.
To provide appropriate incentives, an effective health insurance
system should offer "Brownie points" to those who maintain good
health practices, and "demerits for those who willingly abuse their
health.
At the moment, the insurance companies mostly give you demerits
for having an elevated blood pressure or a history Of heart attacks,
but they rarely give you "Brownie points."
We believe that such an incentive scheme could be made truly effective by tactics carefully aimed at encouraging the population to maintain good health, such as by employers offering attendance bonuses,
insurance companies offering a reduction of premium costs, a very
essential feature.
They tell me this is hard to administer. Well, I am sure if we all
work together, we can administer it.
The Government offering tax concessions to those who receive annual checkups at approved health maintenance centers and who cooperate in following the resulting medical advice would be another
incentive.
We need to instill our fellow man with the idea that his health is
not only his responsibility, but that ill health will adversely affect his
family and friends, his fellow workers, and that in the long run the
illness of each of us adversely affects society as a whole. To the extent
that man consciously pursues a pattern of living predetermined to contribute to his own ill health, he may be regarded as socially selfdestructive. We must encourage him to reduce avoidable ill health.
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A health insurance program providing complete economic benefits to
maintain one's health, can and should aid him in this goal.
Now, in summary, I have given examples of how society as a whole
can aid in reducing disease by providing incentives, regulations, and
other directives that will reduce factors that contribute to unnecessary
illness. I am talking about unnecessary illness since, in a way, we
cause much of it ourselves.
The aim of medicine is not to advance the genetic timeclock of life,
but, as the motto of the American Health -Foundation states "To
help man die young as late as possible." An effective health insurance
program, perhaps more than any other single factor in our society,
can see to it that such a motto becomes a reality.
The Ways and Means Committee, where I feel honored to make
this brief presentation this morning, has the unusual opportunity of
making certain that new health insurance programs, whatever their
nature, fulfill this obligation to our society for economic reasons, but
perhaps more importantly, to safeguard man's most prized possession,
his health.
Thank you.
Mr. ULLMAN. Thank you very much, Dr. Wynder, for a very impassioned and very articulate presentation of your case.
Without objection, the supplemental materials will also be included
in the record with your statement.
Are there questionsI
Mr. BYRNEs. Mr. Chairman.
Mr. ULLMAN. Mr. Byrnes.
Mr. BmRNEs. I want to congratulate the witness for having presented not only a most informative statement, but for presenting it in
a very interesting way.
You have made a real contribution. I personally want to express
my appreciation.
Dr. WYNDER. I appreciate this. I have learned that in preventive
medicine you must present it in an interesting way, otherwise even
your patients will fall asleep. I have spent 20 years at Memorial Hospital for Cancer and Allied Diseases in New York City. I know what
cancer is about. I have seen the tears in the eyes of families whose
loved ones died from this disease. I have seen the families whose husbands died at a young age from a heart attack. I know what disease
is and because I know what disease is, I know what we must do in
terms of preventive medicine.
I am delighted to appear before you today because I realize that the
medical profession cannot do it alone. We need the help of society.
We need the help of the Congress in many different areas, specifically
in reducing high risk factors and to work with the medical profession
to make sure that prevention becomes a reality if only because of the
cost of ill health. I understand that, if there is any area where there
is agreement in the Congress, it is in that you all are economy minded
andlooking for ways to save money.
If undertaken correctly, preventive medicine should save the everincreasing disease care costs in our society. I emphasize "disease care!costs because although we think we are'talking about "health care"
costs, are we? We are really spending most of our dollars on treating
diseases after they have already occurred. We can be emphatic about
this and say that since most of our money goes on the treatment of
diseases after symptoms have already arisen. We need your help, gen-
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tlemen, to reverse this and put the emphasis both clinically and medically on the prevention of disease.
Mr. BYR.*. Doctor, you suggest in your paper the need for incentives, the "Brownie" point approach, and certainly that has great merit
but, even if you provide these incentives, I wonder 'how effective they
would be without an underlying recognition by the individual himself
that he has something to 'be gaied. I am wondering also, whether at
the heart of this problem, there, isn't a need for better education of
our people in terms of the desirability of preventive medicine, to overcome this concept of immortality, if you will.
But how do we do it? How can we develop better education of our
people inthis area?
- X. WYN FR. We have given this a great deal of thought at the
American Health Foundation, and our motivation committee is developing a cartoon character we are calling "Dr. Aaa'h." It is "Dr.
Aaah" because when a young child goes to a doctor he says, "Open
your mouth and say, 'Aaah'." It was thought up by the Grey advertising people who agreed to develop this character for us and "a la Sesame
Street" we like to go to children and introduce preventive medicine
to them as early as possible.
We all know this concept will be very difficult to get across because
when one is a child anyone past age 20 is kind of old. itwould be impos.
sible for us to convince them about diseases that may occur later in life
so we are not even talking about disease in this series. We are talking
abofit the fact that if you do such and such you will feel better and
life will be more fun. As far as adults are concerned, I am a little bit
discouraged because, if you have a minimal hypertension reading of,
say, 150 over 95, you don't feel ill and if I say, as a doctor, I want you
to take medicine to reduce this level, very few people want totake medicine for the rest of their life and even if they do reduce it, feel just
the same. In this area you do not feel the impact of the treatment. If
you have a cholesterol of 300 and I say, "Don't eat this and that," you
will hate me because you like these foods and even if I succeed, in gtting
level down, you will still not feel any different for
it. your cholesterol
.
It is a different story with smoking. Most heavy smokers with a longstanding cough who -then stop actually feel better. In fact, they often
feel so much-better that they wonder why they have not stopped before. Referring back to incentives, I once got a call from a newspaper
reporter who said, "We just heard a statement from the Soviet Union
that if you give up smoking your sex life improves."
Isafd I didn't know whether it was true but that I wished it were
because then we would really have something that people would go
for.
The problem of education that you raise is one that has been of great
concern to the American Cancer Society, to the American Heart Association, and others, since it is obvious we can never influence everybody. It is for that reason that I am emphasizing "managerial" preventive medicine. This is where we modify the product. The example
I gave you of reducing the tar and nicotine in Amdrican cigarettes
apparently has 'had a significant influence on reducing diseases related
to smoking. We should therefore be more interested in modifying the
product and cooperating with the Federal regulatory agencies to make
sure that these modified products come into the marketplace and in-
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form the consumer about products that have been modified. So it is
a total job.
We, as individual physicians, have to work on all of our patients
and those of us interested in the broad area of preventive medicine
have to continue to work on identifying the factors in our environment and reducing them. Health screening examinations are vital because we can determine many of these high risk factors early in life.
Let me give you one example which emphasizes the importance of
catching these high risk factor. at an early age.
A study done on college students showed that on the basis of the
smoking history, weight, blood pressure in college, an individual's
risk to develop coronary disease late in life can be predicted.
Other studies have shown that many children are hypercholesteremic so that health screening and preventive measures must be made
available to everyone as early in life as possible.
Mr. BYRNES. Thank you very much.
Mr. ULMtN. Are there further questions?
Mr. Karth?
Mr. KARTM. Doctor, what do you mean by meaningful periodic
health screening? Do you mean once every 5 years, once every year,
or what?
Dr. WYNDER. The word "meaningful" is put in sometimes like I am
sure you sometimes write bills, so that we have a leeway on what
finally we want to do when we agree on a specific point. What I really
meant by it, sir, is that the screening be tailored to suit the needs of age
group to which an individual belongs and all tests be dependent upon
the findings and potential risks revealed by the initial screening.
In other words, people known to be in a high risk group would be
examined more frequently than others. Let me give you an example.
All of us know that cytology can identify early signs of cervix cancer.
Epidemiological studies have shown that the women most likely to get
cervix cancer are black and Puerto Rican and therefore, they in particular, should be getting this kind of examination. If you go to the
average cancer detection center in New York, however, you find that
the majority of the women who go for checkups are neither black nor
Puerto Rican but are Jewish. Yet Jewish women have a very low rate
of cervix cancer. What I mean by "meaningful" is that specific tests

should give the greatest return among populations that have the
highest risks.
Mr. KAwRTJ. We can't do it by legislation, Doctor.
Dr. WYNDER. What I would really suggest is that we set up standards for multiphasic health testing which would include the specific
tests that we would have done for a specific population group, that
we not only standardize the kinds of test to be done but also the precision and accuracy with which these are carried out.
We have today standards to accredit hospitals. I favor the establishment of governmental standards for multiphasic health units. Multiphasi health centers standing by themselves will not. be meaningful.
We cannot have centers doing all of different tests at random. Each
test and each center must be part and parcel of our total medical care
delivery system. It is for that reason that "meaningful" mu-st also inelude appropriate follow-up in terms of those risk factors that were
identified..
Mr. KAirH. Doctor, certainly this will cause you to sit-down for a
couple of hours, perhaps, and put your thinking cap on but I wonder
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if it is possible for you to prepare for this committee something rather
succinct and at the same time something which can be put into legislative form so that this committee in executive session can consider
what language we write into an overall health insurance bill.
Dr. WYNDER. I would be delighted to do this. I agree that we need
to be specific in the area of health insurance also when we say we encourage preventive medicine. There are many people who say, "We encourage preventive measures." We are all for motherhood and against
sin. If Isay we encourage health maintenance, we have to be just as
specific as to what we mean by that.
I would like to see written in your bill exactly how we can establish
"Brownie" points for good health maintenance. I think that if we
work together with the insurance industry, they will rally around and
administering
way
establish a satisfactory of
health. a system of rewards and
theofNation's
demerits for the benefit
I concur that we must be specific and I will certainly prepare a
document on multiphasic health services for your committee.
Mr. ULLMAN. Would the gentleman yield?
Doctor, would you not only prepare for us the technical description
of the kind of examinations but also some guidelines that we could put
into the bill as to how early in life and how often; and, if it is possible
to define the conditions to fit modern medicine, this would be good,
too.
You say that in New York you are now at the point where in 14hour
you can give the complete results. I don't know to what extent this
would be possible across the country or how expensive it would be but
certainly it should be the objective of any legislation we have.
Dr. WYNDER. We shall be delighted to do that.
(The following information was received by the committee:)
REoOMMENDATIONs FOR HEALTH MAINTENANCE CENTERS

The basic purpose of a Health Maintenance Center is to maintain and, if
possible improve the health status of individuals attending the Center. The
Health Maintenance Center complements the H.M.O. concept by serving as the
point of entry into the health care system and facilitates the efficient use and
distribution of scarce and costly medical resources.
The Health Maintenance Center can serve three basic functions:
1. To monitor the health status of the individual through multiphasic health
testing in order to detect evidence of previously undetected deviations from the
normal, i.e. deliniate persons at high risk of potentially serious chronic diseases;
2. To direct an individual who is found to be at high risk to seek appropriate
medical or other assistance; and,
8. To motivate an individual to change or modify those living patterns or habits
which predispose or contribute to high risk of disabling disease or death through
educational means in specifically oriented clinics.
The organizational structure of the HMC is unique and can combine the
resources of private industry with voluntary health organizations. This combination has the potential for duplication in many parts of the country.
Technological know-how to efficiently carry out an effective health maintenance
program is readily available in the form of instrumentation, computer interfaces;
software and bioengineering expertise.
THE CONCEPT O THE HEALTH MAINTENANCE CENTER

The basic Justileation for establishing Health Maintenance Centers is that
if has been well established that there are certain high risk factors which
contribute to the current panorama of serious illnesses Including heart disease,
some types of cancer and stroke which have been responsible for a large proportion of deaths in vulnerable age groups. A large proportion of these diseases may
be amenable to Intervention or prevention if precursors can be identified early
in life before damaging irreversible changes occur. Speefically: there is evidence
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that reduction in blood pressure is followed by a reduction in the danger of
stroke; that the cessation of cigarette smoking in a vulnerable population has
resulted in a reduction in the incidence of lung cancer; and that a loss in weight
may result in the reduction of diseases predisposed by obesity. Available evidence
also suggests that a reduction in blood cholesterol levels could lead to a reduction
in myocardial infarction although further evidence is needed to determine at
what age such a reduction can still lead to positive results. There are three
known principal risk factors which have been identified for premature myocardial infarction: elevated cholesterol, elevated blood pressure, and cigarette
smoking. The identification of these, factors followed by correction as early in
life as possible is mandatory if this major epidemic disease affecting our male
populace is to be checked in the United States. Studies have indicated that most
of these risk factors are identifiable even in the adolescent years.
The major purpose of the Health Maintenance Center is to apply all possible
effort to evaluate the health status of all individuals as early in life as possible
and to institute appropriate corrective or preventive measures whenever indicated rather than wait, as is commonly the case, until symptoms appear-when it
is often too-late for therapeutic or other intervention to prevent the unnecessary
hunan wastage.
There should be a maximum permissible and realistic fee that can be asked for
n standard HMC examination. The cost of such an examination should be borne
by Whatever health insurance program has ben selected as most applicable for
time needs of this Nation. If properly designed and performed and adequately promoted and attended" the savings in funds allocated for the treatfilent of chronic
and largely long-terim untreatable diseases will more than balance what it will
cost to preserve the health of our populace. This does not take into account the"
added benefit of preventing the intangible cost to the patient, family and community in terms of anguish, disrupted lives and their concomitants.
The old Chinese custom of paying the physician only when the patient is well
should be the ultimate goal of American Medicine. Too often, symptomatic disease reflects the failure of "Medicine" to detect those precursors which would
have been amenable to preventive intervention, due to the fact that suspicion was
low or that the patient was not attended by a physician until symptoms appeared.
It follows therefore, that the basic purpose of the HMC and the total medical
care system of which this is an integral part, is to maintain and improve the
health status of the symptomatic individual to whatever extent is possible by
currently available knowledge.
PERIODIC HEALTH TESTING

Health educational techniques should be so effective that all individuals should
lie motivated to avail themselves of qualified and effective health surveillance it
periodic intervals from birth onwards throughout life. This surveillance can
consist of actual physical examinations (laying on of hands) and tests and
measurements which can be performed by allied trained health personnel and
available automated instrumentation under medical supervision. A retrievable
health and medical history of the individual can be stored in a data computer
bank for follow-up and comparison.
Multiphasic health testing is one of the methods available for performing and
.. processing the second half of the examination. This can be administered to persons at all age levels. Examples of tests and preventive interventions recomiended for those under six years of age are listed In Exhibit A. These can be
performed by adequately trained personnel in a Health Maintenance Center.
Between the ages of 6-18, a minimum of screening examinations can be performed by trained personnel at periodic intervals, beginning with school entry.
Identification of current problems and some of those predisposing to risk in later
life can be delineated. See Exhibit B.
Between the ages 18-80 it is suggested that examinations be conducted at threeyear intervals; from age 80-40 at two-year intervals; and at age 40 and over, at
yearly Intervals. These examinations should include the tests that are delineated
in Exhibit C.
Using a fully automated and computerized system and well-trained allied health
professionals these tests can be completed within one hour and all tests should be
ready for an exit interview with the patient, either by an allied health professional or by a physician, at the end of this time.
In-addition to the healthtecord of an individual being kept by a central computer data bank, the individual will be able to carry a microfiche that contains
the essential information of his health status.
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FOLLOW-UP OF ABNORMALITIES AND HIGH DISK ACTORS DETrOTD

Since the Health Maintenance Center should be an Integral part of the total
medical care delivery system, the reports of the examination should be sent to
the private physician of the Individual, when one is available, or to some other
designated component of future health maintenance organizations. Without adequate follow-up services the examinations are of limited value.
Relatively few physicians have the time or training for the correction of certain high risk factors. We suggest that each health maintenance center contain
four follow-up clinics dealing with the problems of (a) tobacco smoking withdrawal; (b) nutrition--both in terms of obepity and hyperlipdemnia, as well as
under-nutrition; (c) hypertension; and (d) physical fitness These clinics will
attempt to correct the abnormalities noted in these areas. Exhibit D.
Where other abnormalities are found, such as early evidence of malignancy
or other early evidences of disease, the patient Is to be sent at once to appropriate
medical resources, but the Health Maintenance Center will take the responsibility
of seeing to it that appropriate referral and correction has been carried out.
STANDARDS

FOR HEALTH MAINTENANCE

CENTS

It is recommended that the American Medical Association, in cooperation with
the HEW, establish an accreditation committee which will be responsible for
accrediting each Health Maintenance Center. Standards should include the
nmlnimnnu number of tests that are being done, the quality control of each test,
the record keeping, and the way in which appropriate follow-up procedures on
the patients are being carried out. The same care in this accreditation should be
given these centers as is currently being given to accreditation of hospitals.
EXHIBIT A
MINIMAL TESTS AND ROUTINE IMMUNIZATIONS FORCHILDREN
Age

Immunization

Newborn .......-------.......................................
2Sweek
months....
..

Lab teat
PKU.
ngs.. u IKU

o..
...........
4 months ...................- D
B months---------------............
9 months ........................--.................................
10months........................
11months......12months ....... -Measles
vaccine......
...................
Rubella vaccine...... ...................
13 months .......
14 months .................. Mumps vaccine .........................
18 months .................. DTP/polio trivalent oral ..................
24 months ..........................................................
4 years ................. ..........................................
5years .................... DT ................................
6 years .................... Poliotrivalent polio ..................-- .

ae.................................t
.U...................................................
b n lals.

Annual exam and Hbg.Urinalysis and tb
akin teat.
Screening teat for hearing and vistual
ddectK
Annual exam and Hbs urinalysis and tb
skin teat

OTHER TZSTS THEREAFER

1. DT to be given every 10 years after age 5.
2. Annual physical exams after age 2 to include BP determinations.
8. Screening test for visual and hearing defects to start at age 4, then yearly.
4. Small pox vaccinations are no longer recommended unless one is expected
to travel outside the United States.
5. Phonocardlogram on children.
6. Sickle cell prep on Blacks.
7. Speech assessment.
8. Tuberculin test periodically.
9. Lead determinations in congested old city areas.
10. Rubella vaccine if child not yet Immunized.
11. Dental examination.
12. Continuous assessment of physical growth, coordination.
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EXHIBIT B
MINIMAL TESTS FOR SCHOOL AGE CHILDREN 6-18

A. Standardized Medical History-including smoking and drinking (Selfadministered to the adolescent, parent can fill out for the younger age child)
B. Review of Immunization- Record-Boosters where needed. Polioj Measles
and Rubella if not done.
C. Limited Physical Examinations:
1. Inspection of body, skin and oral cavity
2. Palpation of breast in teen-age girls
8. Assessment of physical growth
4. Postural and orthopedic defects, spinal curvature, etc.
D. Vision-Visual acuity, eye muscle balance, myopia
E. Hearing-Audiometry
F. Speech-Stutter, stammer, etc.
G. Nutritional Status-Height, weight, obesity, malnutrition
H. Blood pressure, pulse rate
I. Hemoglobin or hematocrit especially in female teenagers
J. Blood cholesterol
K. Urine-f-sugar, protein, blood bacteriuria especially in females
L. Special examinations where indicated by environment and/or ethnic
group, etc.
1. Sickle cell trait
2. Glucose if family history of diabetes
8. Tuberculin testing in high risk areas
4. Histoplasmin testing in high incidence areas
5. Intestinal parasites in high incidence areas
6. STS for syphilis in adolescents
7. G.C. Culture in adolescents in high risk areas
PXHBIT C

MINIMAL TESTS FOR ADULTS

A. Standardized Medical History-self-administered
B. Laboratory Tests to Include:
1. Het, Hgb, RBC & WBC. (Differential count only if white count is abnormally high or low)
2. Blood chemistries-Cholesterol, triglyceride, fasting or post challenge blood
sugar, BUN. (Additional blood chemistries when history indicates, i.e., liver
function tests in cases where there is a history of hepatitis or alcoholism)
8. Urinalysis-sugar, albumen, acetone, culture on females
4. EKG
5. Cervical cytology
6. X-ray of chest
7. Mammography (over age 48) either by X-ray or by thermography.
8. Tonometry
9. Spirometry
10. Visual Acuity
11. Audlometry
12. Blood pressure
18. Height & weight
0. Limited to physical examinations by allied health professions to include:
1. Inspection of body and oral cavity
2. Palpation of breasts of women and instruction in self-examination
8. Digital rectal examination
D. Tests for special groups:
1. Sickle cell for Blacks
2. Glucose tolerance for those with elevated triglycerides and/or those who
are more than 20% overweight
ExHIurr D

roLzow-uP
A. Smoking Withdrawal Clinic
B. Nutrition Clinic
o,Hypertenion Clinic
D. Physical Fitness Clinic

CLINICS
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These clinics are to be staffed by physicians or, to the extent that they are
being staffed by allied health professionals, need to be under the overall supervision of a physician.

Mr. KArTH. Mr. Chairman, I have just one final question.
I wonder, doctor, if you could also be succinct in preparing something that is easily put into legislative form that would rate to
managerial preventive medicine? I think, frankly, that is very interesting. I wonder if you could do that for us.
Dr. WYNDER. I am very pleased that you came back to this point.
I happen to be interested in the history of preventive medicine and in
my library have some of the great works in preventive medicine.
Sometimes when I get very discouraged I go to the library and read
these books and get encouragement. From these studies one learns that
the managerial approaches have, in the long run, been the most
successful.
For instance, in the cholera epidemic of London in 1849, John Snow
found that the infectious agent was in polluted water. It was difficult
to get the people not to drink water from certain places. Success finally
came when the wate,- companies that were dispensing the polluted
water were forced to close down.
Another recent example relates to a disease caused by iron deficiency
that was particularly common in Sweden. After the Second World
War, the Swedish Government ordered the fortification of all flour
with iron and vitamins and this deficiency disease has been reduced
sharpl.
AnthIer example relates to goiter. There are areas in the United
States far from the sea where goiter is common. When public health
authorities forced salt to be iodized in these areas the goiter incidence
went down. These are just some of the many examples of how we as a
society can act to reduce disease.
AMERICAN HEALTH FOUNDATION,
New York, N.Y., December 82, 1971.
Hon. Winaui D. MxLL,
Chairman, Ways and Mean. Committee,
Hose of Representatives,

Was-eingtot, D.C.
Dnzan M&_ MrLls: Enclosed is some further information relating to my testimony before the House Ways and Means Committee on November 12th.
This information is in response to a question by The Hon. Mr. Karth relating
.to "managerial preventive medicine".
Sincerely yours,

ERNrsT L WrNDmz, M.D.,

Bnelosure.

President.

The greatest contribution that can be made to the welfare of mankind is the
prevention of disease through a combination of concerted social effort and personal discipline. Complete control of diseases through the exercise of individual
responsibility can only be achieved by overcoming the unpredictability of human
behavior, a course likely to have only limited success In the present social environment.
This leaves the area of social effort, or what might be termed "managerial
preventive medicine" to combat the chronic diseases of our day, whether they
be degenerative, metabolic or neoplastic In nature. Changes to known or potentially harmful situations or products can be made either by eliminating the
harmful agent from the particular environment at source or by addition to the
product of substances designed to ameliorate or negate the effect of the Identified
hazard.
Some examples of how effective the "managerial" approach can be are the
reduction of goiter by the addition of iodine to household table salt, the reduction
of lung cancer by lowering tar and nicotine levels in tobacco, and the reduction
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of bladder cancer among dye industry workers by the deletion of the identified
carcinogen beta-naphthalamine from the chemical process. Along the same
lines, current efforts include a reduction in saturated fats, cholesterol and overall
calories from many food items used in the average American's diet in an attempt
to reduce factors that have been attributed to causing coronary heart disease,
cancer and stroke.
The attainment of these basic changes in our social structure requires legislative and governmental action on a federal level. The unequivocal Delaney
Amendment was the result of Congress' concern about carcinogenic substances
in food additives and endowed the Food and Drug Administration with strong
regulatory powers in the execution of its mandate. More recently, air pollution
guidelines and laws have been established by the Government and these, if
strictly adhered to, will certainly improve the quality of our air. At the insistence of Congress, the Federal Trade Commission analyzes and publishes
the tar and nicotine level of all American cigarettes, action which has undoubtedly stimulated industrial competition to produce less h-azardous smoking
products. The next step for Congress may be the imposition of maximum tar
and nicotine levels, at least on filter cigarettes.
In the same spirit, Congressional action could set guidelines for the FDA
and the Department of Agriculture that would encourage the reduction of
saturated fats and cholesterol in the American diet.

Mr. ULLMAN. Mr. Burke?
Mr. BURKE. Are you acquainted with the studies that the Harvard
medical group have been conducting with relation to the lifespan of
people who live in Ireland and their brothers over here in America?
I was wondering if you are acquainted with it and have followed
the studies where a person in Ireland will amost outlive his counterpart in America by 10 years despite the fact that they have not over
the years had the advances of medical science.
Dr. WYNDER. Epidemiological studies are very often based on the
disease rates among migrant population groups, such as the Irish.
One of the best groups to study in this respect are the Japnese. The
Japanese have medical facilities and vital statistics every bit as good
as ours and yet they have completely different disease rates from us.
For instance, the rate of heart attacks is very low among the Japanese. However, if they leave Japan, move to Hawaii and California,
within a generation they have our rate. Cancer of the large bowel is
very rare in Japan but common among those Japanese living in our
country.
These are two examples strongly suggesting the presence of environmental factors leading to these diseases. The low Japanesb rate for
coronary disease is explainable by the fact that only 15, to 20 percent
of the total calories in the daily diet come from fat compared with
42 to 44 percent in the American diet. Similar environmental differences may well account for the different disease rates of Irishmen livingin Eire and those living in the United States.
Since we know of some of the factors, it is time to act-not necessarily on an idealistic basis, as much as I like to do this, but in a practical
fashion. In the case of diet, we can say to the American food industry
we do not expect the impossible, we do not expect a Japanese kind of
diet and since we surely wouldn't like it. But, we say, can you reduce
the overall total calories in terms of fat from 42 to 44 percent to 35
percent? Can you change the P/S ratio of polyunsaturated to 1.0 and
reduce the total cholesterol content of our diet from 600 to 300 milligrams per day ?
In meetings with the research directors of all the major food companies in America, I was told by most that given the direction they
70-174 0 - 72 -pt. 10 -- 14
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could accomplish such a reduction over the next 10 years, just like the
tobacco industry has reduced tar content of American cigarettes.
How can this be done? Guidelines from your Federal agencies
would certainly help. As we go down the line in terms of the chronic
diseases I related to you this morning, the greatest advance will be
made when society combines its efforts and says these diseases cannot
be tolerated any longer just like wars. The point I would like to emphasize is that as physicians, the medical profession cannot do the
job alone. We need the Congress. We need the Federal regulatory agencies and we also need to apply the scientific knowledge we already
have.
Too often as scientists, we like to dot all the i's and cross the t's over
and over again. We are not used to applying knowledge as readily as
those in industry. We like to have 100 percent proof of everything,
which is rarely forthcoming. So we need a little help in decisionmaking especially when this can be done by society and when the ultimate
goal is of such importance, namely, the reduction of disease without
hardship to American industry and the American way of life.
Mr. BuRKP.. The only reason I asked about the studies of Harvard
Medical School was that I think we are confronted with a very fast
aced society here in America and I think that eventually they will
nd out that in Ireland that they are not concerned about getting to
the mine but are concerned about taking a ride down to the local community and sitting down and discussing the problems of the world in
a relaxed way. Maybe we might have to go back to some of the old
habits.
Dr. WYNDER. Psychic stress has been mentioned by a number of
investigators to relate to coronary disease. I don't know how important
the factor is. It is very difficult to control in an adult individual.
The Seventh-day Adventists, a religious group that lives in our midst,
I believe is exposed to the same psychic stress as the rest of us. However, there are two Tisk factors lower in them than in the rest of us.
Because their religion forbids them to smoke and the majority of them
do not smoke, and because they are vegetarians, their cholesterol levels
are 30 to 40 points below the average of the American population.
In terms of longevity a Seventh-day Adventist male lives 6.1 years
longer than the average white American male. If we can get our
population to live 6.1 years longer, we will have accomplished something great. When we talk about the advances in medicine in the last
50 years and, about the great increase in live expectancy let us recognize that this has been largely due to a reduction in infant mortality.
A man who was 50 years old in 1920 had a life expectancy that was
not very different from that of a man who is 50 years old today. Now
that we have been successful in reducing infant mortality, let's be
equally successful in prolonging in life of those who are already middleaged.
Mr. BuRKE. Thank you.

Mr. ULLMAx. Doctor, you laid heavy stress on smoking, of course.
You haven't mentioned alcohol. Is there -any relationship there with
respect to these diseases you are mentioning I
Dr. Wy'mm. Well, I used to say in some lectures that when we found
that smoking related to cancer of the lung we lost some of our friends
who liked to smoke and when we found that heavy alcoholic intake
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related to cancer of the upper alimentary tract, we lost some of our
friends who like to drink and when we found that nuns had very
little cancer of the cervix we were quite alone indeed.
For that reason I did not want to give you the example of excessive
alcohol consumption I know that the Congress is already concerned
with alcoholism which is a very great problem in our society. This is
another area that lends itself to early intervention because alcoholism
is a great burden on the economy of our country and brings much
misery and suffering. As far as disease is concerned, we know alcoholism relates to cirrhosis of the liver but, in addition we have shown that
in conjunction with smoking it relates to cancer of the mouth, larynx,
and esophagus. Thus, from the point of view of cancer, we are very
much concerned with the effect of heavy alcoholic intake. There is one
difference between excessive drinking and smoking. It is really only
the very heavy drinker who is at risk. Our statistics show that you
must consume about seven shots of whiskey -a day for many years
to have an increased risk for cancer of the upper alimentary tract.
The difference with smoking is that at least in the past, a person
who smoked a pack a day already had an increased risk. This is being
changed as the tar content is reduced. Now you will have to smoke
more and more to have an increased risk for the various diseases I
mentioned.
Mr. ULMAN. Doctor, how early in life should these examinations
r. WYNDER. There are many diseases that have their beginnings
in childhood and a good ca& can be made that all children from
year one should have some type of health screening. Obviously this
would not have to be in the detail required for adults but at least some
kind of examination should be dbne annually. For instance, I would
like to see blood lipid tests done on young children because, as I
pointed out before, we have seen hyperlipodemia in very young children and it is much more easily corrected then than later in life.
So my answer to your question is certain tests should be done very
early in life with additional tests being added as we grow older which
would have to be more detailed as we move from adolescence to adulthood. The purpose of these, tests would not only be to identify highrisk factors early but to help each individual learn how to reduce
these high-risk factors. In our health maintenance center for instance,
we are bringing motivation right to the doctor-patient contact. At the
end of the hour's screening which I described to you, the patient will
sit with the doctor in front of a TV outlet terminal linked to the
computer and read the results off together. Now the patient will know
his or her cholesterol level and blood pressure. Often when I speak to
lay audiences I ask them if they know what their blood cholesterol
level is. Maybe 10 to 15 percent of the audience will raise their hands.
If I asked them how General Motors closed yesterday, most of them
would all know the answer.
' We are making it a part of our educational program to have people
understand more about their own health status.
Mr. ULLMAN. Thank you, Doctor.
If there are no further questions, the record will be held open for
the material you will submit. We are looking forward to getting it.
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You have been a very exciting and helpful and very articulate witness and we appreciate your appearance very much.
Dr. WYNDER. I appreciate having you gentlemen permit us to appear
before you.
Thank you again, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. ULLMAN. Thank you.
Our next witness is Mr. George Schoonover.
Mr. Schoonoyer, would you further identify yourself and your colleagues for the record ?
We are happy to recognize you.
STATEMENT OF GEORGE N. SCHOONOVER, CHAIRMAN, EXECUTIVE
COMMITTEE, GUILD OF PRESCRIPTION OPTICIANS; ACCOMPANIED BY DONALD S. DAWSON, COUNSEL; AND 3. A. MILLER, EX&
ECUTIVE SECRETARY-tREASURER, EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE
Mr. ScTOONoVER. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
My name is George N. Schoonover. I am chairman of the executive
committee of the Guild of Prescription Opticians of America, Inc. The
guild is a voluntary membership association representing more than
1,200 retail optical dispensing stores throughout the Nation. I am
also a director of the House of Vision, Inc., a publicly held company
which operates approximately 150 optical dispensing stores in 15
States. In addition, I serve as a consultant to the Social and Rehabilitation Service for the U.S. Department of Health, Education, and Welfare. I wish to thank the committee for permitting me to speak today
in behalf of the Guild of Prescription Opticians.
With me are the general counsel for our association, Donald S.
Dawson, of the firm of Dawson, Quinn, Riddell, Taylor & Davis, and
J. A. Miller, who is the executive secretary-treasurer of the Guild of
Prescription Opticians of America, Inc.
Mr. ULLMAN. We are glad to have these gentlemen with us also
today.
You may proceed.
Mr. SCHOONOVER. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I would like to preface my remarks with the fact that the optical industry is a very sizable industry within the health care field. Many
people don't realize it. I don't have available any statistics as to the
number of people with specific diseases and so forth, but when it comes
to the area of eye care, there are approximately 125 million people
in this country that depend on and wear eyeglasses. It is also estimated
and suggested that. there are another 50 million people who should
be wearing eyeglasses. The health care programs that now exist both
at a national and local level throughout this country in my opinion have
not given proper recognition to the necessity of overall good eye care
and health care in this area.
A survey was made several years ago in which the public was asked
just what type of diseases or type of thini they were most concerned
with. The survey showed that Americans fear blindness second only to
cancer. That is why I -believe this committee and anyone concerned
with legislation should give proper recognition to good eye care.
It is not m-y purpose to endorse or oppose any specific proposals for
national health insurance pending before the Congress. However, the
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committees of Congress have a number of proposals before them which
do include eyeglasses and other visual devices as a benefit. If Congress
does include eyeglasses in any health legislation, I wish to suggest
certain safeguards which ought to be established for the welfare of
the public and the benefit of the Government.
Before I offer these suggestions, a brief description of the classes
of peop involved in furnishing eye care and eyeglasses is necessary.
The ophthalmologist, who may also be calle an oculist or an eye
physician, is a medical doctor specializing in the surgical and medical
care of the eyes. His practice also includes routine eye examinations
for the detection of visual errors. A substantial -number of ophthalmologists (probably around 40 percent) also dispense the eyeglasses
which they prescribe.
The basic function of the optometrist is to examine eyes to detect
visual errors. He does not diagnose or treat eye disease. As a general
rule optometrists sell the eyeglasses which they prescribe.

The dispensing optician does not examine eyes. He is, however, a

member of the al iecf health team because the desired effect of the lenses
prescribed is realized only when the prescription is correctly interpreted and the eyeglasses properly designed and dispensed.
A dispensing optician, therefore, is, in short, a person who fills prescriptions for ophthalmic lenses. I represent this group.
Opticians also historically dispense contact lenses pursuant to a
written prescription or order for such lenses.
A more detailed description of the functions of the dispensing
optician is attached as exhibit A to our filed statement.
In the light of this background, I make the suggestions which follow:
First, any Government prograii which includes eyeglasses and other
visual devices as a benefit must preserve the historic freedom and right
of the American public to purchase their eyeglasses and other visual
devices from the practitioner of their choice.
This suggestion prompts the following considerations:
According to a 1968 survey by the National Center for Health Statistics, 92.5 percent of the Nation's active optometrists dispense or sell
the eyeglasses which they prescribe. I have already indicated that a
substantial number of ophthalmologists also dispense. We believe
that you should not build such dispensing by prescribers into a health
insurance system or require it as a part. Rather, you should encourage
freedom of choice in separating these functions.
To preserve free competition in the sale of eyeglasses and thereby
to conserve the tax dollars of the Nation, it is necessary for the Federal
Government firmly to. establish this freedom of choice concept and
open competition in any program providing eyeglasses or other
optical appliances.
If you do not provide for freedom of choice and open competition
by the separation of prescribing aniddispensing functions, you will
be overlooking the inherent dangers of overprescribing. This danger
was brought out very clearly on October 26, in a WTOP television
report on eye care in the Nation's Capital. A reporter had his eyes
examined by 11 optometrists and six ophthalmologists. Eight out of
the 11 optometricts prescribed eyeglasses. Not one of the six ophthalmologists prescribed eyeglasses.
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This experience clearly points up, better than anything that I
can say, the inherent dangers of overprescribing when the dispensing
is tied in with the prescribing.
The Virginia medicaid program recognizes the same danger, when
it directs the optometrists to bill the State for the refraction only
and not for the dispensing of eyewear. It states the reason for this
regulation as follows:
Medicaid patients have the freedom of choice for the purchase of eyeglasses
and are not restricted to returning to the same provider who did the refraction.
This is the freedom of choice principle which we insist is necessary. Thus, as has been suggested elsewhere, any Government program
providing appliances as a benefit should include a provision that any
examining practitioner shall not furnish or dispense directly, or
indirectly-through any agent or employee, any products or appliances
which he prescribed, unless he first gives the individual eligible for
such assistance a written copv of the prescription with the explanation
that the individual has the freedom of choice to have the prescription
filled by any institution, agency, pharmacy, ophthalmic dispenser, or
practitioner qualified to perform such services.
Such a freedom of choice guarantee would bring about the following benefits:
1. It will serve as a deterrent to overprescribing of products
and appliances.
2. It will provide the basic freedom of choice to obtain the
services and products the individual is entitled to.
3. It will guard against the waste of Federal funds.
.4. It will reinforce present Federal policy as expressed in the
Federal Trade Commission Rules for the Optical Products Industry, which specifically declare tie-ins illegal.
My second suggestion is this:
Any Government program which includes eyeglasses as a benefit
must clearly. distinguish between the services involved in prescribing
and the services connected with dispensing a product.
It has been suggested during these hearings that only the cost of
professional services be covered-not the cost of appliances or device&
The danger of adopting a program providing for reimbursement
of professional services when the dispensing of a product is involved
is illustrated by-the invoice reproduced as exhibit B, which is attached
to our filed statement.
Under professional services, it shows(a) Fifteen dollars for the visual examination,
(b) Five dollars for consultation and prescription.I might note that the reverse side of the invoice explains this
latter charge as planning and presentation of a treatment progr m to
solve the visual needs. If true freedom of choice were involved, this
charge would be defined as the writing and giving a prescription to
the patient.
(e) In addition there are charges totaling $27 for measuring,
verifying, fitting, servicing and supplementary lens and frame service.
This means that there is a $20 charge for examination and determination of the visual error but a $2T charge for service connected
with the sale of the product. Both are invoiced as professional services, although $27 is for sales service.
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Thus to adopt the principle of including reimbursement for professional services, which could include sales services, would give one
group an unfair economic advantage by permitting them to charge
the insurance program for the expenses connected With the making of
a sale when it could not be charged by those in the business of selling
eyeglasses as a business.
Some will say that the dispensing of such products is not a sale;
that the professional man in this instance is the consumer of the
product; that the product itself is only incidental to his professional
services.
The answer to this line of reasoning is contained in the rules for
the optical products industry of the Federal Trade Commission. In
defining the industry and its products the rules clearly state that the
dispensing of prescription eyeglasses or contact lenses by ophthalmologists, oculists, physicians or optometrists is a sale.
Unless this distinction between services involved in prescribing
and the services connected with dispensing a product is clearly preserved, a national health insurance system will cause the failure of a
large percentage of small businessmen. Such failures will eliminate
a major element. of competition in the sale of eyeglasses since the
majority of retail optical stores in this country ate one and two man
operations. The failure of State medicaid programs to separate the
service of examining the eye and the service of selling eyeglasses, has
led them to establish fee schedules which prohibit the small retail
optical store from participating in medicaid. It has led to the situation where the optician is paid less for eyeglasses than he has to
pay the wholesaler for those glasses.
the clear cut way to avoid these evils is to build into any program
providing for appliances a separation of the prescribing and selling
functions as previously stated.
My third comment and suggestion: Any Government program which
includes eyeglasses as a-benefit must take into consideration the fact
that eyeglasses today are a fashion accessory, that is, an important element of dress, in additioii to being an optical appliance.
Everyone is aware from his own observation that there has been a
revolution which has made eyeglasses a fashionable item. For many
years it was not uncommon for Americans to hide the fact that they
were eyeglass wearers. Thus, eyeglasses left in one's pocket or handbag
deprived individuals of their fullest visual aquity. Fashion in eyewear
now motivates the eyeglass wearer to display them in full view.
Since as much as 80 percent of all of our activities depend upon good
vision, it is obviously in the best interest of the Nation for eyeglasses
to be worn when they are needed.
For these reasons we believe it would be a mistake for any Government program to settle upon a restricted, standard, Government issue
type of eyeglass frame, or any program which would seriously impair
the variety of frames available, since such a general issue item would
run contrary to the fashion trend and would brand the wearer as the
recipient of a public benefit. Such a pitfall can easily be avoided by
granting an allowance to the beneficiary so that he can apply the Government benefit toward the purchase of a frame of this choice.
My fourth comment is that any Government program including eyeglasses or other visual devices should encourage the efficient use of all
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available manpower in the optical industry so that each practitioner
works at a level commensurate with his training and ability.
We suggest that the fastest., most economical and most satisfactory
way to pofve a manpower shortage in the eyecare field is to encourage
the dispensing of eyeglasses by those whose only specialty it is, name,
dispensing opticians, and permit the ophthalmologist and optometrist
to devote their practice to examination of the eye. To do otherwise,
would seem to promote agross misuse of manpower.
My fifth comment is that any Government program providing eyeglasses as a benefit should require each provider of optical services and
products to meet minimum standards.
These standards should apply to both products and services.
Product standards are available in many areas of optical dispensing
through the American National Standards Institute and shouldbecome
a requirement in any governmental program.
Standards of services is a somewhat more difficult problem, but a very
big step forward would be made by requiring the 'demonstration of
competence through a national certification program. Thus, certification by a national accrediting agency, of which a number already exist,
could and should be required of all persons who dispense visual appliances.
Finally, any Government program providing eyeglasses should require that all dispensers of eyewear should maintain and update their
dispensing skills...
There are a number of existing facilities which could be used to meet
this requirement, such as the International Academy of Opticianry
whose primary function is the' continuing education of dispensing
opticians.
In conclusion, good vision is one of the Nation's most precious resources. As I said earlier, more than 50 percent of our population over
6 years of age presently depend upon eyeglasses or similar optical
appliances to provide them with good vision. The vision of eyeglass
wearers is brought to its optimum level only when the prescription is
filled accurately and precisely.
For the Nation to iceive the fullest benefit, both professionally and
economically, from any program providing eyeglasses, it is advisable
for such a program, (1) to guarantee full and fair competition in the
provision of such products, (2) to guarantee, especially to those who
cannot afford to pay for their health care, the right to choose freely
the practitioner of his choice, (3) to structure payment for any eyeglasses realistically and on a basis which will insure competition, (4)
to solve the manpower shortage at the professional level by encouraging the use of dispensing opticians for the provision of'eyeglasses,
(5) to establsh minimum national standards for each person dispensing eyewear, and finally, to require that each dispenser of eyewear
maintain and update his dispensing skills.
In conclusion, I offer to the committee our complete cooperation
and the services of our association in providing help and advice on
matters dealing with eyeglasses and related visual products.
I thank you for this opportunity.
If there are any questions that you wish to direct to me, I would
be glad to answer them for you.
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Mr. BuRnm. Proceeding, Mr. Schoonover, on behalf of the committee, we wish to thank you for your testimony here this morning. This
is an area in which there are many technical questions raised and
there will likely be questions.
Mr. SCHOONOVER. We would be most pleased to answer them.
Mr. BURKE. Mr. Karth?
Mr. KARTH. You say that there are 50 million people in this country who should be wearing eyeglasses?.
Mr. SCHOONOVER There are approximately 50 million people in the
country who are not wearing eyeglasses and should be wearing them.
These people have not been able to avail themselves of what may be
considered proper eye care.
Mr. KArr. Do you know what part of 'the 50 million are not wearing eyeglasses because they cannot afford them?
Mr. SCHOONOVER. I really don't know the answer to that. We find, unfortunately, in my years in the optical industry that a great many
people do not have eye wear because they cannot afford proper eye
care; but also we find that there is a continual problem of education of
the public to see that they do have their eye examination periodically.
As a person gets older it is necessary that they have their eyes examined.
After the age of 40, it is quite normal for someone to expect to need
to wear eyeglasses such asI do now at this point to read.
But there are many people who keep putting it off and as they say,
the telephone book gets further away and these people for various reasons do not take proper care of their eyes.
Mr. KArr. Thank you.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. CONABLE. How many people wear glasses ?
Mr. SCHOONOvE. About 125 million people in this country are now
wearing eyeglasses.
Mr. CONARLE. In other words, there would be only 25 million people
who don't need glasses?
Mr. SCHOONOVKE. I said 125 million. I think our total population is
what, 250 million?
Mr. CONABLE. No, 200 million.
Mr. SCHooowoVE Something like that, 207 million.
Mr. CONABLE. Perhaps 210 million.
Mr. ScHooNovmn The estimates are about 125 million people wearing
them with another 50 million who do need eye care. You must realize
that we have many children who require eye care who are not getting
proper eye care under various programs but along with that we have
practically, I would estimate from our experience, 80 percent of the
population over the age of 40 wearing eyeglasses in some form or
other-not for all purposes but they are wearing them.
Mr. BtURKz. Are there any further questions?
Thank you very much, Mr. Schoonover.
Mr. ScitooxovzR. Thank you, sir.
(Exhibits A and B follow:)
ExHim
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b. Who, in interpreting such prescriptions, takes measurements to determine
size and shape of lenses, frames or lens forms best suited to the wearers' needs;
c. Who repairs and reproduces previously prepared ophthalmic lenses and
frames;
d. Who prepares and delivers work orders to technicians engaged in grinding
lenses and fabricating eyewear;
e. Who verifies the accuracy of ophthalmic lenses; and
f. Who adjusts and dispenses lenses, specially fabricated optical devices, frames
and appurtenances thereof to the intended wearer.
In dispensing contact lenses pursuant to a prescription, the dispensing optician
performs one or more of the following functions:
a. Measures the curvature of the front surface of the cornea of the eye with
the aid of a keratometer, ophthalmometer or other similar device;
b. Fits and adapts contact lenses, with or without the use of trial lenses or
fluorescein, and dispenses contact lenses-to the Intended user;
c. Instructs the intended user in the proper use and handling of contact lenses.

Mr. BunK. Our next witness is Dr. Joseph McGovern, Jr., and Dr.
Robert Kelleher, of the Doctors' Commission for American Health.
On behalf of the committee, I would like to welcome the Doctor's
Commission for American Health here. Most of the doctors on this list
are from Massachusetts. They are eminently qualified to testify before
us. Most of these men and women are actively engaged in the private
practice of medicine and most also hold or have held teaching and
research appointments in one or more medical areas where they reside.
On behalf of the committee, Dr. McGovern, we welcome you and
you may identify your associates for the record and proceed.
STATEMENT OF DR. JOSEPH McGOVERN, 11., CHAIRMAN, DOCTORS'
COMMISSION FOR AMERICAN HEALTH; ACCOMPANIED BY DR.ROBERT KELLEHER, DR. MARGARET M. MCGOVERN, AND DR. DONALD EIS0, MEMBERS OF COMMISSION
Dr. JoszrH McGovExr. Thank you very kindly, Congressman
Burke.
I would like to introduce Dr. Margaret Mary McGovern member of the Doctors' Commission for American Htealth; Dr. bonald
Ellis, a member of the Doctors' Commission for American Health, and
Dr. Robert Kelleher, a-member of the Doctors' Commission for American Health.
The Doctors' Commission for American Health is a nonprofit organization founded in 1970 by a group of independent practicing physicians which has conducted a nationwide survey of the opinions of
practicing physicians of America, pertaining to the question of a nationalized health program and the related problems of health care
delivery.
.
During the period through July and August of 1971, aquestionnaire
was mailed to 5,000 practicing physicians, computer-elected at random, from among 144,000 doctors actively engaged in private prac-
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tice in 20 States, serving the needs of 155 million persons. The responses of 2,018 physicians were analyzed by computer and the results
will be presented here today.
With the cooperation of the Massachusetts Medical Society, the
study was expanded to include a sampling of the views of 356 hospitalbased physicians located in the Boston area. These physicians are interns, residents, teachers, researchers, and administrators; all of whom
are salaried and none of whom are in private practice. With the assistance of the Massachusetts Federation of Physicians, 368 of their
members were polled. These physicians are office based, in private practice, and have been active in their effort to improve the medicare and
medicaid programs in Massachusetts. The results of the study of these
two subgroups of physicians are included in tables No. 1 and No. 2.
You have before you a 22 page summary of the statistical data including 14 pag' of tables. In the time allotted I would like to touch
on
h highlights.
Mr.BpuRxz. Without objection we will include all the data here in
addiction to your statement. That will all be included without objection at the end of your oral statement.
Dr. JOSEPH Mc~ovEw. Thank you, Congressman Burke.
The health care problem in America. * * * Where does it exist? ***
What is it's cause *** What can be done aboiit it? ***

Everyone will agree that when a sick person cannot find a doctor
at the time he needs him, it is both a crisis and a doctor shortage; when
a doctor cannot find a hospital bed for his sick patient, it is both a
crisis and a hospital bed shortage; and, when a patient postpones
hospitalization and treatment because of high cost, it is a crisis and it
may also be a tragedy.
In order to first determine whether the problem was of sufficient
scope to warrant a national remedy, we asked a representative number of practicing physicians across the country whether, in their
opinion, the number ot people having trouble gaining access to medical
resources did constitute a crisis in health care delivery.
A majority of 72 percent answered no. What caused so many practicing physicians to conclude that there is no national health crisis?
Many indicated that they saw acute health care problems in the ghetto
and rural poverty areas, but not elsewhere to such a degree as to describe it it in t eriiis of a "crisis."
In reply to questions then about the adequacy of the doctor supply
in the areas where they were practicing, the national results showed
that there were four States in which the majority of the doctors
described a local shortage of physicians, although many characterized
this shortage as a maldistribution of doctors. Those States were Georgia, Indiana, Michigan and North Carolina. In the remaining 16
States, the majority stated that there was no doctor shortage in their
communities. When asked, the impression of doctors everywhere was
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that there was a doctor shortage nationally, suggesting that publicity
surrounding local shortages had given the impression of a more
widespread problem.
Nevertheless, when given a number of alternatives designed to
remedy the doctor shortage, the largest plurality of respondents (41
percent) selected a long-range plan that would provide realistic
incentives to distribute new medical school graduates to practice in
areas of greatest need. For example, a system of educational grants to
medical students, repayable only by a specified number of years of
practice in an area of need. Further, there was also a strong sentiment (40 percent) to combine this system with increasing use of
allied health personnel. Many also advocated tax inducements for doctors practicing in rural areas. Others suggested full exploration of the
possibility of involving research and teaching doctors, on a voluntary
part-time basis, in local patient care programs. This latter suggestion
requires serious consideration because it could involve as many as 30,000 hospital-based-doctors, and it could be implemented rapidly with
appropriately designed tax incentives, acting as a stimulus. There were
States in which the majority of doctors described a shortage of hospital beds. They were New Jersey, New York, North Carolina, and
Ohio. Yet in the remaining 16 States the majority of physicians responding said no shortage of hospital beds existed. Opinion is evenly
divided between those who have the impression there is a nationwide
shortage of hospital beds and those who do not have that impression.
With respect to questions that would involve efforts to reduce the
high cost ofhospitalization, there was in particular one program that
was favored by 73 percent could reduce costs by more efficient hospital
management through the application of industrial techniques, through
efficient cost accounting and mass purchasing systems all within the
structure of the existing hospital systems.
Another recommendation clearly capable of reducing hospital costs,
consists of a plan which fosters outpatient care and treatment. This
will reduce the need for hospital beds and will markedly reduce the
overall cost to the patients.
Category 2. Concerning a universally financed nationalized health
system, the question was asked: Do we need it? Will it work? Why did
the majority of physicians in the survey-62 percent-feel that the
adoption of a universal financing mechanism, such as a national health
insurance plan, would complicate rather than solid e the problems of the
health delivery system and even go so far as to indicate that such a
plan would lower the quality of care for patients?
To a large extent this opinion was based on experience with existing Federal health care programs. Barely 50 percent of the general
medical population found the medicare program satisfactory, and 15
percent acknowledged that they could no longer participate in the pro-
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gram. The medicaid program has been an unsatisfactory experience
in the opinion of 81 percent of the practicing physicians, and 27 percent have given up their participation; the principal reason is that
the cost and burden of administrative paper work is often greater
than the amount paid for the service by the Government. Practicing
physicians in this country, who have also had the experience of practicing under a nationalized system of medicine in other countries,
stress that fredom of competition is an impetus for better service, and
that individual incentive is greatly reduced, if not completely eliminated, under a nationalized system. This same reasoning 'applies to
cost control of physician's services; for example, that the freedom of
the physician to set his own fee, subject to review by a local panel of
physicians, along with a continuance of the fee-for-service form of
compensation, will stimulate rather than reduce incentive and provide
better services for the patient.. The physicians concluded that while nationalization may ease some of the more acute problems in the ghetto
and rural areas, this would be at the expense of a serious decline in
the quality of medical care delivered to the vast majority of people.
The survey included questions based on the assumption that the
Congress did decide to adopt a nationalized health law. What form,
then, would be most practical in the opinion of practicing physicians?
The results of the survey suggest six specific elements.
1. That it be of a voluntary, rather than compulsory in nature.
2. That its benefits serve only the needy or indigent, rather than
the entire population.
3. With respect to the patient's role in such a plan, there is the
urgent recommendation that the deductible and copayment system
(partial payment by the patient) be required for every service received.
4. Again, under the tssu!n ion that some form of nationalized
health plan is to be adopted, the plurality of physicians favor financing, through reallocation of phased-out foreign military aid, plus a
withholding tax on employees based on a sliding scale.
5. The Administration of such a program is viewed by the plurality as best performed 'by the private insurance industry, in combination with Blue Cross and Blue Shield.
6. Most physicians favor total coverage without exclusion, while
some suggest coverage limited to catastrophic illnesses.
Category III. What is the physicians' altitude toward some of the
other issues related to the national health program?
Most of the practicing physicians approve of the curernt methods
of research over that of a NASA style, all-out attack on certain causes
of illness or death. The majority also feel that the decision to use generic or brand name drugs ought to remain a problem for the prescribing physician, rather than have the government mandate the use
of generic drugs under all conditions. The federalization of recommended or available drugs, also known as a national formulary, was
rejected. The physicians choose to retain the freedom of selecting a
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given medication from an unlimited choice of drugs for a given
patient.
In conclusion, the Doctors' Commission for American Health has
made a nationwide investigation of the opinions of practicing decors
with respect to certain questions associated with the problems of
national health. The physicians' responses indicate the location and
extent of the shortages of hospital beds and doctors. They advance
specific programs designed to believe the doctor shortage. They stress
that the hospital bed shortage could -be reduced considerably -by the
adoption of plans that would em hasize out-patient diagnosis and
treatment. Realistic remedies for redoing the high cost of hospitalization are offered, all practical within the framework of the existing
hospital structure.
The physicians isolated one of the major deterrents to the success
of the existing medicare and medicaid program-overwhehning paperwork. The majority of the physicians urge that the solution to the
health care problems be approached by the methods just described,
rather than by the implementation of a compulsory, universally
financed insurance plan covering the entire U.S. population.
The doctors contend, that in the event that the Congress decides
that a nationalized insurance plan was in the best interests of the
country, that any such plan be structured on a voluntary basis, available to those who want it, and are willing to pay for it, in whole or
in part; that the coverages be all inclusive, and that the patient must
contribute financially to the program in the form of copayment, at
the time of service.
The opinions of the practicing doctors on many other relevant issues
are presented collectively and by individual State; and, they reflect
constructive suggestions.
The Doctor's Commission for American Health hopes that the Congress will find the above data useful in its deliberations. We acknowledge with gratitude, the opportunity to appear before you, and present
this information and assure you wit assurance, that we shall continue
these studies with more detailed and penetrating questions and make
the data available to Congress.
Mr. BURKE. Does that complete your statement, Dr. McGovern?
Dr. JOSEPH MCGOVERN. Yes, Congressman Burke, that completes
the statement.
Mr. BmuKE. Do any of your associates have any commentsI
Dr. JOSEPH McGovERN. Not at this time, thank you.
Mr. BmKE. Dr. McGovern, has your commission any suggestion
to make relative to the solution of the doctor shortage?
Dr. JOSEPH McGovmiN. Congressman Burke, the doctor shortage
problem appears to be one of the most important issues that exists in
the opinion of many of the dootorswiho replied. There are several
suggestions that we have outlined very. briefly, but one suggestion in
particular, that we think requires serious consideration and further
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study is the possibility of developing a program that would involve
channeling a large body of existing available medical talent into the
area of practice on a part-time and on a voluntary basis.
This could involve some 30 000 to 40,000 physicians based in hospitals who, at this time, are doing administration, teaching, and research work. The men and women involved are located at this time
in medical schools and institutions that are in fact, geographically
in the ghetto and areas of great doctor shortages.
We have proceeded with the basic elements of structuring the
mechanism by which these men and women could enter into the mainstream of practice on a part-time and on a voluntary basis. It is practical and possible. It is feasible. With the assistance of Dr. Sydney Gellis
of Boston, who is one of the most highly respected and recognized
persons in the academic world, the basic mechanics for putting such
a program into operation has been developed. It would require, from
the practical side, the development of incentives and stimuli of various
sorts which could come only from the Congress. We offer this in its
p resent incomplete form as one realistic ancY immediate answer to the
doctor shortage. We hope that it will be given consideration and assure
you that we are able to pursue it and structure it with your assistance
and help.
Mr. BuRKE. Are there any questions? Mr. Conable?
Mr. CONABLE. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. Can you tell me, Doctor,
something about the genesis of your organization, the Doctors' Commission for American Health. I note that you call it a nonprofit
organization founded by a group of independent practicing physicians.. Was it put together specifically for the purpose of sending out
this questionnaire or was there some other long-term goal in mind at
the time the organization was begun?
In other words, what I am looking for is to get some idea of the
reason for your organization having come into being in 1970. Was it
a matter of dissatisfaction with the existing medical organization or
was it a one-purpose group? Was it the reason for your having accepted
this responsibility?
Dr. Joseph McGovERN. The reason was that as practicing physicians faced with the day-to-day responsibilities of caring for patients
we recognized that there are a large number of bills before Congress
relating to health and not much input into them from practicing
doctors.
Consequently, we made efforts to secure in a more detailed and exact
form what information there was available with reference to specific
pending legislative bills. We could not find solid data that represented
the thinking of the men and women in this country who would be
expected to be willing and able to implement any congressional decision when that time came.
Mr. CONABLE. You have primarily a legislative interest then, is that
correct?
Dr. Joseph MCGOVERN. I wouldn't be able to say that we have primarily a legislative interest. Our interest covers every phase of the
responsibility of the private practicing doctor to his patient whether
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it relates to legislation or whether it relates to the general overall • re
of the patient in this country.
Mr. CONABLE. What I am trying to determine is if there is anything unique about your organization. Was there a sponsoring association, for instance the Massachusetts Medical Association. Did they
take the initiative in organizing the Commission?
Dr. Joseph McGovERN. No, the initiative was taken by the doctors,
some of whom you see before you and others of whom are listed in the
founding organization. With our own funds and with our own concerns and interests we decided that it was of major importance to
learn the opinions of doctors who are actually caring for patients in
every area of the country.
This information was not available in any publication that we could
find and, based on our personal concern and commiment, we elected
to make an exact study of the problem in the most scientific way that
we knew. We announced to interested parties what we were doing,
particularly the Massachusetts Medical Society which helped us to
expand the study to a very special doctor population, the academic
doctors in Boston.
We felt this information absolutely necessary to have and because
it simply was not available by any other method, we carried out the
nationwide study.
Mr. CONABLE.So as a group of individual doctors mostly in the Massachusetts area, you got together and decided that it was necessary to
develop this information because the failure of any existing organization to do this; is that correct?
I)r. KELLEHER. May I amplify?
Mr. CONABLE. I am really not looking for any special information. I
simply want to understand the dynamics of how a group like this gets
organized and sends out a nationwide questionnaire.
Dr. KELLEHER. Those of us in private practice in Massachusetts by
1970 had had some 5 years' experience with the medicare and medicaid
programs and, on looking upon the record of those programs, including the various testimony made in regard to those programs by traditional representatives ot American medicine, we felt that such facts
as we have here compiled were strikingly lacking and we realized that
the taxpayers of this country, ourselves included, had expended large
sums of money, that Members of Congress had put in a great deal of
work and we and doctors throughout the country I think had consciously tried to implement these programs over different years, yet
we have found these programs failing and while our interest is largely
directed in the legislative manner just now, our long-term interest is to
help develop and produce a system of care and delivery that is going
to take the best care of our patients.
We, I think, represent doctors who take care of most of the patients
in most of the places in this country.
Mr. CONABLE. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. BURKE. Are there any further questions? Without objection, all
the charts and data included here in addition to other statements will
be included in the record.
(The information referred to follows:)
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STATES STUDIED
(Alphabetical)

BASIC DATA RELATION TO THE VARIOUSDOCTOR POPULATIONS SURVEYED

APPROXIMATE
POPULATION
IN MILLIONS

NO. OF OFFICE
BASED*DR. 'S
PER STATE

NO. OF OFFICE
BASED DR. 'S
SELECTED AT

RANDOM

NO. OF HOSPITAL
BASED DR.'S
SELECTED AT
RANDOM

# Dr's. # Dr's.
Polled

0 Dr.'s
Replied

356

125

,Dr.'s

UIAAA
..ALIFORNIA
ILORIDA
3BORGIA
ILLINOIS
INDfIA
OUISIANA

0inAAND
4A8NACHSETT
4IGIIGAN
CESSOURI
1EWJERSEY

4.5
19.7
6.7
14.9
10.9

5.6

14.1
14.1

IORT CAROLINA
) IO
DBNSYLVANIA

5.6
8.8
14.8
7.1
18.0
5.6
10.5
11.6

FIRGINIA
FISCONSIN

4.o
10.9
4.1
4.o

IEW YORK

E L:
*
**

20

155,500,000

MASS. FEDERATION
OF PHYSICIANS

#Dr's
Polled

#Dr.'s
Replied

2,200

25,700
6,20O

3,300
9, 4w
3,800

2,800

3,600
6,100
6,500
3,500
6,800
22,300

3,500
8,800
10,600
3,000
9,300
3,700
3,600

11414,OOO

5,0

2,018T 350

120

OFFICLBASED DOCTORS (Practicing physicians engaged in private practice. * 200,000 in U. S. A. today.)
HOSPITAL.BASED DOCTORS (Interns, Residents, Teachers, Researchers, Administrators.. .all salaried..120,000
in U. S. A. today.)

GROUP OF MASS. OFFICE-BASED DOCTORS (Active in efforts to improve Medicare and Medicaid in Massachusetts.)
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DOCTOR'S COMMISSION FOR AMERICAN HEALTH
P.O. Box 8608, John F. Kennedy Station, Boston, Mass. 02114
Joseph J. McGovern, Jr., M.D., Chairman, Boston, Mass.
Dean Crocker, M.D., Boston, Mass.
Bernard Berman, M.D., Brookline, Mass.
Donald S. Ellis, M.D., Wakefield, Mass.
Margaret M. McGovern, M.D., Wellesley, Mass.

SURVEY CONDUCTED JULY -AUGUST 1971
NOE:

Questionsires miled - 5,000
Replies
- 2,018

Dear Doctor:
The questions In this nationwide poll are designed to measure the attitudes of practicing doctors towards
the fundamental aspects of pending National Health legislation. We feel that your opinions are needed since
present national health policy appears to be guided primarily by non-physician planrrs. The information
you give will be used only in combination with the responses of other physicians and in no way ill the
responses ever be identified with your name. Your replies will be computer-analyzed, revealing, In effect, a
profile of the type of legislation recommended by c__to-_o_.the country at this time.
The data, will be assembled into legislative form and presented to the 92nd Congress for action. Thus, It
Is of the utmost importance for you to respond without delay. If you have any questions about the poll,
please contact me.
Sincerely,

Joseph J. McGovern, Jr., M.D.
SUB-COMMITTEE ON PHYSICIAN'S OPINIONS
Do you think thOaa sufficient number of people hav tmuble inning aceSS to medical resources to sy that
we have a crisis in health care delivery?
1-1 0 Yes 28%

-2 M No 72X

Do you think there is a shortage of physician manpower?
in your community'
nationwide
Do you think he Isa shwo
in your community
nationwide

2-1 0 Yes 37%
3-1 % Yes 72%

.2 M No 62%
-2 0 No 28%

of hospital beds?4-1 E0 Yes
5-1 3 Yes

.-

-2M
2.
No67#
2U09 No 51$,;

Do you think that some type of universal financing mechanism (e.g. National Health Insurance) would be
a significant step toward solving some of the problems of the health delW system?
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Should National Health Insurance be:
7q!
.

7-1 U Voluntary for everyone
-2 0 Compulsory for everyone

How should such a program be funded: (If you think a combination of more than one would be most
appropriate, chec more than one box.)
;)2" 8-1
-r6'' 9.1
1.9 10-1
2'11 I-1
5 12.1
1.L,13-1

0
3
0
0
I
0

Withholding tax on employees based on a flat annual sum
Withholding tax on employees based on a sliding scale
Tax on employers and employees
from general revenues
reallocation of phasedout foreign military aid
other - please specify

Should such a program. cover:
27%14-i 0 all U.S. citizens
27% -2 0 all U.S. residents

141%-3 m only the needy or indigent
5% 4 0 other (please specify)

Should the program cover:
16%15-1 0 In-patient hospital care only
211
-2 0 Limited coverages, excluding conditions such as elective surgery, etc.

-30 total care with no exclusions
S40 other (plea

specify)

Should the proprm be adminiseed by:
19%16-1 0 Local fiscal intermediary such as Blue Cross-Blue Shield
2t -2 0 Private insurance industry
7% -3 M Combination of Blue CrossBlue Shield and private insurance industry
91 -4 0 A federal agency (either directly or through an appropriate state agency

2% . 0 other (plea specify)

Should the progrm be beud on:
L2%17-1 0 first dollar coverage
% -2 0 a deductible system
23% -3 0 a co-insurance system (e.g. 20%
paid by patient - remainder paid
by insurance company)
Under such a program, should physicin

°

142% 4

m

a combination of deductible and
coinsurance 2% -5 0 other (please specify)

fees be:

34%18-1 0 set by an interspecialty panel of local practicing physicians
11% -2 0 a panel consisting of local physicians and local non-physiclans
16% .3 3 the individual physician subject to review by a panel of local physicians and/or nonphysicians
"
3% 4
aan appropriaetate or federal agency
-50 other (please specify)
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Should physicians be paid:
89_V,9-1 3 on afee-forservice basis
27 -2 0 on a salary basis
9% -3 0 on a fee-for-service basis for "private patient." and paid by salary for care provided under
government sponsored programs
Which of the following do you think would be most effective in reducing (or slowing the Increase in) hospitel costs:
73120-1 0 more efficient management and operations systems within the existing structure of the
hospital system
3% -2 0 modification of the existing hospital system toward one similar to the V.A. or military
hospital system (i.e. Nationalization of hospitals)
214% -30 adoption of a prospective payment formula that would provide incentives to decrease
costs (e.g. the H.M. 0.)
Which of the following do you favor as meaure for increasing the supply of health services:
41% 21-1 M a plan to provide incentives to help redistribute the emerging physician population to
areas of greatest need (e.g. education grants in return for a specified number of years in
practice in an area of need)
9% -20 a plan that would concentrate on increasing the productivity of the existing physician
supply through the use of allied health personnel
LO% -30 both
10,
-40 neither
Regarding reaerdh priorities, do you favor:
55,2-1 U a research program which is funded as the state of the economy permits and emphasizes
topics of current interest
1.5% -2 0 a N. A. S. A. style all out attack on selected major causes of death with continuous fund.
ing not based on general economic trends.
Regarding the writing of priasptions, do you favor:
22%23-1 0 a national drug formulary
68% -2 M unlimited prescribing by physicians
10% -3 0 limited prescribing
by physicians
Should the decision reading the us of generic vs. brand name drup be left upto the:
90%24-1 @ Physician

--- 2 0 patient - 2%-3 0 pharmacist

8%-4 0 determined by law

Do you think that the practicing physician isgnly traad fairly by the mas media?
33PS-1 0 Yes

691.2 . No

Do you think physicians have an adequate vehicle for responding to "bed pres" when it occurs?

87%.2 M No

13%26-1 E Yes
Ifyes, what Is that

vehicle?

If no, what vehicle would you like to ae developed?
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Hae you foul the mdicam prom satisfatmy?

50.' 27-1

Yes

501-2 o No

Do you still prtitipt in it?

85, 28.1 m Yes

15% .2 0 No

Have you found the medicaid pnam satisfactoy?
19 4, 291

Do you still

Yes

ipa

R%2 0 No

in It?
27%.

73%3o-t a Yes

0 No

WouM you be wilinl to contribute time to the emnemen
to the mlbntv quemsin this quedoni?

59432.1 m Yes

around your responses

25%.2 3 No

75%31.1 8 Yes

Would you be will

of aprogrm dsign

to finnial port

tuh a pom?
41

.2 0 No

Optional and Confkfintel
Name:
Address:
City and State:

33-34

PLEASE MAIL PROMPTLY TO Doctors Commission for Amwican Health
P.O. Box 8608, John F. Kennedy Station
Boton, MUss.
02114
THANK YOUI
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DOCTOR'S COMMISSION FOR AMERICAN HEALTH
Summary of Position and Recommendations

National health care problems do not warrant "crisis" description
A.

This conclusion represents the opinion of a large majority
of practicing physicians surveyed in twenty (20) states by
the Commission

B. The physicians polled acknowledge local shortages of doctors
but attribute this to maldistribution of physicians
C.

II

The survey showed that most practicing physicians consider
the shortage of hospital beds as not widespread

Recommended alternative proposals to meet specific problems
A.

B.

C.

Shortage of doctors
1.

Educational grants to medical students

2.

Tax credits for doctors practicing in rural areas

3.

Study of expanded use of research and teaching doctors

Shortage of hospital beds
1.

Foster expanded programs of outpatient care and treatment
in doctors' offices

2.

Selected construction of new hospitals

Hospital costs
1. More efficient management
2. Application of industrial techniques -- seven day,
around-the-clock operation

Ill

IV

A National Health Insurance Plan (universal and compulsory) is
not necessary at this time, nor will it be a significant step
towards solving the problems of health care delivery
A. Experience has shown that a national program such as Medicaid
does not work
B.

Experience has shown that a national program such as Medicare
is barely satisfactory

C.

Experience has shown that freedom of competition is an impetus
for better service, with individual incentive greatly reduced
under a nationalized system

Proposals if some form of National Health Insurance is adopted
A.

That the program be voluntary

B.

That it be low cost and limited to the needy and indigent

C.

That it be administered by the private insurance industry in
combination with Blue Cross and Blue Shield
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V

D.

That the deductible and co-payment system in which the patient
makes partial payment be mandatory for all services rendered

E.

That the fee-for-service form of compensation for physicians be
continued with fees subject to review by a local panel of
physicians

Practicing physicians favor current prescription practices, rather
than the concept of a national formulary
A.

A majority of physicians believe that the decision to use generic
or brand name drugs ought to remain a problem for the prescribing
physician

B.

The government should not mandate the use of generic drugs under
all conditions
CONCLUSION

The average practicing physician believes there is widespread misinformation
concerning the attitudes and concern of physicians towards health care and
medical services. Practicing physicians, because of their professional
and ethical standards, are more concerned with individual health service
than any other segment of the community.
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Mr. BURKE. I can understand why the survey was made. You doctors
happen to come from the finest medical area of the world. That is no
reflection on New York. This information that you have provided us
with is going to be very, very helpful to this committee because without
the cooperation of the'doctors and the other groups involved throughout the country it is going to be almost impossible to enact legislation
that will be meaningful.
'We want to thank you, Mr. McGovern, and your associates for appearing here today ald particularly for the fine summary and survey
that you people nade. It really breaks down and gives us a great deal
of information that we have never had before.
Thank you again.
kindly.
Dr. Josenh MCGOVERN. Thank you very
(The following statement was received by the committee:)
ADDITIONAL STATEMENT OF DR. JOSEPH J. McGovERN, JR., CHAIRMAN,
DOCTOR'S COMMISSION FOR AMERICAN HEALTH
SUBJECT: THE MEDICAL MANPOWER EXPANSION PROGRAM

The Doctor's Commission for American Health presents to the Hous.e Ways and
Means Committee the "Medical Manpower Expansion Program", a plan designed
to relieve the acute doctor shortage In those areas of the country where it has
been found to exist. The results of the National Survey of doctors' opinions conducted by the Doctor's Commission for American Health showed that doctors in
every state recognize that there are relatively insufficient numbers of doctors
practicing in the ghetto and rural areas of their respective states. The reasons
why this condition has developed to such a serious degree deserves a brief analysis
at this point. In the first place, the relative shortage of practicing doctors in the
ghetto and rural areas is caused by the enormous numerical increase of ghetto
dwellers and by the depressed economic status of the patients living there; see-ondly, by the lack of educational and cultural amenities generally deemed necessary to attract doctors with families to live and practice in a given area, and
finally by the personal dangers associated with practicing in the high crime
ghetto areas.
The net effect of these forces, over the past decade, has been that young doctors
with families have not been attracted to live and work in these deprived areas
as the older doctors practicing there die or retire. Furthermore, large numbers of
middle-aged doctors have closed their offices and moved away voluntarily be.
cause of repeated robbings and physical assaults, or involuntarily when forced
with the impossibility of adequately supporting a conventional medical office and
practice with income derived almost exclusively from federal sponsored health
care programs (Medicare and Medicaid) as is the case with ghetto practices.
The ultimate answer to the problem rests with the complete elimination of the
ghetto and the assimilation of the ghetto dwellers into the mainstream of the
average American's conventional economic, housing and medical care pattern.
This is something expected in the distant future and until such time, however,
the needs of the poor for medical care must be ad can.be met with imaginative
and innovative leadership by the medical professon.
The spontaneous response of academic doctors to this situation has already
led to increasing involvement by full time medical staff members of teaching
hospitals In community health. In some areas this is coming about through work
with Community Health Centers related to teaching hospitals. In others It consists of manning clinics, aimed directly at the community, in the form of Evening
Clinics. Even though federal funding exists for setting up these clinics, it has not
been possible for the hospitals to provide the medical manpower needed to adequately staff the clinics.
After a study of the reasons for this, the Doctor's Commission for American
Health has developed the Medical Manpower Expansion Program. This plan provides the elements that have been missing on previous attempts to solve the
problem by conventional methods.
The Basic Outline Is As Follows:
1. Problem.-Insufficient numbers of experienced doctors willing to come Into
and practice in ghetto and rural areas.

2365
Sorution.-Recruit and motivate 50,000 academic doctors already working in
hospitals in the ghettos into voluntary part-time private practice with encouragement from Congress and leadership by the medical academic cQmmunity.
2. Problcm.-Conventionul private practice in ghetto is economically unsound,
because costs associated with office ovehead are greater than Medicaid and Medicare payments received.
Solution.-Provide mobile offices (40 foot vans) supplied and equipped by
Government and operated by the hospital with which the academic doctors are
affiliated. The academic doctors working in the mobile offices would be compensated directly by the patient, on a fee-for-service basis, through Medicaid and
Medicare; and also by the Government in the form of tax credit on income derived
from this source.
3. Problem.-Physical danger of assault to medical personnel and robbery of
medical offices in high crime areas.
Solution.-If and when required, security guards could be accommodated In
the mobile offices, and since the vans would return to their hospitals at the completion of work the problem of breaking and entering would be solved.
DETAILS OF SOLUTIONS TO PROBLEM NO.

I

Recruitment of doctors to practice in economically and culturally deprived
areas.
The source of manpower supply proposed for this program is the 50,000 academic
doctors who work in hospitals and who do not now have patient responsibility.
These men and women, all licensed physicians, are teachers, administrators and
researchers who are salaried. Their hospitals and medical schools are generally
located in the inner-city and ghetto areas.
The Doctor's Commission for American Health has surveyed the opinions of
a representative number of the academic doctors and find that many are willing
to become voluntarily involved in private practice on a fee-for-service basis on
their free time, i.e. nights and weekends in the areas of their hospital.
Evidence indicates that the majority of these doctors would be willing and
able to devote about 8 hours per week in private practice. Therefore, the implementation of the Medical Manpower Expansion Program would result in a
national increase in manpower hours in practice roughly equivalent to 7-10,000
doctors, each working 40 hours per week. For reference, it is important to realize
that about 10,000 new doctors are graduated each year from all the medical
schools in the U.S. combined.
The success of recruiting these doctors would depend on two factors. The first
factor would be the acceptance of such a program by the deans of the medical
schools and medical Executive Committees of the hospitals across the country.
All faculty members are now fully aware of the fact that they cannot isolate
themselves front their communities. The needs of the communities and the
awareness of medical students of these needs are bringing about changes of
faculty attitudes. There will always be, of course, faculty members, fully engaged in laboratory research, who will be unable to participate in health care.
The numbers of such individuals is lessening rather than increasing. Therefore,
the climate is such that Congressional approval of the Medical Manpower Expansion Program would find ready response from the leadership of the medical
academic community and in turn the influence of this leadership on the 50,000
academic doctors would be immediate and electrifying in terms of their willingness to participate in part-time private practice in areas of greatest need.
The second key factor in assuring the success of the program would be reinforcement of the fee-for-service principle of private practice by Congres& This
would mean that the doctors working in the ghettos would be paid for the work
they did, rather than on a salary basis. Since the fees received from the Medicaid and Medicare programs are generally less than adequate, a realistic incentive in the form of tax-credits on the income received from this source, provided by Congress, would stimulate entrance of doctors into the program. As
a consequence of activating this program, in this way, no new funds would have
to be appropriated for payment to physicians. Of course, for those physicians
who would prefer to work on salary, there are existing funds available as mentioned above.
DETAILS OF SOLUTIONS TO PROBLEMS NOS.

2 AND 8

To overcome the high cost of conventional medical cifices and staff by using
mobile medical offices (40 foot vans) to bring the medical help to the areas of

-

I
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greatest need, and to provide security to medical personnel in high crime
areas.
Each medical school would require approximately 4 vans, which would serve
ns a mobile office and would cost approximately $25,000 fully equipped with
basic diagnostic, therapeutic and preventative medicine faiclitles. The total
cost to the government for this inventory would be 10 million. The annual payroll for a driver and nurse and maintenance for each mobile office, and in some
instances security personnel, would come to about the same figure.
The areas serviced and the type of facilities provided in the mobile offices
would be decided by the Chiefs of Staff of hospitals and the Deans of medical
schools. The medical manpower would be voluntarily supplied by the academic
doctors working part-time on a fee-for-service basis.
The geographic areas which would be slower to benefit by medical faculty
support are the remote and poor agricultural parts of the country. Herein especially lies the value of the office on wheels concept. An extension of this program, with helicopter use, would be logical. Rather than to try special inducemerts to get physicians to settle in these areas which are culturally derrived and not conducive to rearing a family, it would probably be wiser to
eqtsblish centers from which service could be flown into the small towns and
vilhges when the need arose. For even if we try to have paramedical workers
locate in these areas we shall still need more skilled supervision. Thus the
importance of the Medical Manpower Expansion Program speaks for itself.
The Doctor's Commission for American Health is grateful to Dr. Sidney Gellis.
-Professor and Chairman, Department of Pediatrics, Tufts University School of
Medicine, Boston, Mass. who has contributed much time and effort to the development of the Medical Manpower Expansion Program and who stands ready.
with us, to aid still further with the implementation of this program when and if
the Congress approves of this concept.

Mr. BURKE. The next witnesses are Dr. Ernest Behr and Michael
Mater, Practice Management Services, Denver, Colo. Are they in
the audience?
[No response.1
Mr. BURKE. Our next witness will be John McEown, vice president
of Johnson & Higgins of New York City. We welcome you to the committee. You may introduce yourself and your associate on the record
and proceed.
STATEMENT OF JOHN H. MeEOWN, DIRECTOR, JOHNSON & HIGGINS;
ACCOMPANIED BY TAMES G. HARLOW, VICE PRESIDENT AND
SENIOR CONSULTANT, EMPLOYEE BENEFIT DEPARTMENT
SUMMARY
Highpoints of the Johnson & Higgins proposal are:
Continued use of private agencies but with a minimum level of benefits
required.
Formation of intercompany State Insurance Corporations to provide that
level of benefits for all not covered under private plans.
Financing of benefits by a payroll tax on both employees and employers for
all not covered by a private plan. A special premium tax on all private plans
to support the national program and state agencies. Use of funds now allocated
for Medicaid. But minimal call on additional general revenues.
Creation of a Health Care Commission responsible to Congress to guide and
coordinate the entire health effort, with State Health Councils to supervise
State Insurance Corporations and health care delivery within the State.
Built in cost controls using a variety of techniques.
Encouragement of preventive medicine by as subsidy for an annual physical
examination for each individual.

Mr. McEoWN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman and Congressmen. My
name is John H. McEown. I am a director of Johnson & Higgins, the
oldest and one of the largest insurance brokers, actuaries and benefit
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plan consultants in the United States. My associate is James G.
Harlow, vice president and senior consultant of our employee benefit
plan department.
During the past half century, we have been intimately concerned
with the development, design and operation of employee benefit plans.
Our corporate clients (of whom there are several thousand represent-"
ing several million of employees), retain us to review the experience
and effectiveness of their pension, health insurance and other benefit
plans and to recommend structural and benefit improvements. We
then help our clients to locate sources of insurance and fund management. We dd no insurance underwriting. Thus, we have an effective
and fairly objective view of the methods and the impact of the health
insurance industry.
From Johnson & Higgins' vantage point, we share the concern of
the general public for the effective financing and delivery of health
care. As the various health insurance proposals have been introduced,
we have reviewed them from the viewpoint of whether they will:
Meet the social needs that do exist;
Be feasible administratively;
Be fiscally and actuarilly responsible;
Sensitively be responsible to changing needs;
Hold down the cost of health care;
Be in keeping with the American temperament and methods,
(in the sense that the public must be comfortable with the plan),
and
Accomplish in a short time the vital task of delivering good
quality health care where it is needed-particularly in the rural
areas and in the ghetto areas of the inner cities.
This' last requirement--a rapid transformation to high quality delivery-has led us to believe that the Nation must use the skills, resources; and administrative experience it has in the private sector, but
coordinated by the establishment and maintenance of high standards
at the national level-and making possible a regional sensitivity that
can come from State participation.
In general, we believe that the approaches embodied in the administration and the proposal endorsed by the HIAA (Health Insurance
Association of America), are sound. But in our opinion both have
shortcomings. Our actuarial and health insurance specialists, building
on these two approaches, developed a proposed national health insurance program. It does, we believe, overcome the major shortcomings
of these two approaches.
What we propose is this:The public will, continue to use Blue Cross/Blue Shield plans, selfadministered plans, insurance company group and individual plans,
health foundation plans and prepaid group practice plans, but with a
minimum level of benefits assured for all Americans.
All benefits except medicare will be supplied through nongovernmental agencies. Insurance for persons not covered by private plans
(this would include self-employed individuals, small business proprietors, as well as the unemployed), will be provided by intercom-
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pany State insurance corporations made up of all the health insurance
agencies doing business in a State and operated on an insurance pool
basis.
Financing of benefits for individuals not included in private plans
will be provided by a payroll tax on their earnings, levied on both
employers and employees in the same manner as social security. In
addition, there will be a special tax on private lan premiums. Using
funds now allocated for medicaid, there will 9 minimal additional
call on general revenue.
About the administration of all this. Wd propose that the Presidenf
appoint a 12-member commission, responsible to Congress to administer the entire national health insurance program, and to recommend
periodically to Congress proposed levels of benefits. Congress will
establish the minimum level of benefits for private plans which will be
the same as the level for individuals not covered by private plans. The
Commission also will have responsibility for developing practical
cost controls, emphasizing preventive health programs, and encouraging improvement of the delivery of health care.
Regarding this last point, we recommend that each individual be
subsidized to partially meet the cost of
annual physical
examination.
The Commission will have a responsibility for overall guidance.
The Governor of each State will also appoint a State health council
to administer the program in his State and to supervise the State
health insurance corporation.
Each of you has a copy of our detailed proposal. In it we have suggested levels of benefits that will guarantee good health coverage, not
merely "adequate" coverage.
About cost control. We have. built into our plan a number of cost
controls; among them the establishment by Congress of benefit levels,
the publication of normal levels of charge s by physicians and health
facilities, the requirement for approval of all plans in order to quality for payment, the provision for deductibles, limits on the proliferation of underused facilities, encouragements for the better distribution of medical and paramedical personnel, and for computerized
techniques of routine physical examination. We have concerned ourselves with other matters, such as the supply
and training of health personnel, coordinated research for elimination
or control of certain chronic illnesses. These we have detailed in our
I
published proposal.
The main point we want to make is that we believe there must be
reform of health care delivery and financing. The best way to do this
is to build on the strengths of our present private enterprise facilities
with just sufficient governmental guidance and assistance to assure
equitable and efficient health care service for all Americans.
We will be pleased to answer any questions you may have.
Mr. UJLtMAN (presiding). Thank you very mu~h for your statement. Without objection, any supplemental materials will be in the
record.
- (The supplemental materials referred to follow i)
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Benefit Plan Bulletin.
A Program for
National Health Insurance

In our BULLETIN of June, 1971-"The Coming Reformation of America's Health Insurance Services", we deseribed the proposals for national health insurance so far placed
before the public. Of the various proposals, we favor the programs of the Administration
(S.1623) and of the Health Insurance Association of America IHIAA] (S.1490). We endorse
their long range objectives:
* Extend health coverage to the entire population.
" Develop a better organized system of health care delivery by encouraging prepaid
group practice.
" Establish minimum standards of health care for all health plans.
" Promote preventive medical and ambulatory care.
" Use federal funds conservatively.
" Encourage and assist in training additional medical and paramedical personnel.
" Use both competition and federal restraints to check the rise of medical costs and
improve the quality of medical care.
At the same time, we see shortcomings in both approaches that weaken their ability
to accomplish the objectives.
As professional consultants in the health insurance field ever since medical insurance
first was offered to employee groups, Johnson & Higgins now proposes a system that incorporates the advantages of both the Administration and the HIAA approaches and includes
features that we think will overcome the deficiencies.

What The J&H Plan Proposes
(The unique features of our proposal are in italics.)
* The public will continue to use Blue. Cross and Blue Shield plans, self-administered
plans, insurance company group and individual plans, prepaid group practice and
health foundation plans, but with a minimum level of benefits assured for all.
" All benefits except Medicare (for those over 65) will be supplied through nongovernmental agencies. Insurance for persons not covered by private plans will be
provided by intercompany state insurance corporations made up of all health
agencies doing business in each state and operated on an insurance pool basis.
" There will be better built-in cost controls.
" The cost of employer-provided group plans will be shared by the employer and the
employees as they determine.
" Financing of benefits for individuals not included in private plans will be through a
pa/rolt tak on their earnings, levied on both employers and employees, and
" A special tax on private plans for purposes that will be defined later in this Bulletin.
" Financing of benefits will entail a minimal additional call on general revenues.
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* A new government agency responsible to Congress will administer the entire system of national health insurance, including the regulation of the state insurance
corporations. We refer to this new agency as HEALTH CARE COMMISSION (HCC).
" There will be provision for an annual physical examination or multiphasic screening
by assuring payment for part of the cost. (Multiphasic screening examinations were
discussed in the J&H BULLETIN of April, 1971.)
" Medicaid will be eliminated as no longer necessary. Medicare will not be changed
at this time.
" Financing of private plans will continue as at present with premiums set by competition and claims experience.
" There will be a variety of programs designed to improve the quality and utilization
of the personal, technical and administrative skills needed for the effective delivery
of health care.

The Health Care Commission (HCC)
We propose that HCC be a 12-member group appointed by the President, representative of a broad cross section of individual backgrounds. Appointments to HCC normally
will be for 10-year terms with initial staggering for continuity of membership in the future.
HCC will be responsible to Congress. The governor of each state will appoint a state
council to administer the program under the supervision of HCC.
The broad functions of HCC will be to:
" Administer the entire National Health Insurance program.
" Recommend a level of benefits that represents the minimum benefits for private
plans, and the level of benefits for individuals not covered by private plans.
" Develop a practical program of cost control.
" Emphasize preventive health programs.
" Generally improve the delivery system for health care.

Benefit Standards for The HCC Plan.
Individuals not covered under private plans will be covered automatically under the
HCC plan. In each state all agencies underwriting health insurance coverage will participate in a joint financial entity to underwrite and administer benefits for those persons not
covered under a private plan. This new financial entity-a private insurance corporationwill be the actual insurer of the coverage under the HCC plan. Each state's HCC council
wil contract with this private insurance corporation to provide the necessary benefits
and administrative facilities.
The minimum benefit standard for the health insurance program will be established
by an act of Congress. HCC will recommend the details of the minimum benefit standard,
including suggested changes, and estimate their probable costs for the guidance of
Congress.
Johnson & Higgins suggests these as benefits for HCC participants and as the suggested
minimum benefit for private plans:
o Ward care accommodation for hospitalization until release or transfer to a convalescent facility, subject to a deductible expense of the full charge for the first day
of confinement.
* Payment of 75 per cent of regular charges for services other than room and board
while the patient is confined to a hospital, and 90 per cent while not hospitalconfined.
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* Payment according to fixed schedules of charges for surgery, obstetrics, x-ray and
diagnostic tests. These fixed schedules can vary by state and region. They would aim
to cover about 75 per cent of customary charges at the time the schedules are set.
Physicians would be permitted to charge directly to HCC participants (i.e. those not
covered by a private plan) up to one'third of the scheduled rates.
" Payment at fixed daily rates for convalescent (as opposed to regular hospital confinement) inpatient care, aimed at 75 per cent of the customary charge when the
r.?te is set.
• Payment of $15 annually for a multiphasic screening physical check-up, or an allowance of $15 towards charges made by a doctor for a physical check-up examination.
" Payment of 75 per cent of the cost for these services after a deductible of $100 for
individuals or $200 for families each year:
-prescription drugs and appliances.
-doctor's visits in hospital, at the doctor's office or at home, subject to limits of
one visit a day and 12 home visits a year.
-other necessary health services as prescribed by a physician.
(At this time we do not propose coverage of certain peripheral areas such as dental or
optometric care).

The Financing of The National Health Insurance Program
The National Health Insurance program will be largely self-supporting through four
channels:
* The regular 'premiums paid for insured plans, Blue Cross, other funding media for
private plans, and Health Maintenance Organizations (HMO's). (HMO's were described in our June, 1971 BULLETIN, "The Coming Reformation of America's Health
Insurance Services.")
" For all individuals not covered by a registered private plan, a payroll tax on all earnings up to a maximum of $10,000 a year. This tax is to be paid by both the employer
and the employee directly to the private insurance corporation insuring the state
HCC plan:
-for the employee the tax will be 21/2per cent.
-for the employer the rate will be sufficient to cover the balance of the cost of
HCC benefits for an employee earning $10,000. (J&H estimates that the employer
tax will be about 31/2per cent.)
-for self-employed individuals the tax will be 5 per cent of the first $10,000 of
annual earnings.
" A tax of 6 per cent on all premiums for private plans. For self-insured or minimum
premium plans, the tax would be on 110 per cent of claims, i.e. 6.6 per cent of claims.
This premium tax will be the primary means of covering HCC's costs of regulation. It,
and a portion of the payroll tax, will also be the means for the general public to share
in the costs of individual benefits for the indigent.
* An appropriation from general revenues will cover the balance of the cost for HCC
participants. We estimate that this will amount to about what is now appropriated
for Medicaid. Also, for research and development activities not related to individual
benefits, new general revenue grants will be required.
The employer will withhold the payroll tax for every employee not covered under a
registered private plan, and pay it, with his tax, directly to the appropriate state insurance
corporation. The premium tax on private plans will be paid to the state insurance corporation by the organization collecting the premium, or by the employer in self-insured plans.
Every class of employee group plan, whether insured -or not, and every class of plan
sold as a standard contract to individuals must be submitted to HCC for approval. If the
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plan provides benefits at least equivalent in value to the minimum standard plan, HCC will
assign a registration number. Each participant or individual contract-holder will use that
number in claiming any health services.
The cost of a registered group plan will be split between employer and employees as
they agree, or as set by management policy. Any employee who does not pay a required
contribution to a private plan will not be a participant, will not be able to use the registration number, but will automatically be an HCC participant, with his employer making the
required payroll tax withholding and payment. Unemployed individuals will be eligible for
HCC benefits, and will pay the special payroll tax whenever employed or when they have
covered earnings.

Entitlement To Health Care Benefits
A participant in a registered private plan will get his health care according to the terms
of that plan.
An HCC participant will be free to use any physician, hospital or HMO accredited by
HCC. The state insurance corporation will make appropriate payments directly to such providers on a fee for service basis or capitation depending on the type of service elected by
the HCC participant.
HCC participants must always be covered as individuals, not as members of a group. In
theory, an employer need not offer health insurance benefits to employees. In reality, competition usually requires such coverage. But, if for some reason the employer does not offer
a formal plan, then each individual employee becomes a participant in HCC.
If an HCC participant who is enrolled in an HMO needs medical help in an emergency
or is away from his usual source of medical care, he can go to any doctor, hospital or HMO.
He must be given the necessary care on presentation of his HCC registration. The provider
of that care then bills the patient's HMO for the scheduled amount for the treatment, and
can bill the patient for the allowable additional expense.

The Functions of HCC
Each state HCC council will accredit hospitals, HMO's and medical care facilities in its
area. Accreditation will be necessary to qualify for payment for treatment of HCC patients.
It will also be necessary to qualify for tax deductibility of voluntary contributions towards
its support.
In its efforts to help each hospital and HMO apply the most effective administration
and cost controls, HCC will work to:
" Limit proliferation of expensive, rarely-used equipment in a community.
* Use its influence to speed the discharge of patients or their transfer to convalescent
units.
" Assist hospitals and HMO's to establish realistic standard rates for various services
based on its broad knowledge of hospital and HMO practices, and community financial conditions.
. Ensure-that optimum use is made of paramedical personnel and volunteer help.
* Promote the development in each hospital and HMO of outpatient and convalescent facilities.
* Sponsor and encourage the development and use of data processing, information
* systems and other advanced technologies to assist physicians and medical care facilities to diagnose, prescribe and'treat patients.
* Take a community view of any special facilities or services that are offered by a paruse.
ticular hospital to assure optimum
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HCC will have authority to deny accreditation to any organization that does not cooperate reasonably in these efforts. In its function, of controlling the rise of medical costs HCC
will monitor customary charges for all types of services and publicize this type of information along with schedules of HCC payments.
One of HCC's impertant-functions will be to encourage the development of HMO's.
It will offer professional assistance arid advice to physicians, insurance companies, employers or investors in establishing HMO's. It will set standards of care that an HMO must provide. It will offer grants and loans to encourage the formation of HMO's, particularly in
rural and ghetto areas.

Personnel Development and Utilization
HCC will encourage the recruiting and development of capable and sufficient numbers of personnel in medical care specialties. It will:
" Form a corps of medical and paramedical personnel who will be assigned to temporary duty in geographical areas that are without adequate medical services.
" Assist public and private agencies in determining skills and qualifications needed for
the various paramedical specialties; clear away. barriers to entry or employment of
qualified individuals; develop staffing standards and criteria for the best possible
utilization of available skills; determine sources of potential career personnel, such
as those with a background of military medical service; and conduct or arrange for
coordinated recruiting for these specialties.
" Offer scholarships to medical students who, after proper qualification, will agree to
practice and work in the geographical and professional areas that HCC requests. The
scholarships will be in the form of interest-free loans that will be cancelled in a specific amount for each year of such service.
" Recommend subsidies for the construction and development of medical schools.
" Encourage, by advertising and other techniques, a broad-scale increase in volunteer
help to hospitals, HMO's and special medical care projects. It will also make suggestions for effective use of such volunteers.
To promote preventive care, HCC will encourage routine physical examinations and
the further development of multiphasic screening-the use of computers and paramedical
personnel to test individuals for many types of disorders. HCC will establish mobile units to
provide such examinations and screening wherever it may not be commercially feasible to
do so otherwise.
HCC will make funds available for the study of particularly vexing medical problems
such as cancer and respiratory and cardiovascular diseases, with the actual amounts dependent on Congress.
Johnson & Higgins believes that this program of National Health Insurance will best
meet the needs of the Ame-iean-people,-and at an acceptable expense. We welcome your
comments. Address them, or your questions to Department K, Johnson & Higgins, 95 Wall
Street, New York, New York 10005.
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Mr. UtLLMA. Are there any questions I Mr. Corman?
Mr. CORMAN. Directing your attention for the moment

to those
people who are not covered by group health insurance and who, therefore, are to be covered by an 'individual policy, is that to be voluntary
on their part or compulsory?
Mr. McEowN. It is to be compulsory. The employer has the opportunity to institute a private plan for his employees if he wishes
to but it must meet certain benefit standards. If he does not wish to
institute such a plan, then his employees and he himself would automatically be covered under our HCC plan.
Mr. CORMAN. Similar to the administration's proposal?
Mr. McEowN. Similar to it with this difference. That coverage
would be provided though a pool of insurance underwriters. All underwriters in that State wishing to do business would combine to form
an insurance pool to underwrite such coverage.
Mr. CORMAN. But you would require every employer to cover himself and every employee?
I Mr. McEowN. Either under a private plan or, failing to do that,
he would be covered automatically under the State plan, yes.
Mr. ('ORMAN. What would be tlie cost to the average-employer who
decides to do nothing and is therefore brought imder this plan?
Mr. McEowN. We are suggesting that the cost for the State plan
be met by payroll deduction taxes of 21/ percent from the employee
on the first $10,000 of annual earnings and 31/2 percent from the
employer.
We are saying that the employer would pay the balance of the
cost which we think would be 31/2 percent.
Mr. CORMAN. How much in dollars is that? I am a little slow.
Mr. McEOWN. That is about $600 a year.
Mr. CORMAX. That is for the typical family of four?
Mr. McEoWN. Yes, that would be for typical family coverage.
Mr. CORMAN. Do you believe that the Government has an obligation to regulate the cost of something it requires people to buy?
Mr. McEowN. I believe that the present health agencies the insurance companies, the hospitals, Blue Cross and Blue Shield can not
solve our problems acting by themselves. They haven't been able to
in the past. They haven't been able to stabilize costs.
They haven't been able to extend health care to all the areas of
the country where it is needed and within all the fields of medical
practice where it is needed. I think that some\Government assistance,
some Government guidance is necessary to make the present machinery
work as efficiently as it can.
Mr. CORMAN. I am not sure I detected in that response an answer.
My dilemma is this. I suspect we are going to do something in the way
of compulsory insurance. Many, many people advocate it. But, if we
are going to compel every American to buy something and we do nothing about regulating the cost of it, then I am not sure we have ful:
filled our public obligation.
When you get right down to it, we really can't control the cost of the
insurance because the insurance companies' expenditures are going to
be controlled by the charges of -the doctors and hospitals.
The insurance companies do nothing about how much it costs to
repair am automobile or how much a jury is going Io give for a broken
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leg. All you do is compute what your payouts are and regulate your
premiums accordingly.
If we are going to require people to buy medical care, it seems to
me we must fix the prices of it. That is what I am inquiring of you,
should we do that or not?
Mr. McEowN. Yes.
Mr. CORMAN. We should regulate the fees charged by doctors and
the fees charged by hospitals?
Mr. McEoww. Yes. This is a part of our proposal.
Mr. CORMAN. We said "regulate" now. We are talking about not
just regulate what the insurance companies' obligation is but what
the doctors can charge the patients.
Are we agreeing on thatV
Mr. Mc~owwr. Yes, sir.
(The following letter was received by the committee:)
JoHNsoN & HiooINs,

New York, N.Y., November 15, 1971.
Re National Health Insurance.
Hon. WILiUR D. MiLLs,Chairman, House Ways and Means Committee,
House of Representatives,
Washington, D.C.
DE a M. MiLLs: On Friday, November 12, I testified before your Committee.
Congressman Corman asked questions following my presentation one of which,
on reflection, I believe that I did not answer as fully as possible and may therefore have misled the Congressman.
In the context of discussing how our proposal would stabilize health insurance costs Congressman Corman asked if our proposal assumed that doctors'
charges would be fixed. I replied affirmatively.
I should have stated that our proposal recommends payment according to
fixed schedules of charges for surgery and medical treatment for all members
of our proposed HCC plan (those not covered by private plans). However, for
those with private insurance, as a member of a. group or as individuals, doctors'
charges would not be fixed. Doctors would be free to charge amounts which they
determine to be suitable. But, because we propose that the fixed schedules of
charges for the HOC plan be widely publicized, we would expect that doctors'
charges for non-HOC participants would be heavily influenced by the HOC
schedules.
Thus, we are proposing fixed charges for all HOC participants but not direct
control of doctors' for privately insured patients.
I respectfully request that you enter this letter in the record as part of my
testimony to clarify the answer to the question raised, by Congressman Corman.
Yours very truly,
JOHni H. McEowN, Vice President.

Mr. CORMAN. All right. Thank you very much.
Mr. BURKE (presiding). Does that complete your statement?
Mr. McEowN. Yes sir.
Mr. BURKE. Are tiere any further questions? We thank you very
much, Mr. McEown. We appreciate your testimony.
Mr. McEowN. Thank you.
Mr. BURKE. Our next witness is Sidney Doppelt. Welcome to the
committee, Mr. Doppelt. If you will identify yourself for the record,
you may proceed with your testimony.
STATEMENT OF SIDNEY X. bOPPELT, MILWAUKEE, WIS.
Mr. DOPPELT. Mr. Chairman and members of the committee. My
name is Sidney M. Doppelt, president of S. Doppelt Agency, Inc., of
70-174 0 - 72 - pt. 10 -- 17
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Milwaukee, Wis. I am a licensed agent specializing in health insurance planning and marketing, concentrating on group and individual
hospital-medical insurance. In the conduct of my business I represent
the commercial insurers as well as the Blue Cross and Blue Shield
plans offered in Wisconsin.
I am currently the agent-representative for more than 40 consumer
groups requiring the important protection of health insurance. These
groups vary in size from five individuals to more titan 500 persons. I
:1n a so responsible for assisting another 600 or more individuals with
the maintenance of their own personal health insurance programs. In
total, I am responsible for the health insurance plans of more than
7,000 persons.
Because quality and available health care is the right of every person
and because of the magnitude and scope of proposed legislation in this
area, I am appearing before you today to present my points of view,
which are the results of my years of everyday working experience in
the health insurance business. My testimony reflects an independent
perspective, stemming from my role as an intermediary between the
functions of the health insurance industry and the attitudes of my
business clients and their employees, who comprise a representative
segment of the American public, the consumer public.
The health insurers with whom I have contact are, from my experience, highly qualified, efficient, and effective organizations performing well in their designated purpose. They are extremely conscious of
providing proper health insurance benefits, controlling operating-costs,
and performing a meaningful function as intermediaries between those
who pay the premiums, those who provide the medical services, and
those who receive the benefits.
Due to the varied and independent makeup as well as the large numbers of these insurers, a direct element of competition exists. This situation accomplishes the favorable result of competitive rates-an unquestionable benefit to the buyer of insurance services. Also most advantageous is the broad choice of qualified health insurances plans
offered by these private insurers. I must respectfully note that these
advantages would not be available in a completely nationalized health
care arrangement.
This present system is not without shortcomings. There are current
gaps. These are mainly in the areas of coverage for the uninsurables,
extensive outpatient benefits, and better conversion policies for those
no longer covered by group insurance. These can be corrected. Yet,
we should not discard the entire present health insurance care system
because of the failure of some of its parts-as the small amount of
weakness in any system should not be permitted to destroy its effective and important strengths. Our goal in this legislation should be
not to destroy, but to improve on the present structure.
In the present private insurance picture, the role of a qualified
agent is most important. For if he is truly an independent agent possessing a knowledge of the details and workings of the varied plans,
he can capably design for his client any health insurance programs
that best suit him. He also acts as administrator, performing a valuable service between the insurer and the insured.
I am proud to serve as a health insurance agent, for we agents are
available to our-clients and the public every day, day and night, pro-
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viding understanding and assurance, and most important, peace of
mind to troubled human beings. I do not believe that a Government
agency could serve the public as well. This sensitive and valuable
relationship under private health insurance should be retained.
The mandatory wage taxes and compulsory employer contributions
recommended in some of the proposed bills would be a hardship on
the small- and medium-sized businessman. A representative number
of these businesses operate on a very small profit margin and are
extremely hard pressed to remain in business, due to inflated operating
costs and escalated taxes, including the mounting cost of social security. Many of these individuals represent the true epic of America.
They were founded by dedicated individuals in basements, garages,
and small storerooms, kept alive by the combined efforts of individual
families, and have survived repeated hardships to serve the public
in a very personal manner.
If burdened with additional mandatory contributions or taxes, some
of these businesses will have to resort to an unfortunate revision of
fringe benefits such as termination of pension plans or reduction of
profit sharing, as there really may not be any profits. The survival
of these typical American businesses could be best served by their
being permitted to continue to purchase health insurance from the
present private insurers, but subscribing to minimum Federal standards of benefits, the amount of the employer contribution to be evaluated by each individual business.
First dollar coverage is the most wasteful and self-defeating provision in the insurance system. Any proposed Federal legislation which
does not recommend an initial deductible or copayment by those able
to pay for services rendered should not be considered an efficient propoal in the public's interest.
My personal experience as the agent for many group insurance plans,
is that if the employer is paying a considerable portion of the cost,
most employees will favor little or no deductible. However, when these
employees are no longer insured under group plans and meet with me to
decide upon a health insurance plan at their own cost, they readily
accept the mathematical savings of a deductible and in most cases pay
the first $100 before any benefits commence.
I also wish to present an example of important dollar savings on a
national level. The annual hospital admissions in the United States
are estimated at $30 million. The adding of a mere $50 deductible to
existing health insurance, plans, with or without a current deductible,
would amount to an annual difference of $1.5 billion.
With 20 percent subtracted from that figure for those unable to pay
the additional deductible, this saving would still amount to $1.2 billion.
It should be remembered that deductibles and coinsurance also serve
another purpose; for only as people are aware of the costs, will they be
motivated to reduce them.
For further cost saving in a national health care program, I would
like to direct attention to the areas of home care, outpatient diagnostic
and outpatient minor surgery facilities. Indications are that a significant percentage of some inhospital services could be done by present
or planned ambulatory care centers properly equipped and professionally staffed. It has also been estimated that if just 1 day was cut
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from the average hospital confinement, the savings would be at le9st
$1 billi;m each year.
The possible saving of a few billion dollars from the annual expenditure in a national health care plan is a matter of extreme priority.
Those valuable dollars saved relate to a commodity different from
material needs such as bridges, boats, highways, communication, and
armament; on the outcome of this bill hinges the maintenance of man's
most precious commodity-the commodity of life.
It is unrealistic to assume that these reductions in cost could be
achieved without public education and the resultant full understanding
and cooperation of the public. As part of any program which would
channel such a massive amount of dollars into the health care system,
in intensive public information or education type of campaign utilizing all effective media should be conducted. Possibly this could be a
private effort funded by independent insurers and business firms. The
blame as to why the public is not already better informed or why the
aforementioned cost-saving factors have not already been implemented
cannot be placed at one seific doorstep.
Yet the one group who can exercise the strongest control on the
effective usage of health dollars, and the one that probably has the
least knowledge of how to do this, is the consumer public.
They must comprehend that services rendered will be services paid
for, always by their money, either in the formh of direct payments,
insurer payments, or Federal subsidies from their tax dollars.
As stated in the beginning of my testimony, these points of view are
presented as a result of my experience and everyday working knowledge as an agent in the field of health insurance. The following recommendations are not intended to encompass all the requirements of a
complete health insurance program, but do reflect those features
which I consider important for this committee's consideration. A national health plan should:
1. Provide comprehensive and available health care benefits to the
poor, near poor, and uninsurables through an insurance pool supported
by State and Federal funds.
2. For those able to pay, develop a health benefit program of Federal guidelines and minimum standards, employing basic deductibles
and coinsurance in a way that concentrates on services provided on
an outpatient basis.
3. Survey the feasibility of building properly located ambulatory
care centers employing the most efficient methods and equipment for
outpatient medical care and diagnosis. These facilities to be organized
and operated by those in the medical professions.
4. Recommend a program for national health education to be spon"
sored and financed by independent business and insurance companies.
This continuing program to begin at a very early date to inform the
consumer of the need for efficient use of his insurance and health
dollars.
5. Create, now, an advisory committee to assist in controlling present
rising costs, as well as to contribute ideas on the execution of the
above and other recommendations. This committee could be comprised of experienced administrators and executives from the business,
medical, insurance, and consumer areas, and most important, repre.
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sentation by the physician who practices medicine and the agent
who practices health insurance.
6. Continue the present method of each employer deciding the
amount of contribution for premiums to the insurer of his choice.
Allow tax deductions for premiums paid-in conformity with Federal
minimum standard plans.
7. Retain the efficient, experienced, and workable vehicle of the private health insurer-independent agent services and maintain that system which has made America great-private enterprise.
In endorsement of these recommendations, I offer my personal services and experience now and at any time for the preservation of
America's health.
I would like to add to my prepared statement that I am appearing
before you not only as an individual insurance agent but equally
concerned as an individual consumer who has had extensive experience in observing the benefits of health care. I wish to compliment this committee for your understanding ability
and patience with which you are pursuing this enormous responsibility. It is an extreme privilege for me, an-independent businessman,
to have the honor of presenting this testimony to your committee; for
this is truly a citizen's privilege perhaps provided only in a democracy. My most sincere thanks for this opportunity.
Mr. BUnxK. Thank you. Are there any questions?
Mr. B rTs. Mr. Chairman.
Mr. BuPKE. Mr. Betts will inquire.
Mr. BLa'rs. I was interested in your comments particularly because
you discuss the problem of the small businessman and I think that is
a real problem that we must face in any bill. In your proposal here
on page 4 beginning with the sentence, 'The survival of these typical
American businesses could be best served by their being permitted to
continue to purchase health insurance from the present private insurers." Are you leaving that on a voluntary basis?
Mr. DOPPELT. As stated in my testimony, there would be tax deductions only for those benefit plans which do subscribe to minimum
standards. In other words, if the plan did not come up to the minimum standards recommended by the committee, there might be a
sliding scale or loss of the tax deduction so that the employer-would
be more or less directed or compelled to have a minimum standard
plan.
Mr. Br-rs. You also mentioned among the standards some method
of fixing the amount of employer contribution. Do you mean that if
he doesn't elect to subscribe to some private plan voluntarily that he
can take a tax deduction and if he doesn't then there is some method
of employer contributions sach as social security available to him.
Are you going to have two plans?
Mr. DOPPELT. No, sir; under many of the private plans for which.
I am the agent, the employer does not make a contribution. He may
have other fringe benefit plans. However, the plans would be available to his employees and enable them to have a group rate on a contributing basis for the individuals.
Mr. B=Ts. What you are doing then is making the whole thing
sort of flexible, with several avenues for him to provide benefits for
employees including tax deductions, contributions, and other ways.
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Mr. DOPPELT. Yes, and the flexibility would enable him to best
interpret the plan that suits his need and financial capacity.
Mr. BTrrs. What is the compulsion upon him to do this? Suppose
he doesn't.
Mr. DOPPELT. The employer decides not to contribute-, anything?
Well, there are many existing plans where he does not make any contribution. His employees would then have the option of being insured
under a group plan through payroll deduction.
Mr. B=-rs. I mean our whole purpose here is to see that everyone
is covered by some sort of health insurance plan. I was afraid maybe
you were leaving this clearly in the voluntary area so far as the small
businessman is concerned.
While I want to protect him there must be some compulsion that he
take up some particular health plan.
Mr. -DOPPELT. If so, agreed and designated by the committee in ensuing legislation I then request that it be a minimal amount of contribution at least in the initial stages so that the initial impact of a
mandatory contribution would not be too severe on his financial ability.
Mr. BTrrs. Are you assuming a 50-50 contribution by the employer
and employee as in social security?
Mr. DOPPELT. I would recommend with my knowledge and contact
with the small businessman that it begin possibly on a lower basis in
the initial years.
It could escalate to a higher employer contribution, but in the early
years be left to the- requirement of a minimum contribution by the
employer so that he could best survey his financial ability to make
that contribution.
Mr. Brrrs. Do you think that the administration's formula of 65-35
is too much a burden~on the small businessman?
Mr. DOPPELT. My personal observation is that many small businesses
would experience a hardship with the 65 percent contribution if we
are talking about a total contribution including the family cost. Many
of the companies for whom I am the agent and consultant today may
pay 100 percent of the single portion but that is not 65 percent of the
total family premium; so I think that could be high.
Mr. BE rs. Thank you.
Mr. BURKRE. Are there further questions? Mr. Corman will inquire.
Mr. CORMAN. I take it in your proposal that there are some people
in our society who are not covered by compulsory insurance because
they are not working and they are not poor.
Mr. DOPPELT. Yes.
Mr. CORMAN. I don't think that is the happiest circumstance in
which to find oneself, but there are a- lot of people who are in that
position. Their purchase of health insurance would be both voluntary
and individual and they would make up their own minds.
Mr. DOPPELT. Yes, sir. It would-be available to them.
Mr. CORMAN. What is the cost of selling the individual insurance
policies in the health field? What percentage of the premium goes into
the cost of selling it?
Mr. DoPPELr. Do you mean the individual commission?
Mr. CORMAN. Yes, sir.
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Mr. DOPPELT. Spread over a 10-year period, Mr. Corman, I would
estimate that it probably might be in the area of, depending upon the
type of company, 12 percent.
Mr. CORMAN. That is just for the individual who each year has to
make the decision as to whether he withdraws his policy. He is not a
part of any group?
Mr. DOPPELT. That is right. That is an individual nongroup policy,
sir.
Mr. CORMAN. All right. That kind of individual policy I take it,
first must not cover existing physical defects. Isn't that the way they
are written?
Mr. DOPPELT. Yes. They would not cover pre-existing conditions.
Mr. CORMAN. We get away from the sort of free choice of the individual where he could wait until he is sick to buy.
Mr. DOPPELT. Yes, because if he doesn't buy when he is in good
health under the present system he probably -wouldn't be issued a
policy.
Mr. CORMAN. What about your proposal. Would it change this in
any respect?
Mr. DOPPELT. Yes as recommended, the uninsurable and those who
would have excluded conditions would be covered and this could possibly go into a pool arrangement.
Mr. CORMAN. What about the employer? He has a free choice as to
whether he goes into a program. What about the employee? Suppose
I am going to work in a plant which has 12 employees and I look at
what health insurance is going to cost me and I tell the employer I
don't want that.
Do I have that option?
Mr. DOPPELT. Yes, you would have that option as you have today.
The rules are generally that the insurance is made available under a
group plan to eligible employees. Those not electing to participate
may decline to do so.

Mr. CORMAir. Thank you.

Mr. BURKE. Thank you very much, Mr. Doppelt, for your testimony. We appreciate your appearance here today.
Mr. DOPPELT. Thank you.
Mr. BuRKE. Our next witness is E. Paul Barnhart of St. Louis, Mo.
Mr. Barnhart, we welcome you to the committee and you may identify
yourself for the record and proceed with your testimony.
STATEMENT OF E. PAUL BARNHART, F.S.A., ST. LOUIS, NO.
Mr. BARNHART. Mr. Chairman, my name is Paul Barnhart. I am an
independent consulting actuary from St. Louis, Mo., and I have specialized in the field of health insurance for 17 years.
I deeply appreciate the courtesy of your committee in permitting me
to testify because I am here to represent no group, no organization, no
company. I asked to testify solely as an independent professional
expert in the field of health insurance.
I have been a consultant to all types of groups and organizations
labor unions, professional associations, nonprofit service corporations,
insurance companies, State insurance departments, State welfare
departments, medical practice groups.
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Mr. Chairman, my complete statement is too long to be presented in
the time allowed here.
Mr. BURKE. If you wish to summarize you can and your entire statement, without objection, will appear in the record.

Mr. BARINHART. All right, sir.
(The statement referred to follows:)
STATEMENT OF

E.

PAUL BARNHART, F.S.A., ST. LOUIS, MO.
SUM MARY

I appear before your Committee as an independent, professional consultant on
health insurance, representing myself only and not speaking in behalf of any
group or association. I urge your Committee to support H.R. 4349, "The National
Healthcare Act of 1971", introduced by Representative Burleson of Texas and
others, except that I recommend certain changes in H.R. 4349 in order that its
effects may be more practical and successful. I urge your Committee to report
out a modified version of H.R. 4349, incorporating changes as follows:
A. Cost control tnechanisns
In its present form, H.R. 4349 does not contain sound or adequate cost control
safeguards. Determination that a charge is "reasonab'e", in the manner provided, is not a sufficient, objective control. To strengthen this aspect of the Bill,
the following changes or additions are needed:
1. Provision should be made for establishing, in the administrative machinery,
the concept of voluntary "participating individual practitioners", similar to this
concept as it is used by many of the "Delta" Dental Plans. that is, the Dental
Service Corporations that exist in many states under the sponsorship of the
respective state dental societies.
As embodied in a Federally mandated program, this method would recognize voluntary "participating practitioners" who, by written prior agreement,
have committee themselves to limit their fees within a framework of "Prevailing Fee Maximum Guidelines". Such Guidelines should be adopted under the
sponsorship of professional societies or foundations, where these exist; otherwise
they should be established through Federal administrative procedures. Such
Guidelines should have a clear-cut objective statistical basis using actual fee
data relating to the service involved, and using a combination of percentiles and
percentage ranges above mean fee values for determination of the mhxnimum reasonable fee in any instance. Methods based solely on percentile levels, as in
present Medicare regulations and as proposed in H.R. 4349 are inadequate
and actually illogical. My full written statement gives a more detailed description of the more logical and effective approach as used by some of the Delta
Plans.

2. Whenever fee controls in the form of Prevailing Fee Maximum Guidelines
as described above, or else Guaranteed Fee Schedules adopted by professional
societies or foundations are not applicable to fees for insured services, because
the practitioners rendering the services are not committed voluntarily to any such
Guidelines or Schedule, then Qualified Health Care Plans should be permitted
to use dollar value schedules to limit liability for covered charges; provided,
however, that adequate provision is made in the Plan for updating such dollar
limits periodically to keep them reasonably in line with current prevailing
fee levels. My full statement also describes this concept in more detail.
Section 521 of Title V of H.R. 4349 should be amended to permit reasonable
use of dollar limit schedules in Qualified Individual Plans. Otherwise such
Plans will be too vulnerable to inflationary cost increases and to policyholder
"anti-selection", and such plans would inevitably fail. Qualified Individual Plans,
to-be sound and to permit essential price flexibility must have the availability of
dollar limit scheduling, for reasons set forth in my full statement. This is critically
important.
My statement also recommends cetrain additional technical amendments to
Section 521 in Title V, designed to rectify certain other omissions and imperfections.
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B. Health care delivery organizations
This portion of my statement is directed more to the implementary administra..
tion and regulation required to bring H.R. 4349 into actual operation than to the
provisions of the proposed Act itself.
Congress, and the Federal Agencies charged with implementation of legislation
enacted by Congress, should take care to encourage "individual practice" forms
of health care delivery organizations as well as the more publicized "group
practice" forms. I urge encouragement here of 2 forms of individual practice
organization:
(a) Voluntary, limited membership individual practice "panels", and
(b) Professional society "Foundation" types of organizations.
Properly operated, these media of health care delivery can achieve cost and
quality control results commensurate with those of group practice organizations and offer these additional unique advantages:
(a) Very little initialcapital investment;
(b) Wider appeal to private individual practitioners, who make up most
of the existing professional manpower;
(c)More truly local availability of services;
(d) More genuine preservation of the private practitioner-patient relationship, which is highly valued by a large segment of the public.
0.-Bistinghealth insuranceorganizations
Congress should NOT enact any form of legislation that would replace existing voluntary private insurance organizations with a monopolistic Federally
operated program, or which would destroy competition, for these reasons:
1. Existing insuring organizations have vast and invaluable resources of
experience, financial capacity, and administrative ability. Federal expropriation of all health insurance functions, including financing and risk bearing,
would mean needless and wasteful abandonment of these vast private resources
and would simultaneously levy a large and totally unnecessary tax burden on
the American public, at a time when our public and tax resources are hardly
able to cope with myriad other problems and tasks, in such areas as environmental control and pollution, education, urban renewal, court facilities and law
enforcement, prison facilities, and other vital areas, including health care facilities, as distinct from health insurance facilities. In view of these other needs,
many of them in a state of urgent crisis, it would be utterly absurd to waste
public energies, money and manpower in an area where sufficient administrative and financial capacity already exists in the private sector.
24 Ilese existing organizations provide several hundred thousand Jobs. While
creation of Federal administrative machinery would also create new Federal
Jobs, the economic chaos and dislocation attendant upon the destruction of an
entire branch of the insurance industry would be, at best, a needless disaster
of major proportions.
3. Competition and variety, within a necessary framework of minimum Federal
standai-ds and controls, will best benefit the public in the long view. Congress
has a well-established and well-justified policy of opposition to monopoly, and
any monopoly, even if it be in the forin of Federal Health Insurance, would
obviously still stifle competition and therefore stifle its healthy influence on
price and quality.
4. Voluntary organizations have proved their ability to operate economically,
since nearly all of the larger voluntary group Insurance plans in the nation
operate at considerably lower overhead expense than do existing large Federal
programs like Medicare.
D. Federal versus State Regulation
1. Direct regulation of, health insurance at the state level should be continued
because:
(a) In such important areas of regulation as the handling of complaints and
- abuses, and licensing, state departments are closer to the people they serve and
represent.
(b) The states have generally done an adequate job of financial regulation
of the insurance industry, to assure, With very few exceptions, the financial
solvency of companies, the proper use of-funds, and premium charges to policyholders reasonable in relation to benefits.
2. However, in the two areas of minimum health insurance benefit standards
and uniform required policy provisions, I believe that uniform Federal stand-
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ards "are needed. State laws and regulations have proved to be both Inadequate
and needlessly contradictory with each other, in this basic area. My full statement elaborates on this serious problem.
STATEMElNT

Mr. Chairman, my name is E. Paul Barnhart. I am an independent consulting
actuary from St. Louis, Missouri, and I have specialized in the field of health
insurance for 17 years. I deeply appreciate the courtesy of your Committee in
permitting me to testify, because I am here representing no group, no association, no organization, no company.
.Ihave asked that you hear my statement solely as one offered by a knowledgeable professional expert In the field of health insurance. I have worked as a professional consultant to every kind of group and organization: labor unions,
professional associations, non-profit service corporations, insurance companies,
state insurance departments, state welfare departments, and medical practice
panels. I am familiar with the strengths and weaknesses of all these entities, and
since I have provided consulting services and advice to all, I believe I harbor
no bias, because of employment connection or financial interest, or social or
economic philosophy, in favor of any vested interest or any Irejudiced viewpoint I beg you to receive my testimony purely as that of an Interested professionally knowledgeable and experienced "friend of your Committee".
BASIC RECOMMENDATION

'I have not asked to testify in specific support of any one bill under consideration by your Committee. However, of all the major proposals on national health
Insurance or financing which have been referred to your Committee, I believe the
the one that comes closest to the right solution, the one that has the most
practical approach for improving the quality and delivery of health care for the
American people, and the one which will make the most efficient use of the
totality of health care and financial resources in our nation is H.R. 4349, caUed
"the National Healthcare Act of 1971", introduced by Representative Burleson
of this Committee, and other Representatives.
The main reason why I think this bill has found the right approach is that
It places the really basic emphasis squarely where It belongs: on more effective
development and better distribution of health care facilities and manpower. The
fatal weakness of most legislative proposals is that they concentrate on the
benefits to be provided and on the financing of those benefits. This bill, In Its
Titles II, III and IV, very wisely puts its emphasis at the only place which In the
long run will really solve this nation's health care crisis.
The basic objectives of Title V of H.R. 4349 are also sound and appropriate.
We badly need Federal standards as to minimum health care benefits, and the
encouragement which this ')ill would provide, through tax deductions, toward
the development of Qualified Plans, on BOTH a group and individual basis, on
a scale that Is capable of encompassing virtually the entire population of this
country. As I have listened to the avalanche of political propaganda on this
subject of health care costs, where we are told, no doubt correctly, that even
more affluent upper middle class Americans have difficulty coping with the costs
of hospital and medical care, I have always wondered low these same spokesmen can condone the very restrictive rules we are all saddled with, under personal Income tax, as to the deductibility of health insurance premiums and health
care expenses. Health care costs being the burden they are, the Government
should long since have liberalized these rules The $150 limit on deductibility of
health insurance premiums, in particular, is an absurdity, because $150 simply
doesn't buy a decent family health insurance plan for those who cannot obtain
employer paid group coverage. The $150 rule thus actually operates to discourage
adequate insurance protection! H.R. 4349 would, at long last, eliminate. this very
unfortunate
There are,limitation.
however, certain respects in which I believe Title V of H.R. 4349
needs amending, in order that its effects may be of maximum success and practicality. Accordingly, I wish to recommend certain changes in Title V, and I
urge your Committee to report out to the House a modified version of H.R.
4349, as follows:
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A. Cost control incchanisms
In its present form, 11.1. 4349 does not contain entirely sound or adequate cost
control safeguards. Determination of whether charges are "reasonable", in the
manner provided for in the bill, is not a really sufficient and adequate method of
control. The following changes or additions are needed :
1. "PARTICIPATING PRACTITIONERS"
Specific provision should be made, either in the Bill itself, or else possibly in
the regulations contelnilated for the administrative machinery to iml)lement its
provisions, for the concept of voluntary, "participating practitioners".
To illustrate wliat I inean, let me describe this concept as it is practiced by a
)ental Plans", which are non-profit I)ental Service Cornumber of the ")elta
iporations sponsored by various state dental societies. In the operation of a numher of these ;state dental service corporations, a "participating dentist" is a
practicing private dentist in the state who has agreed, by written instrument, to
keep his actual fee charges within the limits defined by the "Prevailing Fee
Maximum guideliness" of his state dental service corporation. Ile agrees to abide
by the sole judgmlent, of the service corporation in this regard. and if. upon determination of the niaxinmuni reasonamieh fee by the corporation, it is found that his
actual charge exceeds this ma ximum, he has voluntarily ('onnitted himself, in
advance, to reduce it. The pr(vailing fee maximum is confidential, andl he is not
told what this amount is: only that his fee is too high and must be reduced. He
is obliged to do so, so that the charge to the patient is reduced.
In determining the 'revailing Fee Maximum for any specific dental procedure.
these several service corporations einphy an objective statistical method based
on actual reported fees. The method is based on a combination of percentiles
and percentage ranges above the mean fee reported for the geographical locality.
A method based solely on percentile levels is inadequate. and, in fact, is mathematlcally illogical in its long range operation. As I understand it, H.R. 43.19
proposes to use the same percentile method that has been used to measure reasonability of fees under Medi('are andlMedicaid. These dental service corporations, however, have found by experience that the percentile only method Is not
the most desirable or effective control. Let me illustrate two contrary situations
which actually do commonly occur:
Suppose the reported data on two procedures both consist, for simplicity, of 100
reported charges, which are distributed as follows:
Procedure 1-2 surface amalgam filling:
Number of cases
Reported fee (Mean fee-$20)
2
$17 -------------------------------------------------------------

18

-------------------------------------------------------------

19
-----------------------------------------------------------20
-----------------------------------------------------------21 (75th pl.) ----------------------------------------------------

22
23

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

8
20
40
20

8
2

Procedure 2-Complete upper denture:
Number of cases
Reported fee: (Mean fee-$233.75)
2
$125 ------------------------------------------------------------14
150 ------------------------------------------------------------

175

------------------------------------------------------------

15

200 --------------------------------------------------------------

12

225 -----------------------------------------------------------250 -----------------------------------------------------------275 -------------------------------------------------------------300 (75th pl.)
325 -----------------------------------------------------------350 -----------------------------------------------------------375 -------------------------------------------------------------

10
9
9
8
7
6
5

If the rule for determining the maximum reasonable fee is in the 75th percentile
in the case of Procedure One, where the fees are closely grouped, this level is
only $21, $1 above the mean, whereas the $23 fees are hardly at an "unreasonable" level and should be acceptable. In the case of Procedure Two, where fees

are widely dispersed, the mean Is $233.75, but the 75th percentile maximum value
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Is $3 0. The two determinations are not really logical or consistent. Furthermore,
if those dentists who.,e, fees fall altve the maximum acceptable level then adjust
them downward to conform, obviously the eventual result is that fees become so
narrowly confined about the mean or the mode level that they become locked it to
aul excessively restricted narrow range--a situation that the percentile approach
pretends to avoid by recognizing ranges and variation In fee charges.
To eliminate these inconsistencies, these dental service corporal tIons have
adopted a percentile approach bounded by minimum and maximun perccntagcs
of the mean fee. Thus the rule might be:
(a) The prevailing reasonable maximum Is the 8Sth percentile, unless:
(b) The 85th percentile falls below 130% of the mean, iii which case 130% of
the imean is deemed the reasonable maximum, or
(o) The &5th percentile falls above 160% of the mean, in which case 160% of
the mean is deemed the reasonable maximum.
A com)arable technique of measuring reasonability should be considered under
administrative rules relating to any Federally mandated health insurance program, based on this superior approach, provision should be made for developing
thi.- concept of voluntary participating practitioners in connection with the operation of Qualified Plans, under 11.11. 4349. Private practitioners should l)e able to
mike direct agreements with the responsible Federal Agency to be enrolled as
"participating practitioners". To enlist their confidence and voluntary cooperation and at the
iame time to acknowledge and( maintain professional peer control
of the prevailing reasonable maximum concept, the actual rules applied should
lre developed in close cooperation with the professional s'ieties representingg
each practitioner group. A dental service corporation, for the most part, enjoys
the trust and confidence of the practicing dentist, because he knows the corporation operates under the auspices of his state dental society and that its policies
are guided by its professional leaders, tempered with an awareness of the needs
and the demands of the public as to control of cost and quality of care. Nearly
every dental service corporation that has been in active operation over any period
of time has enrolled well over 50% of the practicing dentists in its state, and
several have enrolled in excess of 90% as voluntary participating dentists. The
concept works, and is of great benefit to the public.
2.

THE NECESSITY

OF PERMISSIBLE DOLLAR

INDIVIDUAL

LIMIT SCIIEDULING

IN

QUALIFIED

PLANS

Section 521 of Title V of H.R. 4349, which deals with Qualified Individual
Plans, seriously needs amendment in certain respects in order for such Plans
to operate soundly and successfully.
Before going into detail here, let me speak in defense of the concept of Qualified
Individual Health Insurance Plans. I understand that some witnesses who have
appeared here have recommended that individual health insurance should Ie
discouraged, because it does not return enough of the premium dollar in benefits,
or that it does not provide realistic coverage. This is most unfair generalization,
and I think this viewpoint is migulded, because its advocates do not understand
the nature and characteristics of individual Insurance as distinct from group
insurance. Individual health insurance has a very important role to fill, on ibehalf of the significant minority of the American people, such as very small businessmen and self-employed persons, like myself, to whom employer paid group
health insurance is not available or for whom it is not practical, and any legislation should give encouragement to qualified forms of individual insurance just
as well as to group insurance. There is imply no good reason to ignore the needs
of 10% or so of the American people just because we look like a small minority.
We still number in the millions!
There seems to be an impression around that "group insurance" is, by it
very nature, "economical" and that "individual insurance" is "uneconomical".
The case Is by no means so simple. First of all, it is only large group programs
that operate at administrative overheads of less than 10%, and even here part
of the real administrative cost is usually hidden because of the "self-administration" normally resorted to under large group programs. Small or "laby" groups,
as these are often referred to in the insurance industry, do not realize overhead
expense percentages anywhere near this low. The very smallest, covering 10 or
fewer employees, are likely to generate total expenses on the order of 25 to 30%.
On the other hand, the most economically administered individual policy programs are able to contain administrative expenses within 35% or so, including
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agents' commislions. I submit that the .5% or so difference is not all that overwhelhning. An4 lest the critics of individual insurance retort that 35% is still far
too high, let me cite certain additional characteristics of individual insurance
that I believe will Justify tills higher figure:
(a) Individual insurance permits tailoring of coverage to a family's own financial circumstances and tastes.
(b) Individual ifisurance can be bought that is pernianent-guaranteed
renewable. The policyholder can avoid the gaps and lapses in coverage that result
under group if he changes jobs or goes to work for himself.
(c) The professional agent who properly serves his individual insurance client
earns his commission, because he provides professional insurance guidance and
service, and the average individual is not knowledgeable ejugh in this area to
make intelligent choices without professional counsel.
(d) Individual insurance must, of necessity, be undcrwritten, and a degree
of expense is necessarily incurred in the underwriting process.
(e) The overhead is not relatively greater than with any other retail product.
One might as well complain that the retail prices of food, clothing, housing and
automobiles include excessive overhead. Based on this kind of argument, one can
"justify" the nationalization or socialization of everything in this country.
Mr. Chairman, I myself am today the proud owner of a guaranteed renewable
family health insurance policy. I wouln't trade it for all the group insurance
in the world. I used to be a company employee, covered by company group insurance. Then I went into self-employment, and had to seek individual insurance.
Family medical history resulting in my wife being waivered as to 2 past conditions, and my eldest son being waivered as to mental or emotional illness. I
don't blame the individual insurance for that state of affairs-I blame my shortsighted faith in group insurance. Eventually, I obtained a family insurance
policy that was free of such waivers, providing guaranteed renewable comprehensive coverage for myself and my family. I never again intend to let that
precious coverage lapse, in fartor of' "cheaper" group insurance.
Mr. Chairman, I hoi&-your Committee never allows itself to be persuaded
that individual insurance should be "discouraged". It should be encouraged, as
H.R. 4349 does do, through establishing minimum .standards for Qualified Individual Plans, and through tax deduction advantages favoring such Qualified
Plans.
However, as I've said, Section 529 of I.R. 4349 needs amendment, or it will
impose unsounld requirements on Qualified Individual Plans that could well read
to their eventual failure.
The basic shortcoming of Section 529 is that it does not permit the use of
dollar scheduling in individual plans. Such scheduling is essential to the success of such plans for two reasons:
(a) Since continuation of such coverage is at the option of'the policyholder
and usually fully paid for by the policyholder, absence of dollar controls can
lead to cost instability and inflation that in turn can force repeated rounds of
premium increases. The effect of this is to discourage the healthy risks, who
have not had to submit claims, from continuing-their coverage in force. The
result, in turn, is a vicious cycle, under which the remainder who continue their
coverage have increasingly poor average health, and the need for rate increases is accelerated further.
(b) Different families and individuals have different degrees of willingness
or ability to pay, and programs offering a flexible range of dollar limits offer a
better range of price selectivity. As a result, more people will avail themselves
of the coverage.
There still have to be minimum standards as to dollar limit plans, and there
must also be some method provided whereby the individual, at his option, can
update the dollar coverage to keel) abreast of rising costs of care. The device
that can accomplish this latter objective Is the so-called "guaranteed insurability"
option. The significant fact here is that the policyholder has an option to update
or not. He is not forced to accept a rate increase or else lapse entirely. This Is
a crucial difference.
To eliminate this defect from Section 529, I recommend the following Amend.
ments:
(I) On page 65, line 4, replace the colon after the word "schedule" with a
comma and add: "the dating of such schedule being applicable to the date of
original issue of the Individual contract of insurance:"
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(II) On page 6, lines 9 to 13, delete paragraph (B) in its entirety and substitute the following:
"(B) which guarantee to the Individual who has the contractual re.
sponsibility at any time to pay the premiums required to maintain the
contract in force the unrestricted option to secure priority 11 and priority III benefits at such times as those benefits become required to
meet the requirements of paragraph (1) as to newly issued contracts,
and which further guarantee that similar options will be automatically
provided with respect to any changes at any time brought about because of subsequent amendment to the provisions of paragraph (1);
and"
(Comment: Your Committoe should note that this language also corrects
paragraph (B) for what I presume to be an oversight on the part of its drafters. Paragraph (B) as it stands in II.R. 4349 only requires that the "individual
in whose name the contract was issued" mut be enabled to secure the additiopaa
priorities. Hence such additional priorities would not be required to lie made
available under the circumstances dealt with In paragraph (C), after the death
of the original contract holder.)
(III) On page 66, line 14, insert a new paragraph (C), as follows, and re.
label the existing paragraph (C) as "(D)":
"(C) which obligate the insurer to provide at least 30 days advance
notice to the individual who has the contractual responsibility at any
time to pay the premiums, of the approach of each option date as provided for in paragraph (B), and prominently to inform such individual
that if he does not exercise such option, his existing contract will remain a Qualified Plan but would not be such were it to be newly issued after such option date; and"
(IV) On page 67, line 24, Insert a new paragraph (D), as follows, and relabel
the existing paragraph (D) to "(E) ":
"(D) DOLLAR LIMITS.-In lieu of the corresponding copayment amounts
described under subsection (h) in the Table of Minimum Standard
Healthcare Benefits, and provided percentage copayments are not applied
to such covered expenses as permitted by paragraph (C) preceding, the
contract may provide for dollar maximum limits applicable to charges
covered under Benefits 1, 3. 5 of the Table, or applicable to room accommodation charges included under Benefits 6 and 7 of the Table; provided,
however, that at the time of issue of the contract such dollar limits are
not less than the amounts then currently in effect as "minimum amounts"
for the locality and at such time of issue, as promulgated by the Secretary (or his delegate), and provided further that the contract guarantees
that, if at any time such "minimum amounts" as currently promulgated
are increased so that the dollar limits then in effect under the contract
have become less than such currently effective "minimum amounts", the
individual who has the contractual responsibility at any time to pay the
premiums required to maintain the contract in force shall have the unrestricted option to Increase such dollar limits to such currently effective
"minimum amounts", and the insurer shall provide to such individual at
least 30 days advance notice of any such increase in the "minimum
amounts" as may be announced from time to time by the Secretary (or his
delegate) ."
(Comment : This provision should be implemented by means of minimum conversion factors regionally or locally applicable to nationally recognized relative
value scales of professional fees, developed under professional auspices, such as
the widely used Relative Value Study of the California Medical Association (or
comparable scales promulgated by national professional associations).)
With respect to limits on room accommodation charges, regional or local minimum values should be periodically updated. All such values, relating to both
professional services and room accommodations, should involve ti-o levels: one
'he "minimum amount" referred to in the paragraph, which is the minimum
amount any insurer may issue in that locality If Its plan Is to qualify, and a
second level of values that indicate the lowest maximum amount which the Insurer must make available, at the option of the buyer, this assuring a range of
available coverage and price.
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(V) On page 66, line 23, just before (3) OPTIONAL PROVISIONS, insert an additional paragraph, as follows, and relabel section (3) OPTIONAL PROVISIONS as "(4)
OPTIONAL PROVISIONS":

"(3)

FAILURE TO EXERCISE OPTIONS PROvIDED.-An insurance contract shall

not be treated as having ceased to mtet the requirements of this subsection
by reason of the failure of the contract holder to exercise options as they
are made available, as provided under paragraph (2) (B) or under paragraph
(3) (D) of this subsection."
The following is an additional technical amendment that is necessary if adequate continuation of coverage is to be available for other persons, following
eligibility of the original insured for Medicare:
(VI) On page 66, line 1, delete paragraph (A) and substitute the following:
"(A) which obligate the insurer to renew coverage, subject to payment
of premiums, on each person originally covered as an adult until at least
the date such adult first becomes eligible for coverage under title XVIII
of the Social Security Act, provided, however, that such person's eligibility to be covered under the contract has not terminated because of
div.r(e, and on each dependent child until the date such child's coverage
under the contract would terminate in accordance. with its provisions for
termination of dependent children, regardless of the eligibility of any
adult for coverage under title XVIII of the Social Security Act."
B. Health care dclirery organizations
This portion of my statement is directed more to the implementary administration and regulation required to bring h.R. 4349 into actual operation than to
the provisions of the proposed Act itself.
Congress, and the Federal Agencies charged with implementation of legislation
enacted by Congress. should take care to encourage "individual practice" forms
of health care delivery organizations as well as the more publicized "group
practice" forms. I urge encouragement here of 2 forms of individual practice
organization :
(a) Voluntary, limited membership individual practice "panels", and
(b) Professional society "Foundation" types of organizations.
Properly operated, these media of health care delivery can achieve cost and
quality control results commensurate with those of group practice organizations and offer these additional unique advantages:
(a) Very little initial capital investment;
(b) Wider appeal to private individual practitioners, who make up most of
the existing professional manpower;
(c) More truly local availability of services;
(d) More genuine preservation of the private practitioner-patient relationship. which is highly valued by a large segment of the public.
C. Existing health insurance organizations
Congress should NOT enact any form of legislation that would replace existing
voluntary private insurance organizations with a monopolistic Federally operated program, or which would destroy competition, for these reasons:
1. Existing insuring organizations have vast and invaluable resources of
experience, financial capacity, and administrative ability. Federal expropriation
of all health insurance functions, including financing and risk bearing, would
mean needless and wasteful abandonment of these vast private resources and
would simultaneously levy a large and totally unnecessary tax burden on the
American public. at a time when our public and tax resources are hardly able
to cope with myriad other l)roblems and tasks, in such areas as environmental
keontrol and pollution, education, urban renewal, court facilities and law enforcement, prison facilities, anl other vital areas. including health care facilities, as distinct. from health insurance facilities. In view of these other needs,
many of then in a state of urgent crisis, it would be utterly absurd to waste
public energies, money and manpower in an area where sufficient administrative and financial capacity already exists in the private sector.
2. These existing organizations provide several hundred thousand jobs. While
creation of Federal administrative machinery would also create new Federal
jobs, the economic chaos and dislocation attendant upon the destruction of an
entire branch of the insurance industry would be, at best, a needless disaster
of major proportions.
3. Competition and variety, within a necessary framework of minimum Federal standards and controls, will best benefit the public In the long view. Con-
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gress has a well-established and well-justified policy of opposition to monopoly,
and any monopoly, even if it lie in the form of Federal Health Insurance, would
obviously still stifle competition and therefore stifle Its healthy Influence on
price and quality.
4. Voluntary organizations have proved their ability to operate economically,
since nearly all of the larger voluntary group insurance plans in the nation
operate at considerably lower overhead expense than do existing large Federal
programs like Medicare.
D. Federal versus State regulation
I strongly urge that the immediate regulation of health insurance should
continue to remain a state responsibility, for these basic reasons:
(a) In such important areas of regulation as the handling of comlhdants and
abuses, and licensing, state departments are closer to the people they serve
and represent.
(b) The states have generally done an adequate job of financial regulation
of the insurance Industry, to assure, with very few exceptions, the financial
solvency of companies, the proper use of funds, and premium charges to policyholders reasonable in relation to benefits.
There are two areas, however, where state regulation has, in my judgment,
proved inadtluate and contradictory. These are the areas of:
(a) Minimum Benefit Standards, anl
(b) Required Policy Provisions.
Since this legislation would be concerned only with Qualified plans, problem
(a) is automatically solved by means of the minimum standards contained in
H.R. 4349, except to the extent variant state regulations might still impose
additional benefit requirements. (For example, the State. of New York is currently developing benefit standards that could very possibly render a Federally
Qualified Plan nevertheless unqualified in New York State.)
Problem (b) could still be a serious nuisance and obstacle in the development
and filing of contract forms on the part of companies operating on a multistate basis, where variant state requirements currently add considerably to the
administrative expenses of filing contract forms, particularly Individual contract
forms. Let me cite a few examples:
1. In New York, there is currently pending a set of regulations which would
require insurers operating in New York to use a specifically New York relative
value schedule for professional fees. This automatically would force any insurer
to develop special forms for New York, and If other states followed suit in this
trend, a hopeless multiplicity of contract forms would result that would add
terrily to the complexity and expense of administering health 'insurance
contracts.
2. In New Jersey and Connecticut, contracts are specifically prohibited from
duplicating any expense that could be covered under Medicare, Parts A or B. In
Georgia, however, contracts are specifically limited to excluding duplicate coverage only with respect to expenses actually covered by Medicare. Thus any
insurer operating in both Georgia and either one of the other 2 states must
automatically develop a double set of forms, since what is prohibited in Georgia
is required In Connecticut or New Jersey.
3. About 20 or so states require what is loosely called the "10 Day Free Look"
provision, under which the purchaser of an individual health contract has the
option of returning the contract within 10 (lays after receipt and getting his
money refunded. New Mexico, on the other hand, specifically prohibits such
a provision, on the ground that it permits a form of so-called "free. insurance".
The logic of this New Mexico prohibition escapes me, but that's the way it Is.
As a result, any carrier marketing individual insurance in any of the states
requiring the "10 (lay free look", and also in New Mexico, which prohibits it,
must again develop and file a double set of forms.
The point I am wanting to make is that I believe a section should be added to
H.R. 4349 specifically providing that insurers shall be enabled to market any
contract which meets the requirements of II.R. 4.349 as a Federally "Qualified
Plan" in every state without the necessity of developing variant forms to qualify
with variant state benefit or provision requirements.
(VII) Accordingly, I propose the following additional Amendments to H.R.
4349 to achieve this objective, to be inserted as a brief Subtitle D of Title V
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(at line 7, page 69), hence relabeling the existing Subtitle D to "Subtitle E"
and amending its section numbers as required:
Subtitle D-Establishment of National Uniformity in Required Contract Provisions of Qualified Employee Healthcare Plans or Qualified Individual Healthcare Plans
SEC. 531. ESTABLISHMENT OF UNIFORM PROVISIONS
IMPLEMENTATION.-The Secretary (or his delegate) shall, in cooperation
with the National Association of Insurance Commissioners, appoint a Commission,
composed of such membership as he deelas advisable, to prepare a National Code
of Inform Contract Provisions, with separate sections applicable, respectively,
to Qualified Employee llealthcare Plans and to Qualified Individual Healthcare
Plans. Such National Code shall become effective, upon adoption by the National
Association of Insurance Commissioners, and as of the date determined by the
Secretary, in consultation with the Association.
(Wi APPLICAHILITY.-After the effective (late of adoption of such National
Code, no state shall disapprove a contract form which is in compliance with
such Code and which meets the requirements of a Qualified Employee Healthcare
plan or a Qualified Individual Healthcare Plan, as set forth in this Act, solely on
the ground that the benefit provisions or other provisions of such contract do not
comply with the insurance code or regulations of such state. A state may, however, disapprove such a contract form if it finds that it fails to meet state requirements not directly related to contract benefits or provisions."
(Comment: The last sentence here is pertinent because a state should still be
able to disapprove such a form if it finds the premium unreasonable in relation
to the benefits provided, or if it finds the insurer to be engaging in improper
advertising, or for other reasons which are legitimate grounds for such
disapproval.)
(a)

LOSS RATIOS

Most state insurance departments, following the long standing recommendation of the National Association of Insurance Commissioners, observe a benchmark rule that the premiums for an individual health insurance policy are reasonable in relation to the benefits provided if the "anticipated loss ratio" is at
least 50%. This ratio is the rate of the value of the expected benefit return to
value of the expected premium income.
I have no criticism of this, because I believe it is a reasonable yardstick for
the determination of the reasonable retail price of health insurance, and I refer
your Committee back to my earlier comments on the expenses reasonably associated with individual insurance. However, for 3 reasons I think a reasonable
level for the expected loss ratio for Qualified Individual Healthcare Plans should
be set at a somewhat higher value:
(a) The required health benefits are very broad, and it is possible to achieve
a higher percentage benefit return under a ;)road contract than under a more
limited one.
(b) Since the very fact that a particular plan has status as a Federally Qualified Plan should commend it to a buyer and invite his confidence, it should be an
easier product for an agent to sell, and it is therefore reasonable that lieshould
be compensated at a lower commission percentage for his service.
(c) Such plans, again because of their Federally qualified status and broad
coverage, should persist in force better, and coverage that persists well can be
priced more favorably becausethe insurer can amortize initial acquisition costs
over a longer renewal period.
In view of these considerations, it is my opinion that 60%, rather than 50%,
should be established as the minimum acceptable anticipated loss ratio for such
plans. Accordingly, I propose the following additional amendment to define the
measure of premiums reasonable in relation to the benefits:
(VIII) On page 68,line 3, Just before (c) EFFECTIVE DATE, insert the following
additional minimum requirement:
"(4) ANTICIPATED LOSS RATIO.-No individual contract regardless
of its benefit or contract provisions shall be deemed to meet the requirements
of this Subtitle unless it is actuarially certified, at the time of filing of the
required form(s) in those states where it is to be issued, that the anticipated
loss ratio reasonably to be expected under the contract is at least 60%.
"Anticipated loss ratio" as here used means the ratio obtained by dividing
70-174 0 - 72 - pt. 10 -- 18
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(a) the present value at issue of all future benefits expected to he paid under
the contract, by (b) the present value at issue of all future premiums
expected to he received."
Mr. Chairman, this concludes my statement. I again thank the Committee for
its courtesy in permnitting me to appear.

Mr. BARNIIART. I have not asked to testify in specific support of
any one bill under consideration. However, of all the prop(xals which
have been referred to your committee, I l)elieve the one that comes
closest to the right solution is H.R. 4349, called the National Health
Care Act of 1971, introduced by Representative Burleson of this committee and other Representatives.
The main reason why I think this bill has the right approach is
that, it )laces the emphasis where it belongs on more effective development and distribution of health care facilities and manpower.
The weakness of most legislative proposals is that they concentrate
on the benefits to be provided and on the financing of those benefits.
This bill in its titles II,III, and IV has wisely put its emphasis at
the only l)lace which will really solve this Nation's health care crisis.
There are, however, certain respects in which I believe title V of
H.R. 4349 needs amending in order that its effects may be of maximum
success. Accordingly, I wish to recommend certain changes in title V
and I urgre your committee to report out to the House a modified version of H.R. 434.
In its present form, H.R. 4349 does not contain entirely sound cost
control safeguards. Determination of whether charges are reasonable
inthe manner provided for in the bill is not a really sufficient method
of control.
'f written statement lrol)OSes changes in H.R. 4349 to provide for
the concept of "participating )ractitioners" as this is used in the nonprofit dental service corporations of the Delta system which I think
provides an excellent example of an effective cost control mechanism.
I am also proposing that amendment, be made to permit the use
of dollar limits in individual qualified health )lans.
Section 521 of title V of H.R. 4349, which deals with qualified
individual plans, needs amendment if such plans are. to operate successfully. I understand that some witnesses here have recommended
that individual health insurance should be discoura red because it
does not return enough of the premium dollar in benefits. This is an
unfair generalization and I think this viewpoint is misguided because its advocates do not understand the nature and characteristics
of individual insurance as distinct from group insl-ance.
Individual health insurance has an ini)ortant role to fill for the
significant minority of the American l)e,)Ile sich as small businessmen and self-employed esons, like myself, to whom employer paid
group health insurance is not available or is not practical. and Congress should give encouragement to qualified forms of individual insurance as well as to grou ) insurance.
There is an impression around that group insurance is. by its very
nature, economical while individual insurance is uneconomical. The
case is not so simple. First, only large group programs operate at administrative overheads bWlow 10 percent. and even here part of the
real cost. is hidden because of the self-administration customary to
large group programs. Small groups cannot realize overhead expense
percentages anywhere near this low.
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The very smallest, covering 10 or fewer employees, are likely to
generate expenses on the order of 25 to 35 percent. On the other hand,
economically administered individual policy programs are able to
contain expenses within 35 percent. or so, including the agent's commission.
I submit that the 5 percent or so difference is not all that overwhelming. Ist the critics of individual health insurance retort that
35 percent is still far too high, let me cite additional characteristics
of individual insurance that justify this higher figure:
A. Individual health insurance permits tailoring of coverage to a
family's own needs.
B. Individual insurance can be guaranteed renewable. The policyholder can avoid the gaps in coverage that result under group if'-e
changes jobs or goes tc work for himself.
C.1'he profesisonal agent wio properlyy serves his individual clients
earns his commission because he provides professional guidance and
service and the average individual is not knowledgeable enough in
this area to make an intelligent choice without such help.
1). Individual insurance must of necessity be underwritten and a
degree of expense is necessarily incurred in the underwriting process.
The overhead is not relatively greater than with any other retail product. One might as well complain that the retail prices of food, clothing,
housing, and automobiles include excessive overhead. Based on this
kind of argument, one can justify the nationalization or socialization
of everything.
Individual insurance should be encouraged, as H.R. 4349 does do,
though establishing minimum standards for qualified individual plans
and through tax deduction advantages favoring soh qualified plans.
However, section 529 of H.1. 4349 needs amendment or it will
impose unsound requirements on qualified individual plans that could
lead to their failure.
The basic shortcoming of section 529 is that it does not permit the
use of dollar scheduling in individual plans. Such scheduling is essential to fihe success of such plans for two reasons:
A. Since continuation of such coverage is at the option of the policyholder and paid for by him, absence of dollar controls can lead to
cost inflation that in turn can force repeated rounds of premium increases. The effect of this is to discourage the healthy risks, who have
not had to submit claims, from continuing their coverage. The result
in turn is a vicious cycle under which the remainder who continue
their coverage have increasingly poor health and the need for rate increases is accelerated further.
B. Various families and individuals have different degrees of willingness or ability to pay and programs offering a flexible range of dollaflimits offer a better range of price selectivity. As a result, more
people will buy the coverage. There still 'has to be minimum standards as to dollar limit plans and there must also be some method
provided whereby the individual, at his option, can update the dollar coverage to keep abreast of rising costs of care
The significant point here is that the policyholder must have an
option to update or not to update. He must not be forced to accept a rate
increase or else have no alternative but to lapse entirely. To eliminate
this defect from section 529, 1 recommend several amendments designed
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to permit flexible dollar limits but also to guarantee to the individual
the unrestricted ol)tion to upgrade his coverage. My full statement
contains about half a dozen suggested amendments to 11.R. 4:49 in
this area.
Finally, Mr. Chairman, in the area of Federal versus State regulation, I urge that the immediate regulation of health insurance remain
a State resplonsilil ity for these reasons:
A. In such iml)ortant areas as complaints and abuses and licensing, State del)artments tare closer to the people they serve.
B. The States have generally done. an adequate job of financial.
regulation of tile insurance industry to assure, with rare exceptions,
the financial solvency of companies, the proper use of funds, and premmuium charges to policyhollers that in general are reasonable in relation to the l)eneflits provided.
There are two areas, however, where State regulate ion has proved inadequate and contradictory. These are in the alva of minimum benefit standards and in the area of required policy 1)rovisions.
Since this act. would be concerned only with qualified plans, problem
A is solved by means of the standards in 1I.R. 4349, except to the extent
variant State regulat ions might still impose additional benefit requirements.

Problem B could still be a serious obstacle in the developing and
financing of contract forms on the part of companies operating on a
multi-State basis, where variant State requirements currently add
considerably to the expense of financing and developing individual
contract forms. My written statement gives some examples of this
problem.
A section should therefore be added to H.R. 4349 specifically providing that insurers be permitted to market any contract, which meets
the requirements of H.R. 4349 as a federally qualified plan in every

State in which they are licensed without the necessity of developing
variant contract forms to qualify with variant State requirements.
Accordingly, I am proposing as an amendment. to H.R. 4349 the
establishment of national uniformity in required contract proisions
of qualified employee health care l)lans or qualified individual health
care plans.
Most State insurance departments observe a benchmark rule that
the premiums for an individual health insurance policy are reasonable in relation to the benefits if the anticil)ated loss ratio is at least
50 percent.
This is the ratio of the expected benefit return to the expected premium income. I have no criticism of this as it has been l)racticed up
until now because it is a reasonable yardstick for measuring the retail
price of health insurance. I refer your committee back to my earlier
comments on the expenses associated with individual insurance.
However, for three reasons I think a reasonable level for the expected loss ratio for qualified individual health care plans 'hould be
set at a higher value than 50 percent:
A. The required benefits are very broad and it is possible to achieve
a higher benefit return under a broad contract than under a more
limited one.
B. Since the fact that a plan has status as a federally qualified plan
should commend it to a buyer, it should be an easier'product for an
agent to sell and it is, therefore, reasonable that lie should be compensated at a lower commission for his service.
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C. Such plans, because of their federally qualified status and broad
coverage, should persist in force better and coverage that persists well
canl be priced more favorably because the insurer can amortize initial
acquisition costs over a longer renewal period.
In view of these considerations, it is my opinion that 60 percent,
rather than 50 percent, should be established as the minimum loss
ratio for such plans.
Accordingly, I propose an amendment to H.R. 4349 that would
define the minimum measure of the premiums reasonable in relation to
the l)enefits provided on the basis of a 60-percent loss ratio for individual plans.
Mr. Chairman, this concludes my verbal statement.
Mr. BUicKF. Thank you, Mr. Barnhart.
Are there any questions?
We appreciate your appearance today and your testimony. Thank
you.
Mr. BARNIIART. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. BURKE. Our next witness is Donald R. Quayle, president, National Public Radio. You may identify yourself and your associate for
the record and proceed with your testimony.
STATEMENT OF DONALD R. QUAYLE, PRESIDENT, NATIONAL PUBLIC RADIO, WASHINGTON, D.C.; ACCOMPANIED BY BARBARA
NEWMAN, INVESTIGATIVE REPORTER
Mr. QUAYLE. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
My name is Donald Quayle. I am president of National Public Radio,
which is the noncommercial radio network with 118 stations broadcasting in 36 States, Puerto Rico, and the District of Columbia. I am
accompanied by Barbara Newman, who is an investigative reporter for
NPR.
Mr. Chairman, we appreciate the opportunity to appear before you
today and transmit to this committee the information which National
Public Radio has gleaned from its six Iublic hearings on health care
and national health insurance 'which were held this past September in
San Francisco, Boston, Atlanta, 1hiladelphia, Ann Arbor, and New
York. These hearings were broadcast live over our network. Transcripts of the hearings are available if you desire to see them. In addition, we have prepared a summary program which was broadcast over
the NPR network from 10 to 11 a.m., e.s.t.,-this morning. We have prepared a transcript of this show which I would like permission to have
submitted for the record.
Mr. BURKE. If you wish, you may have all these questions and answers apparently that took place on the program included in the record,
plus the other evidence you have here this morning.
Without objection, it is so ordered.
=

Mr. QUAYF,. Thank you very much.

(The material submitted by Mr. Quayle follows:)
REPORT

TO CONGRESS AND THE NATION, NATIONAL
"HEALTH CARE HEARINGS"

PUBLIC

RADIO

Final report, a summary of the six hearings produced by National Public
Radio, held across the country from September 7, 1971, to September 20, 1971,
presented by Donald R. Quayle, president, National Public Radio.
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My name Is Donald Quayle and I am President of National Public Radio, which
Is the noncommercial radio network with 118 stations broadcasting in 3d states,
Puerto Rico and the District of Columbia.
Mr. ('harman, we appreciate the opportunity to appear before you today and
transmit to this comlittee the information which National 'ulic Radio has
gleaned from its six public hearings on health core and national health insurance which were held this past September in Sa Francisco, Boston, AtlanIa,
Philadelphia, Ann Arbor, and New York.
We do not appear here today as experts on the intricacies of national health
Insurance nor d4o we (oie here to espouse any of the proposed bills. We appear

here today to transmit to you the findings of the NPI health hearings. First. I
would like to give you a little background on these hearings. Our purpose In holding them was two-fold. Because the health crisis is llndoul~le(lly one(of the most
important issues on the legislative agenda of this body, we felt that it was haportant to inform people regarding the complexities of the proposed national
health insurance legislation to enable them to participate meaningfully in this
public debatee. Second, it vs our purpose to facilitate c((mmuniecations between
those most colcernelld about health-consuniers, providers al(1 insurers-and
those who will ultimately enact health care legislation-memnbers of the United
States Congress.
We realize that this committee has permitted testimony from all who) desire
to i-ppear here. However, the fact remains that the average '.itizen-not the
customary congressional witness. So, it is our hope that we (-an transmit to you
today knowledge which you otherwise might not have received.
I think the primary function which we can serve is to humanize the debate.
These several weeks you have all been hearing testimony regarding the health
crisis. testimony replete with statistics of the soaring costs of health care which
(ommand 7 iper(cent of the
INP,
of the inaccessilility of health care, of the health
mailower shortage. and of uneven quality care. Statistics are il soiJewhat cold
commodity, devoid of the urgency (If human experience. What we found during
our health hearings was a widespread concern about the health crisis and what
we heard was the humnian agony which some K1pele have exloerienced lIt the hands
of the health system.
EINAR Mon N. Acordlng to the AFL-CIO research department. sixty percent of
all personal bankruptcies in America are directly attributable to health costs.
But beyond the bankruptcies are the millions of lpOl)le who simply do without
health care except as a last resort: who delay treatment because they cannot afford it; who do not fill their prescriptions because of the cost of drmgs; who must
allow minor health l)roblens to become major because in our health industry
today the cash register sits next to the aplointnient book.
EVE MAPES. I am alone with, and sulport my three c-hildren, oil( of whom is
asthmatic. Nearly every year of his life lie must be hospitalized with pneuitmonia.
Medical insurance for the whole family was clncelled oil the grounds that we
did not list the child's asthma as a pre-existing condition when in fact we (lid not
know he had asthma.
This left us unexpectedly in debt for several hundred dollar. We had been a
middle class tax paying family who believed in yearly medial checkup's and trips
to the dentist. But from that point oi, our economic situation and the level of
health care deteriorated. One of the worst effects of this situation was, of course,
psychological. We found that we 1(st our dignity when we lost our money.
BARBARA NEWMAN. Health care in this nation is in crisis. Speak to almost any
person in America and you get a health horror story. You hear about families
with savings wiped out, about unavailability and shoddy quality of care, and a
growing resentment against health providers. The image of the doctor has become somewhat tarnished.
Chairman Wilbur Mills of the House Ways and Means Comnmittee recently
opened his committee's health hearings with the remark that Americans are increasingly resentful of trying h) find their way through a inaze of referring practitioners to find services for which a higher and higher lirt
of the family budget
must be used, and this without confidence that the care finally obtained is appropriate or of high quality.
Congress will undoubtedly pass a health billwithin the next few years. A
Harris Poll found public support for passage of national health insurance running at almost two to one, and most pliticans on Capitol Hill are in favor of
one of the health insurance proposals pending before Congress. The question is,
what kind of a bill will be passed, and how adequate will It be in ending the

-health crisis?
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Because health Is such an important issue, and because tile House Ways and
Means Conmmilttee has not permitted live coverage of its health hearings, National
Public Radio this past -Septemblr sponsored a series of six public hearings on
health care and national health insurance. With the belief that tit, public should

h(e apprised of the differences In the pending legislation, and that legislators
In turn should be apprised about the wishes of the public, we went to San Francisco, to Boston, to Ann Arbor, New York, Philadelphia, and Atlanta. As
participants we invited those most concerned with the issue of heaith-health
consumers, insurers, )hysicians, and hospital ofieials, as well as those who will
enact national health legislation, U.S. Congressmen.
()ne of tle molst insistent themes throughout tie hearings was tie hardship
brought by rising health costs. Tihe two people you heard ait the beginning of this
program, Einar Mohn of the California Teamsters Union, and- Eve Mapes, a Los
Angeles housewife, testified at our San Franacisco hearing.
National health costs-seventy billion dollars at year-are rising at twice the
rate of tih( consumer price index. According to the Department. of leamth, Education, and W\elfare medical expenses will rise fifty percent in the first half of
this decade, and the rise in the health share of the gross national prodlct will
be as great as the rise in defense spending at the start of the Vietnan war.
One health planner chatratterizes health as the Vietnam of the 1970's. He sees
billions and billion of dollars going into at quagmire. At the NR
New York
health hearing, Shirley Kronderg, director of the Neighborhood Service Council
of the New York Hotel Trades Coneil, recounted soale incidents of high medical
cost in a discussion with New York Republican Congressman Ogden Reid.
SIImIEY KIaONRERGm.
I hMve one bill here where a woman entered a hospital In
this city ait 1) A.M., was discharged at 6 P.M., and her bill is three hundred and
nineteen dollars. Interestingly enough, laboratory services, a hundred and
twenty-seven dollars. We asked the hospital for a breakdown of these laboratory
(osts. They sent us a list of all of the tests anade. And we understand that there Is
now at computer through which they put these few drops of blood and they can
obtain a variety of tests for a very, very stall fee. Nevertheless, they charged
her tests-you know, fifteen dollars, twciity dollars, twenty-five dollars-whereas in fact these tests cost theut very, very little.
Congressman OGDEN REn. What was the actual room charge there?
KRONIERG. Seventy-five dollars. For room and board.
Congressmn R D. For less than tweaty-four hours?
KRONBIaEO. Six hu7's. Blue Cross pays eighty dollars for maternity confinement, and is now increasing this to a hundred dollars. But the average bill is
over six hundred dollars. And I have at very interesting bill that was brought in
by one of our workers this week in which his wife delivered prematurely at home.
A policeman called, he got the ambulance, she was brought to the hospital, she
was in the hospital three days. Slie had already delivered the baby. ills bill for
this three (lays in the hospital is two hundred aand] nineteen dollars for the baby,
and three hundred and sixty-two dollars and fifty cents for tite mother. Now
this is for three days. And here are the two bills. And Blue Cross of this paid
eighty dollars.
Congressman R4,11n. Have you found, 'Mrs. Kronberg, that group medicine and
peer pressure and peer judgment hats lowered some of the costs?
KRONIERG. I don't see where the peer jutlgfaents have lowered anything. I
know that tte AMA spent millions of dollars fighting against Medicare, and
they've been the greatest beneficiary of Medicare. The insurance companies
haven't (lone anything over the years to stay the rising costs. And the insurance
companies, and in some cases such as Blue Shield, which a doctor operated,
have certainly not done anything about questatoning their costs, either by the
doctors or the hospitals.
NEWMAN. That was Shirley Kronberg at our New York hearing.
The greatest increase it health spending hats been in hospital rates. They have
risen five-fold in the last four years and now hover at about a hundred dollars a
day. The Ncw York Times states that some projections put average hospital
room charges at a thousand dollars a day by 1981.
Critics of the health insurance industry charge that private insurance companies have not acted effectively to keel) these costs down. MucIh of the criticism

of the health industry is directed at Blue Cross, which pays about fifty percent
of the nation's hospital bills. Blue Cross is non-profit and tax exempt. But some
think that its very institutional structure perpetuates the interest of the hos.
pitals at the expense of the health consumer. The American Hospital Association
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actually owns the Blue Cross trademark, and in most of the nation's seventyfour local Blue Cross plans, the boards of directors preponderantly represent
hospitals' and physicians' interests.
The key area of debate, then, on national health Insurance will be the role
of the insurance industry. Of the major national health insurance bills pending
before Congress, only the Health Security Act, introduced by Senator Edward
Kennedy, would eliminate the insurance industry from health care. Under the
Kennedy legislation. cradle-to-grave health coverage would be available to all
U.S. residents. It would be administered by the Federal government.
The administration's Health Insurance Partnership Act retains the insurance
industry as fiscal intermediary in health care. It actually mandates that all emI)loyed persons imut purchase private health insurance. The administration has
proposed tighter regulation of the insurance Industry, but would leave enforcement up to the states.
The AMA's Medicredit bill and the Health Insurance Association's Health
Care bill both provide tax incentives for the voluntary purchase of private health
insurance.
There are a great number of health experts who question the advisability of
retaining the private insurance industry under national health insurance. From
Boston. John O'Leary, former Massachusetts Rate Commissioner, and from Ann
Arbor, I)octor S. J. Axelrod, Professor of Medical Care Organization at the University of Michigan. First, O'Leary.
JoHN O)'LARY. (Tape) I have considerable question in my mind as to the
role that the health insurance industry should play in a national health insurance l)rogram. I cannot help but express extreme concern over the lack of
effort on the part of the insurance industry, generally speaking. in the past, to
try and influence the organization of the health care delivery system in order to
bring about somewhat more efficient and economical delivery 0.fNervice.
Doctor S. J. AXELnOD. The very widespread interest in health insurance, as
evidenced by the numerous proposals now before Congress. it seems to me is
largely a response--a political response-the high and roing cost of medical
care, primarily, and also a response to the inadequacies of private-that is to
say voluntary-health insurance as a means for handling these costs. The private
enterprise, or ethos, if you will. of our health service industry sees further expression in the fact that private commercial health insurance dominates the
field, and this kind of dominan-e results in considering health insurance not so
much a means of providing adequate service. but rather a means of paying hills.
And along with this fiscal view of health insurance, of course, It Is accepted that
there will be payments levied on patients who regard themselves as insured. but
)ayments through deductibles and co-insurance which very oftea act as important
deterrents to the receipt of care.
The fiscal view of insurance concentrates on large medical bills which relatively few people have--very large medical bills, that is. And in general the
whole coloration of the health insurance industry takes the view that health
insurance should be a mechanism for exchanging dollars. rather than for providinz necessa ry and adequate health services.
NEWMAN'. That was Professor Axelrod of the University of Michigan. From
California, labor leader Einar Mohn.
EINAR 'Mom.u.
For twenty-five years we have gone to the bargaining table
with employers and come awav with more and more money to pay for health
care -money that was needed for wages and other benefits. For twenty-five
years we have given the private insurance industry every opportunity to work,
we have put our hard won health benefitN into their hands, asking them to restrain costs, and to-exercise some control over the quality of ('are provided In
hospitals and physicians offices.
The record of achievement by the Insurance industry is marked by failure,
disinterest, neglect of health needs. and certanly profiteering. California's union
are now l)uml)ing one billion dollars annually into the health industry through.
negotiate(] benefits. Our estimates make us believe that at least twenty percent
of the money negotiated for in our contracts does not go to provide health care.
It goes for costs, it goes for a lot of other things, but do not provide health care.
That's far too high a cost.
In good faith, labor has tried to live with the private ignorance Industry, and
tried to live with voluntary methods of policing quality. But the experiment is
over. We now want, and need, national legislation that will publicly manage our
dollars and exercise public control over the health industry.
I
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NEWMAN. On the other side of the Issue are representatives of organized
medicine, the insurance Industry, and the hospitals who wish to retain the private
health Insurance Industry. These views were best expressed at our San Francisco
hearing by William Wayland, Executive Secretary of the California Hospital
Association, and Dr. Robert Frenlon, President of the California State Medical
Society. In Ann Arbor, Fdward Connors, Director of the University of Michigan
Hospital, spoke for the hospital Interests In favor of retaining the insurance
industry and health care. First, William Wayland.
WiLLAM WAYLAND. Despite the criticism of the health industry, it has
been eminently successful In fulfilling its basic goal, the provision of good quality
health care.
Doctor RoBEwrA PENLON. A national system of health care must be based
on the Insurance concept. Just as every driver in California is required to
have automobile insurance, everyone should be required to carry adequate health
insurance.
EDWARD CONNORS. I believe that government's role in financing should complement and strengthen the basic health Insurance. mechanisms, rather than
replace them. I acknowledge without question that health insurance needs to be
strengthened; it needs to be required or assured for all citizens. And It needs, I
believe, to be subject to tighter regulation. But I think the record in many respects of health Insurance In this country has been remarkably good, and I would
disagree with some of the former speakers that implied that all they are interested in-these are health insurance now-that all they are interested in is
Just the financing portion-in trading dollars. And I think sitting from my per.
spective as a provider, there has ben a fair amount of progress-probably more
progress than in any other secto that I know of-prompted by particularly
the Blues In health Insurance on Ech important issues as the appropriate use
of the hospital, and cost containment and control. And from my view I think it
would be a tragedy as a imblic policy to dissolve this vital link in the system
NEwMAN. That was Edward Connors. Director of the University of Michigan Hospital. In Philadelphia, Robert Carpenter, Vice President of the Penn
Mutual Life Insurance Company, critiqued the proposed national health insurance bills from the insurance Industry's viewpoint.
ROBLRT CARPENTER. The health insurance industry's plan does notattempt to
promise more than can be provided, establish a whole new government bureaucracy, create huge new demands on the existing facilities by promising "free
care," and Impose huge new taxes on the constituency which is already reeling
from tremendously increased taxation in recent years, such as the health security act program sponsored by Senator Kennedy does. Neither does it force
,a substantial financial burden on employers, or provide different standards of care
for different classes of citizens which the administration proposal includes. It
covers the broad range of the problem as contrasted with the limited approach
to covering catastrophic health care costs under Senator Long's bill. It does
not place its complete reliance on the yet relatively untested organizational
structure for delivering care as proposed by the American Hospital Association's
Ameriplan, and it does not rely primarily upon tax incentives for private health
insurance programs as proposed by the American Medical Association.
NEWMAN. Thank you very much, Mr. Carpenter. The report of the-the staff
report of the Senate Finance Committee of 1970 stated: "Carrier performance
under Medicare has in the majority of instances been erratic, Inefficient, costly
and inconsistent with congressional intent. Unquestionably, many millions of
dollars of public funds have to subsidize carrier Inefficiency." In view of this,
why should we retain the insurance industry in national health insurance legIslation?
CARPENTER That's always an interesting question. And the health insurance
Industry does have to stand on its record. I believe that when any program is
Inaugurated you're going to have these types of problems. I think that if you
were to move away from private insurance toward the direction of the national security health program advocated by Senator Kennedy you would find
that the government bureaucracy to be created would be so much tremendously
more inefficient that you would have much greater problems.
NEWMAN. Insurance executive Robert Carpenter found a surprising ally in
Pennsylvania's State Insurance Commissioner, Herbert Denenberg. Doctor Denenberg is a vociferous reformer and critic of the health insurance industry,
but surprisingly refused to endorse the Kennedy health security bill. He ques-
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tioned the advisability of administering national health Insurance through a governmental bureaucracy.
HERBERT DENENBERG. Public confidence must be reestablished in the federal
bureacracy before great additional responsibilities are entrusted to it. The Kennedy proposal, the national health security plan, scraps private health Insurance altogether. Thus, the proposal scraps good and bad insurance companies
without distinction. It is true that private health insurance has not performed
effectively. But it is also true that we have not subjected it to effective regulation.
We are trying to make up for this shortcoming in Pennsylvania.
The Kennedy bill, in view of the deficiencies of private health insurance,
would therefore abandon private insurance and substitute government insurance. Medicare demonstrates government is not the whole answer. And it can
be as unsatisfactory as private insurance. Many non-profit insurance companies,
for example, are doing a better job than Medicare in controlling costs and
quality.
Here you see bureaucratic distortion of the Intent of Congress in the establishment of the Medicare program. Congress intended Medicare to pay for the
necessary costs of patient care to our senior citizens. The bureaucrats somehow
distorted the congressional intent and turned Medicare for the aged Into an
uncontrolled educational subsidy for the medical profession. Medicare, however
laudable in its social purpoes, has greatly contributed to our runaway inflation
of medical costs. Medicare, which should have been part of the solution, instead
has become a central part of the problem of our health delivery system. Medicare
not only contributes to the problem, but attempts to veil its operations in the
cloak of secrecy. We asked for certain studies of Medicare fiscal intermediaries,
and were turned down on the basis of executive privilege. The Medicare people
thought the studies might be "misinterpreted." Others were refused access to
the studies as well. We finally obtained copies of the study, only for our own
use, but they still have not been made public. How can we entrust further
responsibility to a government agency that now betrays its public trust? How
can we extend Medicare to national health insurance when Medicare now fails
to perform its central function of cost and quality control over medical and
hospital care?
The key issue Is not so much the mixture of government and private insurance,
as the mixture of cost and quality controls in the system that emerges.
NEWMAN. Pennsylvania's State Insurance Commissioner, Herbert Denenberg.
People often lump quality and cost together when they discuss the health crisis.
For example, proponents of each of the national health insurance bills claim
that their bill will provide cost controls while upgrading the quality of care.
New York City, under the direction of its Deputy Health Commissioner,
Dr. Lowell Bellin, has embarked on a unique program of auditing costs and
quality of care rendered by private practitioners to New York Medicaid patients.
Dr. Bellin's staff actually goes into doctors' offices, randomly pulls patient files,
and examines medical records. This is-the only medical audit of its kind in the
nation, and has aroused great resentment from physicians.
Doctor Bellin is one of the most outspoken critics of poor quality medicine
and the ineffectiveness of medical peer review. Medicine is self-regulated. Traditionally, doctors have argued that only doctors can regulate quality and costs.
Doctor Bellin doesn't dispute this point, but he does feel that a peer review must
involve outside physicians who don't have a stake in protecting their colleagues.
He is not optimistic about quality controls within any of the national health
insurance bills.
Doctor LOWELL ]BELLIN. In an attempt to meet the health care crisis, every
proposal deals with financing, manpower, and improvement of the delivery
system. Regrettably, every proposal also bypasses quality control of services
provided to patients. For example, the major emphasis of the President's program and the Kennedy bill are cost controls and minimum standards. The American Hospital Association plan stresses cost controls and peer review. And the
health Insurance industry plan provides for state control and controls on over
utilization through patient payments of deductibles and co-insurance.
Quality control, which Includes the availability, acceptability, and nature of
care, is defined as a system for verifying and maintaining a desired level of
quality in a product or process by careful planning, 'use of proper equipment,
continued Inspection, and corrective action when required. Quality Is the prerequisite element of that cost control. Without It any cost Is too much. Because
the major abuse in dollar value is over utilization of service, enormous sums of
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money can be saied by constraining over utilization, not -only within private
offices, but particularly within hospitals.
People who emphasize how much auditing of health care services cost the
government are either uninformed or wish to keep others misinformed. At present the New York City departmentt of Health is saving and recovering two and
a half to three dollars for every auditing dollar spent. There is only one spot to
place ultimate auditing actlvtles of publicly funded health care services. That
spot is a public agency. This means that the public agency must have courage.
Many of our public agencies are craven as well as technically incompetent.
After the instructive experience of the past five years with Medicare and
Medicaid, it is incongruous that anyone dare suggest to legislators that the appropriate place for auditing is exclusively, a) within professional societies, or b)
within the fiscal intermediary. They both are too intimately associated with the
constituents to be granted the ultimate responsibility of either quality control
or cost control. It is an administrative truism that evaluation must be isolated
from operation. For the Federal government to violate this principle by funding
evaluation of health care services primarily in professional societies, and/or in
fiscal intermediaries, is to replicate the folly that has bedeviled Medicare and
Medicaid since the mid 1960's.
Since 1965 we all should have learned that tokenistie regulation of quality
and cost of health services always discredits any publicly funded health care
program.
NEWMAN. Doctor Lowell Bellin, New York's Deputy Health Commissioner.
Supporters of the Kennedy National Health Security bill put great store in
its quality controls. Its main quality control Is that only board certified or
qualified surgeons will be reimbursed for major surgery. There are currently
twenty specialty boards in medicine and surgery. In order to be board certified,
the doctor must participate in several additional years of post graduate work
after residency, and must pass a rigorous written and clinical examination. The
reason the Kennedy bill focuses on surgery is because many people feel that far
to much surgery is performed in this country. Of the seventeen million surgical
procedures that will be done in hospitals this year, many doctors feel that a
great number will be inadvisable.
As surgery always involves risk of post operative infection or problems with
anesthesia, the old adage, when in doubt, cut it out, is not good medicine. Yet
Fortune magazine quotes an official of the AMA as saying that the rise in tonsillectomies under Medicaid verges on the scandalous. This unnecessary surgery
has become so prevalent that a new term, remunerectomies, has been coined by
critics.
Doctor Lowell Bellin, concerned about unnecessary surgery, does not think
that even the Kennedy health bill has sufficient quality controls.
BELLIN. The basic, I think is not going to be attacked by addressing specifics,
like whether or not there will be a board certified or a board eligible surgeon
who is going to be reimbursed for his service. There is no guarantee, for example,
that a board certified surgeon Is going to do the job properly. This is only one
step forward. We know, for example, the famous study carried out by Doctor
Trussell. formerly the Hospital Commissioner and Dean of the Columbia University School of Public Health, some years ago here In the city of New York,
that a significant portion of the surgery in New York-something like one-third
was found to be inadequate, despite the fact that frequently, and most of the
time, these were board certified and board qualified surgeons. When the study
was continued, to actually ask the patients, what did you think of the quality
of work you received; about eighty-five percent of the patients who had received
this care, which in Doctor Trussell's and his staff's opinion was completely
inadequate, were quite happy with that care and returned to their original doctor.
So what I'm trying to point out is this, that this is one step. But I'm even
more concerned with something more fundamental, tile actual issue of getting
the right kind of structure to monitor this thing, to promulgate a number of
standards, and to enforce these standards. This is what's the key to the entire
issue.
NEWMAN. One of the basic reforms in the health system is the development
of Health Maintenance Organizations--HMO's. Both the Kennedy and administration national health insurance bills provide funds and incentives for their
creation. The largest HMO in the nation is the Kaiser plan on the west coast.
-HMO's are actually pre-paid group practices; places where several doctors
Join together in a group practice and are- paid a--certain amount per patient
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per month, regardless of how often the patient uses the services. This is called
payment on a capitation basis. Currently most doctors are paid on a fee-forservice basis. That is, you pay them for each office visit, and for each procedure
they perform. Critics say that this encourages a system of sickness care and not
health care. There is no incentive now for the physician to keel) the patient well
when he is paid only when they are sick.
In Atlanta, Reverend Andrew Young, Vice Chairman of the Southern Christian
Leadership Conference, made a strong case for HMO's.
Reverend ANREw YOUNG. I'd like to think of us as working toward a health
care system that rewarded people and doctors for health rather than for sickness. Right now, the more operations they perform, the sicker people get, the
richer doctors get. In fact, it's even more ridiculous because you get to go in
the hospital and get an operation, and then your health insurance pays for it,
when a doctor could probably do it in his office.
And I think the setup of our hospitalization insurance presently drives people
to the hospital, and encourages hospitalization, when I think we've got to have
some kind of health insurance or some kind of health plan that encourages people
to stay well. Along with this I think the kind of system that would reward people
for good nutrition. Id like to see a group of patients or community served by a
team of physicians where at the end of the year they would get a bonus if
they had less than the national average of operations for people in that age and
income bracket, rather than be rewarded for the more operations they have.
I think in some health care plans-I think this was true in the Kaiser planwhere people were rewarded for going to get regular checkups. And they found
that in certain categories of operations, they were remarkably less when people
received rewards for staying well than they were when people almost had to
get sick in order to get some kind of serious medical attention or some consideration from their insurance.
NEWMAN. Reverend Andrew Young of the Southern Christian Leadership
Conference.
In San Francisco Republican William Mailliard and Kaiser Foundation Vice
President Robert Erickson discuss how Kaiser has kept costs lower than commercial insurance plans. Congressman Mailliard speaks first about commercial
health insurance.

Congressman

WILLIAM MAILLIARD.

The nature of the coverage is much more

complete if a patient is hospitalized than if they're kept out of the hospital.
ROBERT ERICKSON.

That's true. And our system does have comprehensive out-

patient coverage as well as inpatient coverage so that the physician can choose
the care that's most appropriate to the patient without being concerned about
the out of pocket cost to the patient. I think the most unique feature is savings
in hospital utilization.
NEWMAN (tape). Regarding Kaiser's ability to keep costs down and hospitalizations lower than other plans, doctors receive extra bonuses if costs are kept
within a budget framework. Would you explain that, please?
ERICKSON. There is an incentive program that gives the physician an added
piece of the action, you might say, in controlling costs and in accepting financial
responsibility. And if there is a surplus above the budg-' at the end of the year,
they receive a share of that surplus.
NEWMAN. Mr. Erickson, we hear that the surgical rate for those with group
plans is half that for those with commercial health insurance. And people.have
indicated that there seems to be too much surgery-much unnecessary surgery
in this country.
ERICKSON. I do know that studies have indicated that the rate of surgery in
organized group practice programs, including Kaiser, is substantially less. And
it may resemble a fifty to sixty percent rate, at least in many of the studies.
I think it may be even more marked in some of the truly elective type of surgeries, such as tonsillectomies, OBGYN-type surgeries that are truly elective. The
incentives for unnecessary surgeries are removed from an organized system, and
this may be a factor in the surgical rates.
NEWMAN. Are you saying, in other words, that the doctors under the group
plans such as yours are remunerated on an annual basis, and do not make extra
money for doing surgery?
ERICKSON. That is correct. They are paid so much per member per month.
NEWMAN. Despite the fact that most health reformers advocate HMO's. there
are some who doubt their ability to improve the nation's health system. Doctor
Oliver Fein of the Health Policy Advisory Center, who has done extensive re-
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search on health, expressed his misgivings about HMO's at our New York
hearing.
Doctor OLIVER FEIN. The health maintenance organization program, a program
that Nixon-reorganization of the health system is pointed to as one program
that is likely to keep costs down. But I say at the expense of the patient. Here's
the way it works. The government contracts with an HMO to provide care to a
certain population at a fixed pre-paid price. If the costs of providing care exceed the pre-paid price, the HMO will have to make up the deficit itself. If, on
the other hand, the HMO keeps its costs under the pre-paid amount, then the
lIMO keeps the difference as profit. The profits lie in holding services to a minimum. H.MO's are just one more way of reducing consumer demand. This will be
done by long waiting lines, delays in elective surgery, rather than in real preventive care.
Without consumer control to monitor the practices of HMO's, they will end
up serving the doctors and the hospitals interests, not the patient.
NEwMAN. Doctor Oliver Fein at the New York health hearing.
And this leads toa major issue for which we found a surprising amount of
support. When one hears the words "consumer control" one tends to dismiss
them as rhetoric of the left, or stale slogans of the Great Society. Yet in every
city we went we found support for consumer practicipatibn and even control
of a revitalized health system. The support came from doctors, nurses and
from Pennsylvania Insurance Commissioner, Herbert Denenberg.
HERBERT DENENBERO. I think the most important thing in the whole system, and
it's both the cost and quality control, is to be certain that the consumers are in
control, and that the consumers are participating in these decisions as much as
possible. Our health delivery system is a Frankenstein monster, built on Rube
Goldberg principles, and it is not confronted by a public with rising expectations
and by a new technology that is dramatically extensive and dynamic. But it
goes on its merry way, indifferent to the needs of the community in its limited
ability to pay ever increasing medical and hospital costs.
The system is basically run for the benefit of doctors, hospitals, the drug
industry, and the other providers of medical care. I have seen first hand the
contempt for consumer input and participation in our hospitals while I participated in the negotiations of a new hospital Blue Cross contract. As a result of
this indifference, and even contempt, for the consumer, the system delivers
bad medicine at high prices. For example, it duplicates facilities for open heart
surgery for the convenience of doctors to the point where costs are way up,
while quality is way down because of the limited volume in each facility.
The system's inability to control costs is exceeded only by its inability to
control quality.
NEWMAN. In Philadelphia a spontaneous discussion developed on the issue of
consumer control and peer review between Doctor Ted Tapper, a recent Harvard
Medical School graduate, and Doctor Benjamin Friedman, a representative of
the AMA.
Doctor TED TAPPER. I think that physicians reviewing their own quality and
practices is ,like asking the owners of the National League and American League
baseball teams to review their programs and practices. I think that if you have
no outside people looking in, especially people who have no vested interests,
as obviously physicians do, in medical schools, in practices in local areas, and
In hospitals, if you have no outside people looking in, you're going to get the
same kind of system that you have now. Which, in effect, is no quality control
and no peer review of a true nature.
Doctor BENJAMIN FRIEDMAN. I do want to comment about peer review approach. Our desire is to create a structure so that there will be constant review
of quality. We have seen in other nations where massive interference has resulted
in decline in quality. It is our desire to set up a program which would not result
in such massive, complicated, bureaucratic procedures so that we could not
to the best of our advantage discharge our responsibility to our patients.
TAPPER. I agree with you. I think that it would be undesirable to set up a
vast bureaucratic structure. And I think it would be undesirable to compromise
quality of control. My only point is that if you have physicians looking after
other physicians, with no one else looking at them, you are going to have the
same kind of very quiet behind the scenes covering ,up of poor quality and
rampant cost non-control. I would hope that you would get much more truly
representative consumers, other than some of the mainline types who are on
hospital boards of trustees, on the utilization review committees and really get
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people who are going to start questioning doctors, who are going to start saying
why was that very minor surgical procedure kept in the intensive care unit for
four days after his tonsillectomy; why was that child with an upper respiratory
tract infection admitted to hospital in the first place? Until you start getting
people in who are going to make these questions very, very vivid to the physicians and hospital administrators, I think that you are going to have the same
sort of system that you have now, which is a very inadequate one.
NEWMAN. Doctor Ted Tapper in Philadelphia.
Several -witnesses criticized all of the proposed national health insurance
bills as inadequate in providing accountability to health consumers. Doctor
Oliver Fein at our New York hearing.
FEIN. If we look at all the proposed schemes on the spectrum from the Nixon
administration proposal, which is among the most conservative, to -the Kennedy
proposal, which is the most liberal, it becomes apparent the Nixon administration proposals will change almost nothing-just a larger number of people will
be insured with the inadequate health insurance that Mrs. Kronberg described
earlier. The Kennedy proposals will likely leave control of the system unchanged, or shift it toward control by the corporate forces, such as the big
hospitals, medical centers, and insurance companies.
To this dead end I can only propose a fundamental alternative. The only way
to change the health system so that it provides adequate,'digntfied care for all
is to take power over the health system away from the people who now control
it. Not merely the funding of the system, but the system itself, must be public.
It then becomes possible to face such questions as how to decentralize the national health care system to make it responsible to the community and accountable to it, and how we insure that patient care is the primary priority of the
system, and how we insure equal access to health institutions and to practitioners.
NEWMAN. That was Doctor Oliver Fein in New York.
From Boston, Mrs. Ann Stokes, head of the Columbia Point Neighborhood
Health Center's Consumer Organization.
Mrs. ANN STOKES. Health insurance bills, as they stand at the present time,
do not include consumer participation in a way that the recipient of service can
determine what kind of care will be given. The consumer areas of interest are:
one, receiving comprehensive health care; two, to be able to give their reaction to
the care received; and three, a degree of knowing that they will receive continuous family care.
The medical professionals, AMA, must begin to communicate with the communities. Information must be shared. And the professional and the community
will have to work together to develop a health plan, to define concerns, and
identify those powers which belong to the community, those which belong to the
professional, and those we share. Or else, like welfare reform, anti-poverty
programs and the various health plans will be doomed before they are implemented.
NEWMAN. Mrs. Ann Stokes in Boston.
Mrs. Ann Garland, chief outpatient nurse at Pennsylvania General Hospital.
Mrs. ANN GARLAND. Minority patients have great resentments in the hospital. Mainly among them are the first name basis. When a patient comes in the
hospital, whether they're in a private room or a ward, they're not in the hospital
five minutes before a nurse pops right into the room and greets them with a cheery
smile and says how would this patient like to be addressed. Tom or Thomas? The
hostility shield comes right down. This tends to make the patient not relate to the
doctor or to the hospital. They do not tell the truth about what's wrong with them.
And since the patient is not well informed about medical practice, they do not
know that the doctor cannot treat them unless they tell them what's wrong with
them. They think the doctor is all omnipotent, knows everything, not knowing, as
we do, that they know very little unless you tell them. So when they do not tell
the doctor what's wrong with them then the treatment, of course, is stymied.
There's a total lack of privacy offered to these patients in interviews or in an
examination. The policies become nonflexible with poor patients. Research is done
on these patients without their permission. They know nothing about itand they
give no consent. There is a lot of drawing blood for special studies not relevant to
their illness, drugs given for drug reactions for these companies. These things
should not be.
NEWMAN. Mrs. Ann Garland in Philadelphia.
If consumers had control over health expenditures, then according to the people we just heard they would upgrade medical care quality. They would presuni-
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ably have a decisive voice in allocating health resources, and could channel funds
into areas not now effectively covered by health insurance.
In Atlanta, former Congressman James Mackay, who is now President of the
Metropolitan Atlanta Mental Health Association, and Reverend Andrew Young
of the Southern Christian Leadership Conference each expressed a desire for
greater attention to mental illness. Mr. Mackay speaks first.
JAMES MACKAY. Frankly I'm more concerned about a person's health than any
other feature. If you don't feel well you can't relate to your wife and children,
and you can't produce down where you work. And health is a fundamental need
that we all have.
And the thing that bothers me, I might say to the members of the panel, is all
of these programs are frightened by mental illness. And they generally cut you
off pretty quick. And yet we know that-I think it's accepted that over half of
the people in the hospital beds of America-not the mental hospital beds, but the
general hospital beds-have no objective evidence of illness. But they're not functioning well. And mental health and physical health are inseparable.
Reverend YouNO. I happened to be in Chicago in-1967 when what is commonly
called a riot began. We were having a meeting in a little church and heard a
disturbance outside, and got outside the church Just as the police were coming to
the scene and breaking up a group of kids that were in a fight around a water
faucet. In the summertime they wanted to be in the sprinkler system, and the
police turned It off, and that started a little Incident. The young people moved
over into a housing project and we followed them over there, trying to calm
them down. And they immediately became inflamed .by a young man who was
carrying the Bible and quoting from the book of Obediah and saying that this
was the day of judgment for the Lord, and the white man's day was done. And
he proceeded to try to inflame that group of kids. And did succeed. We were able
to hold on to him. We tried to get the police to come and get him, to take him
out of the crowd in hopes that we could control the crowd. But we were unable
to do that. And it was so obvious to us that what ended up being a full-fledged
riot, running into hundreds of millions of dollars in Chicago by the time it ended
a week later, really was fanned out of an incident by a young man who needed
mainly mental health care. Now, he also needed a Job, and I would not want to
minimize the problems of unemployment and inadequate housing and education
and all the other things in causing urban unrest. But the primary situation there
was here was a guy that needed a psychiatrist, or at least an outpatient mental
health clinic in this impoverished community.
Now I say to you that Chicago nor Atlanta's health care will never be secure
so long as you have the level of mental illness which floods-through our communities. And I think one of the things I've been looking for in almost all of
the present health care programs is some real full-fledged attention to the problems of mental health. When we have people living in overcrowded urban areas,
it's not as though it was a century ago when we were living in small towns where
you could get sick and you were a hundred yards away from the next family, and
your disease, whether it was mental or physical, was nut contagious. In an urban
area, anything that happens to anybody inevitably will affect everyone else.
And so until we have a health plan that's so comprehensive that it gets the
people who are unemployed, that it gets the people who are poorly educated,
that it gets the people who are mentally ill, then I think any kind of health
plan we come up with will be inadequate.
NEWMAN. Reverend Andrew Young of the Southern Christian Leadership Conference in Atlanta.
Another key area of controversy surrounding national health insurance is
whether legislation should restructure the health system, or simply provide health
financing. Critics of the present health system feel that it is inadequate to producing enough manpower, and in rationally distributing the available resources.
They point to the fact that certain suburban communities are replete with
physicians, while hundreds of rural counties have not one physician.
The nation's leading advocate for restructure is Doctor S. J. Axelrod of the
University of Michigan.
Dr. S. J. AXI LROD. The proposed changes envisaged in the legislation with
respect to the financing of health care-and the emphasis is on the financing of
health care, whatever the source and the amount of funds--is not in and of itself
adequate to handle the current deficiencies we have In our delivery system. We
must have a significant restructuring of what it is we have at present. There
is no regulation for control of the kinds of physicians that we produce or where
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they practice, and we have a situation, therefore, where we have many more
neurosurgeons than we need, and not nearly enough family physicians. We have
an excess of physicians in affluent communities, and a serious shortage of physicians and other health workers in our deprived communities.
The major proposals that have been put before the Congress respond in varying
degrees to what seems to me to be the basic neceosity, that is to say, to significantly restructure our medical care delivery system. Indeed, some of the bills,
like the AMA's Medicredit bill, and the catastrophic health insurance bill, which
are being proposed by two very important and influential legislators, the Chairman of the Senate Finance Committee and the Chairman of the House Ways
and Means Committee, really make no pretense at all at restructuring the
admittedly inadequate delivery system. But they preserve the status quo, and
deal solely with the financing of care. The catastrophic health insurance bill has
a lot of political attraction to it. That is, it costs very little--o few people
get the benefits. Moreover, everyone knows the care .of a family that really
went broke because of truly catastrophic costs. And this kind of experience
is a terrifying one indeed to large numbers of people.
Other kinds of major proposals-the administration's health Insurance partnership and the health insurance industry's health care plan----rely heavily on
the present health care system, with emphasis on extending the admittedly
inadequate private health insurance. Both of these latter schemes, the Nixon
plan and the health insurance industry plan, as a matter of fact set up two
standards of care-one for the poor and one for the non-poor. And they actually
provide different levels of benefits-different services-for both categories of
people. I'll leave it to you to decide which of the two groups get the lesser benefits.
Really only one of the major proposals--the Kennedy/Grifliths Bill-the
so-called Health Security Bill-it seems to me addresses itself very seriously to
the problems of organizing a more rational delivery system. There are incentives--strong incentives--to developing of primary health care centers having
a full array of health personnel available in the centers to provide a full range
of benefits. The Kennedy bill carries with it important incentives for establishIng linkages between various parts of the system-between hospitals and nursing
homes. It modifies current patterns of physicians' care, and reinforces the position
of the family physician, so he is the one who refers to the specialist, and at
the same time is not in the uncomfortable position of having to carry on
specialist work himself-work for which he is not trained or not qualified.
The Kennedy bill foresees important redistribution of health personnel, and
carried with it cost controls. I would suggest to you that the leverage for structural change does exist in any national health insurance plan, but only in a
potential sense. And American medical care it seems to me cannot continue
to be unresponsive to the need for change.
Newman: University of Michigan Professor, Doctor S. J. Axelrod.
On the other side of the issue was Doctor Roger Mann, who appeared in
Boston on behalf of the AMA's Medlcredit plan.
Doctor Roger Mann: Medicredit does not require restructuring of the entire
health care system, which provides care very well for the vast majority of
Americans. Some of the other programs before Congress would dismantle what
now exists, and rebuild Rlong untried lines. It does not hold up group practice,
or any other form of medical practice, as the best or only effective system of
patient care. Finally, Medicredit does not obligate government-the nation's
taxpayers--to pay for care of people who can afford to handle most of their
themselves.
problems
medical
. Newman:
Doctor
Mann was referring to the Kennedy plan, which some think
by offering basic health care as a right to all U.S. residents, would bankrupt the
nation. HEW Secretary Elliot Richardson, appearing before the House Ways
and Means Committee, said that the Kennedy bill will cost taxpayers sixty billion dollars in new taxes, and is simply unfeasible. Backers of the Kennedy bill
deny this. They admit it would cost about sixty billion dollars, but claim that they
would simply reallocate health funds currently misspent by a wasteful health
system.
When all is said and done, a nation must )e judged on how well it takes care
of its citizens; on how it provides for the needs; and how effective it is in insuring people a climate receptive to the accomplishment of individual potential.
Sickness humbles. It saps strength, confidence and drive. We will have a national health insurance bill, but we must make sure that th" legislation that
passes will indeed hold the cost line while upgrading quality. As former Congressman James Mackay said in Atlanta:
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MacKay. (Tape) Within the next four to eight years there will be a national
health bill passed. And I'm glad we've got some lead time, because I think this
panel this morning has illustrated how intricate the subject is, and how much
we need to know. Thinking in terms of politics, I think the real hazard here is
that we could pass a very bad bill. But I believe that we need legislation, but I
don't think legislation is a Inacea. A very learned man has just written an
article and said that we can pass a sweeping medical insurance bill that will not
appreciably improve the services to the American people And I believe that.
Newman. Only an aware and informed public will insure passage of legislation
which will truly protect its Interests It was the hope of National Public Radio
that we might be helpful in this effort.

Mr. QUAYLE.- I should make it clear that we do not appear here
today as experts on the intricacies of national health insurance nor
do we come here to espouse any of the proposed bills. We appear here
today to transmit to you the findings of the NPR health hearings.
Our purpose in holding the hearings was twofold. Because the health
-crisisis undoubtedly one of the most important issues on the legislative
agenda of this body, we felt that it was important to inform people
regarding the complexities of the proposed riatiotial health insurance
legislation to enable them to participate meaningfully in this public
debate. Second, it was our purpose to facilitate communications between those most concerned about health-consumers, providers, and
insurers-and those who will ultimately enact health care legislationMembers of the U.S. Congress. In virtually all of our hearings, congressional representatives were present and participated in a give-andtake of information with citizen witnesses as well as the assembled
audience. In fact, a member of this committee, Representative James
Corman, cochaired our San Francisco hearing.
This is a continuation fo a principle of National Public Radio. We
have carried many congressional committee hearings live for the past
several months. Even as we feel that the citizens of the country should
hear from Washington, being unable at the discretion of the committee to carry this particular hearing, we felt that Washington
should hear from the citizens of the country.
We realize that this committee has permitted testimony from all
who desire to appear here. However, the fact remains that the average
citizen is not the customary congressional witness. So, it is our hope
that we can transmit to you today knowledge which you otherwise
might not have received.
I will not comment on the details of what we found at our hearings
because I am including a transcript of our summary program at the
end of this statement, and you have accepted it for the record. However, I do want to mention a few of the major findings of the NPR
hearings.
I think that the primary function which we can serve is to humanize
the debate. These several weeks you have all been hearing testimony
regarding the health crisis, testimony replete with statistics of the
soaring costs of health care which command -7 percent of the GNP, of
the inaccessibility of health care, of the health manpower shortage,
and of uneven quality of care. Statistics are a somewhat c(lcd commodity, devoid of the urgency of human experience. What we"found
during our health hearings was a widespread concern about the health
crisis and what we heard was the human agony which some people
have experienced at the hands of the health system. It is very difficult
for people to go on radio and speak about their personal problems.
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Yet, several witnesses told of being priced out of the health care
market; or having to postpone care because of lack of funds; of
having health insurance canceled abruptly when it was most needed,
and of losing family savings to health bills. As one Los Angeles
housewife put it, "When we lost our money, we lost our dignity."
Consumer control of a revitalized health system was advocated by
witnesses at virtually every health hearing we conducted. Not only
ordinary health consumers, but doctors, nurses, health professionals,
and even a State insurance commissioner testified that because of un.accountability to consumers at the present time, the health system is
marked by lack of quality and cost controls. These people felt 'that the
health system runs for the convenience of the providers, of the doctors
and hospitals, at the expense of the patient. A nurse in Philadelphia
told of how patients are b)rutalized in local hospitals; how tests are
performed on poor patients without their knowledge. A Philadelphia
doctor testified that under the current health system, patients are
often hospitalized without warrant, that they receive costly treatment
unnecessarily-for example, being placed in 'intensive care units without sufficient cause, because-doctors and hospital officials are not accountable to the public.
Several witnesses attacked the current system of medical peer review, stating that doctors do not do a satisfactory job of ascauring the
public of high-quality care or in keeping costs down. The Now York
City Deputy Health Commissioner criticized the quality control provisions of all the proposed national health insurance bills. It was his
belief that a governmental body should assume responsibility for
auditing medical cost and quality. He said that you cannot depend
upon medical societies to successfully monitor quality or costs, because
they tend to protect the interests of the doctor at the expense of the
patient.
The importance of assuring the mental health of the community in
an era characterized by high density, urbanized[ living was stressed
by several witnesses at these hearings. Many felt that none of the
proposed national health insurance bills are adequate in providing
benefits for treatment of mental illness.
The need to restructure the health system, to provide incentives for
the development of health maintenance organizations, for more health
manpower and more equitable distribution of health resources were
themes recurrent throughout-our hearings. Manv witnesses warned
of passing a bill that would simply provide health financing without
the concomitant restructure of the present system.
Let me close my remarks by stressing the urgency which people feel
about the need to control health costs and to improve the current health
delivery system. We realize that the legislation that will ultimately
emerge from the Congress will be a distillation of provisions in several of the pending bills.
It is our hope that we can assist this committee in its deliberations
on national health insurance by bringing to you the thoughts of the
public on the health crisis and the pending legislation.
I would simply reiterate that we take no advocacy position on the
legislation. We are after information and reactions and would like tW
give them to you.
Thank you.
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Mr. BrmKE. Thank you Mr Quayle.
Does your associate wish to testify?
Mr. QUAYLE. Barbara Newman was the producer of the health
care hearings as an investigative reporter for NPR.
Mr. BURKE. We would appreciate having your observations.
Miss NEWMAN. Well, I think that Donald Quayle presented them
to you at this time. I just wanted to stress that we were very surprised
that many people came forward and talked about this consumer control. Usually one tends to dismiss that as sort of rhetoric of the left
and don't think twice about it. However, we didn't have just ordinary
people. We had a State insurance commissioner in Pennsylvania and
several doctors saying that this is a major reason why the health system is unresponsive now to the people; that there is no accountability
and therefore doctors naturally tend to protect their own interests at
the expense of the public.
- There was also great concern about quality controls. Many warned
that if you do pass a national health insurance bill you will provide
people with the financing necessary to obtain care but really do nothing to assure that the quality of the care they will receive will be of
first-rate nature.
Mr. BURKE. Mr. Schneebeli will inquire.
Mr. SCHNEEBELL You made a statement that hospital officials are
not accountable to the public. I disagree with that statement totally.
In my hometown there are two hospitals. Most of the managers and
trustees of the hospitals' boards are elected by the public. They are
very accountable to the public, and I think you are very wrong in having made that statement.
Mr. QUAYLE. Let me clarify that I did not make the statement that
they were not accountable to the public. I am simply recounting testimony from the NPR health hearings.
Mr. SCHNEETFLI. Let me just say that I disagree with the statement.
Mr. QUAYLE. I simply indicated that many of our witnesses of these
hearings made that statement. This was one of their big concerns.
Mr. SCiiNEF.BELI. I just want to go on record that I disagree with the
statement.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. BURKE. Mr. Conable.
Mr. CONABLE. May I ask did you make any effort to test the reactions
of consumers or relate to the reaction of consumers in this country
to the reaction of consumers in the countries where you have a much
higher degree of consumer participation through public control?
Mr. QUAYLE. No, we did not in this instance.
Mr. CONABLE. Are you aware of the fact that there is great dissatisfaction with most public health programs in most countries of the
world? You were dealing solely with the U.S. consuming public.
Miss NEWMAN. We went to the public and asked them to testify
about their perceptions and feelings about the health care delivery
system and about the proposed national health inusrance legislation.
Mr. CONABLE. Have you done this with other public institutions or
other areas of public coneern? Do you find great great satisfaction,
for instance, with the tax system in this country ?
Mr. QUAYLE. I should clarify that this is a format which we will
apply to a number of 6ther areas but whioh we have not yet. This was
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the first time that we had done it in this particular way. We receive
a lot of input from throughout the country from our member stations
on other subjects, but this was the first time we had formalized this.
We began our operation on May 3 of this year and had indicated
that we would do this kind of thing, but this is the first time we did it.
Mr. CONABLE. I am not quarreling with the value of testing public
reaction to public programs. I do think that you will find this a
comparatively widespread attitude for the health systems of all countries of the world. Nobody is satisfied with the medical programs in
their particular country and everybody can think of ways in which
to improve them. Of course the significant thing is to try to relate
in any way how we deal with this l)roblemn with how other people in
other systems deal with it and to see if we can find some way of improving ours without taking steps that might be counterproductive
and which have been proved to be counterproductive in some other
parts of the world. That is a difficult thing for you to do because ofcourse you are dealing only with the American public.
Mr. QUAYLE. I would just clarify this by one point, and ask again
that we be able to submit for the record the list and credentials of
the witnesses that did testify. While many were laymen, many were
professionals who have been working on the program a~nd are aware
of the conditions in other countries.
(The list of witnesses referred to follow:)
EXHIBIT B
TUESDAY, SEPTEMBER 7, 10 A.M.

(PDT).

KQED-FM (SAN FRANCISCO, CALIF.)

Panel
Cong. James Corman (D-Calif.), chief House sponsor, Health Security Act,
1971.
Cong. William Maillaird (R-Calif.).
Witnesses
Dr. Tom Rodenheimer, Medical Committee for Human Rights.
Dr.Roberta Fcnlon, President, California Medical Association.
Thomas Moore, California Council for Health Plan Alternatives.
Alfred L. Gtunter, Chairman, Health Insurance Councils of California.
Robert Erickson, Vice President and Counsel, Kaiser Foundation.
Einar Mohn, 2nd V.P., Int'l Brotherhood of Teamsters.
Peter Coppelman, California Rural Legal Assistance, Director for Senior Citizens Projects.
William Wayland, Executive Secretary, California Hospital Association.
FRIDAY, SEPTEMBER 10, 10 A.M. (EDT AND PDT) WGBII-FM (BOSTON,

MASS.)

Panel
Cong. Michael Harrington(D-Mass.).
Witnesses
Dr. Roger W. Mann, American Medical Association (AMA) Council on Legislation.
Leon Bennett-Alder, Executive Director, Tufts-Columbia. Point Neighborhood
Health Center.
Mrs. Ann Stokes, Executive Director, Columbia Point -]health Association.
Mrs. BarbaraSmith, Chairman, Columbia Point Action Coalition.
Father Guidice, Executive Director, Providence Health Center, Inc.
Dr.Sheldon Greenfleld, Medical Committee for Human Rights.
Mrs. Peg McOonnelU, Chief Nutritionist, Outpatient Department-Nutrition
Clinic, Beth Israel Hospital.
Mrs. Ruth Robinson, Health Advisor, Legislative Council for Older Americans.
Robert L. Biblo, Executive Director, Harvard Commmnity Health Plan.
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John O'Leary, former Special Counsel for Health Affairs, Commonwealth of
Massachusetts; former Chairman, Massachusetts Rate Setting Commission
MONDAY, SEPTEMBER 13, 10 A.M. (EDT AND PDT),WNYO-AM (N.Y., N.Y.)

Panel
Cong. Ogden Reid (R-N.Y.).
OCong. William F. RVan (D-N.Y.).
N.Y. City Councilman Theodore Weiss.

Witnesses
Dr. Oliver Fein, Executive Director, Health Policy Advisory Center.
James Brindle, President, Health Insurance Plan of Greater New York (HIP).
Dr. Lowell Bellin, acting Commissioner of Health, New York City.
Honorable Benjamin R. Schenck, Superintendent of insurance, State of New
York.
Mrs. Anna Dumois, The Community Health Institute.
Dr. Edward Annie, past President, AMA.
Dr. Eli Messenger, Medical Committee for Human Rights.
Dr. John Holloman, past President, National Medical Association.
Charles Gellman, President, Greater New York Hospital Association.
Paul Mejias, Chairman of the Board, Coalition of Health Consumers.
WEDNESDAY, SEPTEMBER 15, 11 A.M. (EDT AND PDT), WUOM-FM (ANN

ARBOR, MICH.)

Witnesses
Dean Myron E. Wegman, School of Public Health, University of Michigan.
Professor Solomon Axelrod, School of Public Health, University of Michigan.
Edward Conners, Director, University Hospital, University of Michigan.
Eric Helt, Medical Commission for Human Rights.
Edna Watson, Ca.chairman,Medical Committee for Human Rights.
Berkeley V. Bennett, Executive Vice President, National Health Care Service,
White House Conference on Aging.
Dr. Rex Kenyon, AMA.
FRIDAY, SEPTEMBER

17,

10 A.M.

(EDT AND PDT),

WUHY-FM

(PHILADELPHIA,

PA.)

Panel
Cong. Frank E. Thompson (D-N.J.).
Witnesses
Dr.- Herbert S. Denenberg, Pennsylvania Commissioner of Insurance.
Dr. Walter Lear, Deputy Health Commissioner of Philadelphia.
Robert Catheart,President, Pennsylvania Hospital. Isador Melamed, President
AFL-CIO Hospital Association (John F. Kennedy Hospital).
Ann Garland, Chief Outpatient Nurse, Philadelphia-General Hospital; Medical Commission for Human Rights.
Mrs. Mattie Humphrey, Health Consultant.
Dr. Paul Friedman, American Medical Association (AMA).
Dr. Ted Tapper,Medical Committee on Human Rights.
MONDAY, SEPTEMBER 20, 10 A.M. (EDT AND PDT), WABE(FM)

(ATLANTA,

GA.)

Witnesses
Dr. Corbett Turner, child psychologist, South Central Community Mental
Health Center.
The Rev. Andrew Young, Chairman of Community Relations Committee for
the city of Atlanta; Executive Vice President, Southern Christian Leadership
Conference.
James Mackay, President, Metropolitan Atlanta Mental Health Association;
Governor's Commission to Improve Service for Mentally and Emotionally Handicapped Georgians, former U.S. Congressman.
Dr. Peter Bourne, Director, Georgia Narcotics Treatment Program; Assistant
Prof. of Psychiatry, Emory University.
Dr. RoUand Knoble, Department of Health Administration, Georgia State
r
University. '
Robert Mars, Administrator, Candler Hospital.

-
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Gary Cutini, Assistant Vice President, Marketing Services, Life Insurance
Company of Georgia.

Mr. CONABLE. I certainly don't want to imply by my comments that
we have any right to be satisfied that we have achieved the best of all
possible worlds in the area of medical treatment. I don't intend to do
that. I do think that sometimes consumers in all areas are able to find
serious faults in the system without considering the impact of the
probable changes. We have a tendency to advocate results in this
country and not processes and the result is we get in trouble frequently
when we tam per with processes in ways that may not be reasonably
deigned to achieve improved results.
Mr. QUAYLE. Right.
Mr. BURKE. Mr. Quayle, on behalf of the committee I want to thank
you and your associate for appearing here today and we welcome your
testimony. I believe that it is refreshing for the committee because
we are accustomed here to getting the opinions of all the special interest groups; it is nice once in a while to get the opinions of some
others. Thank you very much.
Mr. QUAYLE. Thank you.
Mr. BURKE. Our next witness is Mr. Ben Neufeld.
You may identify yourself for the record and proceed with your
testimony.
STATEMENT OF BEN NEUFELD, BETHESDA, MD.

Mr. NEUFELD. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

-

I would like to say that I am speaking on the basis of experience in
the community action program in Montgomery County, Md. I have
been a member of the Community Action Committee and chairman
of its health subcommittee, and also president of the Maryland
Council of Community Action Agencies, but I want to emphasize that
I am not speaking on behalf of either of those organizations, or any
other. I am app
: ilg as an individual just speaking on the basis of
my experience.
-The major point I want to talk about is just one aspect of the total
national health insurance interest, and that is health services for the
poor.
Mr. BuixE. May I interrupt you. You may summarize in your statement and if you wish to skip parts of it you may, and it will all appear
in the record.
(Mr. Neufeld's prepared statement follows:)
STATEMENT OF BEN NEUFELD, BETHESDA,

MD.

SUMMARY

I. Medical services are to a significant degree unavailable to the poor despite
programs designed to provide them. This fact, not the increase in cost alone, is
the scandal of Medicaid; none of the proposals deals with it.
II. Poor people's living conditions make the receipt of health care difficult. Few
providers work near them, and they do not have reliable sources of information
about health care or the health Industry. The bills before the Committee promise
care at little or no cost, but they cannot deliver it.
III. The two main reasons why this is so are an overall shortage of resources
(which some of the proposals recognize) and the refusal of some providers of
services to serve pdor people.
IV. Adequate quality services are denied the poor because of administrative
problems in the programs and because the industry does not care to solve either
them or those stemming for attitudes held by some of its own members.
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V. In order to serve poor people adequately, a national health program must
treat all people alike.
VI. All graduates of education programs for health providers should be assigned to work in underserved areas; the health system cannot provide acceptable
incentives.
VII. The structure of the health industry must be changed; training of more
providers cannot solve the problems alone.
VIII. The national health plan should be used to this end, as some proposals
recognize.
IX. Health occupations should be narrowed to cut training time and train more
people, permit more Independent service, reach more areas and reduce costs.
X. Medical training should be broken into discrete segments so that people can
enter at different levels and leave with immediately useful skills.
STATEMENT

I. Roope--ervfces unavailable to the poor
I want to address myself to only one portion of the health care problem which
the proposed national health plans address, health services for the poor. More
specifically, I will pass over the financial and administrative details of existing
and proposed programs and deal with the health industry itself. I think the
Congress would be remiss if it did not devote considerable attention to this aspect
of the Medicaid problem.
Proposals for a national system of health insurance deal principally with the
financing of care. As an aspect of cost, the organization and staffing of services
are necessarily mentioned.
Existing national programs for dealing with health problems of people with
limited incomes, Medicare and Medicaid, are concerned with the cost of care,
and one of the major criticisms of them is that their dollar expenditures have
far exceeded estimates. It is not as widely recognized that delivery of services
has fallen far below estimates.
My statement of the scandal of Medicaid would be that the program has become grossly cost-ineffective--even at inflated costs, we are not receiving the
product we ordered.
It is now generally recognized that the cost problem hits escalated far beyond
Medicaid and Medicare because Increases in charges are carried to all users
of the health care system; those not covered by Titles XVIII 'nd XIX far outnumber those who are, and so their expenditures, naturally enough, are the
major source of the expressed concern. These people also complain that increases
in cost are not necessarily matched by increases in quantity or quality of
service.
Another aspect of medical care which has come under scrutiny within the
Medicaid and Medicare programs is administration-what it takes for a person
to be certified eligible for services, the mechanics of repayment for services
rendered, what will be reimbursed at all. These were all examined by the Task
Force on Medicaid and Related Programs appointed by the Secretary of HEW in
1969. You are familiar with Its report.
My contention, based upon experience through the Community Action program
with the health needs of poor people (I have been chairman of the Health Subcommittee of the Montgomery County, Maryland, Community Action Committee
and President of the Maryland Council of Community Action Agencies), is that
none of the insurance proposals and none of the agency reports I have seen
deals with the number one. problem of the poor people who are supposed to benefit, finding a doctor (or other practitioner). I am going to describe the problem
and offer some suggestions for steps that might alleviate and eventually eliminate
It.
II. Poor people's living conditions
Consider the position in which the typical poor person finds himself with
respect to health care. Wherever he lives, be it in a major city's ghettos, a small
town or a rural area, there is a lack of practitioners of any kind of health service. Few doctors or dentists practice there, few clinics are there, and as a result
few health workers of any other sort are able to function there. Environmental
and nutritional service are also scarce. Transportation is scarce and inconvenient, and there are few places that a sick pierson can leave his or her children
when he needs service (one consequence is that there is relatively high transportation cost). Furthermore, poor people have few reliable sources of informa-
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tion about the health system, and so most of them view the system with suspicion
or outright fear and distrust based upon limited personal or second-hand
experience.
Typically, poor people like the rest of us ignore the mechanics of any program,
unless they become burdensome. Only leaders and those with special interests
concern themselves with such details, often to the benefit of both the providers
and the beneficiaries of services. This mutual aid is one of the reasons why
preservation of "maximum feasible participation of the people served" Is so
vitally important.
When any group-public or private-promises a program of benefits-food
stamps, public assistance cash payments, free school lunches, medical care-then
it must either deliver or be prepared to face the frustration of the people to
whom the promises are made.
What do the health plans promise to poor people? Health care at little or
no cost.
Can they deliver? No, not to the poor.
III. Two main problem areas
They cannot deliver because of two problem areas, plus the new desire to cut
welfare costs by charging the poor a portion of the price.
One is recognized in some of the proposals: the unavailability of resources.
There is recognition in some proposals of the need to build facilities, to train the
manpower, to provide linkages and to plan ahead. The matter of eligiblity to
receive medical services is given the utmost consideration.
The second problem is the refusal of providers to provide.
The proposed health plans, like the DHEW Medicaid Task Force, do not deal
with a problem which many poor people face even when they are eligible for
services under Title XIX and even when they have transportation and even
when they are willing to put up with the barriers which are placed in their way,
barriers which are well described in the report, Heal Your Self, of the Citizens
Board of Inquiry into Medical Care in America.
Yes, there are many doctors, dentists and so on who treat Medicaid patients
as they treat other patients. There are some who treat people without charge
when they know the patients cannot afford to pay. But, there are not enough of
these.
If there were a surplus of professional providers, this might not be a problem.
But, far fronia surplus, there is a severe shortage. The problem of geographic
maldistrIbution accentuates the problem, as does the hoarding of doctors in some
specialties, like administration or superfluous heart surgery teams. There are
large areas of the country with no doctors, no nurses, no practical nurses, no
nurse's aides and so on. The differences between different communities within
our major cities borders on the fantastic.
IV. Unavailabilityof adequatequality services to the poor
My major point is that even where there are providers, they are not necessarily
available to the poor.
We have found that some doctors, dentists, opticians, optometrists, pharmacies
and some institutions will not accept Medicaid patients. The problem of hospitals
here in Washington periodically reaches scandal proportions.
Their reasons vary. While most providers have no trouble with private insurance forms, others find their state Medicaid forms overly burdensome, While many
volunteer their services for specific causes, and many provide free or reducedprice services to regular patients who are down on their luck, others refuse to
work for the state fee because it doesn't pay them to do so. While many allow
their patients to pay when they can, others refuse to wait for the state payment.
While mqny take Pride in treating "the whole patient", and the most eoT. clentious
often have their waiting rooms full to overflowing as they try to take care of
their regular patients, others refuse to put up with patients who bring their
children along when they have no other place to leave them. And while most are
proud of their profession's meeting the needs of the people through normal market
mechanisms-free choice-one-to-one doctor-patient relati6nship--others object to
having people who look poor in their waiting rooms.
Compounding the problem is an apparent army of nurses, receptionists, asststants and other functionaries who see their role as including "protecting"
their employers.
And compounding these problems--reflected in refusals to make appointments
for people whose care will be paid for by Medicaid, or in turning them away when
they arrive at the office even after making appointments-are the principals or
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assistance who receive these patients with such fuss, reluctance or neglect that
the patients quickly get the message that they are not wanted.
And, added to these indignities that are olsvious to tilepatient himself, .,re
the hidden insults within the professional referral system, in which primary
providers know that certain specialists refuse Medicaid patients with the result
that such people are referr-1ffqtM-i to clinics- monetimes-even when there are
other specialists who are quite willing to see them!
And, finally, there is the inferior care which often falls to the indigent patient
as a result. The )atients who are most likely to be mistreated as people are most
in need of special care as patients because they do not understand the health
system or regimens of treatment and because they have the least flexibility to
do the things the doctor says are good for them. That is, they are the least
likely to be able to "take a few days off", to "get lots of rest", to "keep warm",
to "eat plenty of meat", and so on. The patient who has applicable health insurance or who pays his own bills is the one who will tell the doctor what he
cannot do, and the one for whom the doctor will usually suggest alternatives.
The Medicaid patient is the one who most needs to get all his medications at one
time because he has the most trouble with the trip to have his prescription
refilled. And so on.
Where the problems facing the provider are real, in part they are undoubtedly
administrative, but even this fact does not excuse profession-ai-s' refusal to particilpate. First, they generally have a monopoly over the service, so that no one
can substitute for them. Second, they have worked out administrative problems
In other programs, such as the Blue plans, when they have wanted to. One way to
reduce these administrative problems, it seems to me, is to keep a national health
plan national, with ,thebest federal systems people assigned to solving them.
V. Treat all people alike
What needs to be done to ensure that poor people have adequate access to adequate health care?
One step would be to ensure that the entire country have access to what the
providers all agree we should have, a unitary system of care in which the indigent
and the affluent are indistinguishable.
This is probably impossible in practice. However, at the present time and
despite all the rhetoric, we are barely trying to come close.
Of the national health bills now before the Congress, the one that comes
closest is HR 2162-8 3. But, I would endorse only that language that sets up the
nationwide system that buys care from the providers, because that system at its
point of impact treats all patients alike.
VI. Assigns all graduating providers to areas of work
Geographic distribution of providers is discussed in the President's proposal as
well as in others but none of them, I think, deals with it adequately.
"Incentives" are not enough. Those who refuse to settle in unserved and underserved areas include doctors' families, and I do not think it reasonable to ask
the health system to meet their demands for g9od schools, safe streets, modern
conveniences and cultural leisure opportunities.
Instead, I would first urge you to adopt manpower provisions that reflect a
"public utility" view of health man- and womanpower. That is, the public,
through subsidization of schools and students, pays the major part of the cost
of professional education. In return for this subsidy, I think the public has
a right to demand service where the public needs it, whether or not that
coincides with the graduates' djlres. This obligation should apply to all students, whether or not they receI-eil'OMrsubsidies, by virtue of support given
the schools. We already claim to do this with respect to institutions which
receive financial assistance through the Hill-Burton program.
What is essential is that all graduates-men and women, married and single,
of all ages--be treated alike and know in advance that this will be the case.
And their potential spouses will also know. The closest approximation seems
to he the "doctors' draft".
This utility should also be applied, through the state and local professional
societies (or licensing authorities, if the societies do not accept the opportunity
to participate) to care of the medically indigent. I would suggest that the
societies identify the "obligated" providers and insist that they carry their
fair share of the Medicaid load in the community.
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VII. Structure of the health industry must be changed
But, even this will not solve the problem. Basic changes in the health services
delivery system are absolutely necessary, because what I have suggested so
farPerpetuates the double system and the double standard of care; and
Provides only temporary solutions where patchwork has already been
tried and found wanting.
Furthermore, the "train more" solutions alone seem to me nothing short of
ridiculous within the context of a program Intended to increase the demand for
services and to deal with health problems specitically of the poor:
If doctors (etc.) can refuse to practice in rural areas or urban ghettos
now, simply training more doctors (etc.) will simply find more refusing;
If a medical (etc.) school loses $10 million training 100 doctors (etc.),
then in addition to requiring still larger faculties (taken from practice)
at still higher salaries, the schools can be expected to lose $20 million
at still higher salaries, the schools can be expected to lose $20 million
training 200 doctors (etc.) ; and
If doctors (etc.) are wasting their time and training now, doing things
that could be done by people with less or at least different training, then
more doctors (etc.) would seem to be able to waste still more time.
VIII. National health plan should facilitatestructuralchanges
Accordingly, I would recommend secondly that national health coverage legislation be written to encourage and facilitate changing the structure of the
health industry. Both the Administration and the Griffitis Bills recognize this
need, in that they would permit delegation of duties and expand reciprocity in
licensure. Beyond this, however, I think it necessary to encourage changing the
structure of the health care occupations themselves, possibly through federal
licensing of personnel.
IX. New narrowerhealth occupations must be introduced
At present, for example, hardly anything is done for a patient without the
presence or the authorization of the physician. This reliance upon the physician
is enforceable by state law, even though we see around us every day evidence that
this is inefficient and even harmful. Dentistry follows a parallel course.
Despite the difficulties, this situation obtains because the physician's Job is
defined as involving the supervision of everyone else while, conversely, all other
medical jobs are defined as subject to the explicit instructions of the physician;
Training for all these occupations (with greater or lesser imagination in course
development) naturally follows the descriptions, perpetuating a mystique around
the physician and an inferiority around everyone else, subject to a rigid pecking
order. This is what needs to be changed.
Can it be changed safely? Of course, though carefully and deliberately. We are
all aware of the military medical structure, and in some places we are learning
about new kinds of jobs: Physician assistants, nurse-midwives, nurse practitioners and so on.
Why? Because there were and are people who recognized a critical shortage
of traditional health personnel and took the initiative to correct the lacks in new
ways. This must be extended.
I want to make it clear that I am not advocating either two classes of service
or relaxation of standards. I am suggesting new kinds of personnel, adequately
tarined to do their jobs, for everyone.
There are three principal reasons why this change itn
the structure of the health
manpower system is essential.
First, there are not enough people with the traditional training to go around,
and at the present rate of.production we will never catch up. Training time must
be shortened, and this can more readily be done by narrowing the training and the
Job than by cutting out portions of the traditional training for the traditional
broadly-defined jobs.
Second, because the training of these "paraspecialists" will be less costly than
that of physicians, their employment should reduce the cost of medical care.
Third, this offers some hope that the unpopular geographic areas can be served
through massive employment of people who already live there and would not
need to be "attracted". Since this is one of the thorniest problems of all in health
care, I should think this potential alone would warrant a close look by or for
the Congress. If I may repeat myself, however, I see this ultimately as a portion
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of the system in hard-to-reach areas (as it should be everywhere), not as a seeonmd-class system for second-class citizens.
X. Medical training should be broken into discrete 8Cgments
One possible approach that I think should be explored is this: Professional education programs should be bifurcated, designed to require of a student a period
of a year or more of service in the middle of his education. Naturally, this service will be at a level of capacity lower than that of the graduate. It might be as a
kind of apprenticeship under strict supervision, or it might be at full status in a
less-skilled occupation, but the period will nevertheless serve several important
functions. It will make services available, and it will strengthen the base for
further training. It will provide a period of earningfor the student, an opportunity to escape from the usual mounting indebtedness. Properly designed, the
schooling could even permit the student in some fields to end his full-time academic career and finish later through continuing education and in-service training
programs. And, conversely, the break could be a break at which students could
enter to raise themselves at any time to new, higher levels, such as from nurse
or medic to physician. The added year or more would further tend to increase
maturity of the graduating classes.
This, I think, is one approach that should be made, in the context of a national health care system, to meeting the needs for trained people. All Americans
except the more-than-commonly affluent face the same problem. My particular
point of view is that we acnnot begin to meet the needs of the poor and near poor
until we take these kinds of steps to make the health industry responsive to the
needs of each individual patient without asking about his ability to pay his own
bills--indeed, without ever knowing his race, ethnic background or socioeconomic
status.
National health plan legislation is an appropriate vehicle for these suggested
incentives, leadership and authority. Through them, the Congress can help bring
about the necessary changes in the health industry-if it can break out of the
financial-administrative mold in which the debates of the last two decades have
left it and exercise its initiative this year.
Mr. NurEL. Thank you, Mr. Chairman, that is a fine idea.
I want to talk, as I said, only about health services for the poor. I don't
want to talk about the financing or administration of the program. I want to talk
about health services themselves.
One of the major reasons for the present hearings being held at all is a great
interest in the cost of health care. It seems to me that the impetus for these
hearings came not from poor people, and I think that the witness list so far will
bear me out, but has come from middle-class people who are concerned about
costs. One reason that cosis lare high, we are told, is because of the escalation
of cost within the Medicaid-nd Medicare programs, two Federal programs that
are intended to provide good quality health care for poor people.
The escalation of costs in these programs is often described as a scandal. I
would like to disagree with that analysis and say rather the scandal of Medicaid
is the cost-ineffectiveness of the program. That is, after all these years and with
all the money that has been put into Medicare and Medicaid, we are still not getting the product that we ordered. We are not getting quality health care for poor
people across the country.

Mr. NEUFELD. It

is my contention, furthermore, that none of the

proposals before you is able to provide adequate health care for the
poor because they don't deal with the No. 1 problem that the poor
people have in getting care; that is. finding a practitioner-physician,
dentist, optometrist, optician, pharmacist--who is willing to provide
care under the medicaid program. I am not condemning all of these
professions. In all of these professions, as you heard earlier this morning, there is a shortage of personnel. If there were no shortage of personnel and the individual in search of care could go somewhere else,
this would not be a problem, but the fact is that there is a shortage
and, as a number of people, including the President, pointed outthe
shortage is exaggerated by a maldistribution, geographically speaking,
of the health providers we have in the various health professions.
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Furthermore, in many parts of the country, even where there are
providers and even where the people in search of care are able to
overcome the many obstacles put in their way, they are still likely to
find a significant number of practitioiners-doctors and others-who
simply will not deal with the medicaid program, will not treat medicaid patients.
One of the things that has been found is that where consumers of
services are able to get together with the providers and work out
problems in these areas, the quality of service is improved to both
the consumers and providers, and this is one reason why the community action program, or people involved in it, are so insistent on
maintaining the system of "maximum feasible participation" of the
people served by thie programs.
In this case we are talking about a national health insurance proram. The plans before you promise the poor people health care at
little or no cost. Can they give health care at little or no cast? My
answer is no, they can not deliver it to the poor.
There are two main problems as I have indicated. One is the unavailability of resources, particularly in some geographical areas. The
second is refusal of providers to provide. There are in this country
many counties that have no doctors, no nurses, no hospitals, no practical nurses, and so on. This distribution problem has to be corrected
and the President and most of the bills that have been introduced
on the subject recognize this problem and try to correct it.
I don't think that what is involved in the bills, as I will get back
to in a moment, is going to deal with this problem. Why are services
unavailable to the poor under the program even where there are providers? We get various reasons. For one thing, we are told that the
paperwork involved in the program is beyond the capacity of the individual private practitioner to deal with in a profitable fashion. Yet
there are some doctors who tell us that-at least in the State of Maryland-the paper work is no more complicated for medicaid than for
Blue Cross or Blue Shield. There are some doctors who take great pride
in taking care of all of their patients and all of their problems. Yet
there are other doctors who don't want to be bothered with the medicaid

program because it means bringing poor people into their offices. Some
of the poor people, having no place else to leave their children, bring
their children to the offices and some of the doctors don't like this.
Not only, particularly in this regard, are the doctors and the other
providers a problem, but there seems to be a vast army of medical
assistants, nurses, receptionists and other people working in doctors'
offices whb seem to see their role as protecting the doctor from these poor
people.

Furthermore, there are many patients who see when they go to a
doctor's office that they are being shunted aside because they are medicaid patients. Sometimes, as a matter of fact, the patient is tuined away,
but even if he is taken into the office having made an appointment, the
way he. is treated in the office makes it plain to him that this organization, the doctor and his allied personnel, obviously don't want him back
and he won't go back unless of course there is an emergency and he has
to swallow his pride and go back anyway.
But beyond that, we have found that there is a hidden discrimination
built into the medical referral system. The primary physicians know
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that some specialist will not see medicaid patients and so they don't
refer medicaid patients to any practitioner in the specialties but send
them instead to the clinics where conditions are crowded, there are long
delays and the best physicians usually are not practicing. The people
who are practicing are interns and residents. So all these things accumlate to provide very far from the best quality medical care for poor
people, even though this is what the programs have promised them.
etethe poor people are the least able to adjust themselves to the indignities. The poor person is generally not the one who is able to take a
few days off from work and catch up on his rest, or to cut down on
some kinds of food and eat high proteins instead. These things all
accumulate and there are some specific provisions within some of the
medicaid plans that exaggerate even these problems, such as specification that a medicaid prescription can be filled for only a certain number of units at one time.
If a doctor knows that a patient needs one hundred pills over a period
of time, that doesn't matter. The medicaid program says you can only
buy 25 at a time (or, the pharmacist can only dispense 25 at a time)
which means four trips for the man who is least able to take the time
and arrange the transportation for these multiple trips.
Now what needs to be done to the health industry through the
health insurance or health plan mechanism to correct these problems
that the poor people face? The No. 1 thing that needs to be one is to
treat all patients alike at the point of impact, that is, at the doctor's
or dentist's office. There is a bill that is set up to do that and that is
the bill introduced by Mrs. Griffiths and Senator Kennedy. I don't
want to appear to endorse that bill. I am only endorsing that portion
of it that sets up a system in which all patients are treated alike at the
point of impact.
In terms of gogphic distribution I don't think that the experience under medicaid or medicare or, ior that matter, the private insurance programs, indicates that incentives will get practitioners to
the unpopular places. One of the reasons I think that, is that some of
the objections to serving in the what are now unserved and underserved areas are far beyond the scope of the health industry no matter
how broadly you construe it.
One of the reasons the doctors won't go out to the distant rural
areas, and this is documented is that their families don't want to go
and I don't think it is reasonable to expect the health industry to provide for safe streets, good schools, modern conveniences, and the cultural leisure activities that professional people are accustomed to in the
major metropolitan centers.
So I have two general proposals, Mr. Chairman. First, in terms of
manpower and its distribution, I would like to suggest that the health
insurance program that this committee reports take the public utility
view of health manpower and womanpower. That is, the public through
its tax dollars has heavily subsidized medical education, not only
physicians and dentists, but also nurses, nurses aides, and so on. What
I am suggesting isthat the graduates of these programs be assigned
for a specified period to work in what are now underserved areas.
I don't think that the technique of paying off education loans, for
example, through service. isenough. I think that everybody goink into
professions and their families, their potential wives and husbands,
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ought to know that this is going to be a condition imposed upon the
graduate at graduation.
I think that if I had to face the choice of going to work in a rural
area or going where my wife wanted to go and just repaying that loan
out of income, I would be inclined to go where my wife wanted to go.
I don't think this is an uncommon choice.
The second thing I want to suggest has to do with the training and
structure of the health manpower pool. First, I don't think that the
solution that says simply "train more people" is going to solve the
problem. The reason is that the gross inefficiency in the use of health
manpower, with people being hoarded in some areas, with people with
physician training, dentist training, pharmacist training performing
administrative work, cannot be overcome simply by training more
people. I think what needs to be done is a restructuring of the health
occupations and both the administration bill and Mrs. Griffiths' bill
do provide some flexibility in this direction. They btlh provide that
within the structure of the health insurance plan physicians can delegate work to other people in the health service team, within the health
maintenance organization usually. I think this needs to be encouraged.
There is also encouragement in both bills for greater reciprocity in
licensing of health professionals from State to State. I think this is
absolutely essential. I think the approach of making these adjustments
within the context of a national health insurance plan is a reasonable
way to move. But there is one other thing I would like to suggest, and
I don't know to what extent the Congress can demand it.
I think the Congress ought to look into the situation because I don't
think anybody but the Congress at this point is able to get into this
jeld at all. That is, I think it is necessary to break down some of the
health professions into narrower occupations. At the present time,
everything that happens within the medical industry is subject to the
specific approval and authorization of a physician. A physician has
to go through a lot of training for an extended period of time. Yet we
see all around us today that the State law which enforces the authority
of the physician sometimes leads to inefficiency and sometimes even
leads to trouble as people other than physicians are unwilling to act
in the absence of a physician.
What I think needs to be done is to break down the job of the physician so that instead of there being a broad primary care physician and
a lot of highly qualified specialists there will be peoI)le who are specialized in narrower areas of what is now general practitioner's work.
I think this can be done. This is done within the military structure
right now.
I think that if the problem is approached thoughtfully and carefully, changes in the structure of health manpower can be made without causing any difficulty.
But I think, Mr. Chairman, that it needs to be done for all people,
not just for poor people.
There was called to my attention just day before yesterday an article
that appeared in a magazine called Social Policy; it was an editorial.
The editor put this title on it, "When it Comes to Poor People, Suddenly Physicians Are Not the Answer."
I think that if physicians are not the answer they should be not
the answer for evrybody. I think we all need to adjust because I
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don't think either I can go back to my community action agency or
Members of the Congress can go back to all of their constituents
and say:
Fellowsi, we had a choice of taking care of us or taking care of the poor
people, and we chose to take care of us.

As one part of this matter of breaking down the occupations, I
think we will solve a part of the geographic distribution problem.
That is, it should be possible, and people are trying to work this out,
to train 'people who live in these unserved and underserved areas to
perform a portion of the professional job. These people do not have
to be taken away from their homes for extended periods for training
and then attracted back. They are there. They can be trained to do
the job and they can stay right where they are and do it.
I don't suggest this as a means of limiting occupational mobility
but I think this is a start.
As another aspect, I think that what ought to be looked at is the
training of professionals in terms of the possibility of breaking down
training into discrete chronological segments. I think it should be
possible to train physicians, for example, so that at the end of the
first 2 years of medical school they will be able to go out and perform
useful medical work, not as physicians independently but useful
medical work under supervision, perhaps as an apprentice of a sort,
perhaps as more advanced kinds of people-physicians' assistants,
physicians' associates, for example, tied into the major medical centers,
or evesa lesser medical centers electronically.
There was a piece in the supplement of the Washington Post a few
months ago about a doctor who was serving a lot of doctors through
closed circuit TV, and radio, providing expertise that they as individual practitioners couldn't expect to command individually.
What I think should be possible is at the end of a period of education and a period of work the person who wants to continue his
education and become a full-fledged physician can then go on and
complete his education. The total period of education will not be any
longer. He will in effect have served a portion of his internship in
the middle of his education but beyond that I think that at this return
point it should be possible for people with comparable experience to
come into the system and upgrade themselves.
For example, if a person becomes a physician's assistant on the basis
of military service plus short-term training, lie should be able to come
back and finish the last 2 years of medical school and wind up as
an M.D. I am sure there are lots of nurses, possibly even practical
nurses, who could come in on the basis of their earlier trading plus
experience actually working on the firing line and wind up as M.D.'s
by picking up the last 2 years of medical school and going on from
there.
This sort of thing, maybe not exactly this idea but this sort of thing,
ought to be explored andI think this committee would serve the country well if it would find somebody to explore these kinds of alternatives.
Finally, Mr. Chairman, I think that this committee has the responsibility of breaking out the financial and administrative mold in which
all the discussions of national -health insurance have been held -overthe
p9a decade or more. Again, I think the country would be well served
if you would take time now to see what options other than more money
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and different administrative structure can be put into the national
health system.
Thank you.
Mr. BUTRKE. Thank you.
Are there any questions?
We appreciate your testimony arid appearance.
Mr. NEUFELD. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I appreciate the opportunity.Mfr. BUTRKE. Our next witness is Dr. John B. Cadigan, of Norwood,
Mass.
I)r. Cadigan. on behalf of the committee I wish to welcome you here.
You are a member of my congressional district and l)adicipate very effectively in our health program.
STATEMENT OF DR. TOHN B. CADIGAN, NORWOOD, MASS.
SUMMARY

I. Health insurance alone may aggravate the shortcomings of the present system of health care delivery:
A. Danger of disturbing ecologic balance.
B. An example of one variable with multiple consequences (coronary
care).
11. Undesirable effects to be avoided:
A. Making the profession unattractive.
B. Disillusioning many health workers.
C. Development of an improved but sub-optional system.
D. Production of a bureaucratic monstrosity.
III. Three points of view:
A. Medicine will somehow adapt to any legislation.
B. A master plan can be devised.
C. Regional plans should be subsidized.
IV. The best course to follow:
A. Regional plans.
B. Seek guidance from actual deliverers of health care1. Least available.
2. Most qualified.
3. Example of how such a system can be developed on a local
level.
C. Choose and encourage promising plans:
1. Encourage local groups.
2. Recognize and support good systems.
3. Use persuasion, not coercion.

Dr. CADIoAN. Thank you, Mr. Burke.
I am a practicing internist in a suburban community near Boston,
and although I am president of the hospital staff at Norwood and a
counselor of the Massachusetts Medical Society. I am here representing
myself as a practicing physician
Previous testimony this morning dealt with the fact that physicians
in general sometimes feel that they are not being adequately repre-

sented, sometimes by their own groups, sometimes because of the fact
that they are so busy, and I felt that I would like to put in a few
comments so that you could use them in your deliberations regarding
national health insurance.
I. To consider only health insurance without studying the complex
system that provides the services covered, and in turn the effects of
that coverage upon the system, would, in my opinion, be to court disaster. In a recent review of the legislation now before Congress, the
following comment was made:
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A misadventure Ira this field would bring on much more drastic results than
anyone now intends; there is probably no more dangerous game than predictably
to disappoint the people in such vital matters.

The previous speaker alluded to this when he said that he didn't feel
that merely financing a system would give the people what it is they
want, namely, good health care.
What we really should consider here is not merely how to finance
medical care, but how to improve the present system so that every
American may expect to receive the benefits of modern medicine. The
medical care delivery of the United States may be compared to any
other social, environmental, or biologic complex that has evolved, in
that a change in one minor element may disturb the ecologic balance,
and thus produce a cascade of unforeseen and possibly undesirable
results.
The concept of intensive coronary care provides an example of one
variable with multiple, far-reaching consequences. The coronary care
unit has produced the first significaeit reduction in the deaths from
heart attacks in many years. At the same time, however, the cost of
daily care in such units has become enormous, and the need for more
physicians and highly trained nurse-specialists has increased. New
equipment, educational programs, standards of care, and ethical considerations must now be developed. Priorities for admission and discharge must be established, andthe considerable economic impact of
sustaining and rehabilitating those who might have died must be borne.
II. Undesirable effects to be avoided: Bearing in mind the ecologic
balance of our present system, and the possibility that efforts to improve it could actually produce the opposite effect, we must be sure
that the legislation passed does not:
A. Make the profession unattractive and thus adversely influence the number of highly motivated individuals that is traditionally attracted to medicine and its allied professions.
B. Disillusion many health workers who may see both their
professional and economic existence threatened 'by the intervention of persons who they fear understand neither their motives
nor their daily way of life.
C. Develop an improved but still suboptimal system.
D. Produce an expensive bureaucratic monstrosity.
III. Three points of view seem to have emerged in the thinking
about health legislation which must be evaluated in terms of what I
have just said:
A. Medicine will adapt to any legislation-The members of
the medical profession and its allied disciplines are resourceful
and intelligent, and will somehow adjust to almost any legislation.
B. A master plan can be devised de novo which will anticipate
all the problems.
C. Regional plans devised by the consumers and deliverers of
health care should be subsidized.
IV. The best course to follow:
A. Regional plans--Certainly adjustments must be made by us
all in the coming years, and the skills of many disciplines must
be directed at the ultimate creation of a master plan; but I am
here to plead for adoption of the third idea first--namely the
building from the ground up of regional plans or systems. This
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course of action will, in my opinion, be the least likely to produce
untoward effects, and yet will extend quickly to all the people a
means of obtaining the care that is their right. When a number
of plans is actually in operation, the Government will be able to
evaluate and select the good ones for further support.
B. Seek guidance from actual deliverers of health care:
1. Least available: In starting any program of medical care,
the guidance of practicing physicians is essential. lTnfor tunately, they are so involved with patient care, hospital
committees, teaching and public responsibilities, that their
own families see too little of them, not to mention congressional committees, regional planning councils, and the like.
2. Most qualified are practicing physicians: Nevertheless,
those of us who are directly engaged in the process of caring
for the health of others, feel that we are not being asked
for our advice and guidance. Deans of medical schools, administrators of large urban hospitals, and public health experts
have no more to contribute than we have, and certainly have
a lot less to lose if unwise decisions are made.
3. An example of how such a system can be developed on a
local level may be seen in my community: For more than a
year, the comprehensive health planning committee of the
Norwood Hospital has been wrestling with these problems on
a local level. We have addressed ourselves to such difficulties
as the maldistribution of physicians by numbers and by specialty, which has already 'been mentioned, the vanishing
generalist; and the legal liabilities involved with the use
of physicians' assistants. Representatives of the public, the
insurance industry, and the State regional planning agency
have contributed their time. We are currently evaluating
the possibility of engaging a systems expert to help us. t
has become clear that some of our more innovative and untried ideas must first be tested experimentally in pilot projects
before a total commitment is made.
C. Choose and encourage promising plans: I hope that Congress will enact legislation which will encompass these concepts:
1. The encouragement of local groups, large and small, to
establish systems which will be best for their communities.
2. The recognition and support of those systems, groups,
and individuals who are able to deliver good medical care
economically.
3. Use persuasion not coercion: Individual practitioners
and citizens who find themselves unable to participate in the
plans which have grown from the concept of comprehensive
health care, should not be forced to do so by economic necessity, but given the option to work outside the systems. If efficient health care delivery is to be the way of the future, it will
become attractive in its own right, and older systems will hav
to compete, adapt, or eventually disappear.
This i§ the end of my testimony, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. BURKE. Thank you, Dr. Cadigan. The committee really appreciates your statement here because it is in concise form and the opinions regarding the regional and community problems facing the committee in drawing up legislation are helpful,
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Are there any questions?
Mr. Conable,
Mr. CONABIE. I have no questions, Mr. Chairman, but, I would like
to express the hope that we can follow the kind of approach that you
have set out here. I think there is no reason why we should throw the
baby out, with the bath water. We should try to preserve our pluralism.
We should set our selves some, reasonable l)lan and try to achieve it.
There is a tendency not to take the kind of cool approach you are
advocating here. It sounds good to me.
Dr. CAmOAN. I feel that most physicians, perhaps contrary to public
opinion, would be willing to be helpful in these deliberations and are
not necessarily as resi.tumt to change as I think perhaps the public
feels. Most of us wre legitimately seriously afraid that some of the
legislation that has been suggested and discussed here this morning,
and many of the concepts that have been outlined, could seriously do
more harm than good.
Mr. CONRLF.. I think your view of the physicians squares with my
own conversations with'them in my own community that they are
hopeful that we won't do something counterproductive, but will work
toward some steady improvement of the system.
Mr. ETrs. Mr. 0 hairman.
Mr. BURKE. Mr. Betts.
Mr. BETTs. Just along another line, I think that the doctor and all
the other witnesses who take time to come down here and talk to us
on their own and spend practically the whole time sitting out there
waiting for a chance to speak, is an accommodation and a compliment.
Regardless of what their views are, they are worth listening to if they
are willing to take the time to come and give them to us.
Mr. BURKE. To be honest about it, I have for some time, been actuainted with the work of Dr. Cadigan in my district, and many of
the people in my community are acquainted with it. He has been helpful to us in putting together this statement. He has made it rather
brief, but it goes right to the jugular vein.
You are to be commended, Dr. Cadigan, for coming down here. I
am particularly proud because you come from an area that I represent
in the U.S. Congress. I am very happy that you have given us your
time and shared your thoughts with us.
Thank you very much.
Dr. CAD GAN. thank you, Mr. Burke. Thank you, gentlemen.
Mr. BURKE. Our next witness is Dr. Stuart Copans.
We velc)me you to the committee, Dr. Copans. You may identify
yourself and proceed with your testimony.
STATEMENT OF DR. STUART A. COPANS, FREDERICK, MD.
Dr. COPANS. Mr. Chairman, my name is Stuart A. Copans. I am a
physician interested in talking to the committee about some experiences I had in Vermont over the past, 2 years.
My testimony will generally come from the testimony that I have
already given to the committee.
Mr. BURKE. You may summarize and your entire statement will
appear in the record as though given without objection.
(Dr. Copans' prepared statement follows:)
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STATEMENT OF DR. STUART A. COPANS,

FREDERICK, MD.

SUMMARY

The three main problems in the American health care system today are:
1. The unavailability of health care to poor and rural populations.
2. The escalation of hospital expenses beyond the financial capacity of most
Americans.
3. The breakdown in the doctor-patient relationships.
The proposals currently before this Committee, while attempting to deal with
problems of accessibility and finances, pay inadequate attention to problems of
doctor-patient relationships, and in fact may serve to further break down this
relationship. There is evidence to suggest that any medical system which ignores
this relationship will in the end be both inefficient and expensive.
A description is included of a medical care system which I participated in in
Vermont which migi't serve as a model for a system attempting to deal with
all three problems. The important aspects of this program were:
1. Education of the people utilizing the services.
2. Training and use of para-medical personnel from the population who used
the training to carry out much of the medical care in their community.
3. Community control.
4. Publication of a health handbook for the people being taken care of, designed to help them understand and deal with simple medical problems on their
own.
It is my belief that whatever our eventual medical care system. Federal support of such medical education and medical handbooks -for the local population
can do much to improve the health care in America today.
STATEMENT

I would like to thank the House Ways and Means Committee for allowing
me to appear before it.
My name is Stuart A. Copans. I am a physician who spent the last two years
working in Vermont, and participated in a medical care system there.
I'd like to share the perspective of a physician with you because I feel that
it reflects an important aspect of health care that is ignored -by the proposals
presently before the Committee.
It is clear that many Americans are not getting adequate medical care. Other
Americans are, but at the cost of permanent indebtedness or bankruptcy. The
task of this committee, to guarantee good medical care for all Americans, and yet
at the same time to design a financially feasible medical program, is not an easy
one.
Medicine today has three basic problems it must overcome if we are to give
all Americans adequate medical care:
1. We must begin to educate people to understand how their bodies and how
our medicines work.
2. We must remove all financial barriprs to medical care.
3. We must restore the personal relationship of the patient and the healer
if we are to deal with many of the problems that physicians should be taking
care of.
People visit physicians for many reasons.' Some are physically Ill and need
medical attention. Others (10% to 20% according to various estimates) have
no physical illness, but rather have primarily psychological or social problems.
Many (20% to 40%) visit the doctor repeatedly with minor or trivial medical
problems.
The patients who visit physicians repeatedly often have an underlying depression or anxiety state. In some cases, however, they may simply not understand how to deal with simple medical problems and be frightened by them.
Unless one can take the time to educate and reassure them, they come back
again and again and again.

IAccording to Gardner (1970) a typical family practitioner caring for 2.000 patients
will have 200 patients (10% with definite psychiatric disorders and few physical symp.
toms. and will have 100 patients (5%) with emotional dsorders complicatine primary
physical disorders. These 800 patients (15%) will account for 80 percent of the patient
Visits seen bv the Dractitioner. In addition, the typleal practitioner will have 200 tn 4U
patients (104. to 20%) who come to him with primarily p ;ychosomatic complaints. These
patients also visit the physician repeatedly and are estimated to account for anywhere from
40 percent to 60 percent of patient visits (Gardner, 1970 ; Balint, 1964 ; Mechanic, obtained
from my personal communication).
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Balint does not overstate the case when he points out the fact that "Every
illness is also the 'vehicle' of a plea for love and affection." Medicine is a mixture of art and science, but as the science becomes more important, we cannot
forget about the art.
What I would like to share with you is a vision that has grown out of two
years work in Vermont. This vision is, I believe, a fundamentally American
vision, and a vision which could, with some effort, be transplanted to other
states and even to large cities.
Prior to the 1900's when strict licensing of physicians and control over the
quality of medical education was instituted, almost everyone in the U.S. had
access to medical care, although in many cases treatment obtained was somewhat primitive. The doctor was not easily accessible, and so people learned to
take care of many minor medical problems on their own.
Since that time medicine has gradually become sanctified. It has been moved
out of the home, taken away from the country doctor, and locked in its ivory
towers.
An ideology has been created and spread which states that we are all in
imminent danger of disease or death, and only the physician, or the specialist
can sense the unseen danger and protect us. The invisible worm is present
everywhere, but he can only be seen with the aid of magical devices, x-rays, sigmoldoscopes, blood tests, etc.
Mo.,t proposals to improve medical care in the United States start with this
ideology as a basic premise, and then propose to provide more super-specialists,
more miraculous machines, and more accessibility to these.
There is no question that medical specialists, fancy machines, and medical
centers are occasionally necessary; however, they should not be in control of
medical care, but should simply be one of the available resources to be called
upon when needed.
The medical care system that we developed in Vermont provided excellent
medical care, was inexpensive, and began to restore to people that sense of
being able to take care of themselves that is rapidly being lost in America today.
This system grew organically out of our needs and experiences.
The central part of our care system was our medical training program. This
consisted of four parts. The first was an intensive course lasting two and a half
months designed to teach four people from different areas in Vermont basic
medical care, including how to recognize serious diseases, how to deal with injuries, how to take care of small lacerations and burns, basic gynecology, nutrition. ,anitation, and psychiatry. The course was patterned after an armed forces
medic program but was designed to concentrate on the problems most common
in our own areas. In addition to the lectures and discussions, each person spent
one week working in a clinic to get practical experience.
A second part of our program was a first aid training program. This was
started before the medic training program and was run by one of the medics
who had previously had extensive experience with first aid training. She traveled
around the state visiting communes and small farms and teaching people basic
first aid.
A third part of our program involved both preventive medicine, education,
and actual 'mtient care. We called it a medical caravan, but what it actually consisted of was a medic, a physician, and occasionally a nurse or dentist, who
would drive around to various communes or farms on the weekends, and would
check the sanitary arrangements, sample the water, perform medical tests as
indicated. and talk with the people about sanitation, nutrition, and medical
self-help. If there were children there, we would teach people to perform throat
cultures for strep throat (the disease that causes rheumatic fever) and leave
them some throat culture materials that could be sent into the state health lab.
Over two hundred throat cultures were taken last winter with 34 positive cultures, all of which were adequately treated with penicillin. The net cost in terms
of physician time was less than four hours.
The fourth part of our program was our medical handbook, which was written
by people from Vermont, dealing with Vermont medical problems. Three hundred and fifty copies were printed and distributed to people to help them begin
taking care of themselves.
At present, the medics trained in the program have organized a free clinic
which they run and staff with the assistance of some volunteer physicians and
nurses.
A second medic training course is being run for more people. We have received
several hundred requests for our handbook, and are in the process of printing a
revised edition.
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What are the lessons that I think can be learned from our experience?
The first is that excellent basic medical care, apart from hospital care, can be
easily and inexpensively delivered if we are willing to share our medical skills
with the people we are taking care of.
We needed less medicine, because we knew that people who were sick were
being carefully observed.
We didn't have to put as many people in the hospital because there were trained
medics who could watch them closely at home, give them their medicines, and
check their progress; when it was necessary for me to see someone, I could deal
with them in a human way, because I was not overburdened by people frightened
by minor complaints they didn't understand, or people who kept coming back
again and again because their needs were not being satisfied.
People were educated to know when to seek he'p. In addition, they were
periodically visited by our medical caravan or a medic who might notice any
symptoms that were being ignored. The medics were trained to deal with many
medical problems, and to help people decide when a physician was needed. Also,
if a medic was not available, since at this point there were only four, our medical
handbook was designed to help people know when they should contact a
physician.
The cooperation between physician and patient was excellent, both in historytaking and examination, and in the carrying out of the prescribed treatment.
This was true because of our concentration on education, because we had the
time to deal withy people on a human level, and most important, because we did
not deal with the patient in isolation, but rather dealt with the patient's family,
their housing, diet, and whole way of living.
The importance of dealing with the family both for diagnosis and treatment
has been stressed again and again. As T. S. Eliot wrote "The single patient who is
ill by himself, is rather the exception." s3. .
The importance of the family unit in diagnosis and in treatment is ignored by
almost all large medical care organizations and by many city physicians.
Unfortunately the bills presently before the committee do little to correct this
oversight, and in some cases discriminate against those physicians (e.g., small
town general practitioners) who maintain a family centered orientation.
Is there anything Congress can do to restore the hpman quality to medicine,
and at the same time deal effectively with Issues of expense and efficiency? I believe there is.
It is clear that the financial problems and the giant increases in medical expenses are due almost exclusively to the expenses of hospital based acute or
drastic medicine. On the other hand, the reason so many people are unhappy with
the way medicine is practiced today is not only, or even primarily the expense.
It is the fact that the doctor is no longer personally interested in the patient.
It is not only the doctors fault, but also the fault of higher patient loads, tran%Often an individual's disorder cannot be diagnosed efficiently without knowledge of
his family. One symptom may occur in one member of a family and may appear trivial
until seen against its family background, while its netiology may remain an obscure event
to the doctor without a knowledge of the other individuals of that family found to have
other and often cryptic signs of the same disorder. Only when all assembled does
a recognizable clinical syndrome emerge. Nutritional deficiencies are notably in this category; endocrine disturbances afford another striking example. Personal knowledge of
the constitution of the parents--that great asset of the family practitioner of the pastIn these days of-scientific medicine needs to be, not relegated to the scrapheap as outworn, but reinforced by knowledge derived from methods of precision capable of substantiating primary intuitive clinical wisdom. Pearse and Crocker, 1943.
'The members of a family share a pool of genes- and a common environment as well
as common modes of thought and behavior, and together these decide their susceptibility to disease. For example the family can be seen as a kind of trellis over which
infections spread. The ease wlih which they spread depends on the family material and
social environment, which includes housing, heating, sanitation and diet. A damp overcrowded house encourages streptococcal infections and their sequelae such as rheumatic
fever and nephritis, and a house that is dry and spacious obstructs their spread. Susser
and Watson.
4What is true for diagnosis is also in a large measure true for adequate treatment: contact with the whole family is an essential . . . So health does not demand education of
the individual, nor education of the populace-the two accepted and popular methods-hut education of the family as a live functioning organism. (Pearse and Crocker, 1943).
3 The doctor must educate the spouse and the children to the needs of the patient and
he nust help these members of the family to understand how they must enter into the
liartnership of treatment. The doctor will be able to do a better Job of instructing the
family in sick care and in their responsibility
than will the sick patient. The latter will
lack information and will be selfconscious about deitianding changes in living arrangements. The physician will command the information and the authority to describe in detail what the patient requires. (Blum, 1960)
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sent population and patients who are unable to take responsibility for even
minor health problems by themselves.
At the risk of being accused of selling my hospital-based brothers down the
road to slavery, I would make the following recommendations:
1. Because of the rapidly growing expenses, and rapidly expanding technology
of hospital care, I believe that the Federal Government must assume full responsibility for hospital care of-all Americans. Decisions as to how much technology we can afford, and what medical procedures we can afford to carry out
must be made on a national level. Many hospital-based physicians are already
salaried. Others, who work both in the community and in a hospital should
be offered the alternative of a partial salary in exchange for part-time hospital
work.
While this would not solve the problem of human needs and how hospitals
could meet them. I am afraid that until we learn better how to deal with technology and bureaucracy, hospitals will never be human organizations.
Meanwhile, however, it is important that the skills, and technology of hospitals be made uniformly available to all Americans.
2. It is my belief that day to day medical care should be the responsibility
of the local communities, and that the organization of this care should be
determined by the local community. It is my understanding that Congressman
Dellums is working on a bill along these lines.
3. Nursing home care should be the responsibility of the Federal Government,
but financial incentives should be used to encourage communities to take responsibility for nursing care for their own members.
The medical care system that I have proposed has several advantages. It
provides a way in which we can encourage diversity in the organization of
medical care. It provides a way of avoiding a large, costly, and probably inefficient Federal Health Bureaucracy. It guarantees everyone good medical care
without imposing a large federally controlled, health care system burdened
with so many rules that it can meet no ones real needs.
A friend of mine once gave a sermon on evolution. "God" he claimed "first
appointed a committee of angels, each on his own area, to create life on earth.
They came up with a giant creature with eight legs, four fins, fur, lungs, gills,
and wings. It couldn't move and soon starved to death. Then God Just scattered
little bits of life around the earth and let it take any form it wished. The
dinosaurs and the pterydactyls died, but the fish in the sea, the birds in the
air, and man and the beasts on-laid survived, and gave thanks to the Lord,
not for creating them as they are today, but for making it possible for them
to Evolve."
It would be nice if Congress could follow God's example when it is time to
create our medical care system.
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Dr. CoPANs. Thank you.
I would like to begin by saying that I was very impressed with
Dr. Cadigan's statement, which agrees with many of the points I want
to make. I believe that unless there is freedom for individual communities or groups to experiment with different ways of delivering
health care, we may end up with a large, inefficient, and expensive
health care system.
What I am particularly interested In talking to the committee about

is a health care system that I participated in in Vermont that dealt
with many of the problems of our present health crisis.
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As I see it, medicine today has three basic problems which it is
going to have to overcome if we are going to give all Americans adequate medical care. We must begin to educate people to understand
how their bodies work and how our medicines work. This was pointed
out by Congressman Byrnes during the testimony on preventive medicine, and it is an extremely important point.
Second, we must remove financial barriers to medical care. This is
the main concern of this committee.
Third, and equally important, we must restore the personal relationship of the patient and the healer if we are going to deal with many
of the problems that physicians should be taking care of today. People
visit physicians for many reasons.
Some visit physicians because of physical illness needing medical
attention; many have no simple physical illness but rather primarily
psychological or social problems; others visit the physicians with
minor or trivial medical problems and do so repeatedly because those
problems are not solved.
We must develop a medical system that is able to deal with people's
human problems and people's individual needs if we are to maximize
people's satisfiaction with the medical system and minimize the overloading of physicians caused by people who come to the physicians
again and again because their needs are not being met.
The medical system that we developed in Vermont provided excellent medical care, was very inexpensive and began tp restore to people
that sense of being able to take care of themselves that is rapidly being
lost in America today. The system grew organically out of the needs
and experiences of usas we were developing the system. The central
part of our system was our medical training program.
This consisted of four part. The first part was an intensive course
which lasted 21/2 months and was designed to teach four people from
various parts of Vermont basic medical care, including how to recognize serious diseases, how to deal with simple injuries, how to take care
of small lacerations and burns, as well as basic gynecology, basic
nutrition, sanitation, and psychiatry. The course was patterned after
an Armed Forces medic's course but was designed to concentrate on
the problems most common in our areas.
A second part of the course was a first aid training program run by
one of the medics who traveled-around the State visiting people and
teaching them basic first aid.
Sth ird part of the program involved a medic, a physician, and
occasionally, a nurse or dentist, who would drive around to various
communes or farms on the weekends and would check the sanitary
arrangements, sample the water, perform any medical tests that were
indicated, perform -screening tests on everyone on the farm that we
were visiting, and talk with people about sanitation, nutrition,
medical self-help, and any medical questions that they had.
A fourth and particularly important part of our program was a
medical handbook which was written by people from Vermont and
dealt with Vermont medical problems. 'The handbook was designed
to help people begin to-take care of themselves and to help pople
know when they had to call a physician and they could take care of a
problem themselves.
There are several lessons that I think can be learned from our
experiences.
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. The first is that basic medical care, apart from hospital care, can be
easily and inexpensively delivered if we are willing to share our medical skills with the people we are taking care of.
We needed less medicine because we knew that the people who were
sick were being carefully observed. We didn't have to put as many
people in the hospital b cause there were trained medics who could
watch them closely at home, give them their medicines, and check their
progress. When it was necessary for me to see someone I could deal
with him in a human way because I wasn't overburdened by a large
office full ofpeople frightened by minor complaints which they didn't
understand or by people who kept coming back again and ajain because their needs weren't being satisfied.
Some of the things that I think made our program important and
very different were that wve concentrated very heavily on education of
everyone we were dealing with, and we had the time because of this to
deal with people on a human, personal level. Also we never dealt with a
patient in isolation but dealt with the patient's whole family, the
.atient's housing, the patient's diet, and the patient's whole way of
living.
It is clear that the financial problems and the giant increases is medical expenses today are due almost exclusively to the expense of hospitalbased acute or drastic medicine.
On the other hand, the reason so many people are unhappy with the
way medicine is practiced today is not only or even primarily the expense. It is the fact that the doctor is no longer personally interested in
the patient. This is not only the doctor's fault but also the fault of
higher patient loads, transient population and patients who are unable
to take responsibility for even minor health problems by themselves.
The proposals which are currently before this committee, while they
attempt to deal with problems of accessibility and finance, I am afraid
pay relatively inadequate attention to the problems of doctor-patient
relationship and some in fact may serve to further break down this
relationship. There is evidence that a medical system which ignores or
harms the doctor-patient relationship will in the end be both inefficient
and expensive. Hopefully, the bill approved by this committee will
make it possible for a medical system to develop which will meet people's emotional needs as well as their physical needs, and which will
be able to change and adapt itself to the needs of different groups of
people and different areas of our country.
Thank you.
Mr. BURKE. Thank you very much, Doctor, for coming to the committee.
Dr. CoPAxs. Thank you, gentlemen.
Mr. CORMAN. The next witness is Dean E. Wintermute.
Doctor, we are pleased to welcome you to the committee. We appreciate your bringing your testimony to us.
STATEMENT OF DR. DEAN E. WINTERMUTE, KLONDIKE, TEX.
Dr. WINTERMUTE. Thank you, Mr. Chairman, members of the committee, gentlemen, I am Dr. iDean Wintermute. I am a country physician. I am in active general practice in a very, very rural and in a poor
area of Texas. The length of my report as written will not fit into the
time of this committee. I will attempt to summarize it but I will have
to leave several things which I feel are quite important out.
Mr. CORMAN. Without objection, your full statement will appear at
this point in the record. We are pleased to have you summarize it for us.
(Dr. Wintermute's statement follows:)
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STATEMENT OF DR. DEAN

E.

WINTERMUTE, KLONDIKE, TEX.

This is a report of Dean E. Wintermute, D.O. to the Committee
on Ways and Means, House of Representatives, to be presented November 12,
1971, regarding national health insurance.
I am appearing here as the result of my concern for the health
care of my family, my patients and the people of this country who need
health care. I am and would like to remain a country doctor. I have
been involved in health care as a physician and surgeon, hospital owner,
hospital administrator, nursing home owner and administrator, attending
physician, consultant, city health officer, school physician and hospital
chief of staff. I have practiced both in the city and the country.

CENTRAL CONCLUSION
I feel that all persons are vitally affected and should be
interested in the health care which is available to them. To undertake
to improve health care for everyone is a complex, difficult, and grave
responsibility. It is a task of monumental proportions and it is an
area of endeavor where possibilities are nearly infinite but right
choices at times are practically nonexistent. Success can only be
achieved by the concerted efforts of everyone and by the proper utilization of the right manpower and material in a proper method. It is
not enough to assure good health care for most of the people. We must
not stop in our efforts until every person is assured of the finest
health care possible according to the state of our technology, intellectual capability and physical resources.
In the past few years, health care of the citizens of this
country has been undergoing considerable change.
Further change is
needed and anticipated. As additional changes are instituted, those
responsible should be ever mindful of the charge given physicians which
states, "Let us at least do no harm". Numerous studies have been conducted upon the needs involved in health care. One of the purposes of
these hearings is to explore how a portion of these needs can be met.
I feel that an analysis of existing and previous programs can be helpful in determining direction of endeavor in an attempt to solve health
care problems. The present programs such as Title XVIII and XIX are of
rather large dimensions. The amount of money an4 effort being expended
in an attempt to meet health care needs is markedly greater than that
being expended five or ten years ago prior to these programs. Unfortunately, people today are not receiving as good-health care as they wereprior to the implementation of these programs.
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The following Table shows the mortality rate for the United States.

(Source:

NATIONAL DEATH RATE / 1,000
Public Health Service, U.S. Dept. of Health, Education & Welfare)
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After implementation of Title XVIII and XIX, the death rate in the
United States rose to the highest level that it had been since 1951. The
death rate for 1968 through 1970 averages 0.1% higher than the death rate
for the years 1964 through 1966. The Texas death rate is shown in the
following Table.

(Source:

TEXAS DEATH RATE / 1,000
Texas State Department of Health)
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As can be seen the influence of these programs has resulted in
an average annual death rate of almost 0.5% above the levels experienced
prior to these programs. Translated, this means that with a population
of 10 million people in the State of Texas, 5,000 people a year additionally
are dying over what would have died without such "help". I feel a new cause
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of death should be included in vital statistics. This cause of death
should be Negligent Homicide Due to Bureaucratic Bungling or just plain
Bureaucratic Homicide.
Equally as bad as the "Bureaucratic Homicides", is a probable
increase in morbidity, and all this at probably double the dollar expenditure.
A better job was being done when there was no government help.
The citizens of this country aren't getting their money's worth with
present programs and, in fact, are worse off.
The health care in rural areas has markedly deteriorated.
Present programs have taken away our hospitals, ambulances and physicians,
and are in the process of taking away our pharmacies and necessary medication. Frankly, rural areas can't survive much more "help".
Prior to Title XVIII and XIX, Texas had a program under the
Kerr-Mills Act. Under this program, the patients were happy, physicians
were happy, and the hospitals were happy. Under this program, far
superior care was available to that available today and at much less
cost.
Today, the patients aren't happy, doctors aren't happy,
hospitals aren't happy and the government isn't happy.
Titles XVIII and XIX are like a dog chasing its own tail. It
travels lots of distance but it doesn't get very far or accomplish much.
THE DELUGE OF PAPER WORK AND MEETING STANDARDS HAS BECOME MORE
IMPORTANT AND SIGNIFICANT THAN THE CARE GIVEN TO THE PEOPLE WHO ARE ILL.

THE EFFECTS OF THE PRESENT PROGRAMS UPON VARIOUS PORTIONS
OF THE HEALTH CARE FIELD
HOSPITALS:

The general effect of the programs in the State of Texas has

been to close most all small hospitals and, more particularly, those
located in remote rural areas. Exhibit No. I shows a small area of Texas
with which I am involved, the number of facilities in 1965 and 1970, and

the hospital bed statistics for these areas.
In 1965 thete were 14 hospitals with 546 beds. Today there are
six facilities with only 443 beds. In the past few years over 12 million
dollars have been expended in hospital construction and we now have 100
less beds but several thousand additional people residing within the area.
Delta County has been left with no hospital facilities. The following
facilities in this area have closed since the advent of Medicare:

COUNTY
Delta
Delta
Fannin
Fannin
Hunt
Hunt
Hunt
Lamar

HOSPITAL
Janes Hospital
Wintermute Memorial Hospital
-Marcom Hospital
Risser Hospital
Commerce General Hospital
Seyler Hospital
Wolfe City Hospital
Lamar County Hospital

CITY
Cooper
Klondike
Ladonia
Bonham
Commerce
Commerce
Wolfe City
Paris.

NO. OF BED6
20
34
12
10
22
10
20
45

People in these areas were receiving better hospital care in 1965
than they are today.
PHYSICIANS: The effect upon physicians has been that they are now encumbered
by paper work to such an extent that the available time to treat patients has
been markedly reduced, in many instances by as much as 50%.
The physicians are unable to maintain close supervision of hospitalized patients due to the size of the institutions and the distances involved.
Physicians are being told by third parties how to practice.
Exhibit No. II and No. III).

(See

We are now being required to look up a multiplicity of code numbers
which have no value to the patient or physician and are only of highly
questionable value to anyone else. It has reached the point where the
paper work involved in many areas has become so great that it isn't worth
the effort to the patient or to the physician.
For example: To suitably enter a patient into a hospital and be
involved on the necessary committees will average in the range of 45 minutes
to 1 hour for paper work alone for a physician. Another example is shown
in Exhibit No. III on Home Health Care requirements. It would be far easier
and more economical to go see. or send a nurse assistant to see the patient,
even free, than to go through all the red tape for enrolling the patient
in such a limited service.
The bookkeeping requirements for physicians has been markedly
increased. The following will trace for you the step by step procedures
required for a typical physician seeing a Welfare recipient under Title
XVIII and XIX in his office for a routine office visit, Code No. 1-9004
for which the allowable charge is $5.00:
A patient enters the office and the accounts receivable and
clinical record are pulled from each file. A claim form No. SSA 1490 D
(Exhibit No. IV) is partially filled out and patient's necessary Medicare
and Medicaid numbers are entered on this form and a check is made of the
available benefits by looking at form No. 86/86 A which the patient
receives monthly. (Exhibit No. V). The patient must then sign form
No. SSA 1490 D.
The patient is then examined by the physician who records his
findings on the patient's clinical record. He must give all the diagnoses
with their code numbers, all surgical or medical procedures with their
codes. plus any injectable medications with their code numbers on form
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No. SSA 1490 D. (These code numbers are'different than the nine digit code
numbers of the same drug in the Texas Drug Code Index.) (Exhibits No.VI
and No.VII). If a new medicine is prescribed the physician must write the
prescription and sign it being careful not to prescribe more than a 34-day
supply but at least a one-month's supply. He then enters into the
Texas Medical Assistance Record Form #706 (Exhibit No. VIII and IX) Service
Code Place and Type. The physician must also check to see if this prescription will exceed two prescriptions per month or $12.00 per month by looking
at previous entries in Form No. 706 and also in a reference price book the
probable cost of the new medication which he is prescribing. If this exceeds
the pre-set limit shown on form No. 86/86 A he is then to fill out an
additional form called the Prior Authorization Form No. DPW 711 (Exhibit X).
The patient then takes a charge-a-plate type identification card (Exhibit XI)
plus form No. 86/86 A which they receive monthly plus the booklet form No.
706 plus form No. DPW 711, if applicable, plus their prescription to a
participating pharmacy where they may or may not get the medicine prescribed.
The physician, following the visit, then submits form No. SSA-1490 D
to the fiscal intermediary. The fiscal intermediary then, if everything
apparently is in order, will pay that portion of coverage which the patient
has, i.e., nothing if their deductible has not been met or if the deductible
has been met, it will pay and send to the physician a check for $4.00,
enclosed in an individual envelope with an 80 stamp. Further processing
is supposed to occur following the payment of any amount due by Medicare,
so that any balance owed such as the deduction or if the deduction has been
met, the additional $1.00 is then paid to the physician by Medicaid. This
is sent in the form of an individual check in an individual envelope with
an 8¢ stamp on it. Copies of these two payments are sent to the beneficiaries
likewise in individual envelopes with individual stamps. Thus the cost of
postage alone to pay a $5.00 claim is 320.
The physician, or hia assistant, upon receiving these payments, must
pull the patient's accounts receivable ledger and the Medicare claim form and
check to see that everything is accurate and mark the claim form paid and
credit the patient's accounts receivable ledger with the payment received
on each occasion. The checks do not come on the same day so, therefore, the
patient's accounts receivable ledger and the copy of the Medicare claim
form No. SSA 1490 D must be pulled twice. The physician or assistant then
must enter each check on his deposit slips which he takes to the bank.
In the event that the physician is located in a rural area where
he must dispense medicine, the patient can submit their charge-a-plate card,
their monthly form No. 86/86 A plus form No. 706 plus the prescription and,
if necessary, the prior authorization permit form No. DPW 711 to the physician.
The physician then may dispense the medicine, counting it, labeling it, and
putting it in the container and having the patient sign page 2 of form No.
710. (Exhibit XII). If it is a controlled drug, additional bookkeeping is
required. The physician then must figure the cost of the medication. He is
then allowed to add $1.00 to this cost for his service and then form No.
DPW 710 is filled out in a very special way with special pencils using only
set designs for the various numbers, etc., and using umpteen codes, following
which it is submitted to the Data Processing portion of the Texas Department
of Public Welfare. It the medication which he prescribed is specifically
indicated as checked by the code number of the medicine (Exhibit VI) with
the code number of the disease (Exhibit XIII) which he felt the patient
had, he will then be reimbursed for this by the State provided that the
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patient has not exceeded the pre-set limits. If the prescription given to
the patient exceeds the pre-set limits, the physician is to know it by
looking at form No. 86/86 A and form No. 706 and, thereforeI cannot, with
economic assurance of payment, fill the prescription but must submit the
prior authorization form No. DPW 711 to the regional office where a pharmacist or a nurse who knows nothing about the patient will determine whether
or not the patient needs the medicine. If they feel that the patient
probably needs the medicine, they return a code number to the dispensing
physician which he can use in submitting his claim form No. DPW 710 to
the Data Processing Division of the Texas Department of Public Welfare in
the hope that he will be reimbursed for such.
He is expected to be anxious to participate in this program even
though the pharmacists are paid considerably more for the same service.
The $1.00 which he is allowed is to cover his labor, the label, the container, the dead stock, the accounting, the utilities, the labor of
purchasing, interest on his investment, and any prescriptions which at
any point along the line some medically ignorant third party may decide
was not specifically indicated for the patient involved.
NURSING HOMES: Persons with limited savings and only Medicare are unable
to avail themselves of nursing home care. If a Texas citizen has managed
to save $2,000.00 throughout his life, he must pay for the entire cost of
nursing home care and medical bills until his resources are under $1,800.00.
If he has Medicare, he will have to go to a hospital three days before he
can be admitted to the nursing home, and then he will have very limited
benefits and will have to find one of the rare homes that participates in
the Medicare Program.
People in nursing homes have been dehumanized. They cannot smoke
without someone watching them. They cannot have aerosol cans in their rooms
such as hair spray, deodorant, etc. They cannot prevent spontaneous
"searches" (inspections) of personal belongings. They must be under the
care of a physician to stay in a nursing home. If they buy a cold drink,
a record must be made of it. They cannot even throw away an old pair of
socks without notifying the people on duty so that a record of it can be
made.
It has become more important to meet standards than to care for
patients. They are not the same and do not have the same results. (Nfrsing
home inspectors spend but one to two hours every three months to "inspect"
a home and from ten to twelve hours in travel and paper work).
PHARMACIES:

These have not been extensively involved until very recently.

They now have more bookkeeping and more drugs to keep books on
under the controlled substances act. If these records assist in the
control of drug abuses, then I feel that the effort is more than worth it.
Recently in Texas the Vendor Drug Program has been instituted.
Reimbursement practices are wrong. The basic program is grossly overloaded
with paper work. I feel that three times the amount of time is required
for paper work as is required to actually supply the medication in the
usual manner. In essence, wh4t has been done, is that the agency has taken
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drug money away from patients and pharmacists and given it to masses of
supervisory and clerical help and in the process deprived many people of
vitally needed medications.
AMBULANCES: They have been harrassed and all must meet the same standards.
While not part of the Title XVIII or XIX program, government interpretations
of labor reimbursement practices have resulted in the loss of ambulance
service to many areas and where it still exists, it is drastically increased
in cost.
PATIENTS: Now a patient has to go a greater distance to a hospital and has
more difficulty getting in. When you, as a patient, do manage to get in,
you get less personal attention because everyone is fighting the more
important paper. (Paper is checked by government inspectors. Patients are
not). -Probably you have a new nurse every day, and your chances of having
a strange doctor take care of you are much greater. Hardly anyone knows
you. You are awed by the size and complexity of the institution and
frequently you can easily get lost.
If you are severely ill, you pray that whatever your malady is,
it shows up in blood, urine, X-ray or E.K.G. tests. If it doesn't you are
probably out of luck. The physicians are too busy with paper work or aren't
inclined or can't bother a nurse or assistant or really don't have a proper
place to feel or examine a patient. In the "better" institutions the
histories and physicals are done by people in training.
If your problem is found, and during treatment you go sour, you
will most likely be seen by an Intern or Resident as your Doctor probably
isn't near enough to come except maybe in case you die.
If you live in a rural area you may not even have a Doctor. If
you do you have more trouble getting an appointment to see him. When you
do get to see the Doctor he has a handful of paper. He very briefly examines
you and while you would like to talk to him, he is busy filling out various
forms. He doesn't seem as happy to see you as he used to. He doesn't like
to talk to you about the details of the various programs under which you
are told you have "coverage". He acts like if he has to explain insurancelike coverage all the time, that he should probably be selling it where he
could get a decent commission for it.
If you are on Welfare in the State of Texas and you need mecidine,
you have to sign a form in the Doctor's office (SSA 1490 D) and then you
have to try to get your Doctor to write in your book (Form No. 706) and then
take your charge-a-plate type card, your book, your monthly benefit card,
(Form No. 86/86 A) and your prescription to a druggist who happens to be
under the program.
If you have used very much medicine, another form has to be filled
out (Form No. 711) and then you either have to wait for it several days or
pay for it with money you don't have. If you ever lose or misplace any of
your forms, you are basically lost.
When you get sick, everything costs so much you really can't
afford it.
-
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WHAT IS WRONG WITH THE PP'qENT PROGRAMS?

HOSPITALS: Present standards are unrealistic. There is a wide variation
of needs between teaching institutions, metropolitan hospitals, regional
hospitals and small rural hospitals. No allowance within the standards'
is made for such. An R.N. is required on each shift whether it be 1 bed
or 500 beds. The same autopsy rate is required for all hospitals. Medical
staff record requirements are unnecessarily complicated for small hospitals.
The requirements regarding consultants, such as dietitians, medical records
librarians, pathologists, is unrealistic.
Many physical plant requirements leave much to be desired, i.e.,
the requirement of conductive floors in a surgical suite where no explosive
anesthetic agents are employed and the requirement of grounding of equipment
where isolation of the electric circuitry for that area is not also required,
thus'increasing the danger of electrocution. Large hospitals "get by" more
in physical plant deficiencies than small hospitals.
Hospitals serve as a collecting point for diseases and hence serve
as excellent pathological disease dissemination points. Industry has
decentralized for national security but health care is doing the opposite.
Utilization review is an excellent idea, but too often is a farce.
Malpractice situations limit the effectiveness of the utilization
review.
Of all things wrong with hospitals, Medicare methods of reimbursement are the worst of all and probably exceed in degree and amount of badness
all other things combined. - I have seen it take as much time for highpriced Medicare accountants to get a wrong audit as would ordinarily be
required to do all the accounting for a hospital utilizing good business
practices. To not know how much you will be paid for rendering service
for several years is inexcusable. At one time, of 15,000 audits due by

Medicare, only 450

-

500 were complete.

The cost-plus basis of reimburse-

ment is as wrong as HELL and grossly wasteful beyond imagination and should
be totally intolerable as it markedly increases costs. Kickbacks, high
salaries, with excess and unnecessary employees is encouraged. Why not
plush offices, pretty girls, conventions, institutional vehicles for
prestige, and lots of frills, particularly when you will be reimbursed
more from Medicare. More waste, more reimbursementll Management consultants, outside labs, and lease arrangements are other techniques used
to obtain additional reimbursement. Hospital care is now either nonexistent,
poor in quality, oz beyond the means of the average individual. The effect
of the programs on nurses' and consultants* salaries has been an astronomical
increase in costs. What was already a shortage of personnel has been turned
into a severe legislated exaggeration of these shortages.

PHYSICIANS: The biggest problem which probably confronts the physician
today under these programs is perpetual and constant harrassment. We are
told that we do not know very much about medicine. Our fees are set. They
allow me $2.00 less than they will pay a Home Health Care Nurse for making
"' -th* same house call. I am expected to work for considerably less than a
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pharmacist doing exactly the same job. The goal appears to be to put all
health care under total government control and to "get to" the terrible
doctors and hospitals. The attitude appears that "physicians don't deserve
to be paid for their services and they need to be taught a lesson". This
attitude doesn't help motivate physicians and doesn't encourage people to
become physicians. If 1 am a good doctor, I am reimbursed the same amount
as if I were the poorest. I am insulted by sheets which purportedly compare
me with others supposedly like me. For example, see Exhibit No. XIV. As
you can see by this sheet, I have "sinned". Item 3 shows that I took two
X-rays of arms during the quarter ending June, 1971, and in so doing I
exceeded the norm by 100%. I don't know which arm I should not have X-rayed
since they were both broken. The only alternative I know to thiz is that
patients either be required to get a permit before breaking their arms or
I be notified that I have reached the limit and must, therefore, refer any
additional broken arms to a colleague that has not yet met his quota.
I cannot buy a respectable textbook of Pharmacology because it is
censored by the Food and Drug Administration. The FDA adopts the attitude
that it is omnipotent and omniscient. The availability of medicines and
the dissemination of information from the F.D.A. is questionably short of
insanity. (Exhibit No. XV). (FDA Bulletin on Hypoglycemic Agents). This is
a bad study in that all patients were given the same dose of oral medication
per day whereas a variation in the amount of insulin was made. In spite of
this, as marked by the arrow, the mortality rates from all causes were not
statistically significant and yet the recommendations which follow are
specifically those that would be made if the results had been statistically
significant. Other drugs have come under attack particularly those in
which more than one ingredient is included in the same dosage form. The
logic of the Food and Drug Administration is that ham and eggs should not
be served on the same plate or eaten at the same time as the presence of
one does not increase the nutritional value of the other. The fact that
they are good together and that it is more convenient to use but one plate
and that they are both useful nutritionally is of no consequence. The
method of evaluating drugs by having someone else read the literature is
intolerable. Directives are promulgated to physicians such as the statement that chloramphenicol in certain forms must be administered only to
hospitalized patients. I have written to the Commissioner of Food and Drugs
asking for information on how long the patient should be hospitalized, what
tests should be run to check for reactions, and how long these tests should
be run. I have not had the courtesy of a reply and nowhere have I been
able to find specific information in respect to this. If the Food and Drug
Administration is going to make such specific recommendations or requirements, then it should also have recommendations of assistance regarding the
implementation of their recommendations. A study of chloramphenicol was
instituted using normal human volunteers (probably medical students). It
was found that slightly higher blood levels were attained by the oral
administration than when the drug was adminstered intramuscularly. As the
result of this study the manufacturer was required by the FDA to recall the
medication and relabel it as being ineffective when given intramuscularly.
I can assure you, gentlemen, from long and continued experience with this
drug that there is little valid relationship between administration,
absorptive capability and therapeutic effectiveness in normal human
volunteers and a febrile, comatosed geriatric patient. Many lives have
been saved by the intramuscular administration of chloramphenicol.

Actually

the study only showed a slightly lower blood level when given intramuscularly
over the oral form in healthy people.
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-The old adage is that a liar will not be believed when he tells
the truth. After evaluating some of the "information" disseminated by the
FDA, I feel that physicians as a whole have little faith in the information
obtained from this source.

Another form of bureaucratic homicide results from the delayed
release of "safe" drugs, or excess standards. (Under present standards
aspirin or digitalis would not likely be approved and penicillin wouldn't
even be considered.)
The logic which is utilized by the FDA is beyond description.
Were the Food and Drug Administration to investigate the act of love by
the same criteria that it uses in the evaluation of drugs, it would no
doubt find that love is unequivoquibly ineffectual as a method of producing
children. I am certain that they would also recommend that the dark spots
noted in a barnyard on a moonlit night be used as stepping stones.
The paper work crap required by the fiscal intermediary in
response to requirements of HEW is intolerable. To be required to code each
diagnosis (some people may have as high as 9 or 10 simultaneously) and each
medication so that some medically ignorant third party (who has never seen
the patient let alone examine him) can attempt to determine whether or not
the medication was indicated, is ludicrous. Evaluation of physicians should
be done by other physicians who have, themselves, adequately taken a history
and examined the patients involved. To do otherwise is like asking a
foreign banker what is specifically wrong with-the engine in your car when
it doesn't emit dollar bills rather than pollution. A general apathetic
feeling has developed among physicians in respect to their capability to
render good health care to their patients. The people and institutions
which help physicians care for patients are being constantly harrassed
at all levels by "inspectors" of questionable capability or total incompetence.
NURSING HOMES: Most nursing homes have found the Medicare program to be
intolerable and they rightly refuse to participate in it. The problems
regarding nursing homes with Medicare have been basically similar to
those experienced by hospitals but, fortunately, a delay in implementation
and alternate plaus of care were available so that care could continue not
because of, but in spite of Medicare. It would be very difficult, if not
impossible today, to attract money from the private sector of the economy,
for investment in nursing homes if only the present Medicare plan were
allowed. If present trends continue, the nursing home field will suffer
much the same fate of hospitals but at an even greater expense to the
people which they serve.
PHARMACIES: Another effect of Title XVIII and XIX in Texas at the present
time is a marked disruption in the availability of medication to Welfare
recipients. Many people have had to and are continuing to do without
vitally needed medications because of the program itself and the methods
of implementation. The program was instituted before all of the necessary
forms had been printed, let alone distributed. Bad experience in reimbursement and previous programs of the Federal and State Government
created a lack of trust on the part of pharmacies. Inadequate preparations
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for the implementation of this program was rampant. Unrealistic and
discriminatory principles of reimbursem,., are being@ instituted.
Probably 25% of the pharmacies in the State of Texas will cease to
exist in the next 2 years and many people are now having to travel great
distances to procure their medication. Intolerable delays in receiving
medication exist. The program as a whole makes the American side of
Pearl Harbor look well organized in comparison. I anticipate that costs
will be doubled, service will be cut in half, and additional "bureaucratic
homicides" will occur.

AMBULANCES: These programs and other irresponsible actions have resulted
in the loss of ambulance services or a marked increase in costs in nearly
every community. (Ambulances are required to have safety pins, feather
pillows, etc., but no cot or engine). Personnel on call are required to
get full pay even though on another job. A Government contract reportedly
was awarded to an organization that didn't even have an ambulance.

PATIENTS: AS FAR AS PATIENTS ARE CONCERNED, THE DOCTOR-PATIENT RELATIONSHIP. IS BEING STRAINED ALMOST TO THE POINT OF DESTRUCTION. Marked confusion from the multiplicity of forms and processes has resulted due to the
demands of fiscal intermediaries, welfare departments, etc. Other
personnel in the health care field are not so motivated nor interested as
they cannot be eliminated or substituted for due to government requirements,
i.e., L.V.N. for R.N., etc.
Rural patients have to go to overcrowded city facilities for
hospitalization if they can get in. Voids in hospital districts cause
actual hostility towards the admission of patients not residing in the
hospital's own district at times..
The average Medicare-Medicaid patient will have to be confronted
with a minimum of six or seven different forms containing at least ten
to twelve different codes plus five or six identification numbers and
sign twice to obtain his medicine.
Costs are more than most patients can afford.

GENERAL: In general, unqualified people are harrassing more qualified
people at nearly every point in the health care field. An example is a
school teacher who quit teaching, went into the air conditioning business
and failed, and then became a "hospital inspector". After less than

6 weeks with the Texas State Department of Health, he was inspecting
hospitals. Basically he didn't know a bedpan from an autoclave, but he
caused a withholding of all funds from the institution for several months
until a qualified inspector straightened it out. These programs now have
nurses inspecting kitchens and janitors, and medically ignorant persons
are checking physicians. The results are worse comparatively than an
attempt at a "do it yourself hemorrhoidectomy".
In many instances Medicare
inspectors, Medicaid inspectors, Texas State Department of Health inspectors
and Texas State Department of Public Welfare inspectors all check the same
things. I can assure you it is an experience when about three show up at
an institution simultaneously and each wants to be first and receive the
most attention.
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Present medical schools can't train general practitioners or
family physicians. The reaio0r-the-can't, can be found by looking at the
faculty. The faculty is composed almost entirely of PhD's, research men,
specialists and physicians who failed in private practice. Out of this
group, who knows how to train a General Practitioner? I doubt that
organized medicine could ever be convinced or have the capability to
change enough to train general practitioners.

POSSIBLE SOLUTIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
I feel that criticism for the sake of criticism is unjustified.
I feel that alternate solutions should be offered. In implementing national
health insurance, the legislative bodies must be charged with the responsibility of preventing further homicide as a result-of bureaucratic bungling.
HOSPITALS: I RECOMMEND THAT HOSPITALS BE FREED FROM NATIONALLY STANDARDIZED
"STANDARDS" AND THAT HOSPITALS BE ALLOWED TO RUN THE HOSPITAL BUSINESS
DEPENDENT UPON THE AVAILABLE RESOURCES AND NEEDS OF THE AREA WHICH THEY SERVE.
Without this, there can be no hope of success. The present methods
of reimbursement for services rendered should be scrapped and immediate
revisions made. Realistic reimbursement levels should be established and
hospitals should be allowed to participate or not participate and to utilize
their individual and unique capabilities to render good care and operate
successfully at these levels. The alternative, with no assurance of good
care and, in fact, almost assurance of bad care, is for total government
take-over. Any inspections made should be made only by experienced people
who are qualified in the area with which they are changed to inspect.
Reasonable standards in respect to fire, safety and sanitation should be
enforced. Inspectors shQuld serve more as assistants or consultants than
police and should help rather than hinder. A nurse could be much more
effective in improving 94tient care by assisting and training a nursing
staff than by playing cop toa-anitor.

PHYSICIANS: Physicians should be allowed to be physicians and to do the
"doctoring". Pharmacists and other remotely located persons should be
prohibited from entering the doctor-patient relationship and approving or

disapproving recommended t *rapy. Physicians should be checked only by
other physicians regarding their capability. It should be realized that
in spite of wishes, medicine is still at least as much an art as it is a
science.
Basically, I believe that the number of "abuses" by physicians
and the money involved is far less than the money spent on attempts to
prevent "abuses" and which is actually ineffectual in preventing them.
Why spend $1,000.00 to prevent the loss of $10.00 especially in view of
the fact that if a profit is made, the Federal Government will get a largi
portion of it back through income tax anyway?
If everyone is as afraid as they appear to be that we physicians
will make a respectable living, then put us under Civil Service. Pay us
according to our training and, like judges, don't worry about the number
of cases we handle. Of course, we will want the usual fringe benefits
associated with government services. Forty hours or less per week (now
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average 56), vacation, sick benefits, retirement, coffee breaks, etc. We
want twice the clerical help we now have, and, of course, we won't worry
about the job we do as we will be free from malpractice and almost impossible
to fire or replace. It will be nice to have every night, week-end and
holiday including old maid's day off or get paid time and one-half or
double time for it. We will not have the responsibility of supervising our
employees as an office manager will do that. We don'twant any assistants
unless they are qualified and have passed their civil service exam, and
we don't want to be bothered by training anyone or dealing with any
personnel problems. We will have to have qualified X-ray and laboratory
technicians because we either won't be qualified to do any of that kind
of work, or it will be out of our area of responsibility. We won't have
to keep financial records or file Social Security, Federal and State
Unemployment, Withholding Tax, Hazardous Employment and Occupational
Injury Reports, etc.
We won't have to be responsible for meeting
standards of safety for employees or patients. We won't have to worry
about office arrangements or maintenance. We won't have to order medicines and supplies. We will get paid Post Graduate training. We will
have no investment in facilities or equipment. I can hardly waititit
Some solutions to the malpractice dilemma must be found.
Limitations should be established such as those found in Workmen's
Compensation cases.
The cry is for family doctors or general practitioners. Only
about 17 - 18% of physicians in the United States are General Practitioners. They are decreasing percentage-wise over 1% per year, yet
specialists are so thick in the city that they almost have to wear
badges to keep from treating each other.
Legislators are concerned about rural health care. They want
doctors to locate in rural areas. I would like to ask why would a
physician want to locate in a rural area? I can tell you why they don't.
First, now thanks to HEW, they have no place to work (hospitals).
Physicians are rightly afraid to treat severe illness at home, etc.,
and reluctant to send their patients to the city where the patients
frequently are scared to death or neglected and must be treated by
strangers. Physicians don't like to be paid less for making house
calls than the Home Health Care nurse. Physicians don't like to dispense
medication for about 1/2 what a pharmacist is paid. Rural physicians
usually have to deal with more older patients who have Medicare. The
thought of tolerating all the crap that goes with Medicare participation
is enough to make a person want to leave the practice of medicine totally.
What solution is there for rural health care? Less than 150
physicians per year enter general practice and what chance do they have
of going into rural areas when there are so many specialists in the city
who need "feeding"? Get a doctor to locate in the country? What a
laugh,.
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The only hope that I can see is to train nurses as general
practitioners. The modern R.N. too often means Really Nothing. She is
not trained very well in bedside nursing and she isn't a very good
supervisor because she was taught such things as anatomy and pharmacology
instead of principles of personnel and business administration. She
consequently ends up a highly skilled person without a niche. Her
training actually prepares her more for the practice of medicine than
nursingll
Primarily these General Practice Nurses would be taught normal
findings. If an abnormality was present, the patient would then be seen
by a physician. Specially trained nurses now give medicine upon their
sole judgment in anesthesia and intensive care units. They can just as
well give morphine for a coronary, routinely check a diabetic or hypertensive patient. Why should it take 8 to 12 years to train someone to
do such things as a Pap smear, routine immunization or prenatal exam.
One year of proper training should enable General Practice nurses.to do
a better job of "doctoring" patients than many physicians, i.e., the
dermatologist or psychiatrist running the emergency room of a hospital
or trying to deliver a baby. Most severely ill and suddenly ill people
are seen by people in training (interns or residents).
Physicians must be relieved of paper work or a massive number
of additional physicians must be immediately supplied to replace that
percentage "lost".
If various agencies and other involved entities want information from each physician's practice, then send us a qualified worker to
be stationed(in our offices who will tell all and do all and at government expense.
If our fees are to be set (Exhibit No. XVI) let them be set on
the basis of a performance rating and not on the basis of our all being
equal.
I recommend that the physician's knowledge be respected or
that those who don't respect his knowledge should be permanently enjoined
from seeking the care of a physician.
In summary, either get off our backs or put us under Civil
Service so that we can become "human" again. If the FDA has become such
a "cancer" that it cannot be controlled, then an independent and unrelated
agency should be set up to perform the functions necessary which the FDA
finds beneath its stature or doesn't choose to do, i.e., clinical testing
of drugs, dissemination of accurate and reliable data based upon
statistically significant results, etc.
NURSING HOMES:
BUSINESS.

NURSING HOMES SHOULD BE.-ALLOWED TO RUN THE NURSING HONE

There is no one more cognizant of the problems and needs than those
presently administering care at the local level. Assistance should be given
by the dissemination of new techniques, methods of treatment and care and
the maintenance of the aged in an active capacity in the society from
which they have come. Here too, inspectors should serve more as assistants
or consultants than police and should help rather than hinder.
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PHARMACIES: Let pharmacies dispense medicine in response to Doctors
directions and consult with patients regarding their drug needs rather
than spend most of their time feeding paper to unnecessary agency
personnel.

AMBULANCES: Congress should exempt ambulance operators from some of the
wage and hour requirements.

PATIENTS: I feel that Congress should require the Department of Health,
Education and Welfare to show that patient care has ever been improved
by meeting their standards anywhere and particularly in rural areas.
Congress should set limits on the administrative expenses that any program
can take. Under Kerr-Hills in Texas, the hospital.program was administrated on 3% and the agency responsible had money left overt!
I would
guess that the expense now runs from 10% to 30%.

PREVENTIVE MEDICINE: Emphasis should be shifted from curative to preventive
medicine. Current programs won't pay for immunizations but will pay for
treatment of the disease which the immunization would have prevented.

CONCLUSION
Under Title XVIII and XIX it seems
how much a person can do but to see how many
him from doing anything. The goal is not to
the issue that no one can be blamed when the

that the goal is not to see
people it takes to prevent
do the job, but to so confuse
job doesn't get done.

According to the Declaration of Independence, Governments are
instituted among men to secure their rights, deriving their just powers
from the consent of the governed, --That whenever any Form of Government
becomes destructive of these ends, it is the Right of the People to alter
or to abolish it, and to institute new Government, laying its foundation
on such principles and organizing its powers in such form, as to them
shall seem most likely to effect their Safety and Happiness. Prudene,
indeed, will dictate that Governments long established should not be
changed for light and transient causes; and accordingly all experience
has shown that mankind aze more disposed to suffer, while evils are
sufferable, than to right themselves by abgjishing the forms to which
they are accustomed. But when a long train of abuses and usurpations,
pursuing invariably the same Object evinces a design to reduce them
under absolute Despotism, it is their right, it is their duty, to throw
off such Government, and to provide new Guards for their future security.
I feel that these same principles apply to governmental agencies.
Not once in all the inspections I have been subjected to has anyone ever
inquired as to whether the patient lived or died, got well or remained
disabled. NOT ONCE. What is more important, the patient's health or the
legislated standards?
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I am certain that were it possible, over 15,000 unnecessarily
dead Texans and millions of other people in this country would be very
happy if health care could ever again reach the level existent under the
Kerr-Mills Act as implemented by the State of Texas, in the years 1962-66.
I feel that in the words of Lincoln, "It is rather for us to be
here dedicated to the great task remaining before us--that from these
honored dead we take increased devotion to that cause for which they gave
the last full measure of devotion--that we here highly resolve that these
dead shall not have died in vain, that this nation under God shall have a
new birth of freedom, and that government of the people, by the people,
for the people shall not perish from the earth".
I appreciate the privilege and opportunity and accept with
humility the responsibility of appearing before this honored Committee
today and wish to thank you for myself and my patients for this privilege.
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1970
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commerce

"Paris
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Pari

FANNIN COUNTY
Bonham
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CONT

j

DETC
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'ndtke

0"commerce"
HUNT COUNTY-

I~

HUNT COUNTY

Greenville

"Greenville*

*Denotes Hospital
HOSPITAL BED STATISTICS
FOUR COUNTY AREA
1965

June 30,
1971

+ or -

DELTA COUNTY

51

0

- 51

FANNIN COUNTY

91

76*

- 21

HUNT COUNTY

172

130

- 42

LAMARCOUNTY

232

243

+ 11

546

443

-103

TOTAL
*Being replaced by 65 beds.
Population 1965

103,189

Population 1971

111,538
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from Blue Cross end Blue Shield of Texas
FISA INTMEUSDIARY 1

ACT
XVIIISOCIA SSC#RunY

April 22, 1971
Physician Medicare Newsletter No. 15
TO:

All Texas Physicians

FROM:

BLUE SHIELD OF TEXAS

SUBJECT:

Physician Nursing Home Visits
1) Coverage
2) Amount Payable

All Medicare carriers have received special instructions pertaining to nursing home visits.
These changes involve the number of visits considered covered by the Medicare Program
and the amount payable for the different types of routine follow-up visits to nursing home
patients.
1. Coverage - Follow-Up Nursing Home Visits, Routine -Coverage is
limited to one visit per month to any nursing home patient. Any
extenuating circumstances which necessitates more than one visit per
month to a patient should be explained when your charges are submitted.
2.

Amount Payable for Covered Follow-Up Nursing Home Visits -The
difference between a visit to a single patient in a nursing home and
visits to multiple patients on the same day in a nursing home is
recognized, and accordingly different payments must be made for the
two services. Amounts payable are as follows:
A.

When only one patient is seen, payment must be
based on the allowable charge for a routine home
visit. (house call)

B.

When more than one patient in a nursing home Is
seen on the same day, payment must be based on the
allowable charge for a routine follow-up office visit.

eglstewed Wslc markof the Amercar,
HospitalAocliatloan
of the Niltioal Ashsciationof Blue ShieldPleas
service marlk
S'Roglrstoaod
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Physician Medicare Newsletter'No. 16
TO:

All Texas Physicians

FROM:

BLUE CROSS OF TEXAS

SUBJECT:

Home Health Agency Services
Extended Care Facility Services

II. CONDITIONS FOR COVERAGE
A.

The Services Must Be Furnished Unde, a Physician's Plan of Care
The attending physician must certify as to the necessity for home health services
and must include the need for skilled nursing service on an intermittent basis, or
physical or speech therapy.
1

The physician's plan of care must relate the items and services prescribed
to the patient's condition. Changes in the physician's plan of care must
be made in writing and signed by the physician or by a registered professional nurse following the physician's oral orders. All changes in orders
for dangerous drugs and narcotics must be signed by the physician.

2.

Prior to submission of the bill, the physician's plan of care must be in writing
and be made available to the home health agency which has accepted the
patient. For Part A benefits, the physician's plan of care must be established
within 14 days of the patient's discharge from the hospital or extended care
facility.

3.

The physician's plan of care must specify: (if appropriate)
a. The specific services required.
b. A long-range forecast of likely changes in the patient's condition.
c. The diagnosis and description of the patient's functional limitation.
d. The type and frequency of nursing services. (including home health
aide services)
e. Drugs and Medications.
f.

Special Diets.

g. Activities permitted.
h. Type and frequency of rehbillitation and therapy services.
i.

Medical Social Services.

1.

Medical supplies and appliances necessary.

NOTE: A special form for a physician's plan of treatment Is not required. A well documented history and physical containing the appropriate elements above
along with the physician's continuing orders is acceptable.
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REQUEST FOR MEDICARE PAYMENT
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TEXAS MEDICAL ASSISTANCE RECORD
MANUAL SAMPLE

Fora 7Ub
Page I

TEXAS
MEDICAL ASSISTANCE
RECORD

FRONT COVER

This book belongsto

001wrW" 756
.c-.

BACK COVER
This book is for your use in obtaining medical services which the Texas De.
pertinent of Public Welfare makes available to you..
Please help keep it up to date. It will tell the doctor, pharmacist or others you
are eligible to receive medical services. It is a health record for you.
Always - Keep your latest Medical Care Identification Card with this book.
Keep.your plastic Identification card with this book.
Present this book and both cards to your doctor, pharmacist, or others
from whom you request medical services.
Be help
sure makes
the doctor,
pharmacist
or others
who provide
you with
media.
cal
his entry
in this book
and returns
the book
to you.
TXSSTATE DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC WELFARE
INSIDE MWON

COVER

EVIII
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When this book is full, mail or take it to your local Texas Department of Public
Welfare office and a new one will be mailed or given to you.
If you lose this book or your plastic identification card, notify your local Texas
Department of Public Welfare office immediately.
This book and plastic identification card are property of the State of Texas and
should be surrendered at request.

F

7

L
INSIDE BACK COVER

Type of Service Codes

PIce of Service Codes

I - Medical
23 - - Laboratory
Surgical

0 - Doctor's Office
R - Patient's Residence
or Extended
NH - Nursing home
Care Facility
0H- Hospital
OP - Out-Patient
P - Pharmacy
X - Other

4 5 6 7 -8 e9 10 It 12 -

Enter fee or price only for
services with restrictions (pharmacist. chiropractor, podiatrist.
etc.).

Diagnostic X-Ray
Pharmacy - (ist Rx No
Postsurgical Lens
Eye Refraction
Chiropractor
Podiatrist
Dentist
Eye Glasses
Other

I

PAGE 1.

.AMPLE:
OATE

'

oO
,0
R SCSI1,1: treeOC
a
RECORD
ASSISTANCE
MEDICAL
I-A
TEXAS
CI OC
OSi'eeraEO
OP'OfUOS
NAME&isTY.

or No.

RICE
.
ONN
Ion.
icl ht
$5.31
_
one250mg.
-1
... ______ TEXASMEDICALASSISTANCERECORD
sERvIE Coote
NAME
AETQTV.OF ORUOS
OiSPErSECoFEeo
PRICS
OR1*O,OFINJECTIONS
AR. .
1 PLACETyef
NAMEOfPROVINCE

.3-71 John Jones, MD.
tacirwhitehc.
l.71
DATE

Si

sericeC¢o

NAME
OFoPROVIDE
Or

CE TYPE

0

-

1
5-P

,

-

123456

PAGES 2, 3. 4, 5
[EXHIITI
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INITIAL
___
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1iNiTIA
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PRIOR AUTHORIZATION REQUEST
MANUAL
SAMPLE
FRONT
PRIOR AUTORIZATIG!, REQUEST
(Date)
(Category case number)

DPWForm 711
August 1971

(Recipient's name - address-city-state-zip)

(diagnosis or ICDA code)
(name and strength of drugs currently being taken by recipient)
(name of treating physician - address - Soc. Sec. No. or IRS Employer ID)
Authorization for:
(drug name - strength - dosage - cost)
Time Requested (not to exceed 90 days)
(Pharmacy name - address 7 city - state - zip - vendor number)
Request approved
Authorization Number
Request disapproved
_
__
_
_
(Medical Unit)

BACK
INSTRUCTIONS
This Form is to be completed only if an additional prescription (new or refill)
results in the
oxceedin the basic monthly allowable number of
prescriptions or the moajhit-&ilqr-allowable.
The treating physician may complete this form to authorize prescribed medication in excess of the basic allowable or the pharmacist may initiate the form
and ask the physician to complete it.
The pharmacist shall mail'the completed form to the DPW area Medical Assistance Unit. (See map in front of Texas Medical Assistance Provider Manual for address.) The pharmacist shall hold his claim until the Medical Unit returns the
form marked "approve4!andeasgpe4 an authorization number. Enter the Authorization number on the claim forn and submit in the regular billing. In some situations a pharmacist initiated Vorm 711 may be disapproved. If marked "disapproved" do not bill for.' (See Chapter IV, Provider Manual for details regarding
pharmacist initiated Prior Authoiizations.)
Complete all information as indicated. Recipient information should agree
with his curre-t Medical Cars Identification Card - (Form 86 or 86A).
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SELECTED) ICDA CODES
02919

Alcoholic psychosis (unspecified)

05180

gronchiectasis

03032

Alcoholium

02900

Bronchitis

04130

Angina pectoris

04431

Buerger's disease

08970

Amputation of leg(s)

09470

Burn (trunk and arms)

03480

Amyotrophic lateral sclerosis

09450

Burn (leg upper and icwer)

02859

Anemia (unspecified)

01968

Carcinoma of abdomen

02800

Anemia (iron deficiency)

01500

Carcinoma of esophagus

02810

Anemia (pernicious)

01529

Carcinoma of small intestine

04419

Aortic aneurysm

01539

Carcinoma of large int*tasine

04370

Arteriosclerosis (cerebral)

01532

ig colon
Carcinoma.of descending

04409

Arteriosclerosis (generalized)

01533

Carcinoma of sigooid

04129

Arteriosclerotic heart disease

01540

Carcinoma of rectum annd loverbowel

07131

Arthritis (hypertrophic)

01619

Carcinoma of larynx

07130

Arthritis (osteo)

01550

Carcinoma of liver

07124

Arthritis

01538

Carcinoma of colon

07123

Arthritis (rheumatoid)

01841

Carcinoma of labia

07150

Arthritis (unspecified)

01739- Carcinoma of skin

04930

Asthma (bronchial)

01840

Carcinoma of vulva

01560

Carcinoma of gallbladder and bile ducts

04299

Cardiac decompensation

01978

Carcinoma of liver (unspecified)

04272

Cardiac arrest (nos)

01579

Carcinoma of pancreas

04290

Cardiac hypertrophy

01621

Carcinoma of lungs

04040

Cardio (renal disease)

01740

Carcinoma of breast

03749

Cataracts

01519

Carcinoma of stomach

01850

Carcinoma of prostate
Carcinoma of other ml .e organs

(larie-Struspell)

Carcinoma of cervix

01879

01829

Carcinoma of uterus

01890

Carcinoma of kidneys

01830

Carcinoma of ovary-fallopian tube. etc.

01880

Carcinoma of bladder

03320

Ataxia (Friedreich's)

01910

Carcine

05190

Atelectasis

01930

Carcinoma of thyroid gland

Atrial auricularr) fibrillation

01700

Carcinoma of bone

Blindness

01990

Carcinoma of other andSunspecified sites

03479

grain (other diseases of)

01733

Carcinoma of face

02935

Brain trauma

01990

ed
Carcinoma. disseminate

01800

04272
03791

[

XII

end other urinary organs

of brain
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NEWS AND REPORTS OF INTEREST TO PRACTICING PHYSICIANS. ISSUED BY THE FOOD
AND DRUG ADMINISTRATION. DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH, EDUCATION, AND WELFARE

Oral hypoglycemic agents
Oral hypogycemic agsna should be used only in
diabetics with adult onset, stable, disease, which cannot
be controlled by diet alone and for whom insulin is
unacceptableor impractical. A recently published study
shoyn NO evidence that in diabetics withadult onset
stable disease, therapy with a fixed dose of one such
agent ftolbutsmide) and c'et is more effective In
prolonging life than diet alone. The study also sunestr
that such a regimes may be Am effectiw Insofar as
cardiovascularmortality is concerned then diet alone or
than diet end insulin combined.
BACKGROUND
This Bulletin is a result of joint reviewof the University
Group Diabetes Program (UGDP) study by the Council
on Drugs of the American Medical Association, a
committee of the American Diabetes Association, and
the Food and Drug Administration. A complete report
of the Study may be found in a supplement to Diabetes:
The Journal of the American Diabetes Asoc;ation
published in November 1970.
Briefly, the study was started in 1961 and eventually
included over 800 patients in 12 university
medical-school clinics. Most patients have been followed
at least five years and some as long as eight years. The
study compared the results of various hypoglycemic
treatment regimens in patients with recently diagnosed
adult onset mild diabetes who were not insulin
dependent and who were expected to live at least five
years after entry into the study. All patients were placed
on an antidiabtic diet. In one group, Orinase
(tolbutamide) in addition to diet was given in a fixed
dosage of 1.6 gm/day. Insulin in addition to diet wasgiven in a fixed dosag (12.16 units UBO Lente daily
according to body surface) to a second group and in
varying dosage (dose required to maintain normal blood
suger) to a third group. A fourth group was treated with,
diet and placebo. (A fifth group was treated with diet
and DBI (phenformin). Findings on this latter group will
be presented in a subsequent publication.)
FINDINGS
Despite a number of limitations in the study, the
American Diabetes Association, the Council on Drugs of
the American Medical Association, and the Food and

October 1970

~TXV

Drug Administration agree with the University Group
Diabetes Program's stated conclusions which are:
"The findings of this study indicate that the
combination of diet and tolbutemide therapy is no
more effective than diet alone in prolonging life.
Moreover, the findings suggest that tolbutmide
and diet may be les effective than diet alone or
than diet and insulin at least in so for as
cardiovascular mortality is concerned."
For this reason use of tolbutamide has been
discontinued in the study. At the and of an eight-year
period, death rates from cardiovascular diseases were
2-1/2 times as high in the tolbutemide group (12.7% or
26 out of 204 patients) as in the placebo group (4.9% or
10 out of 205 patients). Though not statistically
significant, mortality rates from all causes, Including
cardiovascular disease, were approximately 50% higher
in the tolbutamide group (14.7% or 30 out of 204
patients) than in the placebo group 110.2% or 21 out of
205 patients). The mortality rates for the two insulin
treatment groups were nearly the same as those for
placebo treated patients. Preliminary analysis of data
fails to show any significant differences among any of
the groups in the incidence of non-fatal events.
Although this study considered only one
sulfonyluree, tolbutamide, It raises serious questions as
to the ultimate place of all oral astidliabetic agents in the
treatment of diabetes mellitus. Further studies and
analysis of other ongoing studies will be necessary to
answer the many questions which now exist in diabetic
therapy.
RECOMMENDATIONS
Pending "iults of such studies, the Food and Drug
Administration recommends that the use of Orinase
(tolbutamide) and other sulfonyluroa type agents,
Dymelor (aetohexamidel. Dibilnesa (hlorpropmide),
Tolinase -Itolasomide). should be limited to those
patients with symptomatic adult onset nonketotic
diabetes mllitus which cannot be adequatelycontrolled
by diet or weight los alone and in whom the addition
of insulin is impractical or unacceptable. The oral
hypoglycemic agents e not recommended in the
treatment of chemical or latent diabetes, in suspected
diabetes, or in pre-diabtes, and are containdicated in
patients with kato-acidosis.
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from Blue Cros'end Blue 6nield o Texas
rsc.L.ummmotu y T
xvii so,, s.acuan wf,

October 28, 1971
Physician Medicare Newsletter No. 19

TO:

All Texas Physicians

FROM:

BLUE CROSS-BLUE SHIELD OF TEXAS

SUBJECT:

MEDICARE REIMBURSEMENT FOR INJECTIONS

We have recently been advised by the Social Security Administration, Dallas Regional
Office, -that our method of reimbursement for injections must be changed.
Effective November 1, 1971, our reimbursement for injections must be changed to:
two dollars ($2.00) for the professional service,
plus the common cost of the drug,
plus the supplies, e.g. syringes.
A tolerance has been approved which permits payment of as much as three dollars
($3.00) if the drug and supplies cost one dollar ($1.00) or less. When the drug and
supplies cost exceeds one dollar ($1.00), the two dollar ($2.00) professional allowance
and the actual cost would be the maximum that can be allowed.
According to the Dallas Regional Office, this method is an interim measure. In our
function as the Medicare Part B carrier, we have been retaining information of injection
charges since January, 1971. This data will allow us to-utilize customary and prevailing
screens in our Medicare operations when future updates are authorized by the Social
Security Administration.
This same reimbursement formula also applies to all Medicaid claims for injections.

SRegistored
sefvc* markof the Afri Can Hoplil Associtlon
g'RAgiaetdservice markof theNaionul Associationof Blue ShieldPlas
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Dr. WiNTERxUTE. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I feel that too often we people in the country fail to communicate
with those-people who can help us. I feel that we do not have adequate
communications within our existing organizations. I am very ashamed
to say that I see no representative of the osteopathic profession on
a National or State level listed to testify before this committee at any
time. For their inaction I apologize.
I hope that I can assist in conveying to you people some of the
problems which I feel acutely in my day-to-day attempts to care for
my patients. I think everyone agrees that we want better health care
for everyone. Our problem is getting it. I feel that it will take all of
our efforts and maybe more to actually achieve this goal.
In the past several years there have been several atte ipts -at this.
I think that in an attempt to find the direction in which e should go
we will have to evaluate the programs as they have been implemented
in times past.
When I started to prepare this I was more shocked than my general
impressions would indicate. On page 2 of my written statement I
have graphs which I got primarily by reading the "Information
Please Almanac" and consulting the Texas State- Department of
Health and reading the "Texas Almanac." In this we can see the effects upon a mortality rate per thousand people both nationally and
for the State of Texas. The death rate in this country rose to thehighest level since the implementation of title XVIII and XIX than it had
been in any year since 1951. In Texas it rose more markedly than it did
on the national level. It has risen so greatly that it amounts to an additional avoidable death of 5,000 people per year in Texas alone.
In the length of time the program has'been in existence, this equals
one-third to one-half the number of Texas people that have been killed
as Americans killed in Vietnam in that conflict.
It is with fears such as this and having lived through this that I am
here pleading with you people to be careful in the legislation which is
going to come to pass.
These people who have died, died a bureaucratic death. Since the implementation on June 30, 1966, of title XVIII and XIX in Texas, 211
individual hospitals have been closed. This constitutes approximately
one-third of the total of the hospitals in the State of Texas.
When these hospitals were closed, our patients died. You cannot
tell these deaths by looking at the people on the street, you cannot
tell them when you read the death certificates, but any time I miss a
cancer in a patient, gentlemen, because my X-ray machine was taken
away by the unfortunate circumstances of the program, it is a
bureaucratic death.
Any time I have to send a patient to a hospital because our hospital
no longer exists and they have to wait too long to get in, and they die,
it is a bureaucratic death, if he could have been saved at home.
Every time a patient can't get his medicine because of a wrong program, and this exists in Texas today in the worst form, it is a bureaucratic death.
I am sorry to have to report this. What is even worse, gentleman, is
that this kind of care now costs almost double what good care used to
cost.
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I realize that part of this is a result of minimum wage legislation,
and this is the most major reason for the increased cost of health care
today. I refer to the increase in the minimum wage to the health care
professions of 60 percent in a 4-year period of time.
In the hospital business, 70 percent of the costs of hospital care is
labor. When you increase that 60 percent, there is no way to go but up
in price.
By the same token, we are so concerned with costs, and yet we spend
less today on medicine that we do alcohol. Maybe they are somewhat
synonymous. Maybe they are not separable, but even this is less than
what is spent on cosmetics.
The cost of total health care today is far less than that spent on
recreation. Maybe the recreation prevents an increased cost in mental
health. I do not know. I am here to say that as far as I am concerned
and as far as statistics I have been able to accumulate are concerned,
titles XVIII and XIX have laid a bad egg and this bad egg has
hatched a bad monster,. and this monster in Texas today is killing
people. I feel in other areas of this country it is also killing people.
Keeping up with paperwork and meeting standards has become
more important than patient care. Closing hospitals is about as good
a way of improving health care as killing physicians. We have been
concerned about the unavailability and the shortage of physicians.
Any time we increase the paper load on physicians, we decrease the
available physician population by that much.
In Texas, under Kerr-Mills legislation there was established an
excellent program from 1962 to 1966. A proper balance of government
and private industry resulted and a real program of progress was
made. As I recall it and understand it, the Texas Department of Public
Welfare purchased from Blue Cross a policy on 220,000 welfare
recipients. The cost at that time was approximately $8 to $9 per
month. I haven't had time to check this. This is from my memory.
This policy did not give people the equivalency of a brandnew Cadillac
every year, but it enabled everyone to have at least the equivalency of a
good Chevrolet or a Ford, medically speaking.
The people were happy, the doctors were happy, the hospitals were
happy, and the Government was happy. Everyone engaged in this
program was running their end of the health care business at the level
and in the area where they were most competent. Administration
costs by Blue Cross and Blue Shield were guaranteed at 3 percent,
and they agreed that if there was money left over they would give
the money back, or increase benefits.
At the end of the initial period, they had a surplus of money and
they increased the benefits to the recipients in the State of Texas-on 3
percent, gentlemen.
Doctors were doctoring, nurses were nursing, insurance people were
doing the insurance coverage, and the Government was saving money.
We were saving lives, we got people well, and we did it at a price
that almost everyone could afford.
I guess it was too good, too practical, to last-but it gave the people
good health care.
Now increasing the paperwork within any program does not necessarily make for good care. Frankly, gentlemen, if you look at doctors'
penmanship, you can see that you can never make us secretaries. There
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is no way. The physicians have been told by Government agencies
that we don't know very much about medicine. This is true, but I
can assure you of this: we physicians can come a lot, closer to getting
people well by recognizing our ignorance and allowing for it than a
bunch of authorities can by having someone else read the literature for
them and talking bad about other people.
I don't care whose plan is followed or what is adopted as long as it
improves health care. We can't afford any more backward progress
in health.
One of the first things I feel can be done, and done reasonably quickly,
is to eliminate and move back somewhat prior to titles XVIII and
XIX. You can't really get. back there, 211 of our hospitals are gone.
They can't be rebuilt. Many of the people who opened them are
broke and they wouldn't rebuild.
But if you can get the FDA to let. us have some medicines so we
won't have to go to a foreign country to study about modern medicines
and new medicines, if you can get them to leave us alone enough to
use the medicines that'we are familiar with, it will help. One drug
in particular is a combination drug I have used by best estimates of
500 to 600,000 doses with no untoward effects, and it is being withdrawn because of questionable researcli.
If you could see that they got off their attitude of Omnipotence
and omniscience and got off our backs and allowed us some discretion,
it would be a good start. Making recommendations and issuing edicts
to physicians based on studies of normal, healthy people are not
like those based upon febrile, comatose, geriatric patients. When I write to these learned gentlemen who make the edicts, I do
not get the courtesy of an answer. If I have to hospitalize a patient
to use the drug, I want to know how long the patient sliould be hospitalized, and how long the patient should be followed afterwards.
I get no information from your FDA. If you took the incompetent
inspectors away it would help. One in particular I remember had been
a school teacher. He had left the teaching profession and had gone
into air-conditioning, and had gone broke. Six weeks after he entered
into the employment of the Texas State Department of Health, he
was inspecting hospitals. He basically didn't know a bedpan from
an autoclave, but he could close our facility.
Take these people off our backs. Let the competent people do the
job which they know how to do. This would do more to improve health
care than any other one thing.
I cannot be a nurse, I cannot be a Congressman. I am a doctor. I
only know how to doctor. Please let us doctors in the new program,
doctor. Don't, please, if you ever get sick, have a doctor give you an
enema. Let a nurse that knows how do this.
When we evaluate health care, do we want to know how many bricks
are in the building? Do we want to know if a nurse is on duty, or do
we want to know if you push the button for a nurse does she answer
that call, and if she does, what can she do when she gets there. If we
require specific personnel, we must also require that these be performance rated people.
The area of reimbursement that is now practiced under title XVIII
and title XIX is wrong. It is very wasteful. We can have large automobiles, we can go to conventions, and the more we inflate costs, the
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better it is. We can enter into building programs that are utterly
ridiculous, and if you will look at the construction costs of hospitals
and the increases they have taken it is above ours. The cost-plusformulation, gentlemen, is wrong. It is as wrong as Hades, and is
responsible for the inflated costs more than any other factor.
In the Kerr-Mills bill, as it was implemented in Texas from 1962 to
1966, each individual hospital entered into a contract with Blue Cross
and Blue Shield to supply reasonable service at a reasonable rate,
and then each individual hospital was left to its own initiative, own
capability, to use the resources at hand to meet those needs, and they
did a good job.
The problem of practitioners in rural areas is more than acute. At
the present time I am trying to cover two practices. I am doing this.
My people don't get as good care as they did 5 years ago, but they get
better care than they will if I drop dead.
We are not getting general practitioners. Less than 150 general
practitioners per year are being graduated and they will not enter a
rural area because the specialist is in the city. How can you train general practitioners when the medical faculties are composed almost
entirely of Ph. D.'s, research men and those who have failed in practice? There is no one to train general practitioners. I don't think that
medical education, as it exists today, has the capability to adopt, nor
does it have the facilities to train general practitioners.
I think an alternate approach must come. I think it is a gross waste
of a product when, the corpsmen who are adequately trained to serve
remote radar sites and other isolated areas and take care of people, are
turned out into the civilian population and have no legal status to assist
we doctors in health care when they could probably do, in many instances, a better job of health care than many physicians.
As a for instance, let the dermatologist or the psychiatrist cover the
emergency room of a hospital and try and deliver a baby. Some of the
midwives out in the country are more experienced in delivering babies
than these men who have been highly specialized.
This is not to detract from their field, but it is not their specialty.
In training nurses, I have one now with 20 years' experience who can
probably do a better job of doctoring than a new, recently graduated
doctor. If they come in bloody today while I am here, she will help
give them the best first aid she can, until they can go elsewhere. She
will stick her neck out, if need be, and use some of the newer techniques
such as surgical tape to repair minor lacerations, and I will check them
just as quick as I get back. If she has a doubt, we will do some of this by
telephone.
We will not get more general practitioners. We can't legislate more.
We can't get them in time. The general practitioner population in this
country is decreasing at a little over 1 percent a year and we are now
down to 17 or 18 percent. We are dying, and when we are gone, there
will be no more.
With adequately trained paramedical personnel, I can, as a general
practitioner, by only seeing those patients after they are screened, attend to many times the number of patients I now see. If I can have
paramedical personnel assist in my paperwork-send a welfare worker
in to keep track of me if you are afraid of what I do-I don't care who
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does it, but if I don't have to write and do the paperwork, I will have
time to see that many more people who are ill.
When an old person is confronted, as they now are in Texas, with
keeping track of, or having to deal with six or seven different forms
containing at least 10 to 12 different codes, some of these are now nine
digital numbers, plus five or six identification numbers, and sign twice,
and probably travel a distance to obtain medication, there is something
wrong.
When they are limited to three prescriptions per month and all the
other hogwash that has gone with the implementation of this program,
there is something wrong. When you implement a program, before
your forms are printed, let alone distributed, there is something wrong.
Basically, the first information that I as a general practitioner received was on September 11 after the program was implemented on
September 1. This, gentlemen, did not give me time to train my personnel to help the people that we are out there to serve.
. To continue titles XVIII and XIX in their present direction is
wrong. More of the. same is not the answer. More government is not
necessarily the best government. A proper balance between government and private enterprise is essential to achieve maximum results.
Government is essentia for assistance and guidance, and private industry is essential for motivation. Both must have reasonable degrees
of balanced control, and a good part of this control must be left at the
local or at least the regional level.
Had this been the case we would not be without hospitals today in
many of the rural areas oi Texas, which we are.
According to the Declaration of Independence, a government must
derive its power from the governed, and is formed for the purpose
and in a manner to protect the safety and happiness for its people.
When these abuses, and usurpations occur, it is the duty of these people and it is their right to throw off such government and to provide
guards for their future security.
I feel this is true of portions of the present program, and I do not
feel that the legislative bodies should be hesistant to throw off and
scrap a program that has failed. This program may be all right for
New York, but it is not all right for Texas.
It is not all right for rural areas, and it is not right, for my patients.
I hope that a program can be evolved which will at least equal the
program that existed in Texas under the Kerr-Mills Act as it was
imp emented from 1962 to 1966.
I appreciate the privilege and the opportunity, and it is with humility that I appear before you people today in the hope that I can help
my patients, my family, and the health care of this Nation.
I thank you.
Mr. CORMAw. Thank you very much, Doctor.
Are there questions ?
Mr. SCHNEEBELI. Just one observation.
Doctor, the sincerity of your approach is very obvious, and we appreciate your coming. Thank you for being such a fine witness.
Dr. WINTERMOTE. Thank you.
Mr. CORMAN. Our last witness is Dr. Walter A. Noehren, Reno, Nev.

I am doubly plagued, Doctor, because the last half of this line doesn't
appear on our sheet.
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STATEMENT OF DR. WALTER A. NOEHREN, RENO, NEV.
Dr. NOEIREN. I am very happy to follow the speaker from Texas.
I think he has convinced you of several things; one, that the job of a
doctor is a very difficult job. I am also a general practioner. My experience has been in Clackamas County, Oreg., for the past 20 years,
where I was a rural physician, as this gentleman is. I am now on leave
of absence from Oregon, and I am working in the emergency room in
Reno, Nev.
I have researched this whole problem of health insurance in depth,
and intensity over the past 30 years. I am probably as knowledgeable
as any witness you will hear here. I have done this continuously while
I have practicea medicine. This is rare.
You will hear witnesses with opinions about health care who have
not practiced medicine, and doctors who have not researched health
insurance. The combination is rare, and I think the combination is
almost necessary. The minute I stop seeing patients, I lose something.
This discipline of seeing a patient each day is important.
I will end today's hearing, I hope, on a cheerful and positive note.
The overall problem of full health care for every man is indeed
complex-in fact it includes all our social problems. We say, for example, that we have a healthy or an unhealthy economy, or we say that
poverty is not healthy, that war is not healthy. The true achievement
of full health for every man must wait on these things. However, the
answer to the immediate socioeconomic problem of health care production which you now face is, I believe, relatively simpl. What
you seek is to make the best possible sickness and also preventive
health care available to each and every American, no matter what his
circumstances. You must seek this now-right now-within the limits
of what resources ve have. And you have heard of some of the limitations we work under.
At the same time you must keep in mind the evolution of a best
possible future American health care system; that is, you cannot upset
things to be destructive. I think this has happened in other countries.
The answer I propose to you is one toward which you have been
working in the Kerr-Mills and medicaid laws, and is one which we have
presented to you before. We call it the Clackama8 County Proposal.It
can be stated in a single sentence, which is that legislation be passed
to the effect that:
Each person whose income is inadequate for the purchase of his own care can,
upon his voluntary request, receive assistance from the Federal Government for
the purchase of comprehensive prepayment care.

This is what I would call fundamental medicredit, which is very
basic. We first presented this proposal to the AMA in 1961.
If the AMA had been willing to use Federal money at that time, you
would have gotten this proposal in 1961 and you probably would not
have had to pass medicare and medicaid. The doctors in Clackamas
County have put their proposal in effect in their own area. Since
January 1969, under the experimental provision you made in medicaid, each welfare recipient in Clackamas County has been extended comprehensive prepayment care on a capitation basis with the
use of available Government funds for the capitation payments. These
subsidized patients have received essentially the same care as private
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patients covered, by the bst, private prepayment contracts as underwritten by the physicians of the county through their excellent HMO
organization which is called Physicians' Association of Clackamas
County (PACC).
That is, in Clackamas County, under medicaid, full comprehensive
care is extended to everybody on welfare, we treat these people as
private patients and treat them the same as anybody else.
Now, the amount of money that is available for medicaid is not
adequate to what these people need, so that we have had to be very
careful in controlling utilization. We have had to overcontrol utilization. Actually, in the first 6-month period we lost money, and each of
the 100 doctors in the county had to pay $600 out of his own pocket to
keep the program going, and each did this, which is remarkable. This
shows you what doctors can do if you can inspire them. This is what
you have to do. You have to inspire the medical profession somehow.
This Clackamas County proposal isn't something new or superficial.
It is something we have been working on for a long time.
Our first publication concerning it was in 1947 in an article titled,
"Now Is the Time," in the Journal of Pediatrics. In that article we considered the theoretical question: What if everyone in America were to
have comprehensive prepayment care, how then could we practice
medicine ethically and effectively? The only logical answer, we found,
was a program of competitive HMO care with the use of Government
funds to subsidize those unable to pay their own way. At that time in
1947 we proposed a total compulsory plan because prepayment care
was as yet so undeveloped. We have come a long way since then.
There was only the one logical answer: to have competitive prepayment care- with Government funding of those people who need help
who can't pay for it themselves. That was the only theoretical answer
we could find.
Now if you want ta compulsory plan, this is something you might
consider, compel everybody to buy health insurance, and let them buy
it on the private market in a competitive market. If you want everybody covered, this is the only way you can do it and continue the practice of medicine ethically. I don't think you can do it the way some of
the other countries have done it. They have made mistakes. I went to
Saskatchewan when they had the strike up there and talked to the
doctors, and have watched situations like that as they have developed.
It is destructive of the practice of medicine.
You passed Kerr-Mills, which was not a bad law. It provided funding for the seriously needy, but it did leave many out and it failed to
produce an effective production system for the subsidized care. It was
a welfare type setup. Under Kerr-Mills, however, Texas experimented
with capitation HMO prepayment care for the needy with good
results.
In medicaid you made greater allowance for the use of the fundamental medicredit principle by allowing experimentation with capitation prepayment care. It is under this provision of medicaid that the
Clackamas County experiment has been carried out. Other areas, notably in California, have conducted similar experiments successfully.
You would say, well, if you can carry out the medicredit principle
under medicaid, why do we need a new law? It is because it is a backward way of going about it. We had a hard time getting permission
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from welfare to do this prepayment care in Oregon. What is needed
now is a new law which would provide the funds for the needy, but
would make sure that the production system that gave them the care
was a competitive HMO production system, or prepayment system.
We tried to put a law through Oregon in 1967 on that. We got the
medical association's approval. We got through two committees, but
by the time the legislature adjourned, we had not gotten all the way
through. But, we didn't get any backtalk. There is nothing wrong with
this approach. We then put it into effect on the county area level.
It has been said that simply to extend funds is not enough. True, it
isn't. But'basic medicredit not only extends funds, it calls for a very
radical change-in the health care production systems, requiring the extension of full comprehensive prepayment care to all needy citizens.
The way we have done it up in Oregon, is to get the money to be used
for catastrophic prepayment and then we had to live within our
budget. We had to take care of the people and control our utilization
within our overall budget. We have ended up with a good result.
So this is the kind of law you need. And the thing about this type of
law is that it will inspire the health care professions to really produce.
The trouble with some of the proposed laws in front of you now,
are that if passed they will degrade doctors. I talk to doctors every
day, and I know what they are thinking. They are thinking of cutting
down their hours, not working 60 hours a week, but cutting down.
"What's the use?" they say. They are thinking of cutting down their
hours and specializing more. But if you can write a good law which
will improve the health care professions (and you can include the
other professions also, because we all have to work together) and
let them carry the ball, but provide the money, then you will get a
good result.
As far as citizens who can pay their own way, there is no reason to
give the Government money. It is simply recirculating money through
the tax system and sending it back to them.
The same is true of catastrophic coverage. The silent citizens
can buy it themselves. In Clackamas County the private citizen who
is solvent buys his own catastrophic coverage. Our welfare program
includes catastrophic coverage for the needy.
Now, the same thing is true of medicare. Medicare has gotten the
government directly in the health insurance business for people who
can afford to pay their own way, and that destroys part-of the private
market. It is not necessary, and it confuses the whole practice of
medicine.
So that what you need to do is to pass into law the fundamental
medicredit principle
Now, I think some of the distribution problems would be solved if
that were taken care of. The medical profession, when speedily faced
with solving these problems will solve them. They are doing pretty
well on some of it now, but they will do more if they get the real
incentive.
That is my statement.
Mr. CORMAN. Without objection, your full statement will be included in the record.
(Dr. Noehren's statement follows:)
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Gentlemen, the overall problem of full health care for every man is indeed
complex-in fact it includes all our social problems. We say for example that
we have a "healthy" or an "unhealthy" economy, or we say that poverty is not
"healthy", that war is not "healthy". The true achievement of full health for
every man must await on these things. However, the answer to the immediate
sooto-economic problem of health care production which you now face is, I
believe, relatively simple. What you seek is to make the best possible sickness
and also preventive health care available to each and every American, no matter
what his circumstances. You must seek this now-right now-within the limits
of what resources we have. At the same time you must keep in mind the evolution of a best possible future American health care system.
The answer I propose to you is one toward which you have been working in
the Kerr-Mills and Medicaid laws, and is one which we have presented to you
before. We call it the tOlackamas Oounty Proposal. It can be stated in a single
sentence which is: that legislation be passed to the effect that "each person
whose income is inadequate for the purchase of his own care can, upon his
voluntary request, receive assistance from the federal government for the purchase of comprehensive prepayment care." This is the essence of Medicredit, but
it is not the same thing as your present Medicredit proposal. It can be called,
if you will, "fundamental Medicredit".
The doctors of Clackamas County, Oregon, first made this proposal in 1961. Since
then they have carried it out in fact and have demonstrated its effectiveness.
Since January 1969, under the experimental provision you made in Medicaid,
each welfare recipient in Clackamas County has been extended comprehensive
prepayment care on a capitation basis with the use of the available government
funds for the capitation payments. These subsidized patients have received
essentially the same care as private patients covered by the best private prepayment contracts underwritten by the doctors of the county thru their excellent
HMO organization which is called Physicians' Association of Clackamas County
(PACC).
The Clackamas County Proposal is not superficial in any sense. It is the result of long and intensive indepth study.
Our first publication concerning it was in 1947 in an article title "Now is
the Time" in the Journal of Pediatrics. In this we considered the theoretical
question: what if everyone in America were to have comprehensive prepayment
care, how then could we practice medicine ethically and effectively? The only
logical answer, we found, was a program of competitive HMO care with the
use of government funds to subsidize those unable to pay their own way. At that
time (1947) we proposed a total compulsory plan because prepayment care was
as yet so undeveloped. We have come a long way since then. Today a voluntary
program is now both possible and preferrable. We would point out however, that
one part of any program is going to have to be compulsory, that being the part of
raising funds by taxation for the subsidy of the needy.
You passed Kerr-Mills, which was not a bad law. It provided funding for the
seriously needy, but it did leave many out and it failed to produce an effective
production system for the subsidized care. It was a welfare type of setup. Under
Kerr Mills, however, Texas experimented with capitation HMO prepayment care
for the needy with good results
In Medicaid you made greater allowance for the use of the fundamental
Medicredit principle by allowing experimentation with capitation prepayment
care. It is under this provision of Medicaid that the Clackamas County experlment has been carried out. Other areas, notably in California, have conducted
similar experiments successfully.
You can ask: if the Medicredit principle is what you want, and if it can be
carried out under Medicaid, why should we need a new law? The answer is that
progress is far too slow. Doctors and their coworkers are very much preoccupied
with their strenuous tasks of clinical medicine and they have not succeeded in
carrying out their own stated policies under Medicaid excepting for the experiments we have referred to. Medicaid is an indirect means to the desired end.
We recommend a new law which will simply and directly demand that the
health care productions system make full care available to all citizens now.
It has been said that simply to extend funds is not enough. True, it isn't. But
basic Medicredit not only extends funds, but calls for a very radical change in
the health care productions system, requiring the extension of full comprehen-
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sive prepayment care to all needy citizens. It does this in the most concise, the
most economical and the most effective manner, and is recommended by
physicians themselves.
This is the kind of law you need--one which will require full production from
the health care professions--right now; a bill which will inspire them and get
more work out of them while at the same time containing costs. Most of the other
proposals you are discussing are illogical, confusing and depressing to the health
care professions and run the risk of ending up with less production, less care, and
higher costs.
AN. Thank you, Doctor, for coming to the committee.
The committee stands adjourned until 10 o'clock on Monday
morning.
(Whereupon, at 1:55 p.m., the committee was adjourned, to reconvene at 10 a.m., Monday, November 15, 1971.)
Mr. COR

